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Preface

This festschrift is the collective work of people who believe that transformational generative

grammar is empirically the strongest linguistic theory, as it o�ers a restrictive and yet su�-

ciently robust apparatus for the description of any natural language, while o�ering mechanisms

for evaluating each newly arising hypothesis. All the authors are united as well either by their

knowledge of the Czech language, or by their use of Czech as a data source for more general

understanding. As far as we know, ours is the �rst work with such an ambition.

But more important, all the authors are united in their wish to give pleasure to the First

Lady of Czech linguistics, who introduced modern generative grammar to the Czech Republic,

and who taught and still teaches generative grammar to many of us directly or indirectly, our

collaborator in the past and the present: Lída Veselovská. Without Lída generative grammar

would not have arisen in the Czech Republic, just as it would not have existed in the world

without Chomsky's book which gave it birth �fty years ago.
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Sentence-�nal sentence adverbs in the

phase model

Petr Biskup

biskup@rz.uni-leipzig.de

1 Introduction

It has been argued that sentence adverbs cannot occur in the sentence-�nal position, unless
they are separated by a comma intonation. See, for example, Jackendo� (1972) for English (1),
Belletti (1990) for Italian (2) and French (3), and Alexiadou (1997) for Greek (4).

(1) *Horatio has lost his mind evidently/probably.
(Jackendo� 1972, 50 (3.9))

(2) *Gianni partirà probabilmente.
`Gianni will leave probably'
(Belletti 1990, 53 (53))

(3) *Jean partira probablement.
`Jean will leave probably.'
(Belletti 1990, 53 (53))

(4) *O
The

Janis
JohnNOM

tha �gi

FUTgo3SG

pithanos.
probably

(Alexiadou 1997, 157 (80))

The following examples show that the same holds for Czech; sentence adverbs such as the
epistemic moºná 'possibly' or pravd¥podobn¥ 'probably' are not allowed in the sentence-�nal
position.

(5) *Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

Pavel
PavelNOM

pravd¥podobn¥.
probably

`The book, Pavel will probably send to Jirka.'

(6) *Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

Pavel
PavelNOM

moºná.
possibly

`The book, Pavel will possibly send to Jirka.'

This seems to be in accordance with the claim that sentence adverbs occupy a pretty high
position in the clausal structure (Cinque 1999, Laenzlinger 2002). There is also an alternative
explanation why the adverbs in (1)-(6) are impossible in the sentence-�nal position. According
to Lang (1979), sentence adverbs are focus sensitive operators and they themselves cannot be
focalized. Compare also Haji£ová, Partee & Sgall (1998a,b) or Koktová (1987, 1999), who
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argue that the prototypical position of focus sensitive adverbs is at the boundary between the
background and the focus, and Krifka (1992) or Jacobs (1986, 1988) in Czech who argue that
focusing adverbs must c-command their focus.

However, there are sentence adverbs that can occur in the sentence-�nal position in Czech
and Italian; consider examples (7) and (8).

(7) Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

Pavel
PavelNOM

ur£it¥.
certainly

`The book, Pavel will certainly send to Jirka.'

(8) Gianni lo merita sicuramente / di sicuro.
`Gianni deserves it surely.'
(Cinque 1999, 180 note 80))

These examples pose a problem for the argument that the source of the ungrammaticality of
sentence adverbs in the sentence-�nal position is the height of their structural position and they
show that the ungrammaticality of (1)-(6) is not due to the general impossibility of sentence
adverbs to appear in the sentence-�nal position and be accented there.

Therefore Cinque (1999, 180 note 80) proposes that adverbs like sicuramente belong to
the class of (realis) mood adverbs that can be used as focusing adverbs - they are heads
taking their modifees as complements - and allow their complements to move across them. On
the other hand, Lang (1979) distinguishes three classes of German sentence adverbs. Class
A adverbs are, for example, wahrscheinlich 'probably' or möglicherweise 'possibly'; class B
adverbs bedauerlicherweise 'unfortunately' or überraschenderweise 'surprisingly'; and class C
adverbs tatsächlich 'really' or in der Tat 'certainly'. According to him, class A adverbs, that
is the adverbs in (5) and (6), di�er from class C adverbs, that is, the adverbs in (7) or (8), in
that they cannot be accented and focalized.

However, both proposals have a problem with cases like (9) because the sentence-�nal adverb
moºná 'possibly' is epistemic (that is, Lang's class A), is accented and represents the focus itself;
it is associated with the focus-sensitive adverbial jenom 'only'. Since non-clausal non-selected
adverbials are merged to the left in Czech (see Biskup in prep.), the grammaticality of (9)
cannot be accounted for through right adjunction of moºná.

(9) Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

Pavel
PavelNOM

jenom
only

moºná.
possibly

`It is only possible that Pavel will send the book to Jirka.'

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I will discuss veridicality and a
downward-monotonicity approach to sentence adverbs and on the basis of empirical arguments
I will argue that these approaches are not appropriate. In section 3, I will argue that sentence
adverbs generally can be merged in the vP phase and that the (un)grammaticality of certain
sentence adverbs in the sentence-�nal position depends on the (non-)interpretability of a given
adverb in the vP position and not on its syntactic position. I will propose an analysis in a
model with a correlation between the phase structure, tripartite quanti�cational structure and
information structure and will argue that sentence adverbs can appear in the sentence-�nal
position only if they represent the extreme value with respect to the set of focus alternatives.
Conclusions will be drawn in section 4.
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2 Other proposals: veridicality and

downward-monotonicity

Let us begin with the di�erence between the adverbs ur£it¥ 'certainly' and moºná 'possibly'.
It is easy to show that these adverbs have di�erent lexicosemantic properties. The epistemic
adverb moºná is excluded from contexts licensing negative polarity items. More speci�cally, it
is degraded, for example, under the question operator (10) or the imperative operator (11).

(10) Po²le
sends

Pavel
PavelNOM

(*moºná)
possibly

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

tu
the

knihu
bookACC

(*moºná)?
possibly

`Will Pavel possibly send the book to Jirka?'

(11) Po²li
send

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

(*moºná)
possibly

tu
the

knihu
bookACC

(*moºná)!
possibly

`Possibly send the book to Jirka.'

In contrast, the (realis) mood adverb ur£it¥ can appear in these environments, as demonstrated
by question (12) and the imperative sentence in (13).

(12) Po²le
sends

Pavel
PavelNOM

(ur£it¥)
certainly

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

tu
the

knihu
bookACC

(ur£it¥)?
certainly

`Will Pavel certainly send the book to Jirka?'

(13) Po²li
send

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

(ur£it¥)
certainly

tu
the

knihu
bookACC

(ur£it¥)!
certainly

`Certainly send the book to Jirka.'

In the recent literature, there are two interesting approaches to this issue. First, let us look at
the veridicality approach.

2.1 Veridicality

It has been argued that questions and imperatives are nonveridical environments, see, for
example, Giannakidou (1999, 2002). Giannakidou (2002, 5) de�nes (non)veridicality for propo-
sitional operators as follows:

(Non)veridicality for propositional operators
(i) A propositional operator F is veridical i� Fp entails p: Fp → p; otherwise F is
nonveridical.
(ii) A nonveridical operator F is antiveridical i� Fp entails not p: Fp → ¬p.

Given the di�erent behavior of the adverbs in (10)-(13), one might suggest that the rea-
son why (5) and (6) are ungrammatical is that the appropriate sentence adverbs are in the
scope of a nonveridical operator. Since there is no other overt operator in the sentence, it
could be something like Jacobs's (1988) assertion operator (ASSERT). It is feasible to suggest
that ASSERT(p) does not entail p. A potential problem is that one cannot assume that the
truth of a sentence is always evaluated with respect to a certain epistemic model because in
a speaker's belief model, the asserted proposition can be true (see discussion in Giannakidou
1999). However, there is also an empirical argument against this analysis. When the sentence
adverb moºná occurs in the background domain of a declarative sentence (as evidenced by the
congruent context (14a)), the sentence is grammatical; compare (14b) with example (6).
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(14) a. Komu po²le Pavel tu knihu? (To whom will Pavel send the book?)

b. Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

moºná
possibly

Pavel
PavelNOM

Jirkovi.
JirkaDAT

`The book, Pavel will possibly send to Jirka.'

Given the grammaticality of (14b) and the fact that the assertion operator has in its scope
the whole sentence, one needs to use a tripartite structure for the operator. This is in line
with Jacobs (1988), according to whom all sentences have a focus-sensitive element (either
overt or covert) and all illocutionary operators can be focus sensitive and can participate in a
tripartite structure. Thus, if one wants to keep the idea that it is the nonveridicality of the
assertion operator to which the sentence adverb is sensitive, the assertion operator would have
to be veridical in its restrictor (the background domain of the sentence) and nonveridical in its
nuclear scope (the focus domain). However, there is a reason to think that nonveridicality of the
focalized position is not the right issue here. According to Zwart (1995), the dyadic operator or
(both exlusive and nonexclusive) is nonveridical in both conjuncts. (Non)veridicality for dyadic
operators is de�ned as follows (Zwart 1995, 288):

(Non)veridicality for dyadic operators
Let C be a dyadic truth-functional connective. C is said to be veridical with respect
to p [q] just in case pCq ⇒ p [pCq⇒ q] is logically valid.
If C is not veridical with respect to p [q], then C is nonveridical with respect to p
[q].

This means that the sentence adverb moºná should be bad in this environment. This is
indeed so, as shown by the following example.

(15) ??Bu¤
Either

sousedka
neighborFEM

moºná
possibly

va°í,
cooks

nebo
or

soused
neighborMASC

lakuje
paints

auto.
car

`Either the neighbor possibly is cooking or her husband is painting his car.'

So far so good. However, according to Czech speakers, there is a clear contrast in judgments of
(15) with moºná in the background position and (16) with moºná in the focus position. This
unexpected since the focus position of the adverb should also be excluded due to nonveridicality.

(16) *Bu¤
Either

sousedka
neighborFEM

va°í
cooks

moºná,
possibly

nebo
or

soused
neighborMASC

lakuje
paints

auto.
car

`Either the neighbor possibly is cooking or her husband is painting his car.'

Since the explanation in terms of nonveridicality of the focalized position does not work, let us
turn to the downward-monotonicity approach.

2.2 Downward-monotonicity

Nilsen (2003) argues that sentence adverbs like moºná are positive polarity items and as such
are excluded from environments licensing negative polarity items. More speci�cally, he argues
that they are excluded from downward-entailing environments. Downward-entailing operators
reverse the direction of entailment. This means that in downward-entailing environments truth
is preserved when the predicate is replaced by a stronger (subset) predicate. See the de�nition
below, taken from Nilsen (2003, 41).
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DE function
A function f is downward-entailing i� whenever a is semantically stronger than b,
it holds that f(b) is semantically stronger than f(a).

Thus, for example, (17a) entails (17b); the replacement of knihu with the stronger predicate
zajímavou knihu under negation preserves the truth.

(17) a. Pavel
PavelNOM

nepo²le

NEGsends
Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

knihu.
bookACC

`Pavel will not send a book to Jirka.'

b. Pavel
PavelNOM

nepo²le

NEGsends
Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

zajímavou
interesting

knihu.
bookACC

`Pavel will not send an interesting book to Jirka.'

Again, given the grammaticality of sentence (14b) with moºná in the background domain, the
covert assertion operator should be downward-entailing in its nuclear scope (the focus of the
sentence) but not in its restrictor (the background domain of the sentence). This does not go
through because example (18) - with the appropriate context (18a) - shows that the focus of
the assertion operator is upward-entailing; sentence (16b) entails (16c).

(18) a. Co po²le Pavel Jirkovi?
`What will Pavel send to Jirka?'

b. Pavel
PavelNOM

po²le
sends

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

zajímavou
interesting

knihu.
bookACC

`Pavel will send an interesting book to Jirka.'

c. Pavel
PavelNOM

po²le
sends

Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

knihu.
bookACC

`Pavel will send a book to Jirka.'

Thus, the conclusion drawn from this section is that the explanation in terms of downward
monotonicity does not work either. If it is not nonveridicality or downward-monotonicity that
makes the sentence adverbs like moºná bad in the sentence-�nal position in declarative sen-
tences, it is necessary to �nd an alternative analysis.

3 The analysis

According to Chomsky (2001), every phase has its own subarray that chooses its elements
from the numeration. Therefore it seems natural that one and the same adverb can appear in
both the vP subarray and the CP subarray, and can be merged in both the vP phase and the
CP phase. In Biskup (2006), I show that phrases moved to the CP phase � that is, scrambled
or topicalized - are backgrounded and get a speci�c interpretation, as illustrated in (19). The
speci�c interpretation can be epistemic, partitive, or generic. I argue that this is driven by the
grammar requirement that backgrounded speci�c elements are to be linearized and interpreted
in the CP phase (the left part of sentences) in scrambling languages like Czech.
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(19)

      CP

vP phase
CP phase vP

XP XP
topicalization, scrambling

  

1

Building on Partee (1992), Diesing (1992), and Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2005, 2006), I propose
that there is a correlation between the phase structure, tripartite quanti�cational structure
and information structure of the sentence. This is illustrated in (20). This means that at the
semantic interface, the vP phase (the elements in the phase) is interpreted as the nuclear scope
of the quanti�cational structure and the information focus. The CP phase is interpreted as the
restrictive clause and the domain of background.

(20)

             CP

            
 CP phase  vP phase

        restrictive       nuclear scope
clause,background  information focus

Then, without going into details, examples (6), (7) and (9) look like (21), (22), and (23).

(21) *[CP [XP Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

[TP Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

Pavel
PavelNOM

[vP moºná
possibly

]]]].

`The book, Pavel will possibly send to Jirka'

(22) [CP [XP Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

[TP Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

Pavel
PavelNOM

[vP ur£it¥
certainly

]]]].

`The book, Pavel will certainly send to Jirka.'

(23) [CP [XP Tu
the

knihu
bookACC

po²le
sends

[TP Jirkovi
JirkaDAT

Pavel
PavelNOM

[vP jenom
only

moºná
possibly

]]]].

`It is only possible that the book Pavel will send to Jirka.'

I make the standard assumption that every sentence has a focus. Then, given the proposed
model, sentence adverbs in the sentence-�nal position in vP are necessarily interpreted as focal-
ized at the semantic interface and introduce a set of alternatives. To account for the behavior
of sentence adverbs in the sentence-�nal position and the di�erence in behavior between moºná
and ur£it¥, I will make use of Krifka's (1995) notion of `extreme value'.1 Krifka argues that
polarity items as well as focalized elements introduce alternatives and that the alternatives are
ordered according to semantic strength (set relations). And that the set of alternatives can be
represented by values on a scale.

Here, I propose that a sentence adverb can appear in the sentence-�nal position in the vP
phase and be focalized there only if it represents the extreme value with respect to the set of

1It has been suggested by Piñón (2006) that Krifka's approach (1995) might be used for the analysis of sentence
adverbs. By 'extreme value', I mean the extremity with respect to particular focus alternatives, not with
respect to all the alternatives together, for details, see Krifka (1995).
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focus alternatives. Epistemic adverbials can be taken to correspond to certain values on an
epistemic scale. It is a lexicosemantic property of the (realis) mood adverbial ur£it¥ that it
corresponds to the highest value on the epistemic scale. Thus, it represents the extreme value
with respect to the focus alternatives because all other alternatives are, of course, lower on the
epistemic scale. Therefore ur£it¥ can occur in the focalized sentence-�nal position and in this
way sentences with (realis) mood adverbials like ur£it¥ get the verum-focus interpretation; see
(7)=(22) again.

In contrast, moºná, given its lexicosemantic properties, does not represent an extreme value
on the epistemic scale, therefore it cannot serve as the asserted focus alternative. Hence, if
moºná appears in the sentence-�nal position in vP, the sentence becomes ungrammatical, as
demonstrated by (6)=(21). However, this changes when the exclusive particle jenom 'only' is
added. I demonstrated by example (9)=(23) that the sentence adverbial moºná can in fact
occur in the sentence-�nal position. It is well-known that the exclusive adverb only is focus
sensitive, see, for example, Rooth (1985), Beaver & Clark (2003) or Krifka (2006). In sentence
(9)=(23), jenom associates with the focalized sentence adverbial moºná and excludes all other
alternatives. The sentence then gets the interpretation according to which it is only possible
� not, for example, probable or certain, which are possible alternatives to moºná here - that
Pavel will send the book to Jirka. Thus, jenom makes from moºná the lowest alternative on the
epistemic scale, which means that this alternative has the required extreme value; but in this
case, it is extreme low probability. So, sentence (9)=(23) shows that sentence adverbs other
than (realis) mood adverbs can also merge within vP and appear in the sentence-�nal position,
and that the appropriate adverbs do not have to be used as focusing adverbs in that position.

Similarly, the epistemic adverbial pravd¥podobn¥ can also occur in the sentence-�nal position
if it represents the extreme value in the set of focus alternatives. This is shown in example
(24).

(24) a. *[CP [XP Pavel
PavelNOM

p°ijde
comes

[vP pravd¥podobn¥
probably

]]].

`Pavel will probably come.'

b. [CP [XP Pavel
PavelNOM

p°ijde
comes

[vP nanejvý²
most highly

pravd¥podobn¥
probably

]]].

`It is at most probable that Pavel will come."
`It is highly probable that Pavel will come.'

Sentence (24a) demonstrates that under usual circumstances, pravd¥podobn¥ is ungrammatical
in the sentence-�nal position. As shown by (24b), after adding of the adverb nanejvý² 'most
highly', the sentence becomes grammatical. This case is especially interesting because (24b)
allows the extreme value to appear on either end of the epistemic scale. The �rst interpretation
is the extremely-low-value interpretation, according to which there is no focus alternative lower
than the pravd¥podobn¥ value on the epistemic scale. In this case, sentence (24b) can be
continued, for example, by the following sentence: Ur£it¥ ne najisto 'Certainly not beyond
doubt'.

According to the second interpretation, the probability of Pavel's coming is highest, it is in
fact certain that Pavel will come. Hence, in this case, the asserted alternative represents the
extremely high value on the epistemic scale. As in the case of sentence (9)=(23), example (24b)
demonstrates that although sentence adverbs like pravd¥podobn¥ cannot occur in the sentence-
�nal position by themselves, they can occur there and be interpreted if they get help through
another element. Hence, the problem does not lie in their low syntactic position, counter to
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the accounts mentioned in the introduction.
In certain contexts, pravd¥podobn¥ associated with the focus particle dokonce 'even' can also

represent the extreme value. Consider example (25).

(25) [CP [XP Pavel
PavelNOM

p°ijde
comes

[vP dokonce
even

pravd¥podobn¥
probably

]]].

`It is even probable that Pavel will come.'

Imagine a situation where somebody is asking a few friends whether they will come to his
party. All guys before Pavel say that they possibly will come. In this context, the value of
pravd¥podobn¥ is extreme because it is unexpectedly high on the probability scale with respect
to the other alternatives.

4 Summary

In this paper, I have argued that sentence adverbs can be merged in the vP phase, that they
can occur in the sentence-�nal position, be accented there and focalized. Depending on their
lexicosemantic properties and on the properties of the appropriate sentence, either they can
be interpreted in the vP position or they cannot. This means that the (un)grammaticality of
the appropriate sentence depends on the (non-)interpretability of the adverb in the vP position
and not on the syntactic position of the adverb. I have argued that the ungrammaticality of
certain sentence adverbs in the sentence-�nal position in the vP phase is due to the fact that
they cannot serve as the asserted alternative in the focus in the appropriate sentence. Sentence
adverbs can appear in the sentence-�nal position only if they represent the extreme value with
respect to the set of focus alternatives.
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A Note About A Note About Nothing∗

Pavel Caha

Pavel.Caha@hum.uit.no

1 Introduction

I start o� by reporting some observations made by Lída in her paper A Note About Nothing

(Veselovská, 2003) concerning Case-assignment asymmetries in Czech DPs with inanimate pro-
nouns (like nic `nothing'). These data show that there is a clear asymmetry between Structural
(nominative, accusative) and Oblique Cases, which Lída accounts for in terms of S-structure
vs. D-structure asymmetry. Since D-structure as an explanatory tool has been abandoned in
recent minimalist theorizing (see McCawley, 1968 for an early proposal along these lines), I try
to recast the distinction in di�erent terms. Speci�cally, I look at pairs of Czech constructions
that exhibit a systematic alternations between the instrumental (ins, an Oblique Case) and
accusative (acc, a Structural Case), and I propose the following. (i) these constructions are
transformationally related, (ii) the DPs are base-generated bearing ins, and (iii) they become
acc by movement. I derive (ii) and (iii) from the assumption that ins contains two case
projections, K1 and K2, whereas acc only K2, reconstructing the S-structure vs. D-structure
distinction in terms of the amount of functional structure. I further follow Starke (2005) by
having the projection of K2 raise from within K1P. I suggest to extend this approach to Case
marking in general, and I lay out a �rst step of the program: I propose a hierarchy of Czech
Case.

2 Structural Cases vs. Oblique Cases

Veselovská (2001) observes that DPs headed by inanimate pronouns behave di�erently in Struc-
tural and Oblique Case environments. Speci�cally, adjectives following the pronoun bear geni-
tive when the pronoun is nominative or accusative, and thus their Case di�ers from that of the
pronoun, as demonstrated in (1). However, they are marked instrumental when the pronouns
appears in instrumental, thus agreeing with the Case of the pronoun, as can be observed in (2).

(1) něco takového velkého
nothingNOM/ACC suchGEN bigGEN (Veselovská, 2003:ex.17a)

(2) s ničím takovým velkým
with nothingINS suchINS bigINS (Veselovská, 2003:ex.20b)

∗I am grateful to the following people: Marcel den Dikken, Gillian Ramchand, Björn Lundquist, Lucie Medová,
Marina Pantcheva, Michal Starke, Peter Svenonius, Tarald Taraldsen.
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The �rst step of the analysis that Veselovská (2003) puts forth in order to understand the
data theoretically, is to ground the distinction between Structural and Oblique Cases in terms
of Case Hierarchy, understood (along the lines of Franks (1995)) in terms of di�erent timing
of operations. Speci�cally, Structural Case is assumed to be assigned at S-structure, whereas
Oblique Case is assigned at D-structure.

(3)       Case Hierarchy  
 Lexical [+Oblique] Case is assigned at D-Structure  
 Structural Case is assigned at S-Structure     (Veselovská, 2003:ex.22) 

The problem I address here is what to do with the distinction of Structural vs. Oblique Case
when the distinction between D-structure and S-structure is abandoned (a point argued for in
McCawley, 1968, or much later in Chomsky, 1995).

Apart from general considerations presented in the works cited, there is in fact empirical
evidence against the implementation of Case Theory given in (3), which comes from the domain
of Case itself. Speci�cally, the formulation in (3) stems from the conviction that while Structural
Cases are purely structural and devoid of any special semantic contribution, Oblique Cases are
"Lexical" in the sense that they satisfy both semantic and syntactic selectional requirements
of items that they co-occur with.

Here, I argue against both of these propositions. On one hand, I present (additional) evidence
that Structural Cases are relevant for semantic information (and here I follow much of previous
work). On the other hand, I try to show that there is a great deal of speci�cally syntactic
factors that contribute to the distribution of Oblique Case.1

Hence, I try to re-establish the distinction in completely di�erent terms: in terms of syntactic
structure.2 I start by looking at Czech instrumental and accusative alternations and see what
kind of theory is able to capture their systematic relation.

3 Instrumental and Accusative

3.1 Raising-to-Object Constructions

Consider the pair (4) and (5).

(4) Petr nechal [ televizi opravit odborníkem  ] 
Peter let television repairINF professionalINS 

 ‘Peter had the TV repaired by a professional’ 
 
(5) Petr nechal [ odborníka  opravit televizi  ] 

Peter let professionalACC repairINF television 
 ‘Peter had the professional repair the TV’ 

The DP odborník `professional' takes ins in (4), but acc in (5). First thing to note is that the
verb nechat `let/have' is a restructuring verb (for restructuring in Czech see Dotla£il, 2004),
and takes a clause headed by the in�nitive as its complement.

1 This conclusion in fact does not make sense if syntax and compositional semantics are identical, as suggested
in some recent works (e.g. Ramchand, 2007).

2 For proposals along similar lines see e.g. Bayer et. al. (2001) and Asbury (2006), as well as references
therein.
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The in�nitival clause is passive in (4), with the internal argument (ia) of the in�nitive raised
to the object of the matrix verb `let', and the external argument ea (of the in�nitive) expressed
by ins (as is the standard for eas in Czech passives). In (5), the in�nitive is active, and it is
the in�nitive's ea that becomes the object of the matrix verb.

That this analysis is on the right track, is con�rmed by the (im)possibility of so called long
passive (see e.g. Wurmbrand, 2001). Speci�cally, the re�exive passive of the matrix verb is
able to promote the ia of the in�nitive in the case of (4), but not in the case of (5), as shown
in (6).

(6) Televize se nechala    opravit odborník-em / *-a   
Television REFL let repairINF professionalINS / *ACC 

 ‘The TV was repaired by a professional’ 

On standard interpretation, the ea blocks the long passive (by relativized minimality) in (5),
but not in (4), suggesting that the ia must have moved across the ea in the course of deriving
(4).

The conclusion is the following: the ea and the ia are both generated in the in�nitival clause,
but only one of them can become the object of the matrix verb. If the ia manages to do so (as
in (4)), the ea is marked ins. If the ea becomes the object (blocking the long passive), it is
marked acc.

3.2 Spray/Load Alternation

The Czech spray/load alternation is presented in (7) and (8).

(7) Naložil      [ vůz  senem ]    
loaded3.PL truck hayINS 
‘They loaded the truck with hay.’ 

 
(8) Naložil      [ seno na vůz ] 

loaded3.PL hayACC on truck 
‘They loaded the hay on the truck.’ 

In (7), the DP `hay' is marked ins, but it shows acc in (8). Again, the question arises how
to capture the case marking of the DP in question. It is theoretically attractive to understand
this pattern in terms of the preceding one. Speci�cally, the bracketed structure in (7) is to
be understood as a passive version of the bracketed structure in (8), on analogy with (4) and
(5). The same conclusion is reached by Romanova (2004, 2007) and Ramchand and Svenonius
(2004). The works cited propose that the `hay' and the `truck' are to be understood as the ea
and the ia, respectively, of a spatial relation denoted by the preposition `on'.

In (7), the ia of the preposition moves to the object position of the verb `load', and the ea
is marked by ins. In (8), it is the ea that moves to the object position of the matrix verb, and
surfaces as acc.

The conclusion here can thus be very similar to the one arrived at in the �rst subsection:
the ea and the ia of the P are both generated in a non-�nite clause, but only one of them can
become the object of the matrix verb `load'. If the ia manages to do so (as in (7)), the ea is
marked ins. If the ea becomes the object, it is marked acc.
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3.3 EAs of PPs

So far, there is no clear indication of how to analyze the relation between ins and acc, nor
how to address the problem of case in these constructions in general. One option is to take
ins for an Oblique Case that serves the purpose of marking demoted eas (of both Vs and Ps),
and acc to be assigned by the matrix verb in a designated structural position, keeping to the
version of Case Theory presented in (3). However, a clearer picture (as for which way not to
go) emerges, if we take a closer look on the acc/ins alternation of the P's ea.

(9) Petr bodnul nožem  do chleba 
Peter  stuck  knifeINS  in bread 
‘Petr stuck the knife in the bread and pulled it out.’ 

 
(10)  Petr bodnul nůž   do chleba 

Peter  stuck  knifeACC  in bread 
‘Petr stuck the knife in the bread and the knife stayed there.’ 

As in the previous section, I consider the `knife' in both examples to be the ea of the spa-
tial relation denoted by the directional P do. The di�erence between the ins and acc here
does not have to do with active or passive, since the ia of the P stays the same in both ex-
amples and never moves across the ea `knife'. Rather, the di�erence here is best characterized
in semantic terms: either the event expressed by the V is followed by a state resulting from
that event (10), or not (9). We can clearly see here that (contrary to expectations based on
the version of Case Theory in (3)), it is a Structural Case that brings in a semantic load.

One way how to understand the semantic (result state vs. pure process) and syntactic (acc
vs. ins) di�erence theoretically, is to have the resulting state (knife in the bread) represented
and projected as a phrase in syntax (resP), along the lines of Ramchand (2007). Ramchand
further proposes that the head of the resP is a complement of the process (proc) denoted by
the verb, which again she takes to be represented in syntax by a projection she calls procP.
In these terms, the constructions under consideration di�er in whether or not the syntactic
structure contains the resP. Speci�cally, the PP ([ `knife' [ into `bread' ]]) is a complement of
proc in (9), but a complement of res in (10).

(11) [proc  [EA [P IA]]]      no entailment of a state resulting from the process 
(12) [proc [res [EA [P IA]]]]   entailment of a state resulting from the process  

If this is a correct account of the semantic di�erence, it is tempting to understand the case
marking pattern in terms of the res head. A straightforward way how to relate it to the struc-
tures proposed, is to connect the acc with the ea raised to Spec,resP, and to see the ins as
arising if the ea stays in situ. The generalization, then, is that if the P's ea raises, it surfaces
as acc, whereas if it stays in situ, it bears ins.

It is not di�cult to see how the solution proposed for these examples generalizes to the case
of spray/load alternation. First thing to note is that in the case of `load', there is always
a resulting state implied, hence both versions have the structure in (12). The di�erence is
whether it is the `hay', or the `truck' that ends up in the state of being loaded. In terms of
the decomposition adopted, the di�erence is whether the ia or the ea ends up in Spec,resP. If
the ea stays in situ, the ia becomes the holder of the resulting state (Resultee), and the ea is
marked ins, in line with the observations made for the verb `stick'. If the ea moves, it becomes
the Resultee, and it surfaces as acc.
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(13) [proc [res [EA [P IA]]]]    EA stays in situ  --> INS 
(14) [proc [res [EA [P IA]]]]    EA moves   --> ACC   
 

A similar story can be told for the cases we have observed at the beginning, replacing res
in (13) and (14) for the relevant head corresponding to the restructuring verb, and P for the
embedded verb.3

An intermediate conclusion is that whatever it is that drives the movement of ea in (14), it
is not the need to be assigned case, since instrumental case is available already in Spec,P. This
is not as surprising as it might seem, since a similar conclusion can be drawn for pseudo-passive
sentences (John was yelled at John), where the DP (John) raises from a Case position (unless
there is a way how to connect the passive marking on the verb with the P's ability to assign
accusative Case).
Put even strongly, the DPs in the examples discussed not only do not move for reasons of

Case, they move from one Case position to another. Hence, the reasons for DP movement are
rather to be sought in the fact that in each movement step, there is a new predication relation
is established between the moved DP and the target of movement. So in the examples at hand,
the P's ea does not move for Case reasons, it moves in order to be interpreted as the subject
of the result phrase.

3.4 ias of Ps

With a partial solution in place, we want to know more on how case marking and case shifting
happens. Is ins assigned to every DP that happens to be in Spec,P at the end of the day?
Is all acc marking connected to Spec,Res? Let us see if further patterns help to deepen our
understanding and sharpen our conclusions. Let's start o� with the complements of locative
and directional PPs and case shifting that happens there.

(15) nad     /  pod    / před        / za         /  mezi   něčím 
above /  under / in front of/ behind  / between  somethingINS        LOCATION 
  

(16) nad     /  pod    / před        / za         /  mezi   něc-o 
above /  under / in front of/ behind  / between  somethingACC      DIRECTION 

All the PPs in (15) denote simple locations, whereas those in (16) denote directions (`to above /
to under' etc.). The change from locative to directional meaning is accompanied by the change
of case on the P's object from ins to acc.
It is immediately clear that ins here cannot be viewed as a case that marks eas in situ, since

here ins is associated with the ia of P. It is also clear that acc can't be considered the case
assigned by V (or res) to the direct object either: all the PPs in (16) can in fact be embedded
under certain types of Ns (like `path' or `jump') without any e�ect on the case of the P's object.
Still there is a way how to connect the pattern at hand with the one arrived at before. In order

to see that, let me �rst present some basic observations concerning the syntax of locative and
directional PPs. A body of literature (van Riemsdijk, 1990, Koopman, 1997, Helmantel, 2002,
den Dikken, 2003, Svenonius, 2004 on the syntactic side, and also Jackendo�, 1990, Zwarts and

3 See Collins (2005) for a way how to get the ia across the ea. See Taraldsen (2006) for an alternative. See
Hoekstra (2004:ch.1) for an interesting proposal in the same spirit as presented here.
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Winter, 2000, and Kracht, 2002 on the semantic side) has established that directional PPs are
built on top of locative PPs. The basic structures, taken from Svenonius (2004), are given below.

(17) [Place [DP]]   locative adposition 
(18) [Path [Place [DP]]]  directional adposition 

Again, we face the problem of how to connect the structures with Case. Making pro�t of
the Path head in (18), it is plausible to view it as the source of acc in directional PPs. Let
me therefore propose that the DP has to raise to Spec,PathP (see (19)), which is followed by a
remnant movement of the PlaceP to a yet higher position. Before I turn to some evidence for
the movement, let us see where this account brings us wrt Case.

 
(19) [Path [Place [DP]]]  ACC 
(20) [Place [DP]]   INS 

In (20), I repeat the structure for locative PPs with the DP in ins. As with the previous
constructions, we can see the ins arising as a result of a DP having stayed in situ. In directional
PPs, the DP moves to Spec,Path, where it surfaces as acc. Granted the assumptions I have
made, the following uni�ed view is achieved:

(21) DPs in situ are INS, DPs in derived position are ACC. 
(22) Case marking correlates with movement, oblique marked DPs are in situ, 

structural case arises in derived positions. 

Let me call (22) the Case-Movement Conjecture (CMC), which is meant to be an update
of (3). Now back to what justi�es the movement in (19). Consider the following examples from
Dutch:

(23) de  weg  op de  heuvel   locative 
the  road up the hill 

 
(24) de  weg  de  heuvel op  directional 

the  road the hill  up  (Dutch, den Dikken, 2006) 

The Czech alternation in Case is replicated in Dutch by alternation in word order, where
in directional contexts, the DP precedes the P for exactly the same reason as the Czech DPs
are marked acc, in accordance with CMC.4

3.5 A�ected Instrumentals Surface as Accusatives

Let me continue with the idea that some DPs take ins, when in situ, and switch to acc when
they move up. The following alternation then falls in place:

4 The reason is movement of the P's ia to Spec,PathP in directional contexts.
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(25) Petr prošel      lesem 
Peter  wentVIA  woodINS 

 ‘Peter went through the wood’ 
 
(26)  Petr   prošel     les 

Peter wentVIA  woodACC 
 ‘Peter walked through the whole wood/ Peter searched the wood through’ 

Let me �rst present data that shed light on the ins in (25). As shown in (27), bare ins

on a DP can be used in Czech to denote `through'. The `path' here is unbounded, which means
that it can be fully contained in the `wood.'

(27) cesta lesem 
path woodINS 

 ‘a path through the wood’ 

The sentence in (25) exploits this usage, with the additional factor that the pre�x (pro-) intro-
duces a bounded interpretation of the path Peter moves along, so the interpretation is that he
enters the wood on one side and leaves it on another side. For examples like (25), I propose that
the ins DP, denoting an unbounded path `through', is a structural complement of the pre�x
pro- that introduces the bounded interpretation of the `through' path. The Pre�xP (headed by
pro-) is further embedded under the proc head, which gives the right interpretation: there is a
process of Peter walking that proceeds along the bounded path through the wood.

(28) [proc (walk) [ pro- [ DP ]]]   INS 

Now the change from ins to acc brings about a kind of "a�ectedness" of the DP `the wood':
it has to be a�ected somehow by Peter having walked through it. This gives rise to a slight
shift in meaning, and the sentence roughly means that Peter has searched the wood through.
Theoretically speaking, the sentence with acc brings about a state resulting from the process

of walking. Again, this is to be captured by the presence of res in (26). The case marking then
complies with the CMC: once the resP is present, the DP moves to its Spec and surfaces with
acc.

 
(29) [proc (walk) [res [ pro- [ DP ]]]]  ACC 

3.6 Interim Summary

Before we go on, let us see where we are. I have started with the observations concerning active
and passive non-�nite complements to verbs, concentrating on the case marking of the ea. The
initial observation (for passive VPs and PPs) was that ins marks eas that are demoted. This
had to be changed for eas of Ps embedded under the verb `stick', where the same alternation
was due to semantic factors (having a resulting state or not). The conclusion which emerged
was that eas in situ are marked ins, whereas moved eas receive acc. For these reasons, I have
suggested that DP movement is to be dissociated from Case licensing per se, and that DPs are
free to originate in one Case position and move to another.
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The investigation of case alternations in PPs brought us further to the conclusion that there
is no designated projection for either ins or acc. It was concluded that a uni�ed view on the
alternations can only be achieved if CMC is adopted: DPs are marked by Oblique Case in situ,
and they receive acc once moved to a derived position. The formal mechanism underlying
CMC is presented in the next section.

4 Peeling

The technical problem I want to �nd a solution for in this section is how to make one Case
(ins, associated with the base position) change into another (acc) in the derived position.
There seem to be two easy options: the addition of a feature (e.g. along the lines of Sportiche,
2005, or Koopman, 2005), or the loss of a feature (along the lines of Sportiche, 1988). Let Case
morphology be our guide here.

Table I: Subset-superset relations of instrumental and accusative in Coll. Czech 

 

 muž  
‚man‘, pl 

kuře, 
‚chicken‘, pl 

kost, 
‚bone‘, pl 

 stavení, 
‚building‘, pl 

dobrý, 
adj.,pl. 

NOMINATIVE muž-i kuřat-a myš-i staven-í dobr-ý 
ACCUSATIVE muž-e kuřat-a myš-i staven-í dobr-ý 
INSTRUMENTAL muž-e-ma kuřat-a-ma myš-i-ma staven-í-ma dobr-ý-ma 
GENITIVE muž-ů kuřat-Ø myš-í staven-í dobr-ý-ch 
DATIVE muž-ů-m kuřat-ů-m myš-í-m staven-í-m dobr-ý-m 
LOCATIVE muž-í-ch kuřat-e-ch myš-í-ch staven-í-ch dobr-ý-ch 

It can be easily observed that morphology tells us to choose the latter way and treat the
case shifting patterns discussed as a feature loss. The reason is that ins in Czech tends to be
morphologically more complex than acc, which is shown in the paradigms above. Here, the
ins actually seems to be built on top of the acc, by the addition of -ma. In other words, the
change from ins to acc is to be understood as stranding of -ma.

4.1 How to Lose Features?

The scenario of feature loss is given below in (30). This tree encodes the way DPs move
from one case position to another in the constructions discussed. Starke (2005) generalizes this
scenario for all DP movement (with slight quali�cations concerning successive cyclic movement).

(30)     YP 
 

XP      ZP 
 
     WP 
 
     W    t-XP 
 
 
    

Starke (2005) calls the W in (30) the Peel, and the movement of XP is called Peeling. The
adoption of Starke's Peeling proposal for the cases at hand, leads to the conclusion that ins
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is structurally more complex than acc, and that, in fact, accusative is contained inside the
ins. The following representations for ins and acc encode this, with ins containing two Case
heads, K1 and K2, as opposed to acc with only one Case head.

(31) [ K1 [ K2 [ XP ]]] INS 
(32) [ K2 [ XP ]]  ACC 

In these representations, acc is a proper subset of ins, re�ecting directly the morphology
of Table I. In syntax, DPs are base generated as ins (at least in the positions discussed), and
when they move, they move by Peeling.5 This means that when they undergo movement for
reasons of extra predication, they strand the highest shell, K1, in situ, and surface as K2Ps,
that is as accs.

5 Nominative

If (30) is the way Case movement is to be represented in the case of acc and ins, a natural
hypothesis is that (30) holds for all Case driven movement. In particular, pairs of active and
passive sentences (illustrated in (33) and (34)) seem to be easily susceptible for such an ap-
proach.

(33) Vypil  becherovku 
drank becherovkaACC 
‘He drank becherovka.’ 
 

(34) Becherovka byla vypita 
becherovkaNOM was drunk 

 ‘Becherovka was drunk.’ 

In present terms, when the DP `becherovka' moves from the object position to the subject
position, it changes case from acc to nominative (nom). The way this can be understood un-
der the Peeling theory of Case assignment, is to assume (30) together with the representation
of nom and acc depicted below:

(35) [ K2 [ K3P ]]  ACC 
(36) [K3P ]   NOM 

On analogy with the previous example, nom is a syntactic subset of acc. When an acc

DP undergoes passivization, it moves to Spec,TP and since it moves by Peeling (30), it strands
the projection of accusative in situ and surfaces as nom in the derived position.

6 The Case Hierarchy

The observations above suggest that Cases are neither primitive units, nor structurally identical
to one another. In fact, it appears that each Case is a unique collection of functional heads,
and that individual Cases stand in structural subset - superset relations, as determined by the
collection of heads they are the manifestation of. Speci�cally, I have argued that if we want

5 See Medová (to appear) for the same approach.
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to capture the systematic relationship between acc and ins in Czech, we can consider acc to
be a structural subset of ins, which is directly re�ected by morphology of certain paradigms
presented in Table I.
In this section, I build on cross-linguistic comparison of Case systems conducted by Blake

(1994) and I propose a universal hierarchy of Cases. I show what predictions this hierarchy
(understood in terms of syntactic structure) makes with respect to syncretism patterns that
are expected, and I demonstrate the validity of the predictions on Czech Case morphology.

6.1 Blake's (1994) Case Sequence (with a Czech Twist)

Blake (1994) discusses Case systems of the languages of the world, observing the number and
kind of cases each language distinguishes. Among others, he mentions the following types of
languages (with languages exemplifying these types in brackets):6

(37) NOM – ACC/OBL (Chemehuevi) 
(38) NOM – ERG/OBL (Kabardian) 
(39) NOM – ACC – GEN/OBL (Modern Greek, Semitic, Nubian) 
(40) NOM – ACC – GEN – DAT/OBL (Icelandic, German, Nilo-Saharan, Yaqui, 

Ancient Greek) 
(41) NOM – ACC – GEN – DAT – LOC/OBL (Latin) 
(42) NOM – ACC – GEN – DAT – LOC – INSTR/OBL (Slavic) 
(43) NOM – ACC – GEN – DAT – LOC – ABL/OBL (Turkish) 
(44) NOM – ACC – GEN – DAT – LOC – INSTR – ABL (Classical Armenian) 
(45) NOM – ACC – GEN – DAT – LOC – INSTR – ABL - COM (Tamil) 

What can be observed is that there is a clear hierarchy in which Cases tend to appear in
the languages of the world. The hierarchy is given below:

(46) NOM > ACC > GEN > DAT > LOC > INSTR > ABL > COM 

Interpreting this hierarchy in terms of syntactic structure means that not only is accusative
formed on top of nominative by the addition of a feature (as already argued), but genitive is
formed on top of accusative in a similar fashion (and mutatis mutandis for other Cases). Having
rebuilt Blake's hierarchy this way in the syntax, we in fact achieve the result that the hierarchy
is derived, granted (in addition) the standard assumption that if in a particular language, the
head noun is able to move to the left of, say, dative (so that dative surfaces as a su�x), the
DP can also move to the left of all cases lower on the hierarchy (and so they also end up as
su�xes).
Another consequence of the Blake's hierarchy (given its syntactic implementation) can be

brought to light under particular assumptions concerning Case syncretism. Speci�cally, Bobaljik
(2007) argues that only heads that are adjacent in the syntactic structure can be syncretic.7

It follows that if two non-adjacent Cases of the Blake's hierarchy are syncretic, all cases that
intervene have to be syncretic with these two Cases. This is what Bobaljik refers to as *A-B-A.
This kind of reasoning applied to Czech, however, reveals that a twist in the hierarchy is

needed, and that its correct rendering for Czech implies the order LOC > DAT (47) (opposed

6 See also a summary of the Moving Right Along seminar held in Tromsø on on June 13, 2006 by Pantcheva,
available at http://www.hum.uit.no/mra/.

7 See Bobaljik's work for one possible reasoning that derives this fact, but see also the implementation in Caha
(2007), which derives the same result under di�erent assumptions concerning lexical access.
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to Blake's DAT > LOC). There are two reasons. First, it is sometimes the case that locative is
syncretic with genitive, with dative not participating in the syncretism (see the �rst two lines
below (47)). Second, dative can be syncretic with instrumental, with locative standing aside
(a syncretism characteristic of the old dual). Syntactically, the reason that Czech requires the
order LOC > DAT is that the Czech Locative never conveys locational meaning on its own,
but always requires the help of a preposition. Hence, it does not count as a locative case in a
strict sense, and the fact that it is called locative is rather misleading.

(47)  [     Ins        [  Dat       [  Loc      [  Gen     [  Acc     [  Nom .... 
‘we’       ná-m-i  ná-m         ná-s    ná-s          ná-s     my 
‘Adj., pl.’  A-ý-m-i  A-ý-m         A-ý-ch        A-ý-ch      A-ý     A-ý 
‘both’      ob-ě-m-a ob-ě-m-a      ob-ou         ob-ou        ob-a     ob-a  

Space limitations prevent me from demonstrating Czech Case morphology in greater detail.
However (once certain intervening factors are controlled for), there are only two exponents
whose distribution presents a counterexample to the hierarchy (47) coupled with the *A-B-A
reasoning. The �rst problematic exponent is acc.sg. -i in the paradigm r·ºe, which is syncretic
with locative and dative, but accusative is (unexpectedly) -e.8 Similarly, -ou is accusative
and instrumental of feminine adjectives, but the intervening Cases have a di�erent ending. I
suppose that these are examples of homonymy, and not systematic syncretism.
(47), then, is the Case hierarchy that seems motivated on both morphological and typological

grounds, underlying the syntax of Czech Case.

7 Conclusions

The proposal I have put forth here is that the distinction between Structural and Oblique Cases
is a a di�erence in the amount of structure. Speci�cally, I have proposed that Oblique Cases
have a large number of functional projections and they in fact contain the Structural Cases
inside them. This proposal has a direct bearing on several questions that have been discussed.
First, the fact that Oblique Cases tend to be expressed by more morphology, and that Oblique
Cases can be missing from a given language (Blake's hierarchy), are both in direct correlation
with the proposed hierarchy of Cases. Second, a mechanism for Case shifting, namely Peeling,
has been proposed, following the guidelines of Starke (2005).
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Infinitives under ‘have’/‘be’ in Czech

Markéta Ceplová

ceplova@mit.edu

1 Introduction

The verb ‘have’ in Czech can show up in three different versions: 1) possessive ‘have’, 2)
obligational ‘have’, and 3) wh-existential ‘have’, as seen in the following example:

(1) a. Anna
Annanom.sg

měla
have3sgf .past

kočku.
catacc.sg

‘Anna had a cat.’

b. Anna
Annanom.sg

měla

3sgf .past

spát.
sleepinf

‘Anna was supposed to sleep.’

c. Anna
Annanom.sg

měla
have3sgf .past

kde
where

spát.
sleepinf

‘Anna had a place where she could have slept.’

Parallel to the verb ‘have’, similar options, with the exception of the obligational construction,
are also available to the verb ‘be’:

(2) a. Na
in

zahradě
garden

byla
be3sgf .past

kočka.
catnom.sg

‘There was a cat in the garden.’

b. * Na
in

zahradě
garden

bylo
be3sgn.past

spát.
sleepinf

c. Na
in

zahradě
garden

bylo
be3sgn.past

kde
where

spát.
sleepinf

‘There was a place in the garden where we could have slept.’

The three options vary significantly in several factors. The first difference is what complement
the ‘have’/‘be’ verbs take, a DP/NP (‘cat’) in the first case, an infinitival verb (‘sleep’) in the
second (this option is not a possible complement for the verb ‘be’), or a wh-complement with
a non-finite (infinitival or subjunctive) verb in the third (‘where to sleep’).

Parallel to these three options of complements is the interpretation of the whole clause. While
the first case receives a possessive/existential interpretation, the second, as well as the third
one, receives a modal interpretation. The difference between the last two options is in part in
the specific flavor and force of the modality. A bare infinitival verb, as in (1b)), receives an
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obligational modality (a standard ‘have-to’ interpretation, as in e. g. Bhatt, 1998), the modal
force in the third version of the verb ‘have’ receives a modality of ‘existential possibility.’

The constructions along the ones in (1c) and (2c) are available not only in Czech, but also
in other Slavic, Romance, as well as in other languages1.

These constructions have been given several different analyses and different names in the lit-
erature: irrealis free relatives (Grosu and Landman, 1998), indefinite free relatives (Caponigro,
2001), indefinites in disguise (Rappaport, 1986; Rudin, 1986), infinitival existential sentences
(Babby, 2000) or wh-existential constructions (Izvorski, 1998; Pancheva Izvorski, 2000). I will
henceforth call them ‘wh-existential constructions,’ or WHECs for short.

In this paper I look mainly at the wh-complements of the wh-existential constructions. But
before that, let us look at the constructions as whole. WHECs show several notable properties,
that will not be a subject of this paper, but are still worth setting clear up-front and that
distinguish them from other cases that could look similar.

For one thing, as already mentioned above, the constructions obligatorily receive a modal
interpretation – one that is parallel to the English case in (3), namely the “could” interpretation
that is in (4a), but not a “should” interpretation as in (4b) that is an alternative interpretation
of the English sentence here2:

(3) I have something to read.

(4) a. I have something that I can read.

b. I have something that I have to read.

To be somewhat more precise about it, the available modality is claimed by Pancheva Izvorski
(2000) to be“associated with a particular modal interpretation – an existential modal restricted
by a bouletic accessibility relation” (Pancheva Izvorski, 2000, p. 24), or “the root modal of
circumstantial possibility” (p. 36).

Another point worth mentioning is that the number of possible matrix verbs that can be
involved in WHECs is argued to be strictly limited by Pancheva Izvorski (2000). Besides
‘be’ and ‘have’ there are (in some languages) also other ones available in WHECs, namely
Pancheva Izvorski (2000) includes ‘find’, ‘look for’, ‘choose’ in the languages she looks at, see
her ex. (39) from Russian on page 35. However, neither of these alternative matrix verbs allows
properties of the wh-clause parallel to the ones allowed by ‘be’ and ‘have’ in Czech (if available
at all).

(5) On
he

isčet
look-for3sg.pres

[s
[with

kem
whom

poexat’].
goinf ]

‘He is looking for someone to go with.’

For the purposes of this paper, I am going to concentrate on the matrix verbs ‘be’ and ‘have’.

The properties of the wh-complement, which is the main focus of this paper, are as follows:
I first show that in general and more specifically in Czech 1) the verb needs to be non-finite,
namely infinitival, or subjunctive (see section 2); 2) it needs to involve one or more wh-words
(see section 3); 3) the size of the complement has to be small enough to enable restructuring,
at least optionally (see section 4; 4) the (understood) Subject of the wh-clause is obligatorily
coreferential with the Subject of the matrix verb (where available).

1 Pancheva Izvorski (2000) includes in the list also Greek, Hebrew, dialects of Arabic, and Yiddish.
2 For arguments and treatment that exclude the“should”modality reading in WHECs see (Pancheva Izvorski,

2000, p. 27n).
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2 Non-finiteness restriction on the wh-complement

Besides other restrictions, there is a strict restriction on the verb in the wh-complement of
the matrix verb. Specifically, the verb has to be either infinitival, or have subjunctive3 tense,
no finite verb is allowed:

(6) a. infinitive

Petr
Petrnom.sg

neměl
not-have3sg.past

koho
whoacc.sg

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘Petr didn’t have anyone he could invite.’

b. subjunctive

Petr
Petrnom.sg

neměl
not-have3sg.past

koho
whoacc.sg

by
auxsubj .−cl

pozval.
invitepprt .

c. finite verb

* Petr
Petrnom.sg

neměl
not-have3sg.past

koho
whoacc.sg

pozval.
invite3sg.past .

In general, the subjunctive form of the Czech verb is a compound form, including an auxiliary
(derived from ‘be’) that behaves as a clitic and agrees in person/number with the Subject, and
a past participle of the verb that agrees with the Subject in person/number/gender (marked
here as ‘pprt.’ in the glosses).

The subjunctive verb, unlike the infinitival one, can also take a Subject, marked with Nomi-
native Case in most instances, though it can leave it null (pro, or PRO):

(7) Petr
Petrnom.sg

by
aux3sg

přǐsel
comepprt .3sgm

rád.
glad3sgm

‘Petr would be glad to come.’

(8) Přǐsel
comepprt .3sgm

by
aux3sg

rád.
glad3sgm

‘He would be glad to come.’

(9) Doporučil
recommendpast .3sgm

j́ı,
shedat .sg

aby
thatsubj .3sg

přǐsla
comepast .3sgf

brzo.
early

‘He recommended to her to come early.’

(10) * Petr
Petrnom.sg

přij́ıt
comeinf

rád.
glad3sgm

When a subjunctive form of the verb is used in the wh-complement, it obligatorily agrees with
the (matrix) subject, in person, number, and gender, to the extent the agreement has effects
on the morphological form of the verb. Since infinitives in Czech do not show any agreement,
nothing similar can be observed in those cases:

(11) subjunctive

3 This form of the verb is usually described in the Czech literature as ‘conjunctive’. To the extent that
‘conjunctive’ (‘kondicionál’ in Czech) can be taken as another name for ‘subjunctive’ it is fair to talk about
it this way. Junghanns (1999) also gives what he calls ‘subjunctive markers’ for Czech, equating ‘subjunctive’
to the standard Czech ‘kondicionál’. The ‘markers’ that he provides are the same ones I have been looking
at here.
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a. Petr
Petrnom.sg.m

měl,
havepast .3sgm

co
whatacc.sg

by
auxsubj .3sg

mu
hedat .sg

koupil.

‘Petr could buy him something.’

b. Marie
Marienom.sg.f

měla,
havepast .3sgf

co
whatacc.sg

by
auxsubj .3sg

mu
hedat .sg

koupila.
buypast .sgf

‘Marie had something she could buy him.’

c. Máme,
havepres.1pl

co
whatacc.sg

bychom
auxsubj .1pl

mu
hedat .sg

koupili.
buypast .pl

‘We have something we could buy him.’

d. Mám,
havepres.1sg

co
whatacc.sg

bych
auxsubj .1sg

mu
hedat .sg

koupila.
buypast .sgf

‘I have something I could buy him.’

(12) infinitive

Měl
havepast .3sgm

(jsem)
(aux1sg)

/
/

měla
havepast .3sgf

(jsem)
(aux1sg)

/
/

měli
havepast .3pl

(jsme)
(aux1pl)

/
/

mám
havepres.1sg

co
what

mu
hedat .sg

koupit.
buyinf .

‘He/she/we/I had/have something he could buy him.’

Another difference between the two verbal forms also includes the fact that unlike the in-
finitival wh-complements that allow restructuring (and thus clitic climbing), wh-complements
with a subjunctive verb do not have this option.

In the rest of this paper I look primarily at cases with the infinitival version of the verb,
noting in passing where relevant or important differences obtain without necessarily providing
a detailed account of them.

3 Wh-words in the wh-complement

In this section I look at what wh-words can be present in the wh-complement and what
determines their exact status and shape. I first go over the ways the form of the wh-words is
determined, then specifically looking at those that come with a Nominative Case and restrictions
on those, based on that I also look at where the wh-words start and how far they can go.

3.1 Restricting the form of the wh-words

I first show that the syntactic restrictions (if any) the wh-words show come from the wh-
complement itself (specifically its verb). The restrictions that come from the matrix clause/verb
(no which- or how-many-constructions can appear in the wh-complement), are mostly of se-
mantic nature. Wh-words with ‘-ever’ (as the English ‘whatever’, ‘whoever’, ‘wherever’...) are
prohibited in the wh-existential construction:

(13) Kalina
Kalinanom.sg

má
havepres.3sg

koho(*koli)
who(*ever)acc.sg

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘There is someone Kalina can invite.’
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This clear impossibility of adding -ever to the wh-words is a strong argument against treating
the wh-complement as a Free Relative. Pancheva Izvorski (2000) argues that based on the
difference in the (non)availability of -ever with the wh-words, as well as other properties of the
wh-clauses, the wh-clauses pattern with interrogative clauses, rather than Free Relatives. The
(lack of) availability of wh-pronouns with -ever in English, as in Czech, strongly support that
conclusion, as seen below:

(14) a. Kdo(koli)
who(ever)nom.sg

přijde,
come3sg.pres

bude
be3sg.fut

považován
considerednom.sgm

za
for

pozvaného.
invitedacc.sg

‘Who(ever) comes will be considered as having been invited.’

b. Vı́m,
know1sg.pres

kdo(*koli)
who(*ever)nom.sg

přǐsel.
come3sgm.past

‘I know who came.’

(15) a. Who(ever) came was sent to the kitchen.

b. I wonder who(*ever) came.

The wh-existential construction is restricted to clauses that include at least one wh-word in
the complement of “be”/“have”. Without it, the sentence receives an entirely different interpre-
tation that is not related to the construction under disscussion, as seen below:

(16) a. Kalina
Kalinanom.sg

má
have3sg.pres

někoho
someoneacc.sg

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘Kalina is supposed to invite someone.’

b. Kalina
Kalinanom.sg

má
have3sg.pres

koho
whoacc.sg

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘There is someone who Kalina can invite.’

The wh-existential constructions allow almost any wh-word in the wh-complement, both
nominal as well as adverbial ones, as seen in (17):

(17) a. Josef
Josefnom.sg

má
have3sg.pres

(určitě)
(certainly)

koho
whoacc.sg

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘Josef certainly has someone he can invite.’

b. Josef
Josefnom.sg

má
have3sg.pres

kam
where

Annu
Annaacc.sg

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘Josef has a place he can invite Anna to.’

c. Josef
Josef

(opravdu)
(really)

nemá
neg-have3sg.pres

proč
why

tam
there

chodit.
goinf .

‘Josef does not have a(ny) reason to go there.’

The wh-complement allows more than one wh-word:

(18) a. (a case in which everyone has to keep introducing people to other people, but Josef
refuses to continue and a friend is trying to defend him)

Josef
Josefnom.sg

už
already

opravdu
really

nemá
not-have3sg.pres

koho
whoacc.sg

komu
whodat .sg

představit.
introduceinf

‘Josef is done with all introductions.’

b. (A statement of an usherer in a completely full space:)
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Už
already

nemám
not-have1sg.pres

kam
where

koho
whoacc.sg

posadit.
seatinf

‘No-one else can be seated here.’

Yet a further note that is needed here is a note about nominative wh-words. While infinitives
in Czech cannot assign a Nominative Case, or take any overt Subject, see e. g. (19), there still
are some cases of nominative/Subject wh-words in the WHECs, as e. g. in (10) (repeated here
as (20)):

(19) * (Petr)
Petrnom.sg

přij́ıt
comeinf

rád.
glad3sgm

(20) Neměl
not-have3sgm.past

kdo
whonom

přij́ıt.
comeinf .

‘There wasn’t anyone who could come.’

At this point, the only place the Nominative Case could be assigned from is the matrix verb,
provided it itself is able to do that. I will return to these cases, as well as to the discussion
of the Subject and its interpretation and other cases of nouns with Nominative Case in the
wh-complement, in section 5.

3.2 Wh-movement

The wh-words also have the option to move higher, out of the wh-complement, e. g. in cases
the whole sentence is turned into a wh-question (showing that the wh-complement is not an
island4; compare the following cases with a declarative sentence in (18a)):

(21) a. Má
have3sg.pres

Josef
Josefnom.sg

koho
whoacc.sg

komu
whodat .sg

představit?
introduceinf .

‘Can Josef still make more introductions?’

b. Koho
whoacc.sg

má
have3sg.pres

(ještě)
(still)

Josef
Josefnom.sg

komu
whodat .sg

představit?
introduceinf .

‘Who could Josef still introduce to someone?’
‘Who is Josef (still) supposed to introduce to someone?’

c. Komu
whomdat .sg

má
have3sg.pres

(ještě)
(still)

Josef
Josefnom.sg

koho
whoacc.sg

představit?
introduceinf

‘Who could Josef (still) introduce someone to him?’
‘To whom is Josef (still) supposed to introduce someone?’

Three things need to be added to the examples in (21). One is that in this case, either of the
two wh-words can move higher, without any clear preference, as seen in (21b) and (21c).

3.2.1 Alternative interpretations

The second thing to note is the fact that the sentences with one of the wh-words moved out
of the wh-complement (above the verb ‘have’) allow two possible interpretations, as long as
at least one wh-word stays in the wh-complement (see the translations in (21)). One of these
two possible interpretations is the one that wh-existential constructions bring (i. e. asserting

4 I would like to thank David Pesetsky for pointing out the islandhood status to me.
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the existence of the entity that the wh-word stands for, and its availability to the subject of
the matrix clause, together with an existential force of a modality; for more on that, see the
introduction in section 1). The other one is a “have-to” interpretation that “have” plus an
infinitive can bring in Czech independently (in a ‘have-to’ construction):

(22) a. Josef
Josefnom.sg

má
have3sg.pres

přij́ıt
comeinf .

źıtra.
tomorrow

‘Josef should (is supposed/expected to) come tomorrow.’

b. Kdy
when

má
have3sg.pres

Josef
Josefnom.sg

přij́ıt?
comeinf .

‘When should Josef (is J. supposed to) come?’

However, when all wh-words move higher, only the “have-to” interpretation remains, and the
one that is a part of the wh-existential construction is not available at all:

(23) Koho
whoacc.sg

komu
whodat .sg

má
have3sg.pres

Josef
Josefnom.sg

představit?
introduceinf .

‘Who is Josef supposed to introduce to someone?’

Another take on this argument is also available from cases that do not show any alternatives
of interpretation when the wh-words are moved out of the wh-complement (as in sentences with
subjunctive verbs in the wh-complements):

(24) * Koho
whoacc.sg

komu
whodat .sg

má
have3sg.pres

Josef
Josefnom.sg

by
auxsubj−cl

představil?
introducepprt .3sgm

In cases with subjunctive verbs in the wh-complement, when all the wh-words are moved out
of the wh-complement, the sentences then become ungrammatical, as expected.

4 Size of the wh-complement

The size of the wh-complement has standardly been taken to be a CP, see e. g. Babby (2000);
Pancheva Izvorski (2000). However, Czech WHECs have some properties that argue against
this treatment. Namely clitic climbing that is completely grammatical in WHECs, while it has
been argued to be impossible out of all finite, as well as some infinitival clauses, e. g. non-finite
wh-complements of interrogative verbs (such as ‘know’ or ‘ask’). The clitic climbing itself then
strongly suggests the size of the wh-complements of WHECs to be smaller than CP.

(25) a. Petr
Petrnom.sg

má
have3sg.pres

kam
where

ho
heacc.sg−cl .

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘Petr has a place where he could invite him.’

b. Petr
Petrnom.sg

ho
heacc.sg−cl .

má
have3sg.pres

kam
where

pozvat.
inviteinf .

It has been argued in the literature (Rezac, ms.; Dotlačil, in progress) that clitics in Czech
cannot climb out of a CP, not even out of a non-finite one, as seen in the following examples:

(26) a. * Ale
but

nev́ım
not-know

hoi

him
opravdu
really

jak
how

zapisovat
recordinf .

ti .

‘But I really do not know how to record it.’ [Lenertová (2004), taken from Dotlačil
(in progress)]
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b. * Petr
Petrnom.sg

mui

hedat .sg−cl .

nevěděl
not-know3sg.past

koho
whoacc.sg

doporučit
recommendinf .

ti

‘Petr did not know who to recommend to him.’

Furthermore, Rezac (ms.) argues that clitics can only climb out of restructuring infinitives
(based on looking at the restructuring infinitives within the framework of Aissen and Perlmutter,
1983).

Based on some tests, and adopting conclusions from Wurmbrand (1998), Rezac concludes that
the infinitive that allows clitic climbing has to be a restructuring one, and more specifically of
the size of a bare VP (while a non-restructuring infinitive as a complement is larger).

For Dotlačil, the restructuring infinitive is (or at least can be) slightly bigger than just a bare
VP. Based on Lenertová (Lenertová, 2004)5, “clitic climbing is not degraded if the clause hosts
a temporal adverb.” Thus “the infinitival clause must be realizable with T node but without
PRO” which Dotlačil argues is the same as that for long-distance agreement in Czech.

Based on the previous section, the possibilities of the size of the wh-complement in WHECs
are either bare VP, or vP. I suggest treating the wh-complements of WHECs as an vP based
on the wh-nature of the complement.

5 Subject of the wh-complement: Control or Raising?

The embedded non-finite (especially the infinitival) wh-clause does not allow (with some
exceptions to which I return in section 5.2) an overt subject to be present. It has been commonly
understood that the understood Subject of the infinitive has to be coreferential with the Subject
of the matrix verb. Thus the following sentence in (27a) has only the Subject interpretation
that is provided, with no other Subject interpretation, as e. g. in (27b), possible.

(27) a. Josef
Josefnom.sg

má
have3sg.pres

koho
whoacc.sg

Marii
Mariedat .sg

představit.
introduceinf .

‘Josefi has someone who hei can introduce to Marie.’

b. ‘Josefi has someone who hej can introduce to Marie.’

There are several options for capturing this strong coreference. One option, that looks very
tempting, would be to consider this as a case of Raising. Another option, considered and
argued for in (Pancheva Izvorski, 2000), treats the WHECs, and the coreference between the
two Subjects, as a case of Obligatory (Exhaustive) Control.

In this section I argue that the Subject of the embedded verb (in the wh-complement) is best
treated as a case of Raising, rather than Control, contra Pancheva Izvorski (2000)’s arguments.
I also provide reasons that the Raising treatment for the Subject provides the right treatment
for arguments with Nominative Case in the wh-complement, be it overt Subjects, or nominative
forms of ‘who’.

5.1 Pancheva Izvorski’s arguments against Raising

Here I briefly look at Pancheva Izvorski’s arguments against considering Raising in WHECs.
It is based on several parts: 1) arguing that “A-movement out of the wh-clauses is theoretically
problematic”, 2) trying to account for the “lack of agreement between Mary and be”, and 3) the

5 This quotation is taken from Dotlačil (2005).
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fact that “Mary cannot appear in the nominative when the matrix predicate is be” (p. 65)6 To
these three arguments, she then adds the lack of availability of expletives in WHECs (standardly
associated with cases of Raising), and the lack of truth-functional equivalence between active
and passive sentences.

I first look at Pancheva’s argument from the lack of Nominative Case and agreement, then
I look at the lack of expletives and truth-functional equivalence between active and passive
sentences, and then at the argument about the “theoretically problematic” A-movement out of
the wh-complements.

In the end, those arguments, as they stand, turn out not to be tenable, or relevant, for the
cases of WHECs in Czech that are considered in this paper. I provide the way to treat (overt)
Subjects in WHECs in section 5.2.

5.1.1 ‘Be’ taking more than one (nominal) argument?

I look first at the arguments 2) and 3), i. e. the (im)possibility of ‘be’ assigning Nominative
Case together with showing agreement (or, taken together, taking an overt Subject in addition
to the wh-constituent) in WHECs. I show that the cases that Pancheva Izvorski (2000) considers
are not surprising at all, given the properties of the matrix verb ‘be’ and thus cannot be used
as good arguments against Raising.

It is worth noting that the verb ‘be’, unlike the verb ‘have’, can only take one (nominal)
argument in general7, as well as in WHECs:

(28) a. Byla
be3sgf .past

tam
there

hruška.
pearnom.sg

‘There was a pear there.’

b. * Josef
Josefnom.sg

byl/-a
be3sgm/f .past

tam
there

hruška/hrušku.
pearnom.sg/pearacc.sg

c. Josef
Josefnom.sg

měl
have3sgm.past

hrušku.
pearacc.sg

‘Josef had a pear.’

(29) a. Bylo
be3sgn.past

tam
there

co
what

j́ıst.
eatinf

‘There was something that one can eat/that can be eaten.’

b. * Josef
Josefnom.sg

byl/-o
be3sgm/n.past

(tam)
what

co
eatinf

j́ıst.

c. Josef
Josefnom.sg

měl
have3sgm.past

co
what

j́ıst.
eatinf

‘Josef had something that he could eat.’

Based on that property of the matrix verb ‘be’, the absence of Nominative Case on Mary
is accounted for because ‘be’ can only assign Case to one argument and in WHECs it, by
definition, takes the WH-constituent as its argument. To the extent that the wh-constituent as
an argument needs a Case, there isn’t any other Case that ‘be’ could assign (and, as shown in
(10), infinitives in Czech do not assign Nominative Case either).

6 As much as one would like to see an example of either one, or both, 2) and 3), there is none, not even ones
showing their non-existence or ungrammaticality, provided in Pancheva Izvorski (2000).

7 The existential verb ‘be’ in Czech, as well as in e. g. English, takes a locative (adverbial) argument as well.
For the purposes of this paper I am going to put that issue aside.
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Parallel to the inability of ‘be’ to assign Nominative Case to a ‘Subject’, the lack of agreement
is not surprising since assigning Case is standardly taken to go hand-in-hand with Agreement
(both happening through the checking of features through the operation Agree for Chomsky,
2000). Thus neither the lack of a Nominative Case, nor the lack of agreement with the matrix
verb ‘be’ argues against Raising in WHECs.

5.1.2 Expletives

Pancheva Izvorski (2000) provides the prohibition of weather-subjects, as well as expletives
as a support for her argument in favor of Control, rather than Raising as the basis for the
coreference of the matrix and embedded Subjects.

The cases of impossible “weather-subjects” for Pancheva Izvorski include the following ones
from Russian (Pancheva Izvorski, 2000, p. 65, ex. 91):

(30) * Est’
be3sg

kogda
when

idti
goinf

dožd
rainnom

/
/

doždju’.
raindat

‘There is a time such that it can rain then.’

This case is bad in Czech too, but there still are other potential cases to warrant the other
conclusion (arguing for Raising rather than Control):

(31) a. * Je
be3sg.pres

/
/

neńı
not-be3sg.pres

kdy
when

pršet.
raininf

b. ? Má
have3sg.pres

/
/

nemá
not-have3sg.pres

už
already

kam
where-to

pršet.
raininf

‘There is/isn’t already place that could take rain.’

c. Je
be3sg.pres

/
/

neńı
not-be3sg.pres

co
what

j́ıst.
eatinf

‘There isn’t anything one could eat.’

What is even more important for the case provided here in (31c) is that a version of that is
also possible with an expletive8:

(32) (V)ono
itnom.sg−expl .

nebylo
not-be3sgn.past

co
what

j́ıst.
eatinf

‘There wasn’t anything one could eat.’

Thus the argument from the lack of possibility of expletives, as well as no “weather-subjects”
is not as clear-cut as one could hope for.

Another comment worth making about the possibility of Raising from the (infinitival) wh-
complement is that the matrix verb does play a role here. Given that Raising is a name for
movement for Case, it can only happen with verbs that can possibly assign a Nominative Case.
That is exactly where ‘be’ and ‘have’ as matrix verbs differ in Czech, as already argued above
in section 5.1.1. Thus, Raising is only a matter to be considered with the matrix verb ‘have’,
not ‘be’.9

8 For more on the expletive “(v)ono” in Czech see Rezac (2004).
9 A rather interesting comment on this topic was made to me by Norvin Richards (p.c.), on the note that

‘have’ could be treated as ‘be’ plus Raising. I leave that comment, while interesting, aside for now.
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5.1.3 No A-movement out of wh-clauses?

Here I will look at what “theoretical” evidence against Raising out of wh-clauses there is that
warrants Pancheva Izvorski’s conclusion and give evidence that A-movement out of the wh-
constituents in WHECs is possible (parallel to evidence of such movement in Russian provided
by Babby (2000)).

To start with, it has been generally accepted that A-movement out of CPs is theoretically
problematic. However, I have already argued (and shown) in section 4 that the wh-constituent
(from which the Raising would need to occur here) does need to be smaller than a CP since
it independently shows other properties that are restricted to infinitival complements smaller
than a CP (e.g., clitic climbing). If the wh-constituent is indeed smaller than a CP, it is worth
looking at the possibility of Raising in WHECs again.

On the same note are arguments by Babby (2000), that show that the “understood” Subject
of the infinitive is in fact a true Subject of the infinitive that raises higher and ends up being
in a position where one might expect the Subject of the matrix verb ‘be’.

The cases that Babby (2000) is looking at are Russian WHEC cases, called by Babby In-
finitival Existential Sentences, or IES; examples are given in (33), (Babby, 2000, page 1, ex.
(1)).

(33) a. Nam
usdat

est’
there-is

gde
where

spat’.
to-sleep

‘There is somewhere for us to sleep.’

b. Nam
usdat

negde
nowhere

spat’.
to-sleep

‘There is nowhere for us to sleep.’

Babby’s arguments go along the following lines. First of all, Babby adopts the statement
that “infinitive clauses in Russian all have a dative subject, overt or null” (Babby, 2000, p.3).
If the Subject “is overt, it is normally fronted, occupying the Spec position on the sentence’s
highest functional projection” (ibid).
Based on that Babby (ibid) argues that the structure in (34b) is preferable over the structure
in (34a):

(34) a. Nami [IP [VP [V est’] [CP gdej [IP ti spat’ tj ]]]]

b. [IP [VP [V est’] [CP gdej [IP PROi spat’ tj ]]]]

Further “reasons for assuming that the dative in (1) [(33) here] is in fact the subject of the
infinitive” (ibid). First reason is that “pronouns other than the dative pronouns systematically
prepose out of the infinitival clause” – as e. g. in (35), (Babby, 2000, p. 4, ex. (6), (7)), which
would result in having to claim that the verb ‘be’ in Russian can take Subjects marked with
different Cases (at least accusative and dative ones).

(35) a. Menjai

meacc

nekomu
no-onedat

bylo
was3sgn

[CP vstrečat’
to-meet

ti ]

‘There was no one to meet me.’

b. Ne dumaju čtoby teper’ nasi býlo [CP za čto upreknut’ ti ].
‘I don’t think that there is anything to rebuke us for now.’

Another argument for Babby is that when the wh-word (K-word in Babby (2000)) is itself
the dative subject of the infinitive, no other (non-wh) dative argument of est’ can occur. The
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last argument Babby (ibid) gives concerns the properties of the matrix verb ‘be’ in Russian
negative WHECs where it occurs in the copula version which cannot assign theta roles. Thus
the only verb that could assign a theta role to the dative arguments is the infinitival verb here.

Thus for Russian, Babby concludes, the most reasonable way of treating the dative subjects
is treating them as subjects of the infinitival verb in the complement of the existential verb,
and systematically preposing them outside of the wh-complement.

5.1.4 Conclusion

While Pancheva Izvorski (2000) presents a fairly convincing argument for Control in WHECs
for Bulgarian, the conclusion is still somewhat half-way for Czech based on the sections above.
In the next section, I provide some more arguments for Raising (parallel to some extent to the
Russian cases provided by Babby, 2000) in Czech WHECs and a study of arguments with a
Nominative Case in the wh-complements in section 5.2.

5.2 Nominative arguments/wh-words in the (non-finite) wh-complement

Even though the infinitival verb does not allow an overt Subject in Czech (as noted in section
2), the wh-existential construction, in certain and restricted cases, does allow an overt Subject
in the wh-complement. Both a nominative wh-word (whonom , which is clearly morphologically
marked as nominative), as well as a name, or other nominals, are available.

(36) a. Nemá
not-have3sg.pres

kdo
whonom

přij́ıt
comeinf

včas.
on-time

‘There isn’t anyone to/who would come on time.’

b. (Budou
befut .3pl

hrát,)
playinf .

dokud
until

(se)
(reflacc−cl .)

bude
befut .3sg

mı́t
haveinf .

s
with

kým
whoinst .sg

(se)
(reflacc−cl .)

Petr
fightinf .

utkat.

‘(They will play) as long as Petr will have someone to play with.’

While it seems that both ‘be’ and ‘have’ are available and can occur with a Nominative
argument in the wh-complement, the situation is not that simple. While cases with ‘be’ as
the matrix verb and an infinitival form of the verb in the wh-complement are fine (with either
a nominal or adjectival wh-word), they do not allow a Nominative Case to be assigned to an
argument (compare the ungrammatical cases in (37) with parallel ones with the matrix verb
‘have’ in (38)):

(37) a. Tady
here

(si)
refldat−cl .

neńı
not-bepres.3sg

kam
where

(si)
refldat−cl .

sednout.
sit-downinf .

‘There is no place to sit down here.’

b. Sem
here

neńı
not-bepres.3sg

koho
whoacc

pozvat.
inviteinf .

‘There is nobody to/we could invite here.’

c. * Neńı
not-be3sg.pres

kdo
whonom

přij́ıt
comeinf .

brzo.
early

d. ?? Tady
here

(to)
(itacc)

neńı
not-be3sg.pres

kdo
whonom

(to)
(itacc)

uklidit.
cleaninf .
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e. (Budou
befut .3pl

hrát)
playinf .

dokud
until

bude
befut .3sg

s
with

kým
whoinst .

se
reflacc−cl

(*Petr)
Petrnom.sg

utkat.
fightinf .

‘They will play as long as there will be someone one could fight with.’

(38) a. ? Nemá
not-have3sg.pres

kdo
whonom.sg

přij́ıt
comeinf

brzo.
early

‘There isn’t anyone who could come early.’

b. Tady
here

(to)
(itacc)

nemá
not-have3sg.pres

(to)
(itacc)

kdo
whonom

uklidit.
cleaninf

‘There isn’t anyone who could clean it here.’

c. (Budou
befut .3pl

hrát)
playinf .

dokud
until

(se)
(reflacc−cl)

bude
befut .3sg

mı́t
haveinf

s
with

kým
whoinst .

(se)
(reflacc−cl)

Petr
Petrnom.sg

utkat.
fightinf .

‘They will play as long as Petr will have someone he could fight with.’

The question that this situation raises then is what assigns the Nominative Case, since it has
already been shown that the infinitival verb itself cannot do that. The options are basically
two: either it is provided from the matrix verb, or some other null verb (e.g., a modal which
needs to be present in the construction anyway, see the initial overview of WHECs in section
1).

One way of checking these two options is trying to check whether the tense of the matrix verb
has any effect on the status of the sentence, since turning the matrix verb into an infinitival
form should strip it of the ability of assigning Nominative Case.10 As the next case shows, if
we try to put an infinitival matrix ‘have’ in the construction, the Nominative Case is no longer
available, while other Cases do stay available11:

(39) a. Že
that

by
auxsubj .3sg

měl
havepprt .3sgm

kdo
whonom

přij́ıt
comeinf .

(se
reflacc−cl .

mi
Idat−cl .

zdálo
seempast .3sgn

nepravděpodobné).
not-likely

‘It didn’t seem to me to be likely for anybody to come.’

b. * Mı́t
haveinf .

kdo
whonom

přij́ıt
comeinf .

se
reflacc−cl .

mi
Idat−cl .

zdálo
seempast .3sgn

nepravděpodobné.
not-likely

c. Mı́t
haveinf

s
with

kým
whoinst

si
refldat−cl

pov́ıdat
talk

je
be3sg.pres

jedna
one

z
from

nejd̊uležitěǰśıch
most-importantgen

věćı
thinggen.pl

v
in

životě.
life

‘To have someone one can talk to is one of the most important things in life.’

Another possible argument for claiming that it is the matrix verb ‘have’ that assigns the
Nominative Case would be looking at the possibility of another nominative argument/Subject
of a finite ‘have’. Parallel to the cases of Russian dative subjects, mentioned in section 5.1.3, a
nominative form of who in the wh-complement blocks any other nominative Subject in WHECs:

10 I would like to thank David Pesetsky (p.c.) for suggesting this to me.
11 The point of the other Cases is to show that the infinitive form of the matrix verb ‘have’ does not interfere

with other properties of the construction.
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(40) * Josef
Josefnom.sg

neměl
not-have3sgm.past

kdo
whonom

přij́ıt.
comeinf

Even though (or because of the case that) the sentences are grammatical, provided the matrix
verb (‘have’) is finite and there isn’t any other argument requiring a Nominative Case, it still
needs to be specified how the Nominative Case can be assigned into the wh-complement (where
the Subject is located in the examples given above).

The fact that the nominative arguments can be found in the wh-complement further strength-
ens the case for Raising in Czech, given that if the Subject of the infinitival verb was just a PRO,
there would be no reasonable way of lowering the argument/wh-word to the place where it is
found. I argue that the Case in these examples is assigned in situ, without the noun/wh-word
raising higher to be assigned the Case.

6 Conclusion

In this paper I have shown that the wh-existential constructions in Czech have two options
of the non-finite form of the verb in the wh-complements of matrix verbs ‘be’ or ‘have’, namely
they can appear in subjunctive or infinitival forms.

I have argued that the wh-words that have to be present in the wh-existential constructions
are determined in their form by the verb in the wh-complement; the wh-word are also allowed
to long-distance wh-move out of the wh-complement, provided that at least one wh-word is left
inside the wh-complement; when one or more wh-words moves out of the wh-complement with
an infinitival form of the verb, the sentence gains another alternative of interpretation – one of
a have-to construction.

I have further argued that the wh-complement in wh-existential constructions has to have a
structure smaller than CP, since it allows restructuring that is the prerequisite of clitic climbing
which is freely available in wh-existential constructions.

Based on the previous conclusions I have also shown that the Subjects of the matrix and the
embedded (non-finite) verb are related through Raising, rather than Control.
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Only, bound variables and VP ellipsis

in Czech∗

Mojmír Do£ekal

docekal@phil.muni.cz

1 Introduction

This paper presents evidence that a possessive anaphor sv·j in Czech can be interpreted either
as a bound variable (which is unproblematic) or as a covaluated pronoun.1 The distinction
between bound variables and covaluated expressions surfaces in Czech sentences with the focus
sensitive particle jen/pouze (which corresponds to the famous only in English), but disappears
in the VP ellipsis contexts. This is a bit puzzling, because VP ellipsis and only are both contexts
where the distinction between bound variables and covaluated pronouns can be detected, at
least in English.
In the �rst sections I will examine the syntax and semantics of VP ellipsis and then I will

investigate the behavior of Czech pronouns and anaphors in the context of VP ellipsis and the
jen/pouze expressions.
Let us introduce basic data. Czech does not have the equivalent of VP-ellipsis (VPE) in

English. VPE with past tense auxiliaries and conditional auxiliaries is ungrammatical in Czech:

(1) a. Mary is leaving and John is [V P e] too.
b. Mary hasn't left, and John has [V P e].

(2) a. Past tense auxiliaries
*Já
I

jsem
AUX

ode²el
leave

a
and

ty
you

jsi
AUX

taky.
too

`I left and you did too.'
b. Conditional auxiliaries

*Já
I

bych
COND

ode²el
leave

a
and

ty
you

bys
COND

taky.
too

`I would leave and you would too.'

VP-ellipsis in Czech is grammatical only with lexical or semi-lexical verbs, like a future auxiliary,
or a copula:

(3) a. Lexical verb:

∗The present study is a part of the project GA�R 405/07/P252, the goal of which is an analysis of the Czech
negation and negative polarity items.

1See Reinhart (2000) for the distinction between bound variables and covaluated pronouns.
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Karel
Karel

umí
knows

odejít,
leave

ale
but

Petr
Petr

neumí.
neg-knows

`Karel know how to leave, but Petr does not'
b. Future auxiliary:

Karel
Karel

bude
will

odcházet,
leave

ale
but

Petr
Petr

nebude.
neg-will

`Karel will leave, but Petr will not.'
c. Copula:

Karel
Karel

je
is

u£itel,
teacher

ale
but

Petr
Petr

není.
neg-is

`Karel is a teacher, but Petr is not.'

This is exactly the di�erence between high verbal forms (conditional auxiliaries, past tense au-
xiliaries) and low verbal forms (main �nite verbs, future auxiliaries), as proposed in Veselovská
(2004).
So Czech is somewhere between English, with full VPE, and Romance languages, where VPE

is not possible with any auxiliary (see Zagona (1982) and Busquets 2005).

2 Syntax of VPE: stripping and VPE

According to Hankamer and Sag (1976: 409) stripping is a rule that deletes everything in a
clause under identity with corresponding parts of the preceding clause (the correlate), except
for one constituent (the remnant). The distinction between VPE and stripping is that VPE is
the ellipsis of the whole verb phrase, which includes the verb and any objects or modi�ers it
might take. VP ellipsis is licensed by the by the immediately preceding auxiliary (in English)
or by the polarity particles (ne, taky, ano in Czech). (4) shows examples of stripping and (5)
shows examples of VPE.

(4) a. Petr
Petr

dal
gave

knihu
book

Karlovi,
Karel

ale
but

taky
too

Marii.
Mary

`Petr gave a book to Karel, but also to Mary.'
b. Petr

Petr
políbil
kissed

Marii,
Mary

ale
but

ne
not

Karla.
Karel

`Petr kissed Mary, but not Karel.'

(5) a. Petr
Petr

dal
gave

knihu
book

Karlovi,
Karel

ale
but

Marie
Mary

ne.
not

`Petr gave a book to Karel but Mary did not.'
b. Petr

Petr
políbil
kissed

Marii
Mary

a
and

Karel
Karel

taky.
too

`Petr kissed Mary and Karel did too.'

The fundamental properties of stripping in Czech are the following (see McShane 2000 and
Busquets 2005):

1. Unlike VPE, stripping is not allowed in subordinate clauses:

(6) Stripping:
a. *Petr

Petr
dal
gave

knihu
book

Karlovi,
Karel

protoºe
because

ne
not

Klá°e.
Klara
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`Petr gave the book to Karel because not to Klara.'
b. *Petr

Petr
políbil
kissed

Marii,
Mary

protoºe
because

ne
not

Karla.
Karel

`Petr kissed Mary because not Karel.'

(7) VPE :
a. Petr

Petr
dal
gave

knihu
book

Karlovi,
Karel

protoºe
because

Klára
Klara

taky.
too

`Petr gave the book to Karel because Klara did too.'
b. Petr

Petr
políbil
kissed

Marii,
Mary

protoºe
because

Karel
Karel

taky.
too

`Petr kissed Mary because Karel did too.'

2. VPE is a constituent operation, stripping is not.

3. Unlike VPE, stripping does not appear to conform to the backward anaphora constraint
(i. e. the remnant cannot precede the correlate):

(8) a. VPE:
P°estoºe
Although

Karel
Karel

neumí,
neg-knows

Petr
Petr

umí
knows

hrát
play

na
on

piáno.
piano

`Although Karel does not know, Petr does know how to play the piano.'
b. Stripping :

*Ale
But

ne
not

Klá°e,
Klara,

Petr
Petr

dal
gave

knihu
book

Karlovi.
Karel

`Although not to Klara, Petr gave the book to Karel.'

4. According to Busqutes (2005), stripping is constrained by its interaction with focus, but
this is not the case for VPE:

(9) a. Stripping:
Petr
Petr

dal
gave

kv¥tiny
�owers

[F Klá°e],
Klara

ale
but

ne
not

Karlovi.
Karel

`Petr gave the �owers to Klara but not to Karel.'
b. #Petr

Petr
dal
gave

kv¥tiny
�owers

[F Klá°e],
Klara

ale
but

ne
not

knihu.
book

`Petr gave �owers to Klara, but not the book.'

(10) VPE:
Petr
Petr

dal
gave

kv¥tiny
�owers

[F Klá°e],
Klara

ale
but

Karel
Karel

ne.
not

`Petr gave the �owers to Klara, but Karel did not.'

This is not exactly true in Czech, as we will see later. But the restriction, which was for-
mulated in Busquets (2005: 14) for Catalan, holds also in Czech: �The focused expression
constructs a set of alternatives C, if the remnant does not belong to C, then the sentence
is infelicitous. By contrast, the position of focus in TP-Ellipsis is not a necessary condition
in order to recover the missing VP. �

In Czech, as in Romance languages, the VPE can be licensed by polarity particles. For Catalan
Busquets 1997 points to following examples:
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(11) En Pere anirà a Paris, i la Marie també.
`Pere will go to Paris and Maria (will) too.'

(12) El Rafel va convidar el Ricard al teatre, però al cinema no
`Rafel invited Ricard to the theatre, but (he didn't) to the movies not.'

In Czech polarity particles similar to Catalan també, no can be found. Their role is analogous
to English auxiliaries in VPE:

(13) a. Petr
Petr

p�ri�sel,
came

ale
but

Karel
Karel

ne.
not

`Petr came, but Karel did not.'
b. Petr

Petr
p�ri�sel
came

a
and

Karel
Karel

taky.
too

`Petr came and Karel did too.'

There is sometimes proposed a dedicated functional projection for the polarity particles (see
Laka 1990) which is also used for focus licensing. Laka (1990) postulates two di�erent Polarity
phrases (ΣP), one between VP and TP and one between TP and CP. If we assume that Czech
polarity particles in VPE are located in the lower ΣP, then we predict the di�erence between
high verbal forms and low verbal forms in their ability to occur in VPE. High verbal forms are
base generated in T and low verbal forms are base generated somewhere lower, e.g.. in v (future
auxiliary) and in V (main verbs). The exact location of low verbal forms is irrelevant for the
purposes of this paper; it is su�cient to assume that low verbal forms are base generated below
ΣP.

This is of course the same phenomena as the negation test used in Veselovská (2004). The
negation test distinguishes between low verbal forms and high verbal forms � the later can bear
negation, the former cannot.

(14) a. *Já
I

nejsem
neg-AUX

p°i²el.
came

`I did not come.'
b. Já

I
jsem
did

nep°i²el.
neg-came

`I did not come.'

(15) a. *Já
I

nebych
neg-AUX-COND

p°i²el.
came

`I did not come.'
b. Já

I
bych
AUX-COND

nep°i²el.
neg-came

`I would not come.'

(16) a. Já nebudu chodit.
I neg-AUX come
I will not come.

b. *Já
I

budu
AUX

nechodit.
neg-come

`I will not come.'2

2This is ungrammatical in the sentential negation reading.
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(17) a. Já
I

nejsem
neg-am

student.
student

`I am not a student.'
b. *Já

I
jsem
am

nestudent.
neg-student

`I am not a student.'

If we assume head movement through ΣP for negated verbs, then high verbal forms cannot be
negated, because the T head is above Σ head thoughout a derivation.

3 VPE

Czech pronouns displays a strict/sloppy identity ambiguity in VPE. Compare the standard
case shown in (18), which can be interpreted in one of two ways: either John's mother went to
Peter's house (strict) or she went to John's house (sloppy). On the other hand, Czech anaphors
(possessive or not) usually involve only sloppy identity. Compare the data in (19).

(18) Petrova
Peter's

matka
mother

²la
went

do
to

jeho
his

domu
house

a
and

Honzova
John's

taky.
too

`Peter's mother went to his house and John's did too.'

(19) Petrova
Peter's

matka
motheri

²la
went

do
to

svého
heri

domu
house

a
and

Honzova
John's

taky.
too

`Peter's motheri went to heri house, and John's did too.' [sloppy/*strict identity]

This is quite unproblematic if we assume two distinct procedures for pronoun resolution: bind-
ing and covaluation (see Reinhart 2000). In the �rst, we close the property: a common technical
implementation is that the variable gets bound by the λ-operator. In the second, the free vari-
able is assigned a value, say, from the discourse storage.

Bound variables in natural language must be c-commanded by their antecedents, but coval-
uation is a pragmatic phenomena, so it is constrained by saliency and other pragmatic notions.
From this it follows that a intersentential pronoun dependency must always be covaluation, but
in one sentence there are two possibilities: either binding or covaluation. (20) is ungrammati-
cal, because quanti�ers cannot refer, so covaluation is forbidden, but binding is forbidden also,
because there is a sentence boundary between the quanti�er and the pronoun. In contrast, (21)
is grammatical, because the quanti�er c-commands the pronoun.

(20) [Kaºdý £lov¥k]1 je smrtelný. *On1 je také racionální.
`[Every man]1 is mortal. *He1 is also rational.'

(21) [Kaºdý £lov¥k]1 doufá, ºe ho1 ostatní chápou.
`[Every man]1 hopes that the others understand him1.'

The pronoun ho in (21) must be interpreted as a bound variable, because the quanti�er cannot
refer, so the covaluation option is impossible. In contrast, the pronoun on in (22) must be
interpreted as a covaluation for the exactly opposite reasons.

(22) [Ten £lov¥k]1 je smrtelný. On1 je také racionální.
`[The man]1 is mortal. He1 is also rational.'
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4 Possessives

A well known disambiguator for the contrast between binding and covaluation is the focus
particle only as in (23), where distinct truth conditions result from the two interpretations of
pronouns. Intuitively (23-a) means that Karel is the only person in the universe of discourse
who thinks that his dog is amazing. In contrast, (23-b) means that Karel is the only person in
the universe of discourse who thinks that Karel's dog is amazing.

(23) Jen
Only

Karel
Karel

si myslí,
thinks

ºe
that

jeho
his

pes
dog

je
is

úºasný.
amazing

a. binding: Only Karel (λx ( x think, that x's dog is amazing));
b. covaluation: Only Karel ( λx ( x think, that y's dog is amazing) & y = Karel)

In English the pronoun his can also have the mentioned interpretations. According to Heim
& Kratzer (24) has three following structures. (25) is a tree which corresponds the binding
semantics for his : John after quanti�er raising yields the index 1, which is the H&K system
translatable as the λ abstraction with the variable corresponding to the index 1 and because
he has the same index, the semantics is straightforward: John (λx ( x loves x's father)).

For the covaluation option there are two possibilities: (i) either John does not undergo
quanti�er raising (QR), so there is no λ abstraction and the pronoun remains free � this is
(26), or (ii) John undergoes QR, but the indexes are di�erent � as in the tree (27). Both trees
correspond to the covaluation reading: John ( λx ( x loves y's father) & y = John), where the
�& y = John� part of the formula is supplied from the pragmatics, but not from the semantics.

(24) John loves his father. Heim & Kratzer (1998: 246)

(25) S

DP

John

S

1 S

DP

t1

VP

V

loves

DP

the NP

DP

he1

N

father
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(26) S

DP

John

VP

V

loves

DP

the NP

DP

he1

N

father

(27) S

DP

John

S

2 S

DP

t2

VP

V

loves

DP

the NP

DP

he1

N

father

Now the hypothesis is that for Czech possessive anaphors, only the tree (28) is viable, because
the binding theory demands it � after all sv·j is an anaphor, so there is nothing really un-
expected. English his is a pronoun, thus can take its antecedent from the discourse storage,
which is not an option for the anaphor.
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(28) S

DP

Petr

S

1 S

DP

t1

VP

V

miluje

DP

D

0

NP

DP

svého1

N

otce

Now let us return back to VPE. We can account for the data in (18) and (19), if we assume that
Czech pronouns can be interpreted either as bound variables or as covaluated free variables; but
Czech anaphors can be interpreted only as bound variables. (18) can have three interpretations:

1. strict identity to Peter (covaluation);

2. strict identity to John (covaluation);

3. sloppy identity (binding).

The fourth interpretation of (18) (Peter's mother went to John's house and John's mother went
to Peter's house) is ungrammatical. This follows from any theory of VP ellipsis which states
that the ellipsis is dependent on identity in LF, where identity means either identity of binding
or covaluation (if the antecedent is interpreted as bound, then the elided constituent is too and
the same for the covaluation) � see Fiengo & May (1994) and Busquets (1997).
The LF identity of elided material with its antecedent can be seen independently from (29),

where the non-elided VP has two possible interpretations: (29-a) or (29-b), but if we chose
(29-a), then we must chose the wide scope interpretation of DP n¥jaký dárek in the elided VP
also. And the same holds for (29-b).

(29) Klára dala n¥jaký dárek kaºdému náv²t¥vníkovi a Bára taky.
`Klara gave a present to every visitor and Bara did too.'

a. ∃x(present'(x) ⊃∀y(visitor'(y) ⊃ give'(Klara',x,y)))
b. ∀y(visitor'(y) ⊃ ∃x(gift'(x) ⊃ give'(Klara',x,y)))

The account of the LF identity of the elided VP with its antecedent holds also for the
bound/covaluation distinction. This is con�rmed by the following data. I have asked 20 Czech
native speakers for their grammaticality judgments for (30) and the results are the following:
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1. Strict reading, denotation of both pronouns is Karel: 50% of participants.

2. Strict reading, denotation of both pronouns is Petr: everybody agreed that it is a possible
interpretation, but for nobody was it the �rst reading.

3. Sloppy reading: 50% of participants.

4. Strict reading, denotation of the non-elided pronoun as Petr and denotation of the elided
pronoun as Karel: impossible reading for everybody.

(30) Karlova matka uklízí jeho knihovnu, ale Petrova ne.
`Karel's mother cleans his library, but Peter's does not.'

The explanation is straightforward, if ellipsis must preserve the binding/covaluation distinction:

1. For the covaluation reading the referential indexes must be identical (reading 1 and 2);
this is translated as the identity of variables:

a) reading 1:

Karel ( λy (y's mother (λx (x cleans z's library) & z = Karel))) & Petr ( λy (y's
mother (λx (x ¬cleans z's library) & z = Karel)))

b) reading 2:

Karel ( λy (y's mother (λx (x cleans z's library) & z = Petr))) & Petr ( λy (y's
mother (λx (x ¬cleans z's library) & z = Petr)))

2. For the binding reading (reading 3) the indexes can be di�erent, but the λ abstraction of
the elided VP must be the alphabetical variant of its antecedent:

Karel (λy (y's mother (λx ( x cleans y's library)))) & Petr (λw (w's mother (λz ( z ¬cleans
w's library))))

3. The fourth reading is forbidden, because the covaluation is not possible and binding is
not possible either, since the DP Petrova matka does not c-command the �rst possessive
pronoun.

Discourse Representation Theory (DRT, see Kamp & Reyle 1993) o�ers quite sensible for-
malization for these facts. VPE is naturally treated here as a subtype of anaphora (see Klein
1987), where VP as a predicate is represented by a separate subDRS, where a distinguished dis-
course referent represents λ-bound variable. This anaphoric treatment of VPE is quite natural,
because it predicts some of the properties of VPE:

1. Impossibility of VPE in subordinate sentences: this follows from the anaphoricity of VPE,
because this would lead to inappropriate self-embedding (the antecedent would contain
the elided constituent).

2. Pragmatic summation of two or more VP into antecedent for elided VP: Petr became ill.
He was taken to hospital. Karel did too.

In this DRT theory of VPE, for example (30), can be represented as (31), where [x4] is a
distinguished discourse referent, P is the subDRS, where [x4] is the distinguished discourse
referent. Conditions (i) and (ii) represent excluding alternatives � only one of them can be
chosen, if (i) is chosen, then the sloppy reading results, if (ii) is chosen, then the strict reading
emerges.
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(31)

x x1 y P Q

karel(x)

mother(y)

r(x,y)

P(x)

P:

[x4] x3 x2

library(x3)

r(x3,x2)

clean(x4,x3)

(i) x2=x4

(ii) x2 = x

petr(x1)

¬ do(x1,Q)

Q=P

Realizations for each individual case:

1. The �rst reading (strict denotation to Karel):

(32)

x x1 y P Q

karel(x)

mother(y)

r(x,y)

P(x)

P:

[x4] x3 x2

library(x3)

r(x3,x2)

clean(x4,x3)

(ii) x2 = x

petr(x1)

¬ do(x1,Q)

Q=P

2. The second reading (strict denotation to Petr):
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(33)

x x1 y P Q

karel(x)

mother(y)

r(x,y)

P(x)

P:

[x4] x3 x2

library(x3)

r(x3,x2)

clean(x4,x3)

(ii) x2 = x1

petr(x1)

¬ do(x1,Q)

Q=P

3. The third, sloppy reading:

(34)

x x1 y P Q

karel(x)

mother(y)

r(x,y)

P(x)

P:

[x4] x3 x2

library(x3)

r(x3,x2)

clean(x4,x3)

(i) x2=x4

petr(x1)

¬ do(x1,Q)

Q=P

Interestingly sometimes even Czech possessive anaphors can behave as covaluated, as can be
seen from (35) and its two possible continuations. Only in Czech also seems to change the
argument structure: -able adjectives are usually taken as agent absorbing, but with only the
agent is again possible � see (36-b).
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(35) Jen
Only

prof.
prof.

Novák
Novak

nedoporu£uje
neg-recommends

své
his

knihy,
books,

ale
but

ostatní
other

profeso°i
professors

své/Novákovy
their/Novak's

knihy
books

doporu£ují.
recommend

`Only prof. Novak does not recommend his books, but other professors do.'

(36) a. *Ten
The

brouk
beetle

je
is

pozorovatelný
observable

Karlem.
by Karel

b. Ten
The

brouk
beetle

je
is

pozorovatelný
observable

jen
only

Karlem.
by Karel

The central idea is that only in Czech triggers a background-presupposition rule which states
that whenever focusing gives rise to a background λx.φ(x), there is a presupposition to the
e�ect that λx.φ(x) holds of some individual. This can explain (36-b) (if we take only A B as
¬∃x[¬Ax ∧Bx], where B is presupposed).

But for the purposes of this article the most important point is that (35) shows that sv·j is
interpretable either as a bound variable or as a covaluated expression. This is quite unexpected,
because sv·j is an anaphor. I assume that the covaluation reading of the Czech possessive
anaphor stems from its smaller φ-de�ciency (in the sense of Reuland & Reinhart 1995) in
comparison with the φ-de�ciency of other Czech anaphors.

Other Czech anaphors cannot be interpreted as covaluated expressions � anaphors sob¥/se
in (37) and (38) can be interpreted only as bound variables.

(37) Jen prof. Novák vykládá po°ád o sob¥.
`Only prof. Novak always talks about himself.'

a. [. . . ] ale ostatní profeso°i vykládají i o lingvistice.
`[. . . ] but other professors talk also about linguistics.'

b. #[. . . ] ale ostatní profeso°i nevykládají o prof. Novákovi.
`[. . . ] but other professors do not talk about prof. Novak.'

(38) Jen prof. Novák se po°ád chválí.
`Only prof. Novak praises himself.'

a. [. . . ] ale ostatní profeso°i chválí i jiné lingvisty.
`[. . . ] but other professors praise also other linguists.'

b. #[. . . ] ale ostatní profeso°i nechválí prof. Nováka.
`[. . . ] but other professors do not praise prof. Novak.'

5 Only

I suppose that the distinguishing property of only can be traced back to its semantics. This
section will be dedicated to an incomplete but su�cient (for our purposes) story of only.
I assume the familiar alternative semantics framework (Rooth 1992 and many others). Only

is the focus sensitive particle which can (as other focus sensitive particles) alter the truth
conditions of a sentence with the presentational focus. Compare (39-a) and (39-b) � only the
later sentence has other truth conditions than its non-focused counterpart. In the (39-a) focus
evokes the set of alternatives to Mary, but its truth-conditions are the same as its non-focused
counterpart. But (39-b) means that Mary was the only girl (from the set of alternatives), which
was kissed by Peter.
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(39) Petr políbil Marii.
`Petr kissed Mary.'

a. Petr políbil [F Marii].
`Petr kissed Mary.'

b. Petr políbil pouze [F Marii].
`Petr kissed only Mary.'

I do not discuss contrastive focus like (40), where it is sometimes claimed that similar truth-
condition e�ects which in (39) stem from the focus sensitive particle are caused solely by the
contrastive focus.

(40) [F Marii] políbil Petr.
`Mary, kissed Petr.'

The classical semantics for the only particle is the reverse of implication or inclusion.

(41) Karel will come, if it will rain.
p . . . it will rain, q . . . karel will come
p → q

(42) Karel will come, only if it will rain.
q → p

(43) Teachers read poetry.
Ax . . . teachers, Bx . . . poetry readers
∀x[Ax→ Bx]

(44) Only teachers read poetry.
∀x[Bx→ Ax]

But this is not the whole story. Van der Sandt & Geurts (2004) claim that only should be
analyzed as a weak quanti�er along the lines of (45).

(45) only A are B = ¬∃x[¬Ax ∧Bx]

This is of course truth-conditionally equivalent to the strong-quanti�er analysis, but it makes
some interesting predictions. The �rst is the scope of negation: in the weak quanti�er analysis
the negation has scope over the whole formula, so it should license the NPIs in the whole
sentence, unlike in the analysis with the strong quanti�er, where the downward entailing ability
of the strong quanti�er is limited to its �rst argument.3 This is corroborated by the Czech data
in (46)� the NPIs v·bec and kdy are in boldface.

(46) a. V²ichni,
Everybody

kdo
who

v·bec

at_all
kdy

ever
nav²tívili
visited

Brno,
Brno

ho
it

milují.
love

`Everybody who ever visited Brno loves it.'
b. *V²ichni,

Everybody
kdo

who
milují
love

Brno,
Brno

nav²tívili
visited

v·bec

at_all
kdy

ever
jiné
another

m¥sto.
town

`Everybody, who loves Brno, ever visited another town.'

(47) a. Pouze
Only

ti,
the_people

kdo
who

v·bec

at_all
kdy

ever
nav²tívili
visited

Brno,
Brno

ho
it

milují.
love

3∀ is downward entailing (entailing goes from set to its subsets) on its �rst argument and upward entailing
(entailing goes from set to its supersets) on its second argument � see (46).
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`Only the people who ever visited Brno love it.`
b. Pouze

Only
ti,
the_people

kdo
who

milují
love

Brno,
Brno

nav²tívili
visited

v·bec

at_all
kdy

ever
Horní
Horni

Her²pice.
Herspice

`Only the people who love Brno ever visited Horni Herspice.'

However, if the weak quanti�er analysis is on the right track, then there is a problem with
the presupposition of sentences like (48). (48) presupposes that there was somebody else than
Petr, who visited Brno. From the strong-quanti�er analysis of only this presupposition follows
straightforwardly � if the strong quanti�er presupposes (as is commonly assumed) existential
quanti�cation of its �rst argument (see (49)). (48-a) is the most salient reading of (48), where
the negation scopes over the focused element, and in the strong-quanti�er analysis it correctly
predicts the existential presupposition of the set of Brno visitors. But (48-b), where the �rst
negation before Petr(x) comes from the negation and the second from the rule for only, does
not presuppose the non-emptiness of the set of Brno visitors.

(48) Brno did not visit only [F Petr].

a. ∀x[BrnoV isitor(x) → ¬Petr(x)]
b. ¬∃x[¬¬Petr(x) ∧BrnoV isitor(x)]

(49) All students came.

For these purposes we can use the Background/Presupposition Rule from Geurts & van der
Sandt 2004 as can be seen in (50).

(50) The Background/Presupposition Rule (BPR)
Whenever focusing gives rise to a background λx.φ(x), there is a presupposition to the
e�ect that λx.φ(x) holds of some individual.

In (51) the Only Petr did not visit is a background: λx.¬visit(x), and then (50) predicts that
the existential presupposition will arise.

(51) Only Petr did not visit [F Brno].

(52)

x

Petr(x)

¬

v u

v visited Brno

u6=x

u visited Brno

After the global accommodation of the presupposition we have the following DRS, which is
equivalent to the predicate logic formula in (54). For details of presupposition projections see
van der Sandt & Geurts (2004).
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(53)

x v

Petr(x)

v visited Brno

¬
u

u6=x

u visited Brno

(54) ∃xv[Karel(x) ∧ V isitedBrno(v) ∧ ¬∃u[u 6= x ∧ V isitedBrno(u)]]

Now let us return to (35), repeated below as (55). For this example the presupposition analysis
means that there are two options for the accommodation of the presupposition:

1. Presupposition λx(x recommends Novak's books), holding of some individual, is accom-
modated globally � this presupposition is then picked up in the second sentence in its
reading where other professors recommend Novak's books.

2. Presupposition λx(x recommends Novak's books), holding of some individual, is accom-
modated locally � in the scope of negation, so there is no presupposition that somebody
recommends Novak's books, so therefore the sloppy reading in the second sentence arises.

(55) Jen
Only

prof.
prof.

Novák
Novak

nedoporu£uje
not-recommends

své
his

knihy,
books,

ale
but

ostatní
other

profeso°i
professors

své/Novákovy
their/Novak's

knihy
books

doporu£ují.
recommend

6 Solution

In this section I will propose the solution for the puzzle of the interpretation of bound variables
in Czech VPE. I will summarize the facts: the Czech anaphor sv·j can be interpreted either
as a bound variable or as a covaluated expression; this was shown with the help of the focus
sensitive particle jen ('only'). The covaluation reading disappears in the VPE context, but
shows up again if the VPE contains jen.
The solution can be found in the alternative semantics framework (Rooth 1992). The idea of

my proposal is to compare the entailing capability of the discussed sentences. (56-a) is stronger
than (56-b), which means that (56-b) implies (56-a). In other words: the set of those people
who love somebody's library is the super-set of those people who love their own library: if you
love your own library, then you love somebody's library, but not the other way around.
This pattern of reasoning is an example of Gricean quantity implicature and can be gener-

alized using the notion of a scale of alternative assertions. Since my loving my library implies
my loving somebody's library, but not conversely, we can set up a partially ordered set of two
open propositions ordered by entailment: {love(x, x′s library), love(x, y′s library)}, the order-
ing relation ≥ is entailment.

(56) Petr
Petr

miluje
loves

svou
his

knihovnu.
library

a. Petr (λx ( x loves x's library))
b. Petr (λx ( x loves y's library) & y = ???)
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If we look at the focusing pattern in VPE, we see that there is focus on the polarity particle,
which is sometimes dubbed polarity focus. The focus of this type is motivated by the suggested
contrast, for instance between Karel and Petr. I follow Rooth (1992) with his rule applying to
contrastive focus � see (57).

(57) Contrasting Phrases. Construe a phrase α as contrasting with a phrase β, if ‖β‖o ∈
‖α‖f .

‖β‖o denotes ordinary semantic value of β (if β is Petr, then ‖β‖o is Petr, if β is love then ‖β‖o

is the appropriate relation, . . . ), ‖α‖f denotes a focus semantic value for the α, which in the
case of a sentence is a set of propositions. For instance, the focus semantic value for the sentence
[Karel]F loves Petr is the set of propositions of the form 'x loves Petr', while the focus semantic
value for Karel loves [Petr]F is the set of propositions of the form 'Karel loves x '. For (58) the
Contrasting Phrases Rule, β is the elided VP, α is its antecedent VP and the Contrasting
Phrases Rule states that ‖Karel(λx(x loves x′s library)‖o ∈ ‖λx(x loves x′s library‖f , which is
of course ful�lled.

(58) a. [Petr]F
Petr

miluje
loves

svou
his

knihovnu
library

a
and

Karel
Karel

[taky]F .
too

b. [Petr]F
Petr

miluje
loves

svou
his

knihovnu,
library

ale
but

Karel
Karel

[ne]F .
not

This rule has the right predictions, because in (59) we do not have a sloppy reading in the
second conjunct � this sentence must mean that Karel does not love Mary's library. This follows
from the (57), because ‖Karel(λx(x loves x′s library)‖o /∈ ‖λx(x lovesMary′s library‖f , but

‖Karel(λx(x lovesMary′s library)‖o ∈ ‖λx(x lovesMary′s library‖f .

(59) [Petr]F
Petr

miluje
loves

Mariinu
Mary's

knihovnu,
library

ale
but

Karel
Karel

[ne]F .
not

But (57) cannot by itself predict why (60-a) has only the sloppy reading. For this we need
something stronger. The basic idea is that the listener selects the lowest element from the scale
of the open propositions.

(60) a. Petr
Petr

miluje
loves

svou
his

knihovnu
library

a
and

Karel
Karel

taky.
too

Petr (λx ( x loves x's library)) & Karel (λy (y loves y's library))
b. Petr (λx ( x loves x's library)) & Karel (λy (y loves y's library))

In discussing example (61), Rooth (1992) says that asserting an element φ of C implicates the
negation of any higher element in the scale, that is any ψ such that ψ ≥C φ and φ 6= ψ. So
in this case, if the underlying set C is partially ordered as {ace(m), pass(m)}, then asserting
'Mats passed' implicates the negation of 'Mats aced'.

(61) Well, I [passed]F .

In the (60-a) the scale is {love(x, x′s library), love(x, y′s library)} and the process goes the
other way round than in Rooth's example. Asserting polarity of VP implicates the negation of
any lower element of the scale, which in this example is love(x, y′s library).

On the other hand sv·j in (62) can have both covaluated and bound interpretations. This
follows from the possible interpretations for the �rst sentence � see the last section � and either
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of the two can be picked up by the following VPE. This is also circumstantial evidence for the
pragmatic restrictions on VPE.

(62) Pouze
Only

Karel
Karel

miluje
loves

svou
his

knihovnu,
library

ale
but

Petr
Peter

ne.
not

Summary: the Czech anaphor sv·j can be interpreted either as a bound variable or as a
covaluated expression. But the covaluation reading disappears in the VPE context. This
follows from the Contrasting Phrases Rule and from the scale of the open propositions, which
emerges as a consequence of focusing the antecedent VP for VPE. From this scale the listener
chooses the highest element, which in this case is the bound variable reading.
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Clitic omission in Czech as

across-the-Board extraction

Jakub Dotla£il
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1 Introduction

In the tradition of Slavic generative linguistics, one of the main discussions concentrate on
the second position clitics and a question of how to account for their position. Should we blame
syntax, phonology, or a mixture of the two?
The battle�eld of various approaches to the second position of clitics was mostly Serbian

or Croatian (see, for example, Schutze 1994 for a phonological approach, Progovac 1996 for
a syntactic approach, or Bo²kovi¢ 2001 for a mixture of the two). On the other hand, the
literature on similar issues in Czech was surprisingly unequivocal. As far as I know, linguists
applied a purely syntactic approach to the second position in Czech (see, for example, Rivero
1991, Veselovská 1995, Lenertová 2004).
In this paper, I am going to discuss an argument from clitic omission in conjunction which

goes against a purely syntactic account of clitic placement in Czech and supports Bo²kovi¢'s
analysis of clitic positioning: namely, their surfacing in the second position is a result of an
interplay of both, syntax (which takes care of clitics' movement) and phonology (which takes
care of pronunciation of the right copy) (see Bo²kovi¢ 2001).
To have a taste of the argument, take a look at the following examples. In coordination,

Czech allows for clitic omission in one of the conjuncts, as shown on two examples: (1-a), in
which the clitics jsem and ho are omitted in the second conjunct, and (1-b), in which the clitic
se is omitted in the second conjunct.1

(1) a. Já
I

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
zavolal
called

a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him and introduced him to friends.'
b. Petr

Petr
sei
re�

umyl
washed

a
and

oholil.
shaved

`Petr washed and shaved.'

As I am going to argue, cases like (1-a) and (1-b) should be analyzed as cases of Across-the-
Board (ATB) extraction.
ATB extraction is, descriptively speaking, movement of like-phrases out of the coordination.

(2) is an example of ATB wh-movement.

1All clitics are boldfaced. All glossed examples are from Czech.
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(2) What did you buy and read?

The wh-word what starts as an argument of both buy and read. Later on, it moves out of the
VP coordination (i.e., undergoes ATB-extraction) into its speci�er position (Spec, CP). The
�nal structure with traces after movement is sketched in (3):

(3) CP

whati C̄

C

did

TP

DP

you

T̄

T ConjP

VP

V

buy

DP

ti

Conj

and

VP

V

read

DP

ti

Similarly to the wh-word in example (2), I am going to argue that in examples (1-a) and (1-b),
clitics originate in both conjuncts. Later on, they move out of the coordination (i.e., undergoing
ATB extraction) into their speci�er position.
Somewhat surprisingly, I will show that we can �nd cases similar to (1-a) and (1-b) (i.e.,

cases of ATB extraction of clitics), in which, crucially, clitics are pronounced not outside of
the coordination but inside the �rst conjunct. In other words, we will deal with a special case
of ATB extraction: one in which ATB extracted constituents do not surface outside of the
coordination but inside the �rst conjunct. This, I am going to argue, provides an argument for
a particular view on the second position clitic placement. In particular, it is compatible with
Bo²kovi¢'s analysis of clitic placement but problematic for other, purely syntactic, accounts.
The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 discusses arguments for ATB extraction

analysis of (1-a) and (1-b). Section 3 discusses cases of ATB extraction of clitics in which clitics
surface inside the �rst conjunct. Section 4 focuses on some problems with the presented analysis
of clitic placement in Czech. Section 5 concludes.

2 Clitic omission as ATB movement

In Czech, clitics can be omitted in one of the conjuncts, as shown in (4), repeated from above:
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(4) Já
I

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
zavolal
called

a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him and introduced him to friends.'

The clitic omission in the second conjunct, one might suggest, is a result of an ellipsis that
targets clitic clusters.

However, an ellipsis analysis runs into immediate problems. First, notice that clitic omission
is possible only in coordinations. It is ungrammatical in a non-coordinated sequence of clauses
(5-a). Furthermore, clitic omission is impossible in the matrix clause if the anteceding clitics
appear in a subordinate clause (5-b) or if the anteceding clitics appear in the matrix clause and
the clitic cluster is deleted in a subordinate clause (5-c).

(5) a. *Já
I

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
zavolal.
called.

Potom
Then

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him. Then I introduced him to friends.'
b. *Poté

After
co
what

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
zavolal
called

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`After I had called him I introduced him to friends.'
c. *P°edstavil

introduced
jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
známým
friends

poté
after

co
what

zavolal.
called

`I introduced him to friends after I had called him.'

The fact that clitic omission is licensed only in coordination would seem arbitrary and surprising
if we assumed that clitic omission is a result of an ellipsis of clitics.2 However, if we assumed that
clitic omission is a result of ATB extraction of clitics the di�erence between (4) and (5-a)-(5-c)
would fall out automatically. This is so because ATB extraction (a label for the phenomenon
in which a constituent that is understood to originate in all the conjuncts surfaces outside of
the conjunction (see (2))) occurs only in coordinations.

Thus, based on the di�erence between (4) and (5-a)-(5-c) I suggest that (4) should be analyzed
as (6):

(6) I past-auxi himj . . . [ConjP[XP called ti tj ] and [XP introduced ti tj friends ]]

The next three subsections are going to present an additional support for the analysis of clitic
omission as ATB extraction.

2VP ellipsis, sluicing, or NP ellipsis can normally be licensed in contexts similar to (5-a)-(5-c). Gapping (verb
deletion) is a surprising case: it can be licensed only in coordinations (cf. (i) and (ii)):

(i) Marie
Marie

políbila
kissed

Petra
Petr

a
and

Tá¬a
Tá¬a

Tomá²e.
Tomá²

`Marie kissed Petr and Tanya - Tom.'

(ii) ??Marie
Marie

políbila
kissed

Petra
Petr

p°edtím
before

neº
than

Tá¬a
Tá¬a

Tomá²e.
Tomá²

`*Marie kissed Petr before Tanya - Tom.'

In fact, this has been used as an argument to treat gapping not as an ellipsis (contra Ross 1967) but as ATB
extraction (Johnson, 2006).
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2.1 Case matching

It has been noted (see Dyla 1984, Franks 1993) that the constituent that undergoes ATB
extraction must be assigned cases in conjuncts which have the same overt manifestation.
To see the validity of this generalization, let us turn for a moment to ATB wh-movement.
The following table summarizes nominative, genitive and accusative forms for Czech kdo

`who' and co `what'. Notice that `who' has a syncretic form in genitive and accusative, whereas
`what' has syncretic forms in nominative and accusative:

Table 1: Case of who and what

(7)

Case who what

nominative kdo co

genitive koho £eho

accusative koho co

Syncretism in forms corresponds to acceptability of ATB extraction. In case the �rst conjunct
assigns nominative and the second conjunct assigns accusative, only `what' is (marginally)
acceptable (8-a). Similar examples with `who' are ungrammatical ((8-b)-(8-c)).

(8) 1st conjunct - nominative, 2nd conjunct - accusative
a. ?Co

whatgen-acc
tam
there

leºelo
lay

a
and

ty
you

jsi
past-aux

sebral?
picked

`What lay there and you picked it?'
b. *Kdo

whonom
tam
there

leºel
lay

a
and

ty
you

jsi
past-aux

sebral?
picked

`Who lay there and you picked him?'
c. *Koho

whoacc
tam
there

leºel
lay

a
and

ty
you

jsi
past-aux

sebral?
picked

`Who lay there and you picked him?'

This exempli�es the descriptive generalization, mentioned above: only `what' can undergo ATB
extraction in (8-a) because it has one and the same form for nominative and accusative. `who'
cannot undergo ATB extraction in this case because its forms for nominative and accusative
di�er.
This descriptive generalization can be made sense of if we follow approaches to the architec-

ture of the language which assume that syntax feeds lexical insertion.3 In the examples (8-a)
to (8-c), the wh-words are assigned two cases in syntax (either by agreement projections inside
each conjunct, or by the verb itself, or by combination of the two). When lexical insertion
applies, the lexicon is searched for an item that matches the requirement of being an exponent
of both cases (nominative and accusative). The paradigm of `what' has such a lexical item
(namely, co), unlike the paradigm of `who'. Thus, in case of `who', whatever lexical item is
inserted it cannot satisfy morphological requirement and the ungrammaticality of (8-b) and
(8-c) follows.4

3Generative semantics was one such an approach. Recently, the same idea has been revived in Distributed
Morphology.

4This reasoning only works if we do not assume that morphological forms in paradigms are always underspec-
i�ed.
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Notice that there is no reason to expect a similar requirement for ellipses. This is so because
whereas in cases of ATB movement one and the same object originates in both conjuncts and
is assigned two cases in each of the conjuncts, in cases of ellipses, we deal with two di�erent
objects: the antecedent and the ellided constituent. And, in fact, the head that assigns case to
the antecedent and the head that assigns case to the ellided constituent do not need to assign
case with the same overt manifestation. For example, a subject pro-drop can di�er from its
antecedent (9-a). The same holds for noun ellipses (9-b).5

(9) the antecedent - accusative, the ellipsis - nominative
a. Petr

Petr
m¥l
had

rád
like

Mariii.
Marieacc.

Hlavn¥
especially

kdyº
when

_i
_

mu
him

va°ila.
cooked

`Petr liked Marie. Especially when she cooked for him.'
b. Marie

Marie
m¥la
had

ráda
like

£ernovlasé
black-hair

klukyi.
guysacc.

Tán¥
Tanya

se
re�

líbili
appealed

blon�datí
blondnom

_i
_

`Marie liked blackhair guys. The blond ones appealed to Tanya.'

Crucially, clitic omission patterns with ATB-wh-movement and unlike ellipsis.
The following table shows that hecl has a syncretic form for genitive and accusative, unlike

theycl.

Table 2: Case of hecl and theycl

(10)

Case he they

genitive ho jich

accusative ho je

As predicted, in case one conjunct assigns genitive and the other conjunct assigns accusative,
only `hecl' is acceptable:

(11) 1st conjunct genitive, 2nd conjunct accusative
a. ?Já

I
se

re�
ho

himgen-acc
bojím
be-afraid

a
and

nenávidím.
hate

`I am afraid of him and loathe him.'
b. *Já

I
se

re�
jich

themgen
bojím
be-afraid

a
and

nenávidím.
hate

`I am afraid of them and loathe them.'
c. *Já

I
se

re�
je

themacc
bojím
be-afraid

a
and

nenávidím.
hate

`I am afraid of them and loathe them.'

2.2 Coordination with more than two conjuncts

As discovered by Ross (1967), conjuncts are islands (i.e., structures which block movement
out of them). This descriptive generalization is known as the Coordinate Structure Constraint:

(12) Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC): In a coordinate structure, no element con-
tained in a conjunct may be moved out of that conjunct.

5Ellipses in these two examples are marked by the underline _ coindexed with the ellipsis' antecedent.
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There is a well-known exception to that generalization, an exception that is a topic of this
paper: ATB extraction. This has also been noticed by Ross in his seminal thesis:

(13) There is an important class of rules to which (12) does not apply. These are rule
schemata which move a constituent out of all conjuncts in a coordinate structure.
(Ross, 1967, page 107)

Thus, whereas (14-a) is ungrammatical (violation of the CSC), (14-b) is �ne (ATB extraction).

(14) a. *Co
what

jsi
past-aux

koupil
bought

a
and

ode²el?
left

`*What did you buy and left?'
b. Co

what
jsi
past-aux

koupil
bought

a
and

prodal?
sold

`What did you buy and sell?'

So far, we have seen examples of clitic omission in which clitics originated in both conjuncts and
surfaced outside of the coordination. This con�rms the description as given in (13). If clitics
originated only in some of the conjuncts we should expect ungrammaticality because clitic
omission is a case of ATB movement which is movement out of all conjuncts. If clitics moved
from some, but not all, conjuncts, the Coordinate Structure Constraint should be violated,
which should cause ungrammaticality.

This prediction is borne out. (15) shows a case of coordination of two conjuncts. Clitics
undergo ATB extraction out of both conjuncts:

(15) Petr
Petr

se

re�
umyl
washed

a
and

oholil.
shaved

`Petr washed and shaved.'

Coordination of more than two conjuncts is also possible if clitics undergo ATB extraction out
of all conjuncts:

(16) Petr
Petr

se

re�
myl,
washed,

£esal
combed

a
and

holil.
shaved

`Petr washed, combed and shaved.'

However, it is crucial that clitics end up outside of the coordination and are omitted in all
conjuncts:

(17) *Petr
Petr

se

re�
myl,
washed,

£istil
brushed

si
re�

zuby
teeth

a
and

holil.
shaved

`Petr washed, brushed his teeth and shaved.'

As said above, the ungrammaticality of (17) follows since the CSC is violated in this case.

On the other hand, if clitic omission was a case of ellipsis, the ungrammaticality of (17)
would come as a surprise. Simply put, there is no reason why ellipses should be all-or-nothing
phenomenon. In other words, there is no reason to expect that ellipses can either appear in all
conjuncts (apart from the �rst one), or in none of them.
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2.3 When ATB extraction is blocked

The �nal argument that I believe supports my analysis of clitic omission as ATB extraction
comes from a surprising piece of data. As pointed out to me by an anonymous reviewer of
Formal Approaches to Slavic Linguistics 2007, not all coordinations allow for clitic omission
within their conjuncts. According to the reviewer (18), in which the clitic mu `himdat' is
omitted, is ungrammatical (I myself do not �nd it completely ungrammatical, but agree that
the sentence is degraded):

(18) *Uº
already

se

re�
mu

himhim

ulevilo
relieve

a
and

je
is

líp
better

`He was relieved of pain and feels better.'

The ungrammaticality of (18) surely is surprising. The example represents a coordinated struc-
ture and therefore ATB extraction of clitics should be licensed.
Fortunately, independent reasons have been found which suggest that (18) might not be a

coordinated structure after all. As discussed at length by Postal (1998), coordinations in which
the �rst conjunct serves as a cause of the second conjunct show di�erent behavior than standard
coordinations. For example, they allow for violation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint
(19), as noticed by Lako� (1986):

(19) The stu� whichi the guys in the Caucasus drink ti and live to be 100.

Postal (1998) suggests that these constructions should not be analyzed as coordinate structures
but as subordinations. If his analysis is on the right track, we might have an explanation for
the ungrammaticality of (18). Notice �rst that (18) is also a case in which the �rst conjunct
is a cause of the second conjunct. Now, if, following Postal (1998), we do not analyze (18) as
a coordinate structure, we actually expect ATB extraction to be ungrammatical. Notice that
ATB extraction of a wh-word is also impossible in the same coordination which supports our
conclusion that (18) is ungrammatical because ATB extraction is impossible in this case:

(20) *Komui
who

se
already

uº
re�

ulevilo
relieve

a
and

je
is

líp?
better

`Who was relieved of pain and feels better?'

This concludes arguments for analysing clitic omission as ATB extraction. From now on, I am
going to assume that this analysis is correct. In the next section I am going to concentrate
on a surprising case of clitic omission: one in which clitics arguably do not move out of the
coordination but stay inside the �rst conjunct.

3 ATB extraction with seemingly no extraction

3.1 Problematic examples

Take a look at the following example:

(21) Zavolal
called

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him and introduced him to friends.'
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Let us go through this example more carefully. First, notice that the clitics jsem and ho are
omitted in the second conjunct. Clearly we deal with clitic omission, which, as I argued, should
be analyzed as an ATB extraction of clitics. Thus, both clitics jsem and ho originate as an
auxiliary and an argument in both conjuncts. Later on, they both move out of the coordination.
Notice that both clitics are linearly ordered at the end of the �rst conjunct. Since clitics

undergo ATB extraction out of the coordination the verb preceding them must undergo move-
ment out of the coordination as well. Thus, we end up with the structure (22) for example
(21).

(22) [ calledi [ past-auxj himk [ConjP [VP ti tj tk ] [VP introduced tj tk to friends] ] ] ]

The problem is that in this structure the verb underwent movement from the �rst conjunct.
But this movement violates Coordinate Structure Constraint and thus should render (21) un-
grammatical! Furthermore, notice that after ATB extraction of clitics the �rst conjunct consists
only of `called'. Its movement out of the coordination violates another well-known constraint,
the Conjunct Constraint (Grosu, 1981), which states that no conjunct may be moved.
We have already seen (in Section 2.2) that the Coordinate Structure Constraint applies in

Czech. (23) shows that the Conjunct Constraint applies in Czech, as well:

(23) *Chlapec
boy

kterého
which

jsem
past-aux

potkal
met

a
and

Petra.
Petr

`*The boy which I met and Petr.'

In short, we have ended up in a paradox. If we assumed that clitic omission is a case of ellipsis
which targets clitic cluster we would have no explanation for the data discussed in the previous
section (Section 2). But if we assume that clitic omission is a case of ATB extraction we expect
the movement of the verb `called' in (21) to violate the Coordinate Structure Constraint and
the Conjunct Constraint and, therefore, we expect (21) to be ungrammatical, contrary to the
facts.
There are, as far as I can see, two possible ways out of this paradox. The �rst one is to

assume that the Coordinate Structure Constraint and the Conjunct Constraint are structure-
speci�c. They do apply in cases like (23) but are not applicable to (21). The second way out
of the paradox is to assume that there is something special about ATB extraction of clitics.
Something that enables them not to be pronounced outside of the coordination in cases like
(21). In that case, the verb `called' do not need to move out of the coordination either, and,
therefore, no violation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint and the Conjunct Constraint
takes place.
I am going to follow the second route.

3.2 Clitic placement at the syntax-phonology interface

One of the many issues connected to the study of clitics is a question of how to account
for their placement. Is their second position a result of a phonological requirement, syntactic
requirement, or both?
In his recent work, �eljko Bo²kovi¢ (Bo²kovi¢, 2001) follows Franks (2000) and suggests that

we should consider clitic placement an interface phenomenon. It is a result of an interplay
between syntax and phonology.
Following the Minimalist Program (see, especially, Chomsky 1995), Bo²kovi¢ assumes that

when a constituent moves it leaves a copy of itself in the original position. The two copies (one
in the base position and the other in the target position of the movement) are indistinguishable
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from each other. However, they do behave di�erently with respect to pronunciation. As has
been noted many times in literature, it is usually only the highest copy that is pronounced.
All the lower copies are deleted (see Nunes 2001 and Nunes 2005 for an extensive discussion
and interesting explanation of why this should be so). It is this last point that, according to
Bo²kovi¢, di�erentiates clitics from other moved constituents.

Clitics enter computation with syntactic requirements. For the sake of argument let us
assume that all clitics in Czech need to move via head movement to C.6 However, unlike most
other words, clitics also come with phonological requirements that must be satis�ed. Following
Bo²kovi¢ I assume that clitics in Czech need to lean on a host to their left.7

Recall that it is normally the highest copy of a moved constituent that is pronounced. Thus,
we would expect clitics to be pronounced in their highest position, the head of C. However,
this copy might violate clitics' phonological requirements: if there is no material higher in
the sentence, clitics cannot lean on any host to their left and the sentence is ungrammatical.
Bo²kovi¢ (2001) suggests that in this scenario, a lower copy of clitics is pronounced: the one
that satis�es phonological requirements.

Let us go through one example:

(24) Zavolal
called

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho.
himacc

`I called him.'

Let us assume that the clitic `him' is merged as a direct object of the verb and later on moves
as a head to the projection which hosts the auxiliary. Furthermore, let us assume (following
Veselovská 2004) that past auxiliaries are located in the head T. Thus, at the level of T̄, the
structure looks followingly:

(25) [T' [T past-aux himi ] [vP [v ] [VP [v called ] ti ] ] ]

The T projects further up. Following Migdalski (2006), let us assume that to satisfy EPP
requirements of the T, the vP moves into its speci�er. After that, C selects for the TP and
clitics head move via the T into the head C. This is the �nal structure:

6This goes contra arguments that Bo²kovi¢ explicitly makes for Serbian, namely that clitics do not all move
into the same position. However, the arguments on which this conclusion is based do not work in Czech.
Thus, I assume that unlike in Serbian, all clitics in Czech do target the same position. If this turns out to be
incorrect, the analysis that I am going to propose can still be maintained, with appropriate modi�cations.

7There are problems with this assumption for Czech because clitics in Czech can be either enclitics or proclitics.
I will turn to this issue in Section 4.
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(26) CP

C

Ti

past-aux him

C

TP

VPj

called

T̄

Ti

past-aux him

tj

However, in this case the highest copy of the clitics cannot be pronounced because it would
violate phonological requirements. Therefore, a lower copy is selected: the one in which clitics
sit in the T. The pronunciation of the lower copy gives us the correct word order for (24).

3.3 ATB extraction with seemingly no extraction explained

Armed with an analysis of how clitics' syntactic and phonological requirements together
derive their position let us move to the example discussed in Section 3.1.

(27) Zavolal
called

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him and introduced him to friends.'

Recall what the problem was. Example (27) is a case of ATB extraction of clitics. Therefore,
clitics must have moved out of the coordination. But if they did (so the reasoning went) then
the verb `called' must have moved out of the coordination, too, in violation of the Coordinate
Structure Constraint and the Conjunct Constraint.
There is a �aw in this reasoning, and, I believe, it should be obvious by now what the �aw is.

In Section 3.1, I have assumed without discussion that what is pronounced is the highest copy
of a moved constituent. In fact, this assumption is natural if one follows syntactic accounts to
the second position of clitics and assumes that the second position is derived solely in syntax.
However, we have seen in the previous section that this does not need to be so. More concretely,
I presented an approach to clitic placement which argues that the second position is a result of
a phonological requirement which leads to the pronunciation of a lower copy.
This is one possible analysis of (27) which avoids violation of the Coordinate Structure

Constraint and the Conjunct Constraint: �rst, the object is merged as the object of the verbs
in both conjuncts and it adjoins to the auxiliary in the T, still separately in the two conjuncts.
The T in both conjuncts project. The T in the �rst conjunct attracts the verb phrase consisting
of `called' into its speci�er. The T in the second conjunct attracts the verb phrase consisting of
`introduced' into its speci�er. Now, the two TPs are conjoined and C takes this coordination
as its complement. The clitics jsem and ho undergo ATB extraction into the C. This is the
�nal structure:
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(28) CP

C

Ti

past-aux him

C

ConjP

TP

vPj

called

T̄

Ti

past-aux him

tj

¯Conj

Conj

and

TP

vPk

introduced

T̄

Ti

past-aux him

tk

However, if the highest copy of the clitics was pronounced the clitics' phonological requirement
would not be satis�ed. Therefore, a lower copy must be pronounced. Counting the number of
nodes, we arrive at the second highest copy: the one in which the clitics sit in the T in the �rst
conjunct. Thus, this copy of clitics is pronounced and we end up with the correct word order
without violating the Coordinate Structure Constraint or the Conjunct Constraint.

There are at least two predictions that this approach makes. First, notice that full DPs
should behave di�erently than clitics do with respect to examples like (27). This is so because
full DPs do not have a phonological requirement that would force pronunciation of a lower copy.
Since it is always the case that the highest copy of these DPs is pronounced examples like (27)
with DPs in the place of the clitics should be ungrammatical.

This is correct. Notice �rst that full DPs can license what looks like an object drop:

(29) Petra
Petracc

jsem
past-aux

zavolal
called

a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called Petr and introduced him to friends.'

Since there is no object drop in Czech, I conclude that example (29) is a case of ATB extraction:
`Petracc' starts as an argument of the verbs in both conjuncts and undergoes ATB extraction
out of the coordination.

Thus, example (29) shows us that ATB extraction of full DPs is possible.

Interestingly, an example parallel to (27), in which the clitic ho `him' is substituted by the
full DP `Petracc' is ungrammatical:

(30) *Zavolal
called

jsem
past-aux1sg

Petra
Petracc

a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým
friends

`I called Honza and introduced him to friends.'
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As discussed above, this follows from the presented analysis. `Petracc' comes with no phonolog-
ical requirements that would force pronunciation of a lower copy in this example. Therefore, the
highest copy of `Petracc' has been pronounced in (30). Since the highest copy must be outside
of the coordination (otherwise, there is no way to license object drop in this coordination), the
verb `called' must have moved out of the coordination, as well. But this movement of the verb
violates the Coordinate Structure Constraint and the Conjunct Constraint!
The second prediction that the presented analysis makes concerns interaction of clitic omis-

sion with the size of conjuncts. To license clitic omission in (27), repeated here as (31), clitics
have to move out of coordination even though this movement is masked by the fact that the
copy outside of the coordination is not pronounced.

(31) Zavolal
called

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him and introduced him to friends.'

Crucially, clitics must be able to move out of the coordination, otherwise the structure is illicit.
If we dealt with a coordination of conjuncts which are islands for clitic movement (i.e., if we
dealt with a structure bigger than the TP) clitics should not be able to undergo ATB extraction
out of the coordination and clitic omission should consequently be ungrammatical. This should
be so even though clitics are not pronounced outside of the coordination.
This prediction is also borne out. Notice �rst that clitic omission is possible in conjoined

TPs in embedded contexts:

(32) Petr
Petr

°ekl
said

ºe
that

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
zavolal
called

a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`Petr said that I had called him and had introduced him to friends.'

However, once we conjoin CPs clitic omission is impossible:

(33) *Honza
Honza

°ekl
said

ºe
that

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
zavolal
called

a
and

ºe
that

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`Honza said that I had called him and that I had introduced him to friends.'

As is well-known, clitics cannot move out of CP (see Progovac 1993, Veselovská 1995, Rezac
2005, or Dotla£il 2007 for di�erent explanations of this fact). In (33), clitics have to undergo
ATB extraction out of the coordination. However, since clitics cannot move out of CP this
movement is illicit, and since ATB extraction is impossible, clitic omission cannot take place
in (33).
In conclusion, the grammaticality of clitic omission in (31) supports the analysis of clitic

placement in Czech along Franks (2000) / Bo²kovi¢ (2001) line. We have seen an argument for
the language architecture in which phonology overrides syntax in deciding which copy should be
pronounced (see Nunes 2005 for an approach to the pronunciation of copies which is compatible
with this view).
The next section is going to discuss one problem ignored so far: do we really have any reasons

to assume that clitics come with phonological requirements?

4 Czech clitics and their phonological requirements

As discussed by Fried (1994), Toman (1996), and many others, clitics in Czech do not need
to lean on a host to their left. Clitics in Czech can be at the beginning of an intonational phrase
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and lean on a host to the right (i.e., behave as proclitics) (example (34-a)). They can, in fact,
even be at the beginning of a clause in colloquial Czech (example (34-b)) (see Lenertová 2004
for more examples and discussion).

(34) a. Já
I

#
#

tvoje
your

máma
mother

#
#

jsem

aux
ti

you
slíbila
promised

hra£ku.
toy

`I, your mother, promised you a toy.'
b. Se

re�
mi

me
v£era
yesterday

narodil
born

syn.
son

(ok only in colloquial Czech)

`My son was born yesterday.'

But is the fact that Czech clitics can be either proclitics or enclitics important for my analysis
of examples like (35)?

(35) Zavolal
called

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho.
himacc

`I called him.'

In fact, it is. Following Bo²kovi¢ (2001), I analyzed (35) as a case in which phonology forces
pronunciation of a lower copy of clitics. But if clitics can also be proclitics there is no reason to
expect that phonology should force the pronunciation of a lower copy in this case. The highest
copy would violate no phonological requirements after all. Since phonologically, clitics can be
both proclitics and enclitics, shouldn't it be only syntax that derives clitics' second position (in
standard Czech), with no help from phonology?

One way out from this problem that I would like to suggest is that clitics are not underspec-
i�ed for proclitization and encliticization. Instead, they are ambiguous. In (35) enclitics were
chosen in the lexicon: since these need to lean on their hosts to the left, the pronunciation of a
lower copy is forced. If proclitics were used instead the highest copy could be pronounced (for
reasons unclear to me, this latter option is possible only in colloquial Czech).

Surprisingly, (34-a) does not allow for the possibility in which clitics become enclitics (and
end up not in the second, but third position in the clause):

(36) ??Já
I

#
#

tvoje
your

máma
mother

#
#

slíbila
promised

jsem

aux
ti

you
hra£ku.
toy

`I, your mother, promised you a toy.'

This is surprising if clitics were ambiguous: why should we not be able to retrieve to enclitics
in (36) which would force the pronunciation of a copy below the predicate?

I tentatively assume that there is nothing wrong with choosing enclitics in (36). What goes
wrong with this example is the predicate movement. The predicate `promised' cannot move
above clitics to support them. Notice that if the predicate cannot move from its base position
both clitics jsem and ho must end up at the left edge of the intonational phrase.8

To be sure there are much more cases that one should analyze before jumping at the con-
clusion that the hypothesis of clitics being ambiguous between enclitics and proclitics really is
viable. Unfortunately, since this would lead me too far a�eld from the topic of this paper, I
have to leave them aside.

8I assume that the base position of ho cannot be pronounced for independent reasons - see Moro (2000)
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5 Conclusion

This paper has discussed cases of clitic omission as in (37):

(37) Já
I

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
zavolal
called

a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him and introduced him to friends.'

I argued that these cases should be analyzed as ATB extraction of clitics. However, this
conclusion turned out to be problematic in cases of examples in which clitics seemed to stay
inside the �rst conjunct:

(38) Zavolal
called

jsem

past-aux1sg

ho

himacc
a
and

p°edstavil
introduced

známým.
friends

`I called him and introduced him to friends.'

This, I argued, should be seen as evidence that clitics might be pronounced in their non-highest
position, which is in line with Bo²kovi¢'s analysis of clitic placement in Serbian (Bo²kovi¢, 2001).
Based on the examples like (38), I argued that clitics' position in Czech is not solely derived
in the syntactic part of the computation but is a result of an interplay between syntax and
phonology. If this analysis is on the right track cases like (38) supports a particular view on the
syntax-phonology interface. Under this view, phonology can alter word order that is derived in
syntax by deciding which copy of movement done in syntax should be chosen for pronunciation.
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Czech Cases and the Syntacticon:

Poznámky k, o, okolo, nad n¥£ím a pro

n¥koho

Joseph Emonds

jeemonds@hotmail.com

Czechs and non-Czechs alike generally feel that the Czech morphological case system is quite
complex, especially as it manifests itself with prepositions or without them, but in phrases
which correspond to PPs in say English.1

It is the purpose of this study to show that Czech cases in PP structures are more than
�orderly�; they are in fact, with literally one clear exception, entirely regular and predictable.2

Of course, in order to do this, one cannot just accept every truism that has been handed
down through traditional grammar. Moreover, it is necessary to crucially use a few highly
motivated but innovative constructs formulated within generative grammar. If such moves were
not necessary, the regularity of the Czech Case system would have become apparent before
now. Generally, structuralist and generativist authors alike are overly reliant on traditional
grammar's truisms. Even generativists seem to feel that these truisms are somehow �inherent
in the data� and can be used at no cost. So in practice they prefer to perpetuate them rather
than utilize theoretical constructs not yet approved in their perception by �current theory.�
Non-Slavic speaking linguists acquainted with Indo-European (I-E) morphological case soon

sense that many uses of Czech's six (non-vocative) cases are far from unfamiliar.3 Nominative
and accusative have the same form for inanimates, those termed both �neuter� and �masculine.�
Most predicate nominals and adjectives agree in case with the noun phrase they modify, whether
in primary or secondary predication. Partitives are expressed in the genitive. Noun phrase
objects of prepositions expressing motion toward a Goal are in the accusative.
What seems bewildering though are the Czech cases used with Ps (or to express some English

PPs without a P): accusatives, genitives, datives, locatives and instrumentals all �nd their
places in its system. Compared with Classical Greek, Standard German, Icelandic, Latin and

1 I have had fruitful and enlightening discussions on this topic with both L. Veselovská and M. Martinková. I
thank them both, and am very grateful to M. Martinková for carefully reading and commenting on various
drafts of this paper and for supplying numerous useful references. Of course, neither is responsible for my
errors of fact and interpretation.

2 At least among prepositions that are not highly lexicalized and idiomatic. An entertaining exercise for Czech
readers may be to guess which grammatical P is irrevocably exceptional in my system.

3 Czech vocatives also have a familiar Indo-European feel, i.e., akin to those in Latin. In almost all paradigms,
a vowel is added to nominatives of proper nouns: a high vowel with masculine stems and a mid-vowel with
feminine stems. As vocatives are not related to sentence structures involving other categories, they don't
properly speaking constitute a separate case. Compare them to the case structures discussed below in section
1.
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Old English, in which 3 cases can appear after Ps,4 Czech cases in PP structures seem more
arbitrary and less predictable.

1 Against the traditional de�nition of �dative� for the

third case

To my mind, the earliest generative attempts around 1980 to make sense of morphological
case incorporated two insightful idealizations, but at the same time formulated them in terms of
an unperceptive and unre�ective lapse. The good news is (i) that cross-linguistically each basic
case results from a characteristic case-assigning category, and (ii) these basic case-assigning
categories are few in number, basically four:

(1) a. �Nominative� is assigned by I to the DP closest to it.
b. �Accusative� is assigned by V to the DP closest to it.
c. �Dative� or �oblique� is assigned by P to the DP closest to it.
d. �Genitive� is assigned by some category in N-projections to the closest DP.

The bad news is that the �eld retains to this day these �names� of these cases as if they
are somehow categories in their own right. Perhaps this gives the impression that generative
grammar explains these traditional concepts, but in most cases it simply uncritically accepts
them, e.g. even elaborating on the timeworn distinction between �structural� and �semantic�
case.5 Emonds (1985: Ch. 1 and 5), argues in detail that no special case categories should
appear in grammatical representations; �nominative� is nothing other than the appearance of
I as a feature or index on nominal projections and likewise for the other cases. Consequently,
the case features should be represented essentially as follows, where the traditional names for
them have absolutely no theoretical status.

(2) a. Nominal projections Dk in the nominative are notated DI.
b. Nominal projections Dk in the accusative are notated DV.
c. Nominal projections Dk in the oblique case are notated DP.
d. Nominal projections Dk in the genitive are notated DQ. 6

These notations involve more than terminological parsimony, even though that alone would
justify them. They also remove prejudices that impede good analyses, e.g. the instinctive
feel of many linguists (including generativists) that traditional terms like e.g. �datives� or
�genitives� capture similarities across languages independent of actual empirical cross-linguistic

4 Latin grammars always remark that no P can ever be followed by its dative case, leaving only genitives,
accusatives, and ablatives that Ps can introduce.

5 �Semantic� cases are those assigned before movement of object nominals in passives, while �structural�
cases are those assigned after it. This leads to a problem with genitives, which government and binding
treatments turned a blind eye to. As observed in Veselovska (1997), genitive phrases act �structurally� inside
noun phrases, but �semantically� when they are complements to verbs.
The minimalist recognition (Chomsky, 1995) that trees are constructed from the bottom up removes any

problem, as well as the need for the semantic/structural distinction. Once assigned, case cannot change.
DPs inside PP domains receive case before the PPs merge into larger structures (�semantic case�), while
DPs not inside PPs merge in IP or larger DP domains without case (�structural case�). If such IPs or DPs
then merge further, the cases on the DPs they properly contain cannot change, exactly as with �semantic
case.�

6 Veselovská (2001) argues, to my mind convincingly, that the case assigning category inside nominal projections
is Q, for (existential) �quanti�ers� including, in Czech, high numerals. I adopt this here throughout.
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justi�cations. This harmful hidden assumption puts meaningless burdens of proof on any
analyses in which Case X in L1 is the basic equivalent of some otherwise named Case Y in L2,
rather than what tradition calls Case X in L2.
In addition, reducing �cases� to features or indices as in (2) (i.e. an accusative is a D or

N projection with a V feature or index) makes possible some revealing structural analyses of
how predicate nominals and adjectives receive morphological cases, including those in Czech
(Emonds 2000: Ch. 8). For example, the Case feature DV on a direct object assigns case to a
following secondary predicate nominal. Such analyses cannot even be envisioned if one insists
on the traditional case names formally unrelated to the case assigners. Although most work
on case is unaware of such accounts, they nonetheless constitute unanswered and empirically
based arguments in favour of eliminating, as in (2), traditional or any other ad hoc names for
cases.
Perhaps the most striking innovation in the generative approach to case is embodied in (1c)

and (2c). Traditional grammar always uses the terms nominative, accusative and dative for
the morphological cases of respectively the subject, direct object and indirect object of typical
simple three place predicates. It furthermore treats the three cases as entirely unrelated. How-
ever, massive cross-linguistic syncretism between nominatives and accusatives (throughout I-E
and not least in Czech) shows that the �rst two cases are indeed subcases of some more general
verb-related �archi-case.�7 But related to each other or not, both �nominative� and �accusative�
noun phrases are associated in (1a-b) with structural con�gurations closely connected with I
and with V. Hence the generative treatment of these cases is not so far from their traditional
associations with subjects and direct objects.
For �datives,� the situation is di�erent. And indeed, the early generative proposal for case

in e.g., Chomsky (1981) does not de�ne datives as the �case of the indirect object.� Rather,
the generative �dative� was (and is) the case structurally associated with the structure of PP.
Indeed, the surface form of indirect objects in many systems is not associated with PP at all.
For example, in several languages lacking morphological case, benefactive applicative phrases,
as studied in e.g. Baker (1988), typically surface in direct object position and are arguably
accusative, sometimes by morphological as well as syntactic criteria. In Modern Standard
Arabic, indirect objects also appear as accusatives, i.e. with the same case as direct objects.8

Pursuing this line, it seems like the �third case� or the �P-assigned case� in (1c) should be
identi�ed with the case used for expressing locations of a verb's action or state. In Classical
Greek, Standard German, Icelandic and Old English, this case happens to also be that of the
indirect object (the so-called �dative�). However, Latin's locative case is its ablative, not its
dative.9 The third Czech case, judging from how many locative Ps govern it, is neither what
is called the dative or the locative, but is rather the �instrumental.� Such are the cases that
express, in each of these languages, the Ps or PP structures translating under, over, between, in
front of, behind, through and with, when these are conceived of as pure locations unassociated

7 Generative treatments have not recognized this. I pursue this topic elsewhere; it does not interact with this
essay's subject matter except in one particular. The fact that nominatives and accusatives are partly �the
same� can explain why Ps in I-E systems never �take a nominative.� Traditional grammars, if they even note
this fact, provide no explanation for it.

8 There is a underlying universal relation between indirect objects and PP structure, but it is not a surface
relation. This position is cross-linguistically supported in Emonds (1993).

9 The Latin �dative� is a variant on the ablative and has di�erent forms only in (most but not all) singulars;
Latin plural datives and ablatives always have the same form. Moreover, in all paradigms where it di�ers
from the ablative, the dative singular has a single form �í. Emonds (1985: Ch. 5) argues that this special
allomorph appears in Latin PPs if and only if an introductory [P, GOAL] is ∅. As discussed in section 7,
the status of the Czech dative resembles to some extent that of the Latin dative.
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with Goals or Sources of movements or transitions.
Reinforcing this �rst conclusion for Czech, we �nd this language has a sometimes specially

remarked use of the instrumental, the bare (preposition-less) �instrumental expressing place,�
exempli�ed in bold here with some examples from Holá (2000: 235):

(3) Musíte jít podchodem a pak doleva.
`You must go through the underpass and then left.'
�li jsme jinou ulicí.
`We went by the other street.'
Vlak projel malým nádraºím.
`The train went past a small station.'
�eka Vltava te£e Prahou.
`The Vltava River �ows through Prague.'

I will further be developing the idea that Czech system is most closely related, in terms of other
I-E systems, to that of Classical Greek (the latter's nominative, genitive, dative and accusative).
In Czech, the closest structural relative to the Classical Greek dative is the instrumental.
Of course, the Czech dative and locative cases will also be analyzed; in fact, the patterns
surrounding these �additional� cases will be a crucial testing ground for re�ning and developing
a theory of the lexicon that I have proposed in earlier work, so these recalcitrant cases are in
fact the main motivation for pursuing this topic.10

This study will incorporate the �good news� on morphological case from Government and
Binding (four basic cases each associated with a universal structure) and discard the �bad
news.� The names of the cases are just mnemonics for DPs structurally marked as occurring
in certain constructions. I use the neutral descriptive term �oblique� for the case generally
associated with a P of location, i.e. the Classical Greek dative, the Czech instrumental and the
Latin ablative.

2 Probable universal syntactic features of Czech Ps

Several works by Jackendo� (1977, 1983, 1990) and others have established the need to clearly
distinguish noun phrases denoting a LOCATION of a verb's action or state from those denoting
the GOAL of a verb's action. Only the latter are typically introduced with a counterpart to
English to. This work has also shown that noun phrase SOURCEs of a verb's action, indicated
in English with from, share some similarities with GOALs, which he proposes to capture by
treating Ps that introduce both types as �Prepositions of PATH�.
The Path Ps that introduce GOALs and SOURCE DPs di�er in their grammar from the

Place Ps that introduce LOCATIONs. Many relevant syntactic analyses by van Riemsdijk
(1978, 1988, 2002) have brought out further di�erences between these two classes of Ps, which
he di�erentiates by means of a feature that we can identify with ±PATH.11

Van Riemsdijk's work on complex case systems of e.g, some Caucasian languages, as well as

10 Case systems outside Indo-European exhibit little if any relation between expressing simple locations with
Ps and the case of indirect objects. Locations with P use the nominative in Turkish and the genitive in
Modern Standard Arabic. Descriptions of Turkish follow common practice and call the case of its indirect
objects �dative�.

11 Van Riemsdijk and Huijbregts (1998) show that Ps of PATH often introduce PPs of PLACE as their
complements, i.e., two Ps can succeed each other: from behind the barn, onto (⇐ to + on) the table,
French [PATH en ] [PLACE dessous ] de la table `to underneath (of) the table'. We are not concerned here
with sequence of Ps, but only with those Ps closest to DPs that assign them case.
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traditional analyses of somewhat more familiar grammars of e.g. Sanskrit and Finnish, suggest
that the basic features on P further divide [P, PATH] into those expressing �motion toward�,
�motion up to�, and �motion into�, in both directions (to and from). It appears that Czech
cases do not grammatically distinguish these three subcategories of path, but only two in each
direction, as in (4). We can specify those of the left column as +CONTACT and those of the
right column as �CONTACT.

(4) Czech grammatical P of +CONTACT | Czech grammatical P of �CONTACT

motion up to or into: P = do+ genitive motion toward: P = k(e)+ dative

motion o� or out of: P = z(e) + genitive motion away from: P = od + genitive

The grammatical features that seem to cross-classify Czech prepositions thus include at least
LOCATION, GOAL, SOURCE and CONTACT. The feature -PATH stands for the conjunction
[-GOAL, -SOURCE], but I am not sure if as a feature on D it has a theoretical status or is just
shorthand.
In terms of these features, we can cross-classify Czech Ps in a table, indicating at the same

time the cases typically exhibited by their object nominals.
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(5) Table of Czech cases on DPs objects of Ps
Czech features on Ps 
that have DP objects 

Grammatical entries for
P = Ø or P   Ø≠
P, ±F, fj, where FI 

=±GOAL, ±LOCATION, 
±CONTACT

Open Class Dictionary (P   Ø):≠
P, +LOCATION, ±GOAL, +fj
Positions of: x = modified XP, 
s = speaker, o = object of P

Fi = LOCATION
        GOAL, SOURCE

P,F = Ø  ‘with’ 
(instrument)
       = s(e)  ‘with’

Not defined, since Dictionary Ps 
must be +LOCATION.

Fi = +LOCATION 
        GOAL, SOURCE

In GB terms, this case is 
“oblique.” The Czech 
term is instrumental, and 
is in red font here. 
In Latin, this is 
“ablative.”

P,F  = Ø   ‘through, by’ 
(bare locational DP)
P,+Fi = o    ‘about’
          = v(e) ‘at, in’
          = při  ‘near, during’
          = po  ‘over, along’
          = na  ‘on’
This square to be analysed in 
section 5. (This will be the 
Czech “locative square.”) 

s x o  před    ‘in front of’
s o x  za       ‘beyond’
x o x  mezi   ‘between’
   x               
   o     nad    ‘above’
   s (or other reference point)
   o
   x    pod     ‘below’
   s (or other reference point) 

Fi = +LOCATION
        +GOAL
        SOURCE

The default is the super
case assigned by V, 
namely the Czech 
accusative, in blue font 
here.

P = Ø (indirect objects)

P = (až) k(e)  ‘toward’

This square to be analysed in 
section 6. (This will be the 
Czech “dative square.”) 

Exception: 
do + genitive:  ‘(up) to’

The same case as assigned by V, 
namely accusative. 
o       ‘(to) against, than’
přes  ‘(to) across’
před  ‘(to) in front of’, mezi 
‘(to) between’, nad  ‘(to) above’, 
etc. 
na      ‘onto’, purpose, duration
mimo ‘outside, besides’
pro    ‘for’
po     ‘up to, during’
v(e)   ‘on’ (time), some idioms
za      ‘for’ (in exchanges), ‘as’

Fi = +LOCATION
       +SOURCE
       GOAL

The Czech genitive case 
is in green font here. The 
genitive here is similar to 
that in Classical Greek.

It is unclear whether 
+SOURCE should be 
+GOAL or –GOAL.

P = Ø (partitives)

P = od(e)  ‘(away) from’
      z(e) ‘out of, off’

bez          ‘without’
blízko      ‘near from’
nedaleko ‘not far from’ 
okolo      ‘around’ 
vedle       ‘next from’
kromě     ‘except’
vyjma      ‘except’
(?)Lexical items with [P,SOURCEØ]:
během     ‘during’ 
koncem   ‘at the end of’
podél       'along'
u             ‘at the place of, near’
včetně     ‘inclusive of’

Some one way semantic implications related to case can be appreciated immediately. For
example, the genitive expresses motion away from while the accusative expresses motion into.
Another tendency evident in Table (5) is that the majority of Ps take objects in the accusative,
genitive or instrumental cases, while not many Ps take datives or locatives. That is, in the
presence of P, not all cases are equal, an asymmetry which requires an account.

11 Emonds (2000, Ch. 2) argues that no actual categorial di�erence separates P and the feature LOCATION.
The interpretation �spatial or temporal location� is nothing more than the presence of P at Logical Form
(�LF�). For a mechanism by which P can be marked as not interpreted as LOCATION in LF, see section 8.
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3 Correspondences between Czech and Classical Greek

Prepositional Cases

This section will not yet approach the di�erence between what in Table (5) are termed
�grammatical� and �open class� prepositions, in part because neither traditional grammar, nor
structuralism, nor generative grammar provides any clear criteria to work with. This section
focuses only on the rows of Table (5), making no distinction between its columns. This step leads
us to investigate three basic case types among Czech objects of P: those traditionally called
the instrumental/ locative (rows 2 and 3), the dative/ accusative (row 4), and the genitive
(row 5). Prior to specifying a case-assignment theory, these labels have no content other than
descriptive mnemonics for phonological spellings.
Table (6) expresses two pivotal correspondences between Czech and its ancient Indo-European

cousin Classical Greek. Rows 1-3 in Table (6) correspond to rows 3-5 in Table (5). We for the
moment ignore case usages lacking overt Ps, such as indirect objects.

(6) Cases on objects of overt Ps expressing location (not extended to temporal P):

+LOCATION Czech Classical Greek

-GOAL (pure location) instrumentals/ locatives datives

+GOAL, -SOURCE datives/ accusatives accusatives

+SOURCE genitives genitives

Two traditionally named cases in Table (6) have corresponding uses: accusatives and geni-
tives. I turn �rst to an important characteristic common to the two systems (in row 3), the
fact that genitive case is used for �motion away from� and also for �privative� prepositions
expressing concepts such as instead of, except, without and not far from.

3.1 An extended I-E use of genitives common to Classical Greek and
Czech

The use of the genitive to express separation from a SOURCE is not �natural�, that is, a
widespread pattern imposed by Universal Grammar. A number of non-I-E languages with a
clear genitive case mark, perhaps the best studied being Japanese, entirely reserve the geni-
tive for use within noun phrase projections. That is, whatever the complexities of Japanese
structures, one thing is for sure, if one sees the genitive no `of', then one is inside a nominal
structure. A Japanese genitive phrase with or without an immediately dominating PP can
never be a constituent of a verbal projection.
In contrast, both the Romance and Germanic I-E families have an impressive range of genitive

constituents of verb phrases, such as introduced by e.g. English of : His talk was of no interest;
we think of her as intelligent; they heard/ spoke/ knew of that fact; John is of a di�erent
opinion. The French genitive constructions with de `of' in verbal projections di�er from the
English ones, but are equally if not more varied. Moreover, I take it the English genitive
constructions are typical within Germanic and those of French within Romance.
Languages in these same families with morphological genitives (Latin, German, Icelandic) also

exhibit such genitives in various verbal constructions (unlike Japanese). However, one pattern
conspicuously absent in both Romance and Germanic is any systematic re�ex of genitive case for
objects of Ps expressing motion away from. This particular property of early I-E (characteristic
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of Sanskrit) is preserved in only some descendent families, but nonetheless is clear in both Czech
and Classical Greek.
Thus, the treatment of Greek Ps of locations and the required cases of their objects in

Niederle, Niederle and Varel (1991: 214-223) is organized around a Table on their page 213
with the following columns:12

Col. 1 Ps that take accusatives, express goals, and answer �where to?�

Col. 2 Ps that take genitives, express �point of departure,� and answer �where from?�

Col. 3 Ps that take datives, express �location� and �(at rest) contact�, and answer �where?�

They also refer to such genitives as �genitives of separation.� Clearly, their Table's columns
correspond respectively to rows 4, 5 and 3 of the Table (5) above of Czech Ps.
Thus, Greek translations of Czech Ps of motion away from and some other Greek Ps indicating

motion away from take object nominals marked with genitive case. The Roman spellings here
don't indicate the accents on the �nal vowels of Greek Ps.

(7)

apo `(away) from', Czech od ek/ ex `out of', Czech z(e)

hyper `from above downwards' hypo `from below upwards'13

kata `from above' para `from close to'14

These are only some of the most studied Greek Ps with genitives, but they su�ce to establish
that using this case to express �motion away from� is systematic in Greek, parallel to the Czech
Ps in the last row of Table (5). And also as in Czech, several Greek Ps take genitives simply
by lexical stipulation, independent of their meanings: anti `against', dia `through' and pro `in
front of'.15

We can thus propose that Czech and Classical Greek share the essential aspect of how genitive
case is spelled out in PPs. The symbol πgenitive represents the phonological forms of the genitive
in�ection, which are too varied to concern us here.

(8) Lexical entry for Genitive Case Marking (Czech and Classical Greek):
<[ +N ]___>, { DQ / [ DP, SOURCE ] }, πgenitive

I here explain the form of lexical entries that appear in this study, based on the lexical theory
developed in Emonds (2000, 2003, 2005a). The material inside <. . . > is a word-internal sub-
categorization frame, i.e. the Di are su�xes on a stem of category +N, where +N encompasses
the nominal categories N, A and D, precisely those that exhibit morphological case. The idea
that case su�xes are of category D is justi�ed in Veselovská (2001); cf. note 5. Since a noun-
internal location is not an interpretable position in universal grammar for any of Di, PLURAL,
or SOURCE, these latter categories can be spelled out as su�xes only by virtue of some LF-
independent licensing device that constrains the mappings from syntax to phonological form
(PF). In this framework, the general device employed for this is �Alternative Realization� (18),
formulated and exempli�ed in section 5.3 below.
12German Ps that take genitives are a group of lexical items without this semantic basis.
13These two Ps correspond to Czech pod and nad. Their objects receive di�erent cases according to the scheme

in Table (6). The glosses in (7) are relevant for genitive objects.
14Greek para is like Czech p°i. The gloss in the text of `from' is again only relevant for genitive objects. The

grammatical item is �CONTACT; the possibility of three di�erent cases after it suggests that this feature is
grammatical in Greek.

15Niederle, Niederle and Varel (1991) discuss some further Greek Ps whose uses with genitives remain unclear
to me: amphi, epi, meta, peri and pros.
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Consequently, a �mini-tree� associated e.g. with a genitive expressing motion away from is (9),
where the higher P, SOURCE, DP, and PLURAL are all in their canonical (= LF-interpretable)
positions.

(9) PP

[P, SOURCE] DPP

DP, αPLURAL [NP N ]

N

lexical noun stem

[DP, SOURCE, αPLURAL]

πgenitive

In lexical entries such as (8), the syntactic speci�cations appear to the left and the phonological
ones to the right. This re�ects a central claim that I argue for in Emonds (2003), to the e�ect
that grammatical items are lexically identi�ed (i.e. accessible in processing) by their unique
grammatical context and category feature combinations.16

Finally, we can now also state how to specify Ps that take genitives lexically. For example,
the fact that Czech do `to' is [+GOAL, -SOURCE] and yet takes a genitive object is clearly
exceptional in Table (5). Consequently do is treated as a lexical exception throughout this
study. Using the widespread generative term for item-speci�c lexical case marking, the object
of do is thus a �quirky genitive.�17

(10) Quirky Case. P, +GOAL, +CONTACT, <DQ>, do

When no blank occurs inside the context speci�cation <Fi>, an item is a free morpheme and
occurs with a full phrase complement, whose lexical head is required to have the feature Fi.

16 In contrast, I claim that open class items are uniquely identi�ed by their phonology, and moreover subgrouped
into searchable �cohorts� by their initial consonant clusters (Marslen-Wilson 1987, 1990). Thus, a single open
class Dictionary item such as open can be an A, V, or even N (a golf tournament), but a su�x such as the
English causative �en is unique by virtue of its syntax; -en can be grouped as a single lexical item with
phonologically distinct causative su�xes �ify, ize, and ∅, but not with its homophone, the passive su�x �en.
It is then correctly predicted that free morphemes with di�erent initial consonants can constitute a single

lexical entry only if they are grammatical (bad/worse; go/went; she/her).
17 M. Martinková (pers. comm.) informs me that the Russian translation v(o) of Czech do is not exceptional

or �quirky� with respect to Table (6); its object DP is accusative. Not unexpectedly, some Czech verbs also
take �quirky case� complements, e.g. ptát se `ask (of someone)' and bát se `fear' take quirky genitives; v¥°it
`believe' and rozum¥t `understand' take quirky datives; plýtvat `waste' and opovrhovat `despise' take quirky
instrumentals.
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3.2 Further properties of the system of overt Ps that express
LOCATION

Generally, one may ask whether and how the rows of Table (6) should be grouped. There are
three plausible possibilities: one is that GOAL and SOURCE Ps have a common PATH feature
(+SOURCE would also be +GOAL); a second is that Universal Grammar does not group them
(+SOURCE would then be -GOAL); and a third is that pure LOCATION should be grouped
with SOURCE but not GOAL. The least option might seem unmotivated semantically, but
in fact the Latin system, which con�ates both in a single �ablative case,� seems to suggest
this. For exposition, I treat Ps of GOAL and SOURCE as not sharing a feature, but do not
investigate this question further here.
The previous subsection has tried to capture the common expression of SOURCE Ps in Czech

and Classical Greek, schematized in Table (6), row 3. The next section will turn to row 2, which
proposes a general equivalence of Czech instrumentals and locatives with Classical Greek datives
for expressing LOCATIONS. Here the traditional case names obscure the parallelisms, which
is why I employ a neutral yet traditional term �oblique case.�
Finally, let us turn to the use of the accusative for �prepositions of motion toward,� as in

row 1 of Table (6). Both Czech and Classical Greek robustly exhibit a widespread property of
Indo-European morphological case systems, namely the use of the accusative for their objects.
(The Czech variant called the dative is treated in section 7.) Focusing here on the accusative,
the issue arises, is this use of it stipulative? Does it arise from lexical marking on various and
sundry Ps, or is there something more general behind this uniform use of accusatives for Goal
DPs?

4 The I-E accusative as a default morphological

realization of Case

The fact is, the I-E morphological accusative has an essentially default function in several
case-marking contexts (i.e. embedding in syntactic structures, as opposed to dislocated topics,
vocatives, citation forms, etc.). The same I-E languages in which (i) �accusatives are used for
motion to� also use them in nominative positions for all nouns of �neuter gender�. For example,
the nominative of Latin neuters like bellum `war' has a super�cial accusative su�x �m. The
following traditional truism expresses this, but provides no explanation: (ii) �For neuter nouns,
nominative and accusative are always the same�.
In fact, it seems that the Indo-European accusative is simply the general mark of construc-

tional case, i.e. the case assigned when case must be assigned, but when no other case is
available. As a third example, when the �niteness constituent I is unspeci�ed for features and
hence cannot assign nominative to its subject, what emerges in Latin and other languages is a
proposition whose form is, using another unexplained shibboleth of traditional grammar, (iii)
�accusative with in�nitive.�
In light of the accusative usages (i)-(iii), we need not say that the GOAL prepositions of

Czech, Classical Greek or any other I-E language are lexically stipulated to take accusatives.
Rather they are unspeci�ed for requiring any case. This perspective has been suggested in
Veselovská (2001), who proposes that accusative is an unmarked structural case on DPs. Then,
because (some version of) the Classical Case Filter of Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980) requires
DPs to have case generally, if no other Case assignment applies, Case Marking is supplied by
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the following highly general default lexical entry.18

(11) Lexical entry for Accusative Case Marking (Indo-European):
[ +N ]___, DX, π accusative

This perspective accounts for why accusative case appears after Ps of such varied meanings
in (5), not just those of spatial GOALS. Consider the range of functions of the bold Ps with
italicized accusative objects in (12), from Naughton (1999: 301-304).

(12)

To je pro m¥. `This is for me.'

Jdu pro mléko. `I go for milk.'

�ekám na tramvaj. `I wait for a tram.'

Jsem tu jen na týden. `I'm here only for a week.'

Jsi o rok star²í neº já. `You're (by) a year older than me.'

Pr²elo (po) celý den. `It rained (for) all day.'

Ve st°edu `On Wednesday'

Nev¥°í² v Boha? `You don't believe in God?'

Koupil to za p¥t korun. `He bought it for �ve crowns.'

Ud¥lám to za hodinu. `I accomplish it (with)in an hour.'

Certainly these usages cannot result from some extension or contortion of a special rule in-
volving motion toward. Alternatively, to claim that so many Ps take the accusative via lexical
speci�cations would amount to a loving embrace of irregularity. In contrast, the simple claim
here involves no lexical or grammatical stipulations; the objects of these Ps are accusatives
merely by default. These D projections must have case, yet no rule spells out case on them
other than (11).

When (11) applies e.g. to an oblique DP in a Goal phrase or to the nominative DI of a neuter
gender lexical subject, their syntactic case features in LF nonetheless remain respectively, DP

and DI, even though the morphological realizations are phonologically accusative. As a default,
rule (11) follows the other more speci�c Case Marking rules, i.e. those in Czech that spell out
Ds as Instrumentals (i.e. the Oblique Case DP), Genitives, and (Animate Gender) Nominatives.
However, (11) never �overwrites� such spell outs, since it applies to only those Dx that have
not been assigned phonological content.19 It moreover does not con�ict with a requirement
that distinct complement XPs of a single predicate exhibit di�erent syntactic case features in
Logical Form.20

18 Thus, there is no special Accusative Marking statement that speci�es the category V or DV. The complex
phonological alterations among accusative allomorphs, represented in (11) by πaccusative, are not treated
here.

19 One type of phonological content that can be speci�ed in a lexical entry is a null allomorph, such as the
Czech feminine and neuter genitive plurals. Such null morphemes must be distinguished from categories
that are null for theoretical reasons. See Emonds (2005).

20 This very general and intriguing pattern is called the Logical Form Case Filter in Emonds (2000: Ch. 8). It
explains several previously mysterious or unremarked restrictions on combinations of XP complement types.
One of the possibilities is having �no case� in Logical Form, a situation that arises with clausal complements
and predicate attributes.
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5 Locative vs. Instrumental: boundary and properties of

Syntacticon items

5.1 A lexical entry for Czech instrumental endings

For discussion, I repeat in (13) the two upper rows of Table (5):

(13) Czech Prepositions not related to GOALs or SOURCEs
Fi = LOCATION
        GOAL, SOURCE

P,F = Ø  ‘with’ 
(instrument)
       = s(e)  ‘with’

Not defined, since Dictionary Ps 
must be +LOCATION.

Fi = +LOCATION 
        GOAL, SOURCE

In GB terms, this case is 
“oblique.” The Czech 
term is instrumental, and 
is in red font here. 
In Latin, this is 
“ablative.”

P,F  = Ø   ‘through, by’ 
(bare locational DP)
P,+Fi = o    ‘about’
          = v(e) ‘at, in’
          = při  ‘near, during’
          = po  ‘over, along’
          = na  ‘on’
(This is the Czech “locative 
square.”) 

s x o  před 
s o x  za
x o x  mezi
   x     
   o     nad
   s (or other reference point)
   o
   x    pod
   s (or other reference point) 

As observed in textbooks of Czech, the instrumental and locative cases have in common that
they �can denote a �xed location�. In this way they contrast with genitives and datives, which
�can denote a change of place� (Naughton 1999: 66).

Interestingly, both the least semantically speci�c, s(e) and Ø `with', and the most semanti-
cally speci�c of the P in (13) select object DPs in the instrumental. This is a typical �elsewhere�
distribution. That is, a special statement is needed for the Ps in violet font (section 5.3 below),
and then a simple default statement assigns instrumental case to the rest of the Czech oblique
objects which are neither GOALS nor SOURCES, indicated here shorthand with �PATH.

(14) Lexical entry for Instrumental Case Marking on Czech nouns, singular and plural:

<[ +N ] ____ (PLUR)>, [ DP, -PATH ] { m, í, ∅ }21

Any phonological speci�cations in the entries of this study are meant to suggest only the
essential aspects of the various su�xes, ignoring the phonetic detail. Thus, (14) doesn't attempt
to specify the phonological realizations of the three instrumental allomorphs or the conditions
on choosing among them.22

21 In proposing his Mirror Principle relating morphological and syntactic positions, Baker (1985) observes
that case a�xes generally follow plural a�xes if the two are distinguishable. However, as (14) stipulates,
the Czech instrumental su�x, whose most common realization is �m-, seemingly precedes its plural �y/í;
adjectival in�ection directly re�ects this. That is, Standard Czech instrumental plurals always end in �y/í
(a rare exception being dv¥ma `two').

22 Nonetheless, certain aspects of the morphophonology of Czech instrumental su�xes stand out: (i) The
feminine singular allomorph seems to be a high vowel whose value for ±FRONT is determined by the stem-
�nal segment, and then . . . au⇒. . . ou, and (ii) the allomorph is otherwise�m or ∅. The zero allomorph
blocks palatalization of �nal non-palatalized consonants in front of the plural �y/i (nom. plur. páni `sirs'
vs. instr. plur. pány).
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5.2 The nature of the instrumental/ locative distinction

We next examine a di�erence in (13) between what I claim are open class Dictionary items
(in column 3) and �grammatical� items (in column 2). In several studies, I have claimed that
the de�ning di�erence between two entirely di�erent types of lexical items resides in that fact
that open class items are always associated with some purely semantic features f not used in
syntax proper. Before going into this di�erence more, let us ask: Are there actually purely
semantic features needed for the Czech Ps in the third column in (13)? I believe there are.
The meanings of these latter P are indeed more complex than those of the P in column 2.

This is obvious for mezi `between'. The other Ps in column 3 require some kind of frame of
reference, such as an observer or gravity (to determine up vs. down). Consider: if two rocky
masses are �oating close to each other in deep space with neither observer, star nor the earth
as a known reference point, one could not be said to be �beyond/ in front of/ above/ below�
the other (column 3). But they could be said to be �on/ in/ near/ with� each other (column
2). These reference points and an orientation toward them are thus part of the lexical meaning
of only the Ps in column 3 and are indicated by purely semantic features fj.23

This conclusion is not far from that reached in an extensive discussion of the semantics of
Place in Leech (1969: esp. sections 8.1-8.5). The English Ps translating Czech Ps that take
locatives are said to involve only �dimensionality�, while those Ps whose Czech counterparts
take instrumentals express �relative position� and �orientation�. For these latter notions, he
introduces a number of features in addition to those needed for simple locations, which I take
to be examples of semantic fj.24

Now exactly which features F are syntactic and which f are semantic is not obvious, prior
to syntactic investigation or to constructing a lexical theory. But given the well justi�ed open
vs. closed class distinction in grammatical phenomena far from prepositional meanings, and
given a methodological commitment to the idea that syntax is not arbitrary, we look for and
actually �nd a needed distinction. In particular, the need for �orientation features� fj for the
P in column 3 in Table (13) sheds light on what has previously looked like a semantic morass.
That is, the di�erent cases assigned by Czech Ps reveal the boundary between the syntactic
feature complex [P, -PATH] and some further Ps with purely semantic orientation features fj.
In several works, most collected in Emonds (2000; 2007), I have developed the idea that

the timeworn distinction between open and closed classes is not some kind of continuum or
some vague property of lexicons without central implications for syntax. In fact, I �nd that
all of syntactic theory turns crucially on the di�erent behaviors of these two kinds of lexical
classes. The open classes are strictly limited to four lexical categories, N, V, A, and P, which
I term the Dictionary. The closed classes include all other categories, and crucially closed
subsets of the lexical categories, and this component I call the Syntacticon. In terms of this
section, both s(e) and the locative-assigning Ps of Czech are in its Syntacticon, while its other
Instrumental-assigning Ps are in its Dictionary.
The limited scope of this study does not allow for any more than a summary of the fundamen-

23 Since the locative P u `at the house of' seems to have a semantic feature f indicating something like �the area/
house of�, we might expect it to take instrumental case. But it takes a genitive, which I assume is �quirky�,
like the genitive with do in (10). Compare the French P chez, which has only the �house of� meaning.

24 Leech's intuitive theory nonetheless fails to predict certain aspects of Czech case distribution. First, his
semantic dichotomy would lead to expecting locative case for the bare �instrumentals of location� in (3),
since these do not express orientation or relative position. Second, whenever a P of relative position implies
further some kind of separation of two objects (bez `without', krom¥ `except', koncem `at the end of', nedaleko
`not far from'), Czech uses a genitive rather than an instrumental, suggesting a role for the feature SOURCE,
which in Leech's system has no special status. I conclude that syntactic features and the structure of the
lexicon make better case predictions than his purely semantic investigation.
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tal di�erences between Dictionaries and Syntacticons, which I reproduce with minor changes
from Emonds (2005a). Not all the terms in (15) are discussed in this study.

(15) Dictionary Syntacticon

De�ning property: Items with purely semantic features f YES NO

a. Syntactic properties:

i. Grammatical categories in the inventory N,V,A,P ALL

ii. �Late insertion� possible during syntax and at PF NO possible

iii. Items with �alternatively realized� features; cf. (18) below NO possible

iv. Full suppletion inside paradigms (go/ went;); cf. note 16 NO possible

b. Phonological properties:

i. Items conform phonologically to �primary vocabulary� possible YES

ii. Bound items heading compounds have relatively less stress NO YES

iii. Phonetically zero morphemes (see section 8) NO possible

c. Intermodal and processing properties:

i. Open classes; adults can coin neologisms YES NO

ii. Interface with non-linguistic memory and culture YES NO

iii. Processing look-up in terms of initial consonant cluster YES NO

iv. Processing look-up in terms of syntactic addressing NO YES

v. (?) Limited to Broca's area of the brain NO YES

5.3 The Czech �locative square�: a lexical entry for the locative
su�xes

As seen in the previous section, the relevant P (o, v(e), p°i, po, na) requiring locative
endings that �replace� the instrumental ones should be speci�ed as [P, Fi, -fj], i.e. they lack any
semantically speci�c features f characteristic of open class Dictionary items. Yet in order to
get locative case, P must have some contentful syntactic feature(s) Fi other than P itself. For
when P has no such additional feature, it is realized as s(e) or ∅, giving rise to Instrumental
case spell outs in (14). So we need to now determine what this F for locatives is.
The key to the nature of F is a curious gap in the gamut of Czech prepositions. L. Veselovská

(pers. comm.) has pointed out that at presents a di�culty for Czech-speakers learning English.
This item is taught to Czech learners as conveying the sense that its object is �dimensionless�
or a �point� or an �abstraction� lacking internal structure.

(16) We should stop { at/ in } Barcelona for petrol.
Cf. We should spend our vacation { in/ ??at } Barcelona.
He won't stay at the University for long.
The people at the pub were noisy.
I saw a police car at the last stop light.
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Translations of these PPs into Czech must use prepositions that imply some kind of dimension
or relative position; see for example Peprník (1995) who typically uses Czech u. On the possible
�dimensionality� and quirky case of u, see note 23; English at has no such implications. That is,
both at and with seem to lack a feature that Leech associates with (positive) �dimensionality�.
For this concept of conveying that an object DP has spatial dimensionality, I propose a syntactic
feature of P labeled EXTENSION. Except for the completely unmarked s(e), all closed class
Czech Ps that are �PATH are then +EXTENSION: o `about', v(e) `in', p°i `near', po `over,
along', na `on'. From this perspective, with is a pure exemplum of [P, -PATH] with no further
speci�cation. 25

These considerations allow us to write a lexical entry for the Czech locative a�xes. The
following entry does not re�ect the similar morphological shapes of locative and dative singulars
in Czech; section 7.2 returns to the possible signi�cance of this.

(17) Lexical entry for Czech Locative Marking:
<[+N]___>, EXTENSION, πlocative

We now come to the crux of the puzzling �locative square� in (5) and (13). Why does (17)
never spell out locative case on objects of Czech open class Ps of EXTENSION, for example
those meaning `on top of' or `in front of' or `alongside'? A revealing answer apparently requires
further restricting a fundamental notion that distinguishes Syntacticon from Dictionary items.
The relevant principle, which I and others have justi�ed in too many works to list, is given in
Emonds (2000; 125): 26

(18) Alternative Realization (�AR�). A syntactic feature F associated in UG with
category B can be alternatively realized in a closed class grammatical morpheme under
X0, provided that X0 is the lexical head of a sister of Bj.

Now Locative Marking (17) is clearly a case of AR, where F is EXTENSION, B (and Bj) is P0,
and X0 is [+N]0. The closed class grammatical morphemes are the DP spelled as πlocative. Note
that , as indicated in (15a-iii), open class morphemes never exemplify AR.
However, the earlier formulated Czech case assignments for genitives (8), accusatives (11)

and instrumentals (14) are also legitimate and in fact typical instances of AR under heads
[+N]0. In all three entries, P is again at least one of the values of B, while the copied features
F of P here include P itself (that is, in all three rules P can be a value of X in the case feature
DX). Therefore, up to this point, the AR of Locative Marking presents no formal di�erence
from the other case assignments. And yet it is empirically more restricted, since no open class
Czech P can be spelled out as (i.e. assign) a locative case su�x. To express this di�erence, it
appears that we must supplement AR with (19).

(19) Restriction on open class AR. Lexical entries can alternatively realize features of
open class (Dictionary) items of category B only if they spell out the category B itself.

Though appearing at �rst glance ad hoc, this modi�cation is an important and justi�ed restric-
tion. For example, it (apparently correctly) forbids say, di�erent agreements on �nite verbs
that re�ect only whether an open class subject noun is count or mass. And in the situation
under discussion, since P is not mentioned in Locative Marking (17) and its appearance would

25 In the terms developed here, we can probably maintain that Ps of PATH never have an EXTENSION feature.
That is, PATH and EXTENSION are mutually exclusive.

26 A summary of the many constructions from many di�erent languages that have been or can be handled in
terms of AR appears in Emonds (2000, section 4.4 and 4.5).
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be super�uous, the restriction (19) derives the fact that (17) cannot apply to object nominals
of open class Czech P.

6 The crucial characteristic of true case-marking

It should now be noted that Locative Marking (17) is formally not actually a �case-marking
rule�, because it speci�es no category with a case feature. In this study Case Assignments,
as seen in (8), (11) and (14) always have entries containing DX where X is a case-assigning
category. Leaving aside for the moment a possible relation to the dative, this lexical entry (17)
for locative endings simply spells out special endings on nominal categories +N in the presence
of certain prepositions. These spell outs amount to a more salient way to signal the presence
of the special feature complex [P, EXTENSION, -fj.].

For convenience, though the term has no real theoretical status, we can call such a pattern,
in which AR spells out secondary features of a case-assigner on the assigner's object, a �quasi-
case� . Thus, the Czech locative is a quasi-case, as is the Latin dative, compared to its true
oblique case, the ablative (see note 9).

This asymmetric relation between Instrumental Case Marking (14) and Locative Marking
(17) can explain why the latter takes preference over the former. A �rst way to explain this
might invoke Pánini's and Kiparsky's �Elsewhere Principle�, by which rules that apply in a
more limited context, here (17), have precedence over those such as (14) that are more general.

Another line of thought may be more revealing. In a wide variety of syntactic patterns in
terms of AR, the grammatical morphemes that alternatively realize canonical positions and
features are not themselves part of LF. That is, such AR morphemes, for example those of
quasi-cases, are not interpreted in their surface positions. They appear in these positions only
subsequent to �Spell Out� and so are inserted in PF. However, Case Assignment rules such
as (14) plausibly apply during a derivation prior to Spell Out (and are used in LF). If so,
when Locative Case (17) applies in PF, it must �overwrite� the instrumental case spellings,
thus rendering ungrammatical any instrumental case on objects of Czech grammatical Ps of
EXTENSION. Such overwriting plausibly distinguishes true case lexical insertions used in LF
(they never overwrite each other), from quasi-cases used only in PF (they overwrite previous
Spell Outs).

In any case, whether due to the Elsewhere Condition or to a di�erence in component (narrow
syntax vs. PF), Czech Locative Marking, linked to the speci�c feature EXTENSION on [P,
-GOAL], pre-empts, overwrites, or otherwise precludes its Instrumental Case Marking.

Just as the Latin dative is not an autonomous case (Emonds 1985, Ch. 5), I conclude that
there is no autonomous locative case in Czech. Its locative DPs are indeed oblique case comple-
ments of [P, -GOAL], but additionally alternatively realize the syntactic feature EXTENSION
of this introductory P. The new Restriction on AR (19) predicts why only a small subset of
grammatical [P, EXTENSION] can take such locative objects. This account thus reduces Czech
non-vocative cases to �ve (nominative, genitive, oblique, accusative and dative), which is closer
to but still one more than the four expected by the theoretical approach to case summarized
in (1).
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7 The Czech �dative square�: a second quasi-case

7.1 Alternative Realization of the feature GOAL

Let us now focus on the remaining Czech case that falls outside of the restricted lists of (1)
and (2), namely the dative. Datives with no overt P are used for indirect objects and also for
�benefactive� nominals as in uva°il kamarádovi ob¥d `made lunch for a friend'. Dative case
is also always found with the grammatical P k(e) `toward'. But overall, it is striking in how few
structural contexts this case appears. Dative seems to simply spell out (alternatively realize)
the feature GOAL of a P which has no purely semantic features f.27

27 The preposition ke has the syntactic feature �CONTACT in many if not all of its uses. Although do `to'
expresses [GOAL, +CONTACT], its object is a lexically stipulated quirky genitive (10).
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(20) Lexical entry for Dative Marking on Czech Nouns:28

<[+N]___>, GOAL,

{
PLUR, (vowel)m

high vowel

}

Besides the Syntacticon item k(e), a very few Dictionary items such as díky `thanks to', v·£i
`compared to', kv·li `because of', (na) proti `against, opposite to' are generally listed as prepo-
sitions that take the dative. Given their lexical speci�city, we can plausibly maintain that
these few open class items take �quirky datives,� consisting of lexical speci�cations for DP
complements with a GOAL feature. Since the only way a DP (rather than P) can have such
a non-canonical feature is via AR (18), these quirky datives are necessarily of the form [PP
[P, GOAL ∅ ] - DP ], which structure is identical to that of indirect objects and benefactives.
Their dative in�ection is then spelled out by (20).
Since the feature GOAL is a canonical feature of P, instances of GOAL being spelled out in

dative in�ections are further instances of AR. Again, it seems that the complex of P features
copied in these in�ections cannot have any purely semantic features f, i.e. Dative Marking (20)
like Locative Marking (17) is limited to, and is therefore a test for determining, which Ps are
in the Syntacticon. Since do `to' takes quirky genitives, the remaining GOAL Ps are k(e) `to/
toward' and ∅.
The Czech dative is thus not so much a case used in several structures as a means of morpho-

logically realizing on DP the presence of a minimally speci�ed P expressing GOAL. In this it
completely resembles the Latin dative. The dative is thus also a quasi-case; whenever such Ps of
GOAL have any further speci�cation in terms of semantic features f, then in fact their objects
appear with the accusative case, as seen clearly in the right column of Table (5). Therefore,
there is no special oblique case for these GOALs, only the default �super case� of accusative,
which is assigned by the general default entry (11).

7.2 Speculations on the �morphological (in)dependence� of
quasi-cases

There is nonetheless an apparent di�erence between Latin and Czech datives with respect
to their morphophonological realizations. The Latin dative is strikingly parasitic on the true
oblique case, di�ering from the ablative only in the singular, and then only on some noun classes
and some feminine agreeing adjectives. And in the patterns where a Latin dative singular di�ers
from the ablative, it always spells out the same way, -í. That is, a single morphophonological
statement speci�es completely the phonological di�erences between its datives and its ablatives
(Emonds 1985: Ch. 5). We can call this property the �morphological dependence� of the Latin
dative quasi-case.
Several textbooks on Czech suggest that its locative is dependent (in the same sense as the

Latin dative), though at �rst paradoxically, this dependence seems to partly be on the dative,
itself a quasi-case. Speci�cally, the locative plural forms depend on genitive morphology and
the singular forms on dative morphology. Hence, rather than being phonologically independent
as presupposed in (17), perhaps Czech locative morphology somehow �piggybacks� on that of

28Much of the phonological detail, e.g. exactly which vowels appear in dative su�xes, is due to Czech (morpho-
)phonology. Of interest is that the dative �high vowel� corresponding to �a in singulars is a palatalizing �¥,
which perhaps should be represented as�ye with a high on-glide. In certain paradigms, stem-�nal unpalatal-
ized dentals are separated from the dative su�x �i by means of epenthetic �ov-, possibly a �conspiracy� to
remain unpalatalized (Czech datives don't seem to induce any palatalization that is not arguably part of
the stem).
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true cases. Here is a possible scenario.
Let us �rst look at the relation in plurals. Czech genitives independently require two allo-

morphic statements whose detailed phonology, as throughout, we must leave aside. Also as
throughout, DQ represents genitive case.29

(21) a. Genitive Plural on Nouns. <N___>, [ DQ, PLUR ], { u, í, ∅ }
E.g. muº-· `of men', radost-í `of joys', m¥st-∅ `of towns'

b. Elsewhere Genitive Plural.<[+N]___>, [ DQ, PLUR ], (front vowel)ch
Nouns of adjectival form such as hajných `of gamekeeper's wives' and vstupných
`of entry fees' follow this pattern.

Now it turns out that (21b) is used only for genitive and locative, possessive pronouns, demon-
stratives, etc., but also for locative plural nouns N. So we need a statement (22) stating that
in PF (not in LF) these nouns acquire a feature of an adjective [+N, +V] that contrasts with
some feature of a noun [+N, -V].

(22) Locative . DP ⇒ [ DQ , +V ] / [ +PLUR, +EXTENSION, ___ ]

Singular locatives are more closely related to datives, but nonetheless involve some rather
minimal phonological di�erences:

(23) Locative. DP⇒ GOAL / [ -PLUR, +EXTENSION, ___ ];
further, (i) delete �u following m (in modi�ers), and (ii) �u ⇒ -¥ in �ANIMATE nouns.

Keep in mind that if the �syntactically formulated� (22)-(23) replace the independent morphol-
ogy statement for locatives in (17), they are nonetheless both instances of AR (18) and so have
e�ect only in PF. That is, the syntactic features they introduce, namely DQ, +V and GOAL
respectively, have no relation to LF interpretations.
(22)-(23) express patterns that are remarked, even emphasized, in Czech textbooks. They

give the impression that locative morphology pervasively depends on dative morphology. And
in fact, since (22) contains only syntactic features and no phonology, (23) does constitute a sin-
gle morphophonological statement that speci�es completely the phonological di�erences between
Czech locatives and its genitives and datives. Hence, exactly as the Latin dative is related to
its ablative (oblique) case, the Czech locative quasi-case is morphologically dependent on its
genitive and datives.
In view of this conclusion, it is tempting to ask whether even Czech datives might be depen-

dent on its true oblique instrumental case. Probably only a �believer� in this study's approach,
for example the author, might try. But it is curious how often the Czech datives can be derived
from instrumentals by applying the following rough �switching� algorithm:

(24) Recipe for Czech dative forms based on instrumentals. (For this recipe, a �nal
surface �ou must be treated as a form with an underlying �nal -m.)
a. If an instrumental feminine singular noun ends in a vowel, make it short.
b. In other instrumentals ending in a vowel, do the minimum to make them end in

�m.
c. If an instrumental ends in �m, do the minimum to make it end in a vowel.

In this paper, I don't really stand by this recipe � or even by (22)-(23) � because they all depend

29 My contention is that true cases are morphologically complex and thus independent. The fact that the
morphology of a true case is irreducibly complex, as in (21), supports this view.
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on unformulated �universal optimality phonology� that determines what constitutes �doing the
minimum�. But it seems natural that vocalizing a �nal �m consists in retaining its roundedness
so that the corresponding vowel is u. In some perhaps exceptional situations, this recipe may
falter or need modi�cation. More tinkering is not the purpose of this study, but the very fact
that a switching algorithm seems psychologically plausible supports (25).

(25) We cannot be sure whether Czech dative su�xes are morphologically independent, like
those of a true case, or morphologically parasitic on the instrumentals.

In particular, since it is not implausible that Czech speakers might internalize a kind of �vowel
vs. �m switching� to make datives, a rather strong hypothesis can at least be entertained:

(26) Quasi-case a�xes. These di�er from true cases (i) in spelling out only Syntacticon
items (19) and additionally (ii) in being morphologically parasitic on true case a�xes.

One can of course question whether Czech children can internalize three non-trivial algorithms
such as some perfected versions of (22)-(24). The alternative is that they internalize the De-
clension Tables (spread out before me) that contain more than 100 allomorphs for datives and
locatives alone, which are presented as somehow independent and moreover don't include clitics
and all the possessive pronoun forms. Does the Czech brain learn 3 or so clever tricks at an
early age, or is it doomed to plod through memorizing 100 plus allomorphs (for only 2 cases)?
That is the question posed in this subsection.

8 Null vs. Phonological Spell Outs of minimally speci�ed

P

Table (5) of Czech prepositions and associated cases embodies the claim (15b-iii) that only
Syntacticon items, and not open class items, can have null allomorphs. Some detailed impli-
cations of this claim are discussed in Emonds (2005b). Actually, most syntactic frameworks
take for granted the possibility of phonologically null grammatical items, and do not propose
null open class items. In view of this, a central question is, under exactly what conditions can
a grammatical P be null? Let me state here a principle I have defended in many studies which
answers this question. (Emonds 1987; 2000: 135)

(27) Invisible Category Principle (ICP). If all marked canonical features F on B are
alternatively realized, except perhaps for B itself, then B may be empty.30

Now Case Marking lexical entries that spell out the various values of DX as in (2), are a sort
of formal prototype of Alternative Realization (see again section 5.3). Consequently, if all the
marked features of such a P are spelled out in its object, P can be empty.31

We can see one e�ect of (27) with the use of dative case for expressing indirect objects.
Cross-linguistically, in languages without morphological dative case, indirect objects can almost
invariably and usually must be introduced with a minimal P expressing GOAL (English to,
French à, Japanese ni, etc). Presumably, such P spell out the feature complex [P, GOAL,
CONTACT]. Moreover, since to (French à) seems less marked than toward (French vers),

30 As discussed in section 4.4.4 of the work cited, the fact that a category may be empty almost always leads
to the situation where Economy requires that it must be empty.

31 The Accusative Case Marking entry (11) does not alternatively realize the case category P nor the feature
GOAL. Therefore, it cannot license an empty unmarked P of �motion toward�.
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+CONTACT is plausibly the unmarked value of this feature. Hence in order to satisfy the ICP
(27) only the marked canonical feature GOAL of an indirect object P need be alternatively
realized. Since the Czech entry (20) indeed alternatively realizes GOAL as dative in�ections,
this P introducing its indirect objects is ∅.
Minimally contrasting with this null P is the preposition k(e), which spells out [P, GOAL,

-CONTACT]. Here �CONTACT, a marked canonical feature of P, is not alternatively realized.
Hence this P must be phonologically overt.
A similar dichotomy distinguishes the �bare instrumentals� of location in (3), from PPs

introduced by the overt P s(e) `with'. Keeping in mind that the LF interpretation of P is
simply LOCATION (note 11), bare instrumentals express semantically a vague sense of the
place of the action. Moreover, even the use of this case for which it is named, for expressing
instruments, apparently has an unmarked P similar to that of indirect objects. That is, an
instrument as in jet autem `go by car' structurally indicates nothing more than a general
location of the action; implying that �instrument� is not actually an explicit LF concept. The
notion of �means� or �instrument� must be no more than pragmatic implication, due to cars
being generally items designed for purposes of transport.32

Now the situation is di�erent with accompaniment, jet autem se studentem `go by car with
a student'. The student is not in any sense the locus of the going, but in this phrase rather
more like someone who is also going, a sort of secondary agent. That is, in �accompaniments�
the sense of unmarked location is absent in LF. To express this, I use the following lexical
formalism, developed in more detail elsewhere.
As in note 11, a P present in LF signi�es LOCATION in the most general sense. Similarly,

all other syntactic categories have such general senses: D has reference, A indicates properties,
V indicates actions, etc. I claim that a marked syntactic �cancellation� feature +∅ allows the
basic categories to lose their general interpretive sense: [D, +∅] loses reference (in expletives);
[A, +∅] loses its property interpretation (e.g. in verbal passive participle a�xes); [V, +∅] loses
its activity interpretation (in stative verbs), etc. Similarly, those Ps which do not denote any
type of location, such as English of, agentive by, the with of accompaniment, despite, etc. are
all similarly lexically speci�ed as [P, +∅].
Such is also the situation for Czech [P s(e)] `with' when its object represents (a) accompani-

ment, (b) emotion or (c) mental perception or activity. The P carries no sense, even a vague
one, of the action's physical location. Hence, the locational nature of P must be cancelled in
LF by the speci�cation [P, +∅]. This marked feature +∅ precludes a null P, so no s(e) in (28)
can be omitted. (Examples of M. Martinková gratefully acknowledged.)

(28) a. Tom ve²el s kamarádem dovnit°.
`Tom went with a friend inside.'
Objednali si margaritu se solí.
`They ordered a Margarita with salt.'

b. �el do toho s velkým odhodláním.
`He went into it with great determination.'
Mluvil o ní s láskou.
`He spoke about her with love.'

c. Chci pokoj s výhledem na mo°e.
`I want a room with a view on the sea.'
S chutí za£ali pít, ale pili s mírou.

32 Of course, when something is used as an instrument, there is no interest in more detail about its location
with respect to the action, so no speci�c preposition is used.
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`With gusto they started to drink, but they drank with restraint.'

There are no di�erent �senses� of with here, only a general means of syntactic juxtaposition
lacking any implication of location, in both Czech and English. Now, the cancellation feature
+∅ of s(e) and with is both marked and unrelated to any Alternative Realization. So if s(e)
with the feature +∅ were not spelled out, the ICP (27) would be violated.
The cancellation feature +∅ thus explains the alternation pattern of s(e) with a null mor-

pheme in the top row of Table (5). The ICP is an integral part of this explanation, as it is also
in explaining the di�erence between Czech datives with and without k(e).

9 Conclusion: Czech has the same four structural cases

as other I-E languages.

We started by observing that Czech Ps seem to �take� �ve di�erent morphological cases on
their objects, counter to some more studied I-E systems which apparently allow only three such
cases. But we have now seen that the Czech locatives and datives are not actually full-�edged
cases. Like the latter, they alternatively realize the categories and features of introductory
Ps. But unlike them, lexical entries for datives and locatives don't spell out case features of
the form DX as in (2), but rather only syntactic sub-categories of P: GOAL and EXTENSION.
Consequently, the ��ne-tuning� of Alternative Realization (18), by means of the new Restriction
on AR (19), predicts that dative and locative assignment is permitted only in the presence of
closed class P, that is, Ps that are in the Czech Syntacticon.
Turning around the perspective, studies of the Dictionary/Syntacticon dichotomy have not

previously had clear criteria for assigning individual Ps to one or the other lexical component.
The syntax of Czech cases, however, provides sharper ideas and criteria. For example, there
are very few GOAL Ps in the Czech Syntacticon, only k(e) and ∅, while there are somewhat
more LOCATION items, namely the Locative-assigning Ps that are core items expressing EX-
TENSION or what Leech (1969) calls �dimensionality.�
The Czech special �quasi-cases,� the Locative and the Dative, interestingly share many phono-

logical spell outs (section 7), which further reinforces their similar theoretical status. Beyond
this, however, the Czech syntactic system of morphological cases and of Ps does not di�er in
any essentials from those of its non-Slavic I-E relatives, especially Classical Greek, with which
it shares the properties of (i) using Genitives for �motion away from� and (ii) expressing ob-
jects of Dictionary Ps, many expressing GOALs, with what is, following the suggestion of L.
Veselovská, the unmarked structural case Accusative.
To me, the most intriguing remaining question is how to formally express in the lexicon or PF

the similarities of Czech datives and locatives regularly remarked in books that teach Czech.
These similarities, once they are captured, should shed some light on a notion of �morphological
(in)dependence.� That is, the allomorphs of the true case su�xes πaccusative, πgenitive and πoblique,
seem to be signi�cantly more diverse (and di�erent from each other) than the quasi-case su�xes
πdative and πlocative. But for the moment, I cannot fully explain the phenomena, but only note
that Czech textbooks suggest that it is a very real one.
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Mixed Nominals in Czech
∗

Petr Karlík

pkarlik@phil.muni.cz

1 Introduction

In the generative tradition, the mixed categories pose a problem from the very beginning.
The thing is that regarding the postulate of endocentricity of syntactic constructions, in the
lexical-based models the structures showing morphological and syntactic properties of two dif-
ferent �categories� X and Y (even though their lexical heads are single words, i. e. X or Y)
present a potential problem. Standard generative insight into this type of mixed categories is
that they have the external syntax of a X projection and the internal syntax of both a Y pro-
jection and of X or Z projections. For mixed categories, it is typical that a phrase, exclusively
a constituent of XP, co-occurs with a constituent exclusively found in YP. Another speci�c
property of mixed categories is their internal word structure the root of which is a lexical head
of a mixed phrase. If, according to the lexicalist hypothesis, syntactic categories as V, N, A are
related to morphological forms, mixed categories prototypically show anomalous morphological
forms of words as noun, verb, adjective: it often happens that mixed category phrases are
headed by words which appear to be morphophonologically ambiguous or neutral between the
two categories of the mixed phrase.
A stereotyped example which complies with the above mentioned description of a mixed

category are Italian phrases headed by the in�nito sostantivato (1). The distribution of these
phrases is identical with the distribution of DPs, see (1a) and (1a'), while their internal syntax
is hybrid: In the internal structure, determiners, possessive and qualifying adjectives, i. e.
expressions being typical constituents of a phrase with a lexical head N appear before eseguire.
As for the postpositions, eseguire can be followed by a direct object and by adverbs, i. e.
expressions being typical constituents of a phrase with a lexical head V:

(1) il
the

suo
his/her

continuo
continual

eseguire
perform.INF

la
the

canzone
song

impeccabilimente
impeccably

`his continually performing the song impeccably' (Zucchi 1993:55)
a [il suo continuo eseguire la canzone impeccabilimente] mi piaceva
a' [la cancone] mi piaceva

Another instance of a mixed category are English phrases headed by the verbal gerund (2).
Identical distribution as with DP shows their external syntax of nominal projection, see (2) �

∗The present study is a part of the project MSM 0021622435, the goal of which is an analysis of the Czech
mixed categories from the diachronic point of view. The present-day Czech data and their analysis should
be one of the conceptual and empirical diagnostics for this research.
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(2a), their accusative case assignment and adverbial modi�cation show their internal syntax of
verbal projection, see (2) � (2b). At the same time, in the internal syntax of those phrases,
expressions appear which are known as typical constituents of NPs, namely possessives (2'),
but not determiners (2''). Further, there can be occurrences of expressions which are not
constituents of noun phrases or unembedded vPs or higher projections containing the vP; e.g.,
in (2''') the subject receives accusative case. Morphonologically, verbal gerunds are ambiguous
between the two categories of the mixed phrase as well (Vdestroying the book Ö Ndestroying of
the book):

(2) [John deliberately destroying the book] annoyed everybody
(Alexiadou (2005), slightly modi�ed by the author)
a. [my friend] annoyed everybody
b. John deliberately destroyed the book

(2') John's / his destroying the book
(2�) *that / *the destroying the book
(2� ') John / him destroying the book

In Czech, syntactic mixed categories carrying nominal and verbal properties similar to Italian
phrases headed by the in�nito sostantivato or English phrases headed by the verbal gerund
apparently do not exist. On the other hand, phrases headed by words like (a) stav¥ní, (b) stavba
seem to be potential candidates for mixed categories, even though their properties are di�erent
from those de�ned as mixed category typical. The external distribution of these phrases is
identical with DP (3) � (3a) and their internal structure shows prototypical morphosyntactic
features of nominal phrases, i. e. no accusative case assignment but genitive case assignment
(3b), and no adverbial modi�cation but adjectival modi�cation (3c). In common with DPs,
possessives can occur within them (3d). Moreover, nominal properties can be seen in the
in�ection of stav¥ní and stavba realizing the features Gender, Number and Case:

(3) [stav¥ní / stavba domu] ho unavil-o/a
a. [Marie] ho unavila
b. staví d·m Ö stav¥ní / stavba *d·m stav¥ní / stavba domu
c. rychle staví Ö *rychle stav¥ní / stavba rychlé stav¥ní / stavba
d. Petrovo kolo Petrovo/a stav¥ní / stavba Ö *Petrovo £te

The aforementioned properties of Czech phrases headed by stav¥ní and stavba make them
comparable to English phrases headed by the nominal gerunds (mixed nominalizations), as (4),
and to phrases headed by the derived nominals, as (5), with both external and internal syntax of
DP.1 Those English phrases � unlike the phrases with verbal gerunds2 � do not have accusative
case assignment, but an of-PP one (see (4), (5) Ö (2)), they can have a determiner (while this
is impossible for the verbal gerunds (see (5a) Ö (2''))), they have adjectival modi�cation while
the verbal gerunds have adverbial modi�cation (see (5b) Ö (2)), etc.:

1In the generative tradition, the di�erences among verbal gerunds, nominal gerunds and derived nominals and
phrases headed by them have been described innumerable times, from Lees (1960), Chomsky (1970), Abney
(1987), Grimshaw (1990), Marantz (1997) to Harley & Noyer (2000), Borer (2003), Harley (in press) and
others. The mentioned studies have been used by current authors as argumentation in favour of in�uential
generative theories. It is not my intention to comment on all the mentioned analyses, nevertheless, I am
going to use some of the data presented in them.

2I take into account only the di�erences relevant for the analysis of Czech data. Therefore, I omit the di�erences
concerning particle shift, e. g., H. Harley & R. Noyer (1998).
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(4) [John's destroying of the book] annoyed everybody

(5) [John's destruction of the book] annoyed everybody
a. the destroying / the destruction of the manuscript
b. the deliberate destroying / destruction of the manuscript

Verbal features are essential in order to consider the phrases headed by words of the type stav¥ní
/ stavba with distribution identical with NP/DP instances of a mixed category. In both the
external and in the internal syntax of the phrases sub (3) no verbal features can be seen so
far; nevertheless, they can be expected at least in the internal structure of the words whose
root is their lexical head: there is an apparent relation between stav¥ní / stavba and stav¥t
and, if there is (in the lexicalist framework) [Vstav-¥-t], there must be a derivation towards
[N[N[N[Vstav-¥] Nn] ?í] -in�ection], [N[N[Vstav] Nb] -in�ection].
Verbal gerunds having syntax properties similar to related VPs, while nominal gerunds and

derived nominals have the properties of NP/DP, predict that an auxiliary can be present within
phrases headed by the former (6) and, that this is not possible within phrases headed by the
later (6a), a well known fact:

(6) John's having criticized the play annoyed us
a. *John's having criticized of the play annoyed us

For this paper, another well known fact is more important, namely that in auxiliary construc-
tions aspect can be expressed on the verb, but not tense or mood:

(7) Mary's eating the last piece of cake
(Baker 2005:11)
a. Mary's having eaten the last piece of cake
b. *Mary's will eating / willing eat. . .
c. *Mary's might eating / mighting eat. . .

It is exactly the potential to express aspect (but not tense and mood) which lines up the Czech
phrases headed by stav¥ní with the English phrases headed by the verbal gerund: Part of the
internal structure of the word stav¥ní can be the same a�xes which in the parallel Czech VPs
realize either the aspect: pre�xes (8) or su�xes (8'), or the so-called Aktionsarts: pre�xes (9),
or su�xes (10). On the other hand, in the Czech phrases headed by stavba the pre�xes and
su�xes are present in the internal structure of the phrase just exceptionally (which may be
idiosyncratic), see (8) � (10) Ö (8a) � (10a). At the moment, we do not have any evidence to
claim that in both types the a�xes realize the aspect identically with VPs (to be mentioned
furthermore):

(8) stav¥ní�dostav¥ní stav¥tipf�dostav¥tpf
a. stavba�dostavba

(8') dostav¥ní�dostavování dostav¥tpf�dostavovatipf
a. dostavba�∅

(9) st°elení�zast°elení st°elitpf�zast°elitpf+feature x
a. st°elba�*zást°elba

(10) hraní�hrávání hrátipf�hrávatipf+feature y
a. hra�* ∅

The present data provide some preliminary support for a hypothesis that phrases headed by
the words of the type stav¥ní are �more verbal� then the phrases headed by the words of the
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type stavba. I will try to support this hypothesis by an analysis in the non-lexicalist theoretical
framework because in the lexicalist analysis, similar conclusions were reached by L. Veselovská
(2001). Since I am not a generativist, my argumentation will consist in gathering of the relevant
data and in relating them to classical analyses of nominalizations.

2 Analysis

Starting from the standard non-lexicalist hypothesis (A. Marantz, 1997, and many others),
according to which the nominalizations are Spell-Out categorially neutral

√
P in a D-context:

An acategorial root becomes a nominal by a head raising of the structure containing it (and
any features associated with typically verbal features) to a nominal head realised by a nominal
su�x. Tentatively, it can be presupposed that if the structures of the type stav¥ní and stavba
are nominalizations, then they are structures on Spell-Out which are a result of a derivation:
this derivation is entered by a categorially neutral lexical head root

√
stav and the categorial

properties of the projected phrase are determined by the functional heads received during the
syntactic derivation. It is obvious that structural portions of such a projected phrase must be
smaller than TP because (among others) there is no Nominative in the phrases with stav¥ní a
stavba: Petr £te Ö *Petr £etba / £tení.

2.1

The �rst step of the analysis (with a direct empirical support) means to distinguish the
nominalizations of the types stav¥ní and stavba. I am using an independent observation of T.
Scheer (2001): The quantity of a vowel in the pre�x za- is determined by a [verbal] / [nominal]
feature quality of the �rst su�x adjoined to a root. If the su�x bears a feature [nominal] the
vowel is long, if the su�x bears a feature [verbal] the vowel is short. I have veri�ed that this
�nding is generally valid for all the pre�xes with a �nal vowel.3 (The addition is that the second
step of the Scheer's algorithm is the following: A long pre�x gets reduced if the root contains
a long vowel (the law of the three mores): zá-stav Ø-a Ö za-stáv-k-a.)
The data in (11) show that the pre�xes in both types of nominalizations behave di�erently:

(11)
a. p°í-sp¥v-(e)k vý-hr-∅-a ná-stav-b-a zá-klop-k-a
b. p°i-spív-á-n-í vy-hr-á-n-í na-stav-e-n-í za-klop-e-n-í
c. p°i-spív-á-m vy-hr-a-(j)i na-stav-í-m za-klop-í-m

The structures of the type stavba show at their pre�x (which can be a part of them) that the
�rst su�x merging to the right with the root bears the feature [nominal]; these are the root-
derivates ; see (a). On the other hand, the structures of the type stav¥ní show on the pre�x
that the �rst su�x on the right merging with the root has the feature [verbal], see (b). It
is con�rmed by the examples in (c); therefore these cannot be root-derivates, but necessarily
stem-derivates. It means (if this analysis is correct) that a mixed category, under standard
concepts a phrase whose categorial features appear to change at some point in its projection
line (P. Ackema & A. Neeleman (2004), among others), are only the nominalizations of the
stem-derivate type because only those provide the change of the categorial features in the
course of derivation: At �rst, in the syntax the acategorial root obtains verbal features through
merging with a Theme-head and then, in the certain phase of derivation as a result of a merge

3A more complicated situation arises if together with the vowel quantity its quality changes: both pr·°ez and
pro°ez, but, expectedly, pr·vod, pr·chod . . . and, unexpectedly, prodej, prohoz.
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of this �verbal� structure as a complement of a functional head little n, the categorial features
of a phrase change.

2.2

I propose a common feature of all root-derivates is that they are licensed by a feature [event],
which the root obtains from Encyclopedia:

√
pád � pád-∅(-∅/. . . ) (meteoritu),

√
jás � jás-

ot(-∅/. . . ) (divák·),
√
vol � vol-b(-a/. . . ) prezidenta etc. This hypothesis is supported by the

fact that the roots without an event structure, e. g.,
√
bagr,

√
such, are from Encyclopedia

furnished by the features making them ready to merge into a D-context: bagr-∅(-∅/. . . ), or
into an A-context: such-∅(-ý/. . . ). If they are to be interpreted as mixed nominals, they need
a larger portion of a verbal-associated structure, minimally a ThP, because the Theme-head
is the node that furnishes the embedded structure with the features contributing to its event-
interpretation, i. e. with the features obtained by the roots of the type

√
pád already in

Encyclopedia, not in syntax. Therefore: lov-∅(-∅/. . . ) Ö *bagr-∅(-∅/. . . ), but : bagr-o-
vá-n-í(-∅/. . . ); *such-∅(-∅/. . . ), but: su²(-i)-e-n-í(-∅/. . . ), or sch(n)-u-t-í(-∅/. . . ); as for the
analysis of root-derivates see P. Karlík (in press).

2.3

On the other hand, even though the stem-derivates are furnished with event features of
the root from Encyclopedia, they are not licensed by it. See the contrast:

√
chod+event:

chod-∅root-nom � choz-e-n-ístem-nom Ö
√
mlad-event: ∅root-nom � mlád-nu-t-ístem-nom / (o)mlaz-e-

n-ístem-nom. Therefore, they can be derived from all the structures furnished (by the merge with
the Theme-head in the syntax) by the feature [verbal]:4 [u£-e]-n-í, [[u£-i-tel ]-ov-á]-n-í.
It is not quite sure whether the portion of a structure which is merged in the D-context is

smaller than vP or whether the vP is contained in it. I will try to summarize the data which
can be a basis of an adequate analysis.

2.4

Observing the morphophonological structure of the stem-derivates represented by, e.g., (12),

(12) d¥l-á-n-í(-∅/. . . )

we can see that it contains minimally terminal nodes �lled by Vocabulary Items (VI) -á-, -n-, -í
and the in�exion material -∅/. . . (The structure (12) does not provide any evidence for terminal
nodes �lled by a ∅ element, nonetheless, they can be assumed, cf. do-d¥l-á-vá-n-í-). At this
moment, I pass over the realization of features in the head Th (here, by VI -á-), supposing
with a high level of probability that those features are of a verbal nature (supporting data see
above). I consider important to �nd data which could be a base for reasoning what kind of
features are realized by VI -n- (standing in complementary distribution with -t- (mlaz-e-n-í /
mlád(-n)-u-t-í), uninteresting for the present paper) and, in what kind of a head? To compare
(12) with (12a) and (12b) may help to �nd the solution:

(12) a. d¥l-á-n(-∅/. . . )
4In the �rst place, stem-derivates are not derived from non-lexical verbs which do not take aspectual pre�xes
but only su�xes: muset/musívat (£íst) � ∅, stát se/stávat se (u£itelem) � ∅, nechat/nechával (ho zav°ít) �
∅.
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b. d¥l-a-n(-ý/. . . )

There is a reason to ask a question whether the attachment of the identical material (-n-/-t-)
to the stem of the stem-derivates (12), passive participles (12a) and passive adjectives (12b) is
random or motivated. One of the options is that this su�x is inserted into a head responsible
for a passive morphology. Stem-derivates, passive participles and adjectives share a part of
the morphophonological form [d¥l-á-n-]. At the same time the head into which (in passive
participles) VI -n- (or -t-) is inserted is, according to classical analyses, responsible for the
passive nature of the phrase. If we accept Harley's (in press) hypothesis, that the analysis
of structures proposed for a form must also be contained within the analysis of any structure
derived from that form,5 it necessarily follows that also the stem-derivates must be structures
with a passive morphology. The idea that all the nominalizations (more exactly: all the process
nominals), including structures without a visible passive morphology, are passive structures
has been known since H. Borer (2001) and others. Borer's hypothesis has been used by M.
Engelhardt & H. Trugman (1998) to explain (13) in Russian:

(13) konspekt lekcii brata Ö *konspektirovanie lekcii brata

According to this analysis, the nominal konspekt does not contain any VP: the genitive case of
the subject brata is licensed by D, whereas the complement lekcii is inherently case-marked by
the lexical head konspekt. But on the other hand, konspektirovanie contains a projection of V
incorporated into the head noun: genitive internal argument occupies the [Spec,VP] position of
the VP contained within the DP (hence it is subject) as a result of passive formation prior to the
incorporation of V-to-N. Within process nominals, the internal argument being the subject, not
the complement, the only source for the licensing of the genitive case is D. The proposed analysis
claims that the stem-derivates contain a large portion of a verbal structure including a vP
projection. The putative evidence supporting the analysis of process nominals as passive forms
concerns: (a) the availability of instrumental agents (see further), (b) failure of the incorporated
verbal head to assign accusative case to its internal argument etc. This analysis is not entirely
unproblematic for the approaches cooperating with distributed morphology, because its part is
not a syntax-based approach to morphology (e.g., no acategorial roots occur). For the Czech
language, it is not even descriptively adequate, since Czech process nominals can take just one
genitive case6 (like in Russian), but, unlike in Russian, they allow just one genitive case at
non-process nominals, too. (The other genitive surfaces as a Possessive, in both cases):

(14) *projekt reformy premiéra *projektování reformy premiéra
premiér·v projekt reformy premiérovo projektování reformy

The empirical support disputing the hypothesis of the passive status of nominalizations comes
from the data which show that nominalizations and passive participles face the mentioned
(Harley's) requirement of containedness in such manner that they cannot be considered related.
Data in (15) show a discrepancy at unaccusatives, unergatives, argumentless verbs and at non-

5The present hypothesis is necessary in the syntax-based morphology and is con�rmed by the following data:
At stem-derivates, the genitive DP can be interpreted both as A-1 and A-2, or, as Poss, respectively (u£ení
PavlaA-1/A-2/Poss). At action nominalization, the genitive DP is necessarily interpreted as A-2 or Poss
(u£itel PavlaA-2/Poss) since A-1 is realized by the su�x -tel- (c.f. P. Caha � P. Karlík, 2005). Therefore,
in the structure ?nau£itelnost Pavla (matematice) the DP Pavla is necessarily interpreted as A-2 but in
the structure with a stem-derivate containing the structure of action nominalization, there is another head
licensing A-1 present, and so the genitive DP is necessarily interpretable as A-1 (u£itelování PavlaA-1).

6Two of the Genitive cases can possibly occur only if one of them is a lexical case: zbavení ºeny starostí /
zbavit ºenu starostí (J. Panevová, 2000).
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actional transitives, data in (16) at re�exives:

(15) blednutí, b¥ºení, sn¥ºení, dostání Ö *blednut, *b¥ºen, *sn¥ºen, *dostán

(16) umývání se Ö *umýván se

Next: If a stem-derivate really is a passive structure it should have in a DP (17) a genitive DP
with the interpretation A-2 (an internal argument) in a subject position, i. e. in [spec, nP],
analogically as is a DP with the A-2 interpretation in the subject position with a nominative
morphology , i. e. in [spec, TP] in CP with passive participles (17). The contrast in (17a)
exploiting the binding theory shows that a nominative has the properties of a subject while
a genitive does not. It means that not even these data do not support the passive nature of
stem-nominalizations:

(17) kritizování u£itele ºákem Ö u£itel je kritizován ºákem
a. *kritizování u£itelei svými ºákem Ö u£iteli je kritizován svými ºákem

Also, most of the native Czech speakers do not consider grammatical the structure with the
PossessiveA-2 (17'), either:

(17') *u£itelovoi kritizování svými ºákem

I take this evaluation for relevant because for many Czechs the nominal Possessive with the
interpretation A-1 binds an anaphora (see (18) Ö (18a). It can mean that the pronominal
PossessiveA-1 has the properties of a subject while a genitive does not (19). (This is not true
for pronominal Possessives; see the contrast (19)):

(18) A-1Petrovoi kritizování svéhoi u£itele
a. *A-2Petrovoi kritizování svými u£itelem

(19) ?Petrovoi pobíhání ve svéi pracovn¥ Ö *pobíhání Petrai ve svéi pracovn¥

(19') ???moje pobíhání ve své pracovn¥

Another pair of examples show that a possible evaluation of a Possessive as a subject in the
phrases with nominalizations contrasts with an unambiguous evaluation of a Possessive as a
non-subject in the phrases with genuine nouns (cf. important example (20)):

(20) ?Petrovoi pobíhání ve svéi pracovn¥ Ö *Petrovo k°eslo ve své pracovn¥

The presented data give a good reason to conclude that the analysis of the phrases headed
by stem-derivates as passive structures is not compatible with the distributed morphology and
it is not descriptively adequate, either. Therefore, I can announce another hypothesis: The
feature contributed by a head into which VI -n-/-t- is inserted is [gender]. This hypothesis can
be easily tested, using the already mentioned �nding that a nominal su�x attached to the root
as �rst prolongs the pre�x with a �nal vowel. Data in (21), especially the contrast (21a) Ö

(21b) plus comparison of (21a) and (22) show that the su�x -n- has not only a nominal feature
but also a gender feature. Since the gender feature is not interpretable it must be eliminated
during the derivation. It can be eliminated by checking the under Agree by a closest accessible
node containing gender feature: the derivate then agrees (as an adjective) with an NP: [gender:
masc. / fem. / neutrum]. Alternatively, this feature must be eliminated by Merge with a head
containing the feature [gender: value] and, in this case, the VI -í- [gender: neutrum] is inserted
and a derivate is a noun:
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(21) (a) zá-chyt-n-ý Ö (b) za-chyt-i-t
zá-chyt-k-a

(22) za-chyc-e-n-ý dopis / za-chyc-e-n-á zpráva
za-chyc-e-n-í(-∅/. . . )

It seems that a structure [F1 - Fn- Th -
√
]7 with the event and aspect interpretation generated

by a syntactic process can be considered a universal structure which can be merged further: If
it is merged as a complement of little n, the result is a NP/DP, if it is merged as a complement
of little v, the result is vP, in the style of the distributed morphology. What follows from this
analysis is the �nding that at the stem-derivates the chunks of the structure merged with a D-
context contain a VP, but don't contain a vP. The acceptance of this analysis, �rst proposed by
Marantz (1997) and accepted by others, can be supported by the following data: The absence of
little v brings about the fact that the complement is not assigned an accusative case (it correctly
predicts the contrast: £te knihu Ö £tení *knihu). Further, the absence of little v causes that a
[Spec, vP] position is not available, therefore, no external argument is licensed. This analysis
correctly predicts the following facts: In a transitive sentence with a potential object Petr
napomíná, the DP Petr is interpretable necessarily only as a A-1 (�agent�) since it has been
inserted into the structure syntactically, through little v, and then moved from [Spec, vP] to
[Spec, TP]. In the DP Petrovo napomínání is the Possessive Petrovo possessor (inserted either
through the head little n or through the head Poss) and exactly only at the stem-derivates
and picture nouns it can be reinterpreted � on the principle of coercion, e.g. � both as an
�agent� and as a �patient� (PetrovoPoss > A-1/A-2 napomínání). At the nouns not contaminated
with verbal features it can be interpreted only structurally, as a possessor: PetrovoPoss auto).
The same is true about the interpretation of a Genitive DP: napomínání PetraPoss > A-1/A-2

8
Ö

letadlo prezidentaPoss. If in the structure of a phrase another DP or Possessive is present, their
thematic interpretation is computable from UTAH: PetrovoA-1 napomínání PavlaA-2, PetrovoA-2
napomínání PavlemA-1.
Also the analysis according to Marantz faces problems, e.g., with the already mentioned

occurrence of an Instrumental adjunct. The instrumental presupposes a passive morphology
(23).9 Other problems pose the re�exives (see below), the occurrence of vP adverbs (in the post-
subject position) (24) while the sentential adverbs in this position are unacceptable (24a).10 In
(25) we can see that those adverbs do not occur at the root-derivates either:

(23) *kritizuje Petrem Ö je kritizován Petrem
*poslední kritika románu Petrem Ö poslední kritizování románu Petrem

(24) vy£i²t¥ní Va²eho oble£ení rychle a spolehliv¥ (Vám nabízí £istírna . . . )
rychlé a spolehlivé vy£i²t¥ní va²eho obleku (Vám nabízí £istírna)
a. *vy£i²t¥ní Va²eho oble£ení pravd¥podobn¥ (Vám nabízí £istírna)

pravd¥podobné vy£i²t¥ní Va²eho oble£ení (Vám nabízí £istírna)

(25) £tení té detektivky rychle (je skoro h°ích) Ö *£etba té detektivky rychle (je skoro

7F represents other heads of functional projections above Theme, e.g., two heads for a lexical aspect. The
Theme can combine with a genuine

√
from the Encyclopedia (u£-e-n-í) or with a complex structure derived

by a syntactic process from a
√

(u£-i-tel-ov-á-n-í).
8As for the enforcement of the interpretation of the genitive DP as A-2 shown by the contrast of napomínání

PavlaA-1/A-2Ö napomenutí PavlaA-2 at the stem-derivates with the feature [aspect: perfective] see below.
9A counterexample can be found in the In�nitival phrases in ECM-constructions: Petr nechal [Marii p°e£íst

básni£ku] Ö Petr nechal [básni£ku p°e£íst Marií].
10A similar Czech example was brought by L. Veselovská (2001); as for the analysis of the phenomenon, see J.

Fu � T. Roeper � H. Borer (2001).
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h°ích)

At the moment, we give up the solution because it is necessary to deal also with the properties
of the head into which the su�x -í- is inserted. The example (26) brings an assumption that
the Czech stem-derivates are mass nouns:

(26) Balení t¥ch dárk· ho unavilo Ö *Dv¥ balení t¥ch dárk· ho unavila

Stem-derivates as mass nouns behave analogically with pluralia tantum, namely they co-occur
with generic and not with cardinal numerals (26a); the predicate agreement con�rms that they
are in singular (in the same way as the pluralia tantum are in plural (27)):

(26) a. *Dv¥ balení t¥ch dárk· ho unavila Ö Dvojí balení t¥ch dárk· Petra unavil-o/*-a

(27) Jedny housle leºel-y/*-a na pohovce

It looks that all the stem-derivates are compositionally mass nouns, and therefore, in accordance
with standard opinions (e.g., H. Borer (1999-2001), H. Harley (in press)) process nominals. If in
general it is true that mass nouns can be turned into count nouns (e.g., genuine nouns in syntax
with the help of classi�cators: dobytekmass > *dva dobytky > dva kusy dobytkacount Ö pescount -
dva psi > *dva kusy psa), it is necessary to expect that also the stem-derivates as the instances
of mass nouns allow for this change. The shift of mass nouns into count nouns is here started
by a context, as shown in (28). It manifests itself both in the fact that stem-derivatescount can
occur in singular and in plural (29), and in their idiomatic interpretation as result nominals
denoting especially a result (hlá²ení, poho²t¥ní, £aloun¥ní . . . ), a place (propadání, stoupání
. . . ), means of activity (krmení, osv¥tlení, (lyºa°ské) vázání, oble£ení . . . ) etc.:

(28) Balenímass ho unavuje Ö Balenícount je vodot¥sné.

(29) *Dv¥ balenímass t¥ch lék· ho unavila Ö Dv¥ balenícount t¥ch lék· byla v ledni£ce

The presented data show that -í- could be VI manifesting the feature [mass]; therefore the
feature [gender] has a value �neuter�, cf. stá°-í, list-í . . . , cukr-ov-í, k°-ov-í . . . , pan-stv-í,
socha°-stv-í . . . , pod-h·°-í, ná-vr²-í, Po-lab-í.11

The distinction process nominals (PN) Ö result nominals (RN) is relevant for the analysis
of stem-derivates because each of the types shows a di�erent syntactic behaviour (since J.
Grimshaw, 1990) an obligatory component of all nominalization theories):

(a) Only subjects and complements of PN can be interpreted as arguments:

(30) PetrovoA-1 oble£eníPN MarieA-2 trvalo dlouho / PetrovoA-2 oble£eníPN trvalo dlouho
PetrovoPoss oble£eníRN se su²ilo na dvo°e

(b) PNs can compositionally express the values of the feature [aspect] (psaní � nap-
sání, opsání � opisování)12 and the values of the feature [quant] (psaní � psávání).
- RNs have only one aspect form (idiosyncratically, either perfective, or imperfec-
tive), but not an aspect meaning deductible from it:

11It is necessary, though, to explain a single exception, namely paní [Fem, Count], and numerous neuter nouns
with the feature [count] (pond¥lí, ústí . . . ).

12I suppose that a good diagnostics can be seen in the preposition b¥hem selecting a complement with the
feature [aspect: imperfective]: b¥hem balení Ö *b¥hem zabalení / b¥hem zabalování.
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(31) BaleníPN / zabaleníPN toho léku trvalo chvilku
a. BaleníRN / *zabaleníRN toho léku bylo po²kozeno

(32) Jeho propadáníPN / propadnutíPN uº v základní ²kole nás m¥lo varovat
a. Nav²tívili jsme Rudické propadáníRN / *propadnutíRN

(c) PNs can be negated, RNs can not:

(33) BaleníPN / nebalení PN sva£iny do sá£ku se mu vymstí
a. BaleníRN / *nebaleníRN lék· bylo po²kozeno vodou

(d) PNs can be modi�ed by vP adjectives (and adverbs) marking the presence of
an external argument, RNs can not:

(34) Rychlé / úmyslné baleníPN t¥ch lék· ho p°ekvapilo
a. *Rychlé / *úmyslné baleníRN t¥ch lék· je vzduchot¥sné

(e) PNs cannot be modi�ed by the adjectives denoting the properties of actual ob-
jects, RNs can:

(35) *Modré / *papírové baleníPN t¥ch lék· ho p°ekvapilo
a. Modré / papírové baleníRN t¥ch lék· je vzduchot¥sné

(f) PNs are not accessible for diminution, RNs are:

(36) P°i psaníPN / *psaní£kuPN toho dopisu zpíval
a. PsaníRN / psaní£koRN od milenky ho pot¥²ilo

(g) PNs allow re�exiveness, RNs do not:

(37) PetrovoA-1 holeníPN se trvalo dlouho
a. PetrovoPoss *holeníRN se z·stalo nepouºito

It is well known that the syntactic behavior of the re�exive se allows the interpretation that is
ceases to be a clitic and it agglutinates as a post�x into the internal structure of a stem-derivate:
(38) shows the contrast with the predicted clitic-behavior, (38a) shows the contrast with the
behavior of a re�exive phrase with an overt case morphology, (38b) shows that se blocks the
interpretation of a Possessive as an A-2:

(38) rychle se oholí / *rychle oholí se Ö *rychlé se oholení / rychlé oholení se
a. *oholení sebe Petra Ö oholení se Petra
b. PetrovoA-1 seznámení se s Marií Ö PetrovoA-1/A-2 seznámení s Marií
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2.5

If we observe at least some of the data pertaining to the root-derivate syntax, we can see
that some of them can be read both as a PN and as a RN (39), others only as a RN (17) and,
some only as a PN (18) which is their idiosyncratic property :

(39) VýchodRN z kina je ucpaný
P°i východuPN z domu zahladil po sob¥ v²echny stopy

(40) SprchaRN je ucpaná
P°i *spr²ePN / sprchováníPN zad ucítil chlad

(41) Ozývala se dlouhotrvající st°elbaPN
*St°elbaRN / st°ela RN vylétla z hlavn¥ velkou rychlostí

Interestingly, root-derivatesPN behave di�erently from stem-derivatesPN: root-derivatesPN can-
not be re�exive (42), they cannot take negation (43), their aspect is not deductible from their
internal structure (44), manifestation of their internal argument is not obligatory (45), they
cannot co-occur with VP adverbs (46), they require a SC with jako support (47l):

(42) hraní se / si na prezidenta Ö *hra se / si na prezidenta

(43) ne£tení novin Ö *ne£etba novin

(44) n¥kolik let se táhnoucí stav¥ní / *dostav¥ní stadionu Ö n¥kolik let se táhnoucí
stavba / dostavba stadionu

(45) po *objevení do²lo k poklesu úmrtnosti Ö po objevu do²lo k poklesu úmrtnosti

(46) ?£tení té detektivy rychle je skoro h°ích Ö *£etba té detektivky rychle je skoro h°ích

(47) rozhodl se pro odejití (jako) první Ö rozhodl se pro odchod jako první

An important property shared by root-derivatesPN and stem-derivates, but di�erent from gen-
uine nouns (see (48) Ö (48a)) is the ability of their subjects to bind anaphoras:

(48) ?Petrovo procházení se ve své zahrad¥ / ?Petrova procházka ve své zahrad¥
a. *Petrova lavi£ka ve své zahrad¥

3 Conclusions

Neither the analysis of stem-derivates supposing a portion of a verbal structure containing
little v, nor the analysis without little v can predict all the contrasts presented in this paper.
One of the analytic options is the analysis according to H. Harley (2005) which cannot be
properly tested yet. The presented data and their analyses can be relevant for a diachronic
description already in this non-de�nite version. Hopefully, they can be a starting point for an
analysis of the relation between neuter stem-derivates with a feature [mass] realized by inserting
of the VI -í- , at which only the consonant endings are visible (M. Ziková, in press) (Sg: Nom,
Gen, Dat, Acc, Loc: kopání-∅, Instr: kopání-m ; Pl: Nom, Gen, Acc: kopání-∅, Dat: kopání-
m , Loc: kopání-ch , Instr: kopání-mi) and feminine stem-derivates with full visible adjective
in�ection (Nom:kopan-á , Gen, Dat: kopan-é , Acc: kopan-ou ...).
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1, 2, seLuie Medová and Tarald Taraldsenlmedova�Prineton.edu, knut.taraldsen�hum.uit.no1 IntrodutionThe goal of this artile is to ontribute to the understanding of the morphosyntati propertiesof the re�exive liti (heneforth: se) in Czeh (and Slavi and Romane languages in general).In partiular, we want to suggest a way of unifying its various uses, although we will fousmainly on the purely re�exive (1) and the impersonal se (2), and we want to see how se relatesto the 1st and 2nd person litis, with whih morphology suggests that it forms a natural lass1.(1) re�exive seKarelKarelNOM.SG.M

seseACC

u£esal.ombedM.SG`Karel ombed [his hair℄.'(2) impersonal seHrályplayedF.PL

seseACC

kartyardsNOM.PL.F

aand zpívalosungN.SG

se.seACC`There was some ards playing and singing.' / `People were playing ards and sang.'We will begin by outlining a uni�ed analysis of re�exive and impersonal se. Then, we willdisuss ertain problems whih this analysis seems to run up against. We entertain two possibleways to analyze se, �rst as an analogue to antipassive morpheme and seond as a spell out ofan abstrat self, a part of a speial possessive-like onstrution. As the seond type of analysishandles better the empirial evidene, we elaborate on its onsequenes. In the last setion, wereturn to the onnetion we started with at the beginning, trying to link the morphology of there�exive litis with person and ase.2 The raising analysis of re�exivesWe �rst present a somewhat simpli�ed version of an analysis partially assimilating the deriva-tion of sentenes with re�exive se to the one standardly assumed for (one type of) impersonal1Abbreviations are the usual ones, ase: NOM(inative), (GEN)itive, (DAT)ive, (ACC)usative, (LOC)ative,(INS)trumental, (OBL)ique, (ERG)ative, (ABS)olutive, gender M(asuline), MA=masuline animate,MI=masuline inanimate, F(eminine), N(euter), number: SG=singular, PL=plural; DO=diret objet,IO=indiret objet, IA=internal argument (subsuming both DO and IO objets), EA=external argument.The Czeh examples (if not ited) are from Corret Czeh (spisovná £e²tina), as required by the seondauthor. 119



se. As we imply that our disussion should extent both to Slavi and Romane re�exive litis,we show examples both from Czeh and Italian, the representatives of eah group.2.1 First step: Reviving Kayne (1986)Routinely, a sentene with impersonal se like (3)2 is given a parse like (4)3, where se somehowlienses the ourrene of PROarb in Spe-vP. The arbitrary PRO gives rise to the (obligatory)human agent reading.(3) impersonal sea. NovinynewspaperNOM.PL

sese £touread3.PL

ránomorning (komiksyomi strips ve£er).evening`People read newspaper in the morning, omi strips in the evening.'b. Ithe giornalijournalsNOM.PL

sise leggonoread3.PL

lathe mattina.morning`People read newspaper in the morning.'(4) IPnovinyi Ise I vPPROarb VP£tou ti ránoA re�exive se, on the other hand, is usually treated as an anaphori objet liti (Burzio(1986), Dobrovie-Sorin (2005); for Czeh Panevová (1999)). So, (5) on the re�exive readingwould be analyzed as in (6), begging the question how the impersonal and the re�exive se arerelated to eah other4:(5) re�exive sea. ChlapiboysNOM.PL

sese myjíwash3.PL

kaºdéevery ráno.morningb. Ithe ragazziboysNOM.PL

sise lavanowash3.PL

ognievery mattina.morning`The boys bath themselves every morning.'2The Czeh version of (3), with the present tense and imperfetive verb, implies somewhat deonti modality,f. One should read newspaper in the morning, omi strips in the evening or habituality; in the text, weignore this impliation.3To redue lutter, we do not show V-raising to I (used agnostially to denote whatever funtional head hostsa preverbal subjet in its Spe). The (�nal) loation of se is given as I on the basis of Kayne (1986), Cinque(1988) and muh other work. The hoie of PROarb as the external argument (EA) aords with Kayne(1986). (A di�erent hoie will be made below.)4However, there is a family of analyses represented by Grimshaw (1982) and Reinhart and Reuland (1993),for instane, whih would see se as the morphologial re�ex of a lexial operation onverting a transitiveargument struture to re�exive one.120



(6) IPhlapii Isej I vPti VPmyjí tj kaºdé ránoKayne (1986), however, points out the re�exive reading of (5) might atually ome from astruture exatly like (4) exept that PRO, the EA, doesn't have arbitrary referene, but isinterpreted as ontrolled by the DP raised to Spe-IP:(7) IPhlapii Ise I vPPRO VPmyjí ti kaºdé ránoOn this aount, impersonal and re�exive se both liense a PRO in the EA-position.This analysis has the virtue of unifying the two ses. But enounters a number of problems,two of whih we will onentrate on below.1. it seems to make it harder to understand why re�exive se seems to group with the 1stand 2nd person litis, if the latter are still treated as ordinary objet litis2. by analyzing the subjet of a re�exive sentene like (5) on a par with the subjets ofunausatives, it predit � ontrary to the fats � that re�exive verbs behave like una-usatives with respet to auxiliary seletion aross Italian dialets5. Re�exives, however,selet auxiliaries by and large like unergatives. Moreover, unlike unausatives, re�exivesdon't allow ne-extration from a postverbal subjetAlboiu, Barrie, and Frigeni (2004) propose a way of updating Kayne's (1986) analysis whihwould eliminate the problems in 2. Adapting Hornstein's (1999) proposal that ontrol is raisingto a θ-position, they laim that the re�exive reading of (5) is the produt of a derivation thatraises the IA to Spe-vP before it is moved to Spe-IP, yielding (8) instead of (7):5For Slavi, it is muh harder to establish the unausative � unergative distintion, as the tests routinely usedare unreliable. In our approah, true re�exives just must be unergative, as they `pik up' the external θ-role.121



(8) IPhlapii Ise I vPti VPmyjí ti kaºdé ránoOn this view, the subjet of (5) on its re�exive reading is an EA (the bearer of the agentive θ-role) as well as an IA, and re�exives are thus expeted to group with transitives and unergativesrather than with unausatives.On the fae of it, however, suh an approah runs straight against the θ-riterion: the singleelement hlapi in (8) aumulates two distint θ-roles, one in the IA position and anotherone in the EA position. In the next subsetion, we present an elaboration that anels thisviolation.2.2 Seond step: θ-roles and CaseMedová (to appear) develops an analysis whih shares the virtues of Alboiu, Barrie, and Frigeni(2004) aount, and in addition aounts for the fat that a sentene like (9), with DAT se,has a re�exive reading, but not an impersonal one; unlike (5) (repeated here as (10)), whih isgenerally ambiguous between a re�exive reading and an impersonal one:(9) re�exive DAT sia. ChlapiboysNOM.PL

siseDAT

myjíwash3.PL

ruehandsACC.PL

kaºdéevery ráno.morningb. Ithe ragazziboysNOM.PL

siseDAT

lavanowash3.PL

lethe manihands ognievery mattina.morning1. REFL: `The boys wash their hands every morning.'2. *IMP: *`One washes the boys' hands every morning.'(10) re�exive ACC sea. ChlapiboysNOM.PL

sese myjíwash3.PL

kaºdéevery ráno.morningb. Ithe ragazziboysNOM.PL

sise lavanowash3.PL

ognievery mattina.morning1. REFL: `The boys bath themselves every morning.'2. IMP: `One bathes the boys every morning.'Her analysis inorporates Starke's proposal (Starke (2005); applied to Czeh data by Caha(2006)) that a DP is in general embedded inside one or more Case-layers ordered in aordanewith a universal hierarhy, for us, DAT > GEN > NOM. For example, the NOM subjet of arun-of-the mill sentene like (11-a) might atually appear in Spe-vP as (11-b), with the NOM,the NomP-layer, embedded inside some oblique Case K:(11) a. John ate an apple.122



b. KPK NomPNom JohnThe NOM surfaes beause the NomP is allowed to raise to Spe-IP from inside the largerKP, stranding K in Spe-vP6:(12) IPNomPNom John vPKPK NomPNom John VPate an apple
It is further assumed that the stranded K will be part of the substruture lexialized bythe verb root, under the oneption of lexial insertion developed by Starke. That is, lexialinsertion an target non-trivial subtrees. Like Starke, Medová (to appear) also assumes thatonly the sister of the highest head an subextrat. This assumption is a ruial element in theexplanation for (9).Another ruial ingredient is the assumption that an EA, the element in Spe-vP, must beembedded inside a layer of oblique Case. For onreteness, we take the relevant K head tobe GEN(itive). Similarly, Kayne (1993) and Mahajan (1994) have it that the EA argument isborn as an OBL ase, pointing toward the evidene from ergative languages. We return to theergative onnetion in the setion 3.1.With this set of assumptions, eah of whih is independently motivated, Medová (to appear)predits the lak of an impersonal reading with DAT se. To reah the NOM position in Spe-IP, the DAT IA orresponding to the subjet of (9) must be able to shed two layers of obliqueCase, as depited in (13).

6Whether or not there should be the trae (opy) of the raised NomP, depends on theoretial ommitmentsirrelevant to our present onerns. 123



(13) NomPhlapi IPIsi I vPEAGenPGen NomPhlapi v VPIODatPDat GenPGen NomPhlapi
myjí DOrue

That is, the DP must raise in two steps: �rst to a GEN position, stranding the DatP-layer,and then, to the NOM-position, stranding the GenP-layer. But the only GEN-position betweenthe DAT IA's initial position and the NOM-position is the EA-position, Spe-vP, and by movingto this position, the raised IA will pik up the agentive θ-role in addition to the one it reeivedqua DAT IA, and a re�exive reading is produed7.Thus, to produe a re�exive reading, the DP has to have exatly two layers to shed: one inthe plae it has been born (DatP-layer in (13)) and another one in the EA-position, whih, aswe argued below, we take to be GenP8.Finally, onerning the θ-irterion, notie that � stritly speaking � it is not exatly the sameelement that piks up the di�erent θ-roles, as shown in (13). So, the θ-role in the IA positionis assoiated with the DatP-layer while the EA θ-role with the GenP-layer. (We brie�y disuss7Another fat predited by this is that a sentene like (i) has an impersonal reading, but not a re�exive one(for some DAT, see Medová (to appear) for disussion):(i) D¥tikidsNOM.PL

seseACC

vraejreturn3.PL

rodi£·m.parentsDAT.PL1. *REFL: `The kids return (themselves) to their parents.'2. IMP: 'The kids are being returned to their parents.'The DAT in (i) -ommands the initial position of the IA raised to Spe-IP, so that Relativized Minimalitywould prevent a GenP to raise to Spe-vP from inside the IA, given that the GenP inside the non-re�exiveDAT argument is loser to Spe-vP.8If we take it seriously, we wind up with the predition that only DAT (and animate, as disussed further) DPsshould be able to re�exivize. It is a welome result for a variety of Romane languages that have the animatedDO introdued by a preposition a whih is taken to be a DAT ase marker, as in (i); inanimate nouns arenot introdued by a. In Slavi, the ACC-to-GEN shift for MA nouns ould be seen as an instantiation of anOBL ase. See Medová (to appear) and setion 4.2 for disussion.(i) Visee1.SG.PAST

aa AntonioAntonio // (*a) una libro.book`I saw Antonio / a book.'
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an alternative to this proposal in setion 3.3.)While perhaps unusual, the assumptions (eah of them motivated, however) we made allow usto disuss the role of se in the derivations of re�exives and impersonals, as, so far, the se itselfseemed rather super�uous. Also, we motivate our assumption that the Case layer assoiatedwith the EA is, indeed, GEN.3 Internal Arguments have GEN insideUnder the assumptions so far, it is essential that the IA has a GEN inside: to derive are�exive means to move the GenP (a GEN-Case layer) to the EA position as the �rst step ofthe re�exive derivation. Further, the NomP (a NOM-Case layer) moves from under the GenPto the NOM position, as depited in (13).But why should the layer assoiated with the IA position be GEN? And what exatly is seneeded for in the struture (13)?There are two potential ways to substantiate the laim that the IA that derive re�exivesontains in a way GenP (an OBL-Case layer, in any event) in it and that this GenP is ina partiular way onneted to an EA. The �rst option draws a parallel between the ergativelanguages and NOM/ACC languages via assimilating the antipassive morpheme of ergativelanguages to se-morpheme of Slavi or Romane. The seond option builds on the observationthat GEN appears in possessive onstrutions and on a partiular view of re�exivization goingbak to Helke (1971). We will disuss both options in turn, starting with the antipassiveonnetion �rst.3.1 AntipassiveOblique ase an be seen on a DO, if � for a reason � the DP does not appear in the DOposition (whih, essentially, translates as `not being marked by a strutural (ACC) ase'). Onepartiular instantiation of the OBL-marked DO is seen in antipassive onstrutions, harater-isti for ergative languages9. So, in Chukhi (Chukotko-Kamhatkan), a transitive sentene hasthe EA in ERG ase and the DO appears in ABS, as shown in (14-a). In antipassive, indiatedby a speial morpheme -tko- in Chukhi, the EA argument is in ABS ase and the DO bearsnow DAT ase, shown in (14-b). Notie, furthermore, that the ERG ase marking of the EA isby an OBL ase: a onnetion to our laim that EA are GEN.(14) a. �tl�-efatherERG

key-�nbearABS

penr�-nenattak-3SG:3SG.AOR`The father attaked the bear.'b. �tl�-�nfatherABS

penr�-tko-GPeattak-AP-3SG.AOR kay-et�bearDAT`The father rushed at the bear.'(Kozinsky, Nedjalkov, and Polinskaja (1988)(2,1))The DO thus starts out as an OBL ase (DAT in (14-b)) and `peels' to the strutural DO-position � in parallel to the (oblique) DP in (13) `peels' its way to the NOM(=strutural ase)position. Arguably, then, the DO has to remain OBL beause the (strutural) DO position is�lled up with a di�erent morpheme: -tko- in (14-b). This opens for an attrative analysis of9But notie reent literature on antipassive onstrutions in NOM/ACC languages as well, for instane Postal(1977) on Frenh, Ndayiragije (2006) on Kirundi (Bantu) and Say (2005) on Russian sja. 125



se in (13): suppose, that in parallel to Chukhi's -tko-, the Czeh se `bloks' the (strutural)DO-position. The DP Karel in (13) starts out as DAT (an OBL ase) and should move nowto the DO-position, but it annot as the position is �lled by se. Instead, it has to move to theEA position and further up to the NOM.The idea of se being a DO-position `�ller' is relatively well-supported. First, the se itself isACC-marked, if ompared with the DAT-marked si10. Seond, se indeed looks like an objetliti, as shown in (15) for Czeh and Italian. Kayne (2000) argues that to omplete the linem- (pronoun with the root m) for 1st person, t- for 2nd person, the s- type pronoun, not thel -type (as the de�nite artiles) should be taken for 3rd person. Plausibly, the same ould beargued for Czeh.(15) Czeh ACC DAT1st person m¥ mi2nd person t¥ tire�exive se si3rd person M&N ho muF ji jí
Italian1st person mi2nd person tire�exive si3rd person M&N loF laThird, when se appears in the sentene, no other ACC-marked DP is possible; the otherargument appears in (PP-introdued) OBL ase (16).(16) a. KarelKarelNOM.SG

sese sm¥jelaugh3.SG.PRES

Ivon¥.IvonaDAT.SG`Karel laughs at Ivona.'b. KarelKarelNOM.SG

sese dotýkátouh3.SG.PRES

Ivony.IvonaGEN.SG`Karel touhes Ivona.'. KarelKarelNOM.SG

sese díválook3.SG.PRES

naon Ivonu.IvonaACC.SG`Karel looks at Ivona.'Fourth, se is obligatorily introdued with ertain pre�xes (17). If we think that the pre�xestransitivize the originally intransitive verb, then se is, indeed, needed to �ll in the DO position.(17) Pr²elo.rain3.SG.N

→ Roz-pr²eloroz-rain3.SG.N

*(se).se`It rained.' `It started pouring down.'However, this analysis of se faes at least two problems. First, ontrary to expetations, thereare se onstrutions with ACC ase on another argument (18). How is the ACC assignedto vodo if se, as argued above, �lls the DO-position that assigns the strutural ACC ase toit? Seond, if se is a DO `�ller' in all of its uses, we are fored to posit a DO position forimpersonal se from intransitive verbs (19), making thus the uni�ation of all the uses of serather impossible.(18) PilodrunSG.N

sese jebe3.SG.PRES

vodo.waterACC10se ould be GEN as well: we suggest that for the analysis of impersonal se presented in the setion 3.3.126



`People drunk water.' (Slovene: Rivero and Sheppard (2003)(85))(19) SpalosleepN.SG

se.se`People were sleeping. / Sleeping was going on.'To summarize, the way we analyze antipassive substantiates the laim that eah DO is es-sentially born as an OBL ase and the role of se in the derivation is to `�ll' the struturalDO-position. While rather promising, this analysis still runs up against a number of problems,two of whih were pointed above. Furthermore, it is not obvious why should the OBL aseinside the DO should be GEN: as a matter of fat, the Czeh examples in (16) show a numberof di�erent OBL ase on the (DO) argument11. More pressingly with respet to the presentinquiry, we just don't see how to extend this analysis to the DAT re�exive si. Next, we turnto the other potential line of thinking that might suggest that an IA has a GenP inside itself:possessives and a partiular view of self. After having introdued this idea, in the setion 3.3,we will set eah of the two approahes against the set of se onstrutions (whih we want tounify) and perhaps have a winner.3.2 Possessor of selfWe start by trying to solve the problem of what exatly is the se needed for, if the derivationof re�exives must proeed as (13).Our proposal is based on an idea going bak to Helke (1971), who analyzes English self asa body-part nominal. Essentially, then, re�exives (20) are analyzed as a kind of a possessiveonstrution with the head noun self and a pronoun.(20) a. I hit myself.b. selfPmy selfReently, Kayne (2005) revived Helke's analysis of re�exives extending it to Romane re�exivelitis. Adapting this proposal, we suggest that the DP whih raises to the EA position in thederivation of re�exives originates as a possessor inside a omplex DP, where the possessum isself whih, aording to us, spells out as se, if the whole DP is in an ACC position, but as siif it is in a DAT position. The struture is shown in (21).(21) DPPossessor selfSELF11On the other hand, in nominalizations, the ACC ase routinely shifts into GEN (i).(i) p°ekro£itrossINF

AlpyAlpsACC.PL

→ p°ekro£enírossing AlpAlpsGEN.PL`to ross the Alps' `rossing of the Alps'
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More preisely, we assume that the possessor DPs are in general introdued to the derivationas DatP. The motivation for this laim omes from a variety of languages. For instane, inFrenh (22), the possessor is indeed introdued by the preposition à, a DAT ase marker.(22) Notreour amifriend àto tous.all`Our ommon friend.'On the other hand, some possessors appear as GEN (notre in (22)). In our approah, asbefore, GenP emerges from under the DatP by a movement to a higher position in the omplexDP, as shown in (23).(23) DAT possessor DPDatPDat GenPGen NomPPossessor
Possessum → GEN possessor DPGenPGen NomPPossessor DPDatPDat GenPGen NomPossessor

Possessum
This higher position, we take it, is absent from the omplex DPs headed by self, in otherwords, the Possessorself remains a DatP until the derivation reahes an EA position to whihthe GenP an raise from inside the possessive DatP, as shown shematially in (24)12. This way,the derivations we have, are onsistent with the assumption that the highest head is always leftbehind under movement.(24) DPDatPDat GenPGen NomPPossessor

self → IPGenPGen NomPPossessor [. . . ℄ DPDatPDat GenPGen NomPossessor
self

We will take it that self denotes something, whih, by onvention, an only be a part ofan animate / human being. So, only animate DPs will ombine with self and therefore only12In the setion 4.2 we suggest an alternative.128



animated DPs an re�exivize, as disussed in setion 4.1.Finally, the full derivation of re�exives (5), repeated here as (25), under these assumptionwould run as shown in (26).(25) ChlapiboysNOM.PL

sese myjíwash3.PL

kaºdéevery ráno.morningREFL: `The boys bath themselves every morning.'(26) IPNomPhlapi vPovPov NomPhlapi myjí VPDPDatPDat ovPov NomPhlapi
selfSELF

spells out → IPhlapi vPt myjí VPt selfSE
We leave it an open issue whether animate nouns are always introdued in the derivations aspossessors of self, or, in fat, our as possessors of self only when needed for the derivationof re�exives to onverge. In the former ase, we would have to say that the self part spellsout independently (as se) just in ase the derivation splits the possessor from self (an optiontaken in setion 3.3). Potentially, the fats that we are going to disuss in setion 4.2 argue forthis view.At this point, however, we will ompare the antipassive se approah with the Possessor ofself analysis. We want to see whih analysis an explain more.3.3 Open ompetition: Antipassive against Possessor of self analysis3.3.1 DAT re�exiveThe antipassive analysis of se links the morpheme se to the DO position to `blok' it, sothat no other DP an move into it. But as far as we see, there is no possibility to extend thisview to DAT re�exive litis si. Moreover, from a omparative perspetive, to the best of ourknowledge, antipassives on indiret objets don't exist.On the other hand, the Possessor of self analysis does provide a neat extension to DATre�exives. The derivation of a DAT re�exive sentene (9), repeated here as (27), would proeedas (28) shows.(27) ChlapiboysNOM.PL

siseDAT

myjíwash3.PL

ruehandsACC.PL

kaºdéevery ráno.morningREFL: `The boys wash their hands every morning.' 129



(28) IPNomPhlapi vPovPov NomPhlapi myjí VPDPDatPDat ovPov NomPhlapi
selfSELF

DPrue

spells out → IPhlapi vPt myjí VPDPt selfSI DPrue

Still, one might ask why exatly self is in the derivation. We have, as suggested above insetion 3.2, two potential answers: �rst, self is in the derivation of re�exives simply beauseit is an inherent part of the struture of animate nouns. We take up this line in the setion4.2. On the other hand, self an be required for the θ-riterion, adapting essentially Kayne's(2005) approah, as an alternative to the approah we took in setion 2.213. So, if the omplexDP splits up in the ourse of the derivation (as, indeed, happens with re�exives), then bothparts must be spelled out.
3.3.2 ImpersonalsUnder the Possessor of self story, impersonals are rather neatly derived. The example ofimpersonal se is repeated below in (29).(29) NovinynewspaperNOM.PL

sese £touread3.PL

ránomorning (komiksyomi strips ve£er).evening`People read newspaper in the morning, omi strips in the evening.'On our approah we just annot say that the obligatory human agent reading of impersonalse omes from a PROarb, as is the standard assumption. Instead, we suggest, in line with thePossessor of self analysis, that the EA of an impersonal se onstrution is, indeed, a omplexDP, a Possessor of self of a partiular kind: the possessor, in our view, is a silent human agent,labeled as man in (30). The omplex DP in the EA position needs to be pronouned and theonly way to do so is se.13We assumed that the θ-riterion is satis�ed by the θ-roles being piked up by di�erent Case-layers.130



(30) IPNomPnoviny vPDPDatPDat GenPGen manman
selfSELF £tou VPDPNomPnoviny

spells out → IPnoviny vPselfSE £tou VPDPt
If we assume that the omplex animate DP is born in the EA position, we need to make surethat the NomP layer of the man does not get to the NOM position: it would ban the DP fromthe DO noviny from getting there. But notie that the NomP layer of the EA argument manis buried down under the GenP layer, so, under Relativized Minimality, the NomP layer of theDP from the DO position is loser to the NOM position in IP.Additionally, the movement of the whole omplex DP from the EA position to the NOMposition in IP should be disallowed as well. We would like to link the impossibility of suh amovement to the fat that there are no NOM re�exives. The most striking example (or, rather,lak of suh) ome from Ielandi. A lass of Ielandi verbs has oblique subjets (that bindanaphors and show other NOM-subjet properties) and NOM objets: the expetation, then,is to see the oblique subjet binding a NOM re�exive anaphor, the NOM ounterpart to ACCsig. But suh a form just does not exist, see Taraldsen (1994) Taraldsen (1995) for disussion.Finally, we predit that the se seen in impersonals must be GEN: we assume that the EAposition is assoiated with GEN. However, there is a piee of evidene that se, indeed, an beGEN: given that every instane of ACC ase has to shift to GEN under nominalizations andgiven the fat that se appears in nominalizations as it is (as disussed in Oliva (2001) and Hron(2005)), we might take it that se is indeed both GEN and ACC form. (Morphologially, GENand ACC pronouns have the same form in Czeh.) Notie that if se in impersonals is the GENform, as predited by our analysis, we might be a step loser to understanding the impersonalswith ACC marked original DO, as shown in the Slovene example (18). We leave this issue forfurther researh.The antipassive analysis of se does not extend to derive impersonals. As a matter of fat, itis not unommon for a language to use the same morpheme to reate antipassives and re�ex-ives (Chukhi (Chukotko-Kamhatkan), Yidiñ, Lardil (Australian), Greenlandi, Halkomelem(Salish), Medová (in progress) for disussion). However, non of the languages uses the re�ex-ive/antipassive morpheme for an (equivalent to) impersonal. So, the fat that Slavi (andRomane) does might be beause of the homonymy between the EA form (GEN) and the DOform (ACC) pointed to above.To summarize, it seems that on the fae of it the Possessor of self analysis an both derivethe DAT re�exive si onstrutions and the impersonals; the antipassive analysis annot doneither.14 In the next setion, we thus disuss a potential extension for the winning analysis.14 Yet, the outome is di�erent for the antiausative use of se exempli�ed in (i), that we did not disuss atall. In partiular, our Possessor of self analysis does not lend itself in ant obvious way to derive suh a131



4 Extension of Possessor of self analysisIn the following setion we will brie�y disuss a set of other fats that show that animatenouns are di�erent from inanimates in ways that might suggest that animate nouns alwaysome with a self build in.4.1 How muh are animates di�erent?First, observe that quite generally, only animate nouns derive true re�exives. The examplesin (31) are absolutely parallel with only one ontrast: while (31-a) has an (masuline) animatenoun, example (31-b) has a (masuline) inanimate; yet, the readings are diametrially opposite:true re�exive in (31-a) and impersonal in (31-b).15(31) a. KarelKarelNOM.MA.SG

sese umyl.washM.SGREFL: `Karel washed (himself).'b. Talí°plateNOM.MI.SG

sese umyl.washM.SGIMP: `The plate was washed.'Another piee of evidene that animates are di�erent from inanimates omes from morpho-logial ase marking of masuline nouns in Czeh. (This evidene is, however, only partialas it onerns only masuline nouns.) Still, MA nouns show an extra piee of morphology inDAT/LOC.SG and NOM.PL nouns, as summarized in the table (32).(32) ase MI plate MA sirDAT/LOC.SG talí°-i pán-ov-iNOM.PL talí°-e pán-ov-éThird piee of evidene is based on Czeh possessive adjetives. Generally, possessors appearin GEN ase (33). For animate nouns, there is another option: the possessor an be expressedas a possessive adjetive (34). Cruially, however, the -ov (for MA) or -in (for F) su�xationstruture: if we assume that only animate nouns are Possessor of self (as disussed further in 4.1), thereis no reason for antiausatives (with an inanimate noun in NOM) to be derived with se. On the otherhand, the antipassive analysis of se ould be extended to the impersonals along the following lines. se in(ACC) re�exives `bloks' the strutural DO position. Now, if the strutural position for EA is, as we argue,assoiated with an oblique ase (GEN) (that is, it ruially is not the NOM position), then se an `blok'this position. As a onsequene, the DP from the DO position (or, more preisely, from the OBL ase-layer)an move to the NOM position. That is, we predit that se an `blok' both the (strutural) EA position(assoiated with GEN ase) and the (strutural) DO position beause se is both ACC and GEN marked:the same outome as above.(i) (Karlovi)KarelDAT.SG

sese rozbilybrokePL

brýle.glassesNOM.PL`The glasses broke (on Karel).'15We aknowledge that there is a (marginal) impersonal reading of (31-a), but, importantly, there is no re�exivereading of (31-b). If we say that the distintion is purely pragmati, we lose a possible explanation of theobserved syntati restritions. However, even animate nouns an partiipate (more or less marginally)in impersonal onstrutions (as in (31-a) above) suggesting that animates an be oered to inanimates.Conversely, in relevant (fairy-tale) ontexts, inanimates an be oneived as animates.132



that reates possessive adjetives is unavailable for inanimate nouns, as shown in (34-a) and(34-b)16.(33) a. tajemníkseretaryMA.SG

fakultyfaultyGEN.SG`the seretary of the faulty'b. nohalegF.SG

stolutableGEN.SG`the leg of the table'. prstenringMI.SG

JarmilyJarmila NoskovéNoskováGEN.SG`Jarmila Nosková's ring'd. motorkamotoryleF.SG

KarlaKarel NoskaNosekGEN.SG`Karel Nosek's motoryle'(34) a. *fakult-in-Øfaulty-in-MA.SG

tajemníkseretaryMA.SGb. *stol-ov-atable-ov-F.SG

nohalegF.SG (Veselovská (1998)). Jarmil-in-ØJarmila-in-MI.SG

prstenringMI.SG`Jarmila's ring'd. Karl-ov-aKarel-ov-NOM.F.SG

motorkamotoryleF.SG`Karel's motoryle'There are at least two questions: �rst, why only animates have possessive adjetives andseond, why only MA nouns have the ov in DAT/LOC.SG ase endings. We will not make anyspei� proposals as to why it is that only animate nouns form possessive adjetives, but wewill make a suggestion about the spei� omplex DAT/LOC forms of MA.SG. nouns, thoseshown in (32). In fat, one might analyze a form like Mihal-ov-i as the DAT form of a omplexDP, where Mihal-ov is in fat a possessive adjetive possessing self and the DAT/LOC -imarks the ase of the omplex DP headed by self. If this is orret, then, at least, animateSG. nouns must always be introdued as the possessors of self, sine Mihal-ov-i is the only16We abstrat away from the restritions on possessive adjetives formation: only MA or F singular nounsan form possessive adjetives and only one item an appear in the possessive adjetive, ruling out (i).Apparently, even inanimate ould (marginally) have ov in the history of Czeh, as shown in (ii).(i) Jarmil-in-ØJarmila-in-MI.SG

(*Nosek-in-Ø)Nosek-in-MI.SG

prstenringMI.SGIntended:`Jarmila Nosková's ring'(ii) kto opravenírepairDAT

ohn¥�ameGEN

oltá°-ov-aaltarPOSS−GEN`(about) the repair of the altar's �ame' (Gebauer (1929):159)
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possible DAT/LOC form of Mihal17.4.2 The animay requirementSo far, we work with the assumption that animate nouns an ombine with self in a kind ofpossessor struture. The analysis developed up to this point ommits us to the view that theDatP Possessor of self does not shrink to a GenP internally to the DP in the derivation ofa sentene with re�exive se, sine otherwise raising the GenP ontaining the non-pronominalpart of the possessor to the EA-position would violate the requirement that the topmost Case-layer must be left behind under movement. But nothing preludes the possibility that a DatPPossessor of self may have its GenP raised to a DP-internal Gen-position in derivations inwhih the possessor does not raise to the EA-position, as disussed in (23). This in turn opensup for a solution to a problem that has nothing to do with re�exives.In Czeh and other Slavi languages, singular masuline animate nouns (MA) have GEN aseas diret objets, as opposed to the masuline inanimate nouns (MI), in the literature referredto as the ACC-to-GEN shift, as shown in (35).(35) Vidímsee1.SG.PRES

Mihal-aMihal-GEN.SG.MA

// hrad.astlACC.SG.MI`I see Mihal / a astl.'Usually, this is regarded as a morphologial quirk, an instane of synretism between theGEN and the ACC. But signi�antly, GEN MA.SG diret objets group with oblique DPs (DPsbearing INS, LOC, DAT or `real' GEN ase) with respet to the obligatoriness of resumptivepronouns in what-relatives, as observed in Toman (1998). Whereas relativized NOM or ACCDPs do not require a resumptive pronoun, oblique DPs do, as shown in (36), and the `Genitivuspro Ausativo' DPs do as well: ompare (37-a) to non-obligatory resumptive pronoun ho with`real' ACC of the MI nouns in (37-b).(36) a. Tothis jeis tenthe muºmanNOM.MA

// tenthe nápoj,drinkNOM.MI

owhat jsembe1.SG.PRES

*(mu)himDAT.SG.Mv£erayesterday propadla.fall.forF.SG`This is the man / the drink that I felt for yesterday.'b. Tothis jeis tenthe muºmanNOM.MA

// tenthe n·º,knifeNOM.MI

owhat sisse.be2.SG.PRES

*(ho)himGEN.SG.M

taksoobez°etn¥leverly v²imla.notiedF.SG`This is the man / the knife that you so leverly notied.'(37) a. Tothis jeis tenthe hlap,guyNOM.SG.MA

owhat *(ho)himGEN.SG.MA

vid¥liseepl

vin tramvaji.street.ar`This is the guy they saw in the street ar.'b. Tothis jeis tenthe n·º,knifeNOM.MI

owhat (ho)himACC.SG.MI

PetrPetrNOM

na²elfound naon stole.table`This is the knife that Petr found on the table.' (Toman (1998):(16,4))17We essentially play with the possibilities of this analysis, we have no answers as to why F nouns never show-in- in their DAT/LOC ase endings, nor do we know why a omplex MA.SG. noun, like Mihal Valenta,does not usually have the DAT/LOC form Mihal-ov-i Valent-ov-i.134



This suggests that the MA.SG.GEN seen on diret objets is in fat GEN ase. But there aretwo objetions that this assumption will run up against. First, there is the oneptual questionwhy diret objets should have `real' GEN ase. Then, there is an empirial problem18: If aMA.SG. diret objet is really a GenP, how ome it an onjoin with something whih is plainlynot a GenP, as in (38)?:(38) Vid¥laseeF.SG

sembe1.SG.PRES

MihalaMihalGEN.SG

aand jehohis ko£ku.atACC.SG`I saw Mihal and his at.'Assumptions already made lead to a ommon answer to both questions. Suppose the GENdiret objetMihala in (38) is a GenP Possessor of self, as disussed in (23) above. As before,the GenPMihala has been extrated from a possessor DatP to a DP-internal position (see (39)below), while the outer DP, headed by self, has ACC Case. Then, we have a partial answerto the question why the diret objet has GEN ase in (35), and the oordination problemdissolves as well sine (38) in fat has a onjuntion of two APs.(39) DPACCDPGENGen NomMihal DPDatPDat GenGen NomMihal
self

.The solution is only partial, however, for at least two reasons. We still need to explain whya MA.SG. DP denoting a human being needs to ombine with self to be a diret objet, and,onversely, we need to understand why a MI.SG. DP annot ombine with self, when it is nota diret objet, i.e. we need to aount for those properties of GEN diret objets whih makepeople postulate morphologial GEN/ACC synretism for MA.SG. nouns. In addition to this,we should also be able to say why only nouns denoting human beings ombine with self thisway. Well aware of these problems, we leave them for further researh.5 Person speulationGiven previous assumptions, the easiest way of aligning the re�exive litis with their 1st and2nd person ounterparts seems to be by saying that 1st and 2nd person litis always originateas possessor of self, extending the aount of animate singular nouns skethed above. Then,we will have to add that when the omplex DP doesn't split apart, the whole thing lexializesas m¥/me, t¥/te et. In the derivation of a re�exive sentene, however, the omplex DP doessplit up, sine the possessor is raised to the EA-position, leaving self stranded. In that ase,we, again, expet to see self spelling out as se or si, as is indeed the ase in Czeh and in18Pointed to us repeatedly by Pavel Caha (p..), for whih we thank him. 135
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The Czech invariant demonstrative to

is a Foc head

Radek �imík

R.Simik@rug.nl

1 Introduction

This paper discusses the syntax and semantics of the Czech invariant demonstrative to. In
order to avoid confusion with the standard demonstrative pronoun, which re�ects the ϕ-features
and case of the associated nominal (namely neuter/singular/nominative/accusative), I will refer
to the invariant demonstrative using capitals (TO) in the body of the text, examples, as well
as glosses, and with no implications for intonation.
TO appears in several seemingly unrelated syntactic contexts: it can be a subject of an

NP/DP predicate; it can be attached to an NP in (both embedded and non-embedded) wh-
questions; it is obligatorily attached to an internal NP head in appositive relative clauses; it can
(must?) appear in DP appositions which are modi�ed by an attributive adjective; it appears
in exclamations; it can be attached to a projection of VP; in standard Czech and Moravian
dialects it is a proximity marker adjoined to a demonstrative pronoun; in some exceptional
constructions, it appears obligatorily. These contexts are exempli�ed below in the order just
mentioned:1

� subject of a DP predicate

(1) TO
TO

je
is

moje
my

u£itelka.
teacher

`It is my teacher'

� embedded and non-embedded wh-question

(2) a. [. . . ] ºe
that

se
re�

mohlo
could

p°ímo
directly

uhádnout,
guess

kterou
which

TO
TO

píse¬
song

p¥li.
sang-they

`[. . . ] that one could directly guess which song (it was that) they sang'

b. Jaká
what

TO
TO

síla
power

zvedala
raised

ruce
hands

v
in

sále
chamber

[. . . ]?

`What power was it that was raising the hands in the chamber [. . . ]?'

� appositive relative with an internal head

1The sentences from (2) to (6) are taken from the Czech National Corpus.
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(3) [je]
[is]

fejetonovým
feuilleton

seriálem,
series

kterýº
which

TO
TO

název
name

na
on

n¥j
it

nyní
now

dodate£n¥
afterwards

p°ipichuji
add

`It is a feuilleton series, which name I add to it now, afterwards'

� apposition

(4) Jednou
once

jsem
aux-I

v
in

Neapoli,
Naples

v
in

úºasném
wonderful

TO
TO

m¥st¥,
city

na
on

ulici
street

zaºil
experienced

hádku
row

dvou
two

chlápk·
chaps

`Once I in Naples, a beatiful city, I experienced a row between two chaps.'

� exclamation

(5) Jaká
what

TO
TO

£e²tina,
Czech

°ekl
language

by
said

mnohý
aux-he

[. . . ]
many

`What a Czech (language), many would say [...]'

� attached to VP in wh-questions

(6) Copak
what

jsi
aux-you

mu
him

TO
TO

tehdy
then

radil?
advise

`What was it that you gave him advice about then?'

� proximity marker

(7) ten-TO,
the/masc-TO

ta-TO,
fem-TO

to-TO;
neut-TO

takový-TO,
such/masc-TO

taková-TO,
fem-TO

takové-TO
neut-TO

� obligatory expletive

(8) V£elami
bees-instr

se
re�

*(TO)
TO

tam
there

jen
only

hemºilo
abound

`It abounded with bees there'

On the basis of syntactic and semantic arguments I will argue that TO in (1) through (6)
is one and the same element. TO in (7) and (8) will not be taken into account for reasons of
space and also because they are arguably di�erent.
Following the insights of Kayne (1994), Rizzi (1997), and others, I will argue that TO is

a focus-head Foc placed above IP. It will be shown that it can appear in analogous positions
in both the verbal and nominal domains. There are two crucial observations leading to the
proposed structure: (i) the XP with which TO is associated is obligatorily presupposed; (ii) in
this XP, there must be a (properly bound) wh-/focus-variable.
The constructions dealt with in this article are related to (pseudo)cleft structures well-known

from English. In fact, they are condensed ways of expressing the same semantics, which will
be made explicit in the proposal. A brief but explicit analysis of English (pseudo)clefts based
on movement (contras ellipsis) is included in section 5.3.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 I discuss some general properties of the

constructions illustrated above. In section 3 I brie�y review two existing accounts of some
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aspects of TO in Czech, Polish, and Russian. Section 4 discusses the semantics of TO and
section 5 deals with its syntax. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 General characteristics

This section is devoted to setting the empirical scene. Most of the phenomena exempli�ed
here will be subject to the proposed analysis in the following sections.

2.1 TO in copular constructions

TO can appear in all kinds of Czech predicative constructions involving the copula být `be'.2

The properties of this kind of TO are discussed in detail in �imík (2006). The most notable
property of TO is that it lacks ϕ-features and case. There are two pieces of evidence that show
this quite clearly: (i) TO cannot trigger the agreement on the verb (copula) and (ii) nominative
case has to be assigned to the predicate.

(9) TO
TO

jsou/*je
are/is

moji
my

kamarádi
friends

`Those are my friends'

(10) Co d¥lá maminka?
a. Maminka/ona/pro

mum/she/pro
je
is

u£itelka/u£itelkou.
teacher.nom/instr

b. Je
is

TO
TO

u£itelka/*u£itelkou.
teacher-nom/instr

`Mum/she is a teacher.'

Note that analogous NPs in the subject position, like maminka `mum', ona `she', or even an
empty pro, allow for instrumental marking of the nominal predicate u£itelka `teacher'. In con-
trast, TO requires a nominative predicate: an instrumental is sharply ungrammatical. This
state of a�airs follows quite straightforwardly if we admit that ϕ-features are a necessary pre-
requisite for an NP to bear Case and that �niteness requires a relation with a nominative DP
(Chomsky 1995). Because TO has no ϕ-features, as shown by the impossibility of agreement
with the verb (9), it can bear no Case. Nonetheless, there must be an NP bearing a nominative
Case, because the structure is �nite. The only NP available is the predicate. Note that if the
subject is not TO but rather a standard NP, as in (10a), an instrumental is available for the
predicate.3

The reader should keep in mind that the invariance of TO (no agreement in case or ϕ-features
with any potentially associated NP/DP/AP) is its de�ning property for all the occurrences of

2Geist and Blaszczak (2000) argue that the Polish and Russian equivalent of TO (to in Polish and eto in
Russian) appears in speci�cational but not in predicational copular sentences. However, their claim is
problematic for two reasons: �rstly, they do not really show an ungrammatical sentence involving TO with a
(nominative) NP predicate; secondly, they do not make it explicit how such a structure would be ruled out.
The example (10b) below shows that TO is also licit with apparent nominative NP predicates in Czech. I
leave this issue aside here for the moment.

3Geist and Blaszczak (2000) show that structures containing TO bar predicative instrumental NPs in Polish
and Russian even if an overt subject is present�a potential nominative-bearer. This presents a problem for
the assumption that the predicative NP is the only one which can be assigned nominative by T. I will come
back to this problem in the analysis in section 5.3.
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TO. I will not continue to emphasize this fact, but it is crucial throughout.
Another remarkable property of TO is that it is necessarily associated with an NP predicate

(unlike other NPs). Observe the following example:

(11) Jaká je tvoje maminka?
`How is your mum?'
a. Moje

my
maminka/ona/pro
mum/she/pro

je
is

úºasná
wonderful

(ºena)
woman

/
/
vºdy
always

nad
above

v¥cí.
thing

b. Je
is

TO
TO

úºasná
wonderful

*(ºena)
woman

/ vºdy
always

nad
above

v¥cí.
thing

`My mum/she is (a) wonderful (woman) / always stays calm.'

While `normal' NPs can be subjects of an AP or PP predicate, this option is unavailable for
TO. The explanation may well stem from the fact that the predicate is the only XP in the
structure which can absorb case and therefore it must be an NP, and not e.g. an AP or PP.
Examples like (10b) above then force us to admit that predicative NPs are (or at least can be)
directly case-marked (by T).

2.2 TO as a second position clitic (?)

TO sometimes surfaces in the so-called Wackernagel position, i.e. immediately following the
�rst constituent:

(12) Co
what

TO
TO

Petr
Petr

v£era
yesterday

°íkal?
said

`What did Peter say yesterday?'

When we include all the possible second-position clitics, we �nd out that TO occupies the right-
peripheral position of the second position. This is typical of all Czech non-focused (argumental
as well as adverbial) demonstratives (t-words), as shown below (for the sake of clarity I will use
|x| when x appears in the second position):

(13) a. V
in

kolik
how-many

hodin
hours

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

mu
him.dat

ho
him.acc

TO|
TO

snaºili
tried

p°edávat?
hand-over

`At what time did you try to hand it over to him?'

b. V
in

kolik
how-many

hodin
hours

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

mu
him.dat

ho
him.acc

tam
there

tehdy|
then

snaºili
tried

p°edávat?
hand-over

`At what time did you try to hand it over to him there then?'

A question immediately arises: what happens if TO appears simultaneously with other t-words.
Observe the following example:

(14) a. V
in

kolik
how-many

hodin
hours

|jste
aux-you

mu
him.dat

ho
him.acc

/TO/
TO

tam
there

tehdy
then

/*TO/|
TO

cht¥li
wanted

p°edat
give
`At what time did you want to give it to him there then?'

b. V
in

kolik
how-many

hodin
hours

|jste
aux-you

mu
him.dat

/TO/
TO

ten
that

(balík)
package

/*TO/|
TO

cht¥li
wanted

p°edat
give
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`At what time did you want to give that (package) to him?'

Example (14) makes it clear that TO immediately follows verbal and pronominal clitics but
has to precede any t-words (whether argumental or adverbial).
There is no space in this paper for any discussion of clitic-placement. I will tacitly assume

that there is nothing like a Wackernagel position in the syntactic tree where all clitics move
into. Rather, for every single clitic-like element there is a corresponding functional projection,
which has a �xed place in the tree-hierarchy (in accord with Kayne 1994, whose LCA prohibits
adjunctions of clitics to other clitics). The only position about which I will make explicit
claims is the position of TO. It follows that all verbal and prenominal clitics have to precede
this position and all t-words have to follow this position.
Let us also make clear here that the presence of TO (recall: taking the form of sg, neut,

nominative/accusative demonstrative) signals no resumptive or clitic-doubling. The following
examples show that as soon as any kind of wh-question is involved, TO may appear:

(15) a. Komu
whom.dat

|jsi
aux-you

TO|
TO

ten
that

obrázek
picture

nakonec
in the end

dal?
gave

`Whom did you give the picture in the end?'

b. Kdy
when

|jsi
aux-you

mu
him.dat

TO|
TO

ten
that

obrázek
picture

dal?
gave

`When did you give him that picture?'

(15a) shows that the presence of TO is independent of the presence of an sg/neut/accusative
wh-phrase; (15b) shows that it is independent of the presence of a wh-argument.

2.3 TO in the nominal domain

Some properties of TO are observable in all the constructions from (2) through (5), i.e.
(embedded and root) wh-questions, appositive relatives involving an internal head, nominal
appositions, and exclamations. In this section, we focus on an adequate description of these
properties. For independent reasons, not all of them are observable with all constructions
(hence, not all possibilities can be exempli�ed).
The most remarkable property of all the constructions is the �xed PreAtt�TO�NP structure:

the �rst element is a standard prenominal attribute (PreAtt), possibly in wh-form, the second
one is TO, and the last one is the NP to which the attribute is related. The following exam-
ples show this for the case of questions, appositive relatives, appositions, and exclamations,
respectively.

(16) a. Jaké/které/£í/kolik TO chleb-y/-·
what kind of/which/whose/how many TO breads-nom/gen

b. *Od koho/koho/odkud TO chleby
from whom/of whom/from where TO breads

(17) a. chleba
bread

z
from

Prahy,
Prague

kterouº
which

TO
TO

potravinu
food

jsme
aux-we

koupili
bought

v
in

pekárn¥
bakery

b. *chleba
bread

z
from

Prahy,
Prague

odkud(-º)
from where

TO
TO

potravinu
food

jsme
aux-we

koupili
bought

v
in

pekárn¥
bakery
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(18) a. v
in

Neapoli,
Naples

(v)
in

úºasném
wonderful

TO
TO

m¥st¥
city

b. *v
in

Neapoli,
Naples

(v)
in of

dlouhé
long

historie/bez
history/without

starosty
mayor

TO
TO

m¥st¥
city

(19) a. (Babi£ka,)
grandma

jaká/²´astná
what/happy

TO
TO

ºena
woman

b. *(Babi£ka,)
grandma

z
from

Náchoda/odkud/koho
Nachod/from where/of whom

TO
TO

ºena
woman/wife

Note that the elements preceding TO above unexceptionally match the form of standard
prenominal attributes, i.e. they are either agreeing adjectives or quantifying heads:

(20) a. *Pochutnali
enjoyed

jsme
aux-we

si
re�

na
on

chlebu
bread

[kmínovém/náchodském/dobrém]Att
caraway/from Nachod/good

b. Pochutnali
enjoyed

jsme
aux-we

si
re�

na
on

[kmínovém/náchodském/dobrém/p¥ti]Att
carraway/from Nachod/good/�ve

chleb-u/-ech
bread-loc/gen
`We enjoyed the caraway/(from) Nachod/good bread.'

(21) a. Pochutnali
enjoyed

jsme
aux-we

si
re�

na
on

chlebu
bread

[z
from

Náchoda/bez
Nachod/without

kmínu/maminky]Att
carraway/by mum

b. *Pochutnali
enjoyed

jsme
aux-we

si
re�

na
on

[z
from

Náchoda/bez
Nachod/without

kmínu/maminky]Att
carraway/by mum

chlebu
bread

`We enjoyed the bread from Nachod/without carraway/from mum.'

All the other properties seem to follow, at least at the descriptive level, from the requirement
of a rigid Att-TO-NP structure.
Thus, TO is ruled out from being in a relation with simplex wh-phrases, as the following

examples show. Note that we disregard the occurrence of TO in the Wackernagel position.

(22) a. Kterou
which

TO
TO

píse¬
song

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

ho|
him

v£era
yesterday

snaºili
tried

nau£it?
teach

`Which song did you try to teach him yesterday?'

b. *Co
what

TO
TO

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

ho|
him

v£era
yesterday

snaºili
tried

nau£it?
teach

`What did you try to teach him yesterday?'

c. *Kdy
when

TO
TO

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

ho|
him

snaºili
tried

nau£it
teach

tu
the

píse¬?
song

`When did you try to teach him the song?'

The last signi�cant property that I would like to mention here is the impossibility of left-branch
extraction when TO is involved, which is otherwise a commonplace and fully grammatical
structure in Czech (as (23a) shows).

(23) a. Kolik
how-many

|jste|
aux-you

tam
there

nechali
left

leºet
lie

kníºek?
books
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`How many books did you leave there lying?'

b. Kolik
how-many

TO
TO

kníºek
books

|jste|
aux-you

tam
there

nechali
left

leºet?
lie

c. *Kolik
how-many

TO |jste|
TO

tam
aux-you

nechali
there

leºet
left

kníºek?
lie books

d. *Kolik
how-many

|jste|
aux-you

tam
there

nechali
left

leºet
lie

TO
TO

kníºek?
books

As expected, the same holds for appositive relatives with an internal head:

(24) a. *Borat,
Borat

kterýº
which

TO
TO

|jsem|
aux-I

vid¥l
saw

�lm
�lm

uº
already

dvakrát
twice

b. *Borat,
Borat

kterýº
which

|jsem|
aux-I

vid¥l
saw

TO
TO

�lm
�lm

uº
already

dvakrát
twice

`Borat, which �lm I have already seen twice'

A grammatical analogue to (23d) cannot be shown for appositive relatives of this kind, pre-
sumably because they obligatorily involve TO.

3 Previous accounts

The invariable demonstrative TO has received some attention in the descriptive as well as
generative Slavic literature. The most analyzed structure involving TO is the copular construc-
tion in (1), repeated here:

(25) TO
TO

je
is

moje
my

u£itelka.
teacher

[=(1)]

`It is my teacher'

The �rst subsection is devoted to a short review of Geist and Blaszczak's (2000) account of the
Polish and Russian equivalents of (25).
Concerning all the other constructions, only (2), repeated below, has been given any account.

(26) Jaká
what

TO
TO

síla
power

zvedala
raised

ruce
hands

v
in

sále
chamber

[. . . ]? [=(2b)]

`What power was it that was raising the hands in the chamber [. . . ]?'

This TO is brie�y analyzed in Veselovská (1995). I will review her account in the second
subsection.

3.1 TO in copular constructions involves a hidden pseudocleft

Geist and Blaszczak (2000)4 analyze Russian and Polish constructions like those in (27).
They di�er from the Czech one in that they can contain an explicit referential subject (Ivan).
In Czech, this is possible only if there is a comma intonation between the subject and the rest of
the structure. Otherwise, all the major characteristics (case restrictions, information structure
properties, etc. are shared).

4A shorter version of this paper is Blaszczak and Geist (2001).
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(27) a. (Ivan)
Ivan

to
it

(jest)
is

moj
my

ojciec
father

[Polish]

b. (Ivan)
Ivan

eto
it

moj
my

otec
father

[Russian]

c. (Ivan,)
Ivan

to
it

je
is

m·j
my

otec
father

[Czech]

`(Ivan,) it is my father.'

Geist and Blaszczak argue for a pseudocleft analysis along the following lines. To/eto is taken
to be a conjunction-like element which conjoins two propositions where the �rst one contains
a variable (it is an open proposition) and in the second one, which is syntactically identical,
a referring expression substitutes for the variable (it is a closed proposition). Observe the
following schema:

(28) [toP [TP Ivan xi] to [TP (is) Ivan my fatheri]]

Thus, what the constructions in (27) are explicitly compared to is the English pseudocleft,
i.e. What Ivan is is my father (see e.g. den Dikken, Meinunger, and Wilder 1998). A similar
analysis has been recently revived by Markman (2007), with some slight changes and an explicit
claim that TO is a Top(ic) head.
Reviewing all the aspects of the proposed analysis would lead us far astray. Some critical

comments on it will be put forth in the analysis below in section 5.3.

3.2 TO is de�niteness agreement surfacing on the adjective

Veselovská (1995: Chapter 6) argues that the element TO is a morphological realization of
�de�niteness agreement�, which surfaces attached to an adjectival speci�er of a de�nite DP.
She explicitly treats the cases exempli�ed in (2) and (7), exempli�ed below, as identical:

(29) a. jaký
what-kind-of

TO
TO

kamarád
friend

b. takový
such

TO
TO

kamarád
friend

`A friend like this'

This approach fails to capture the following facts.
Firstly, if TO is attached to a demonstrative pronoun, as in (29b), it yields a proximity

interpretation, which is unexpected if it were simply a re�ex of de�niteness. Furthermore, even
when TO is related to a wh-phrase, it is only partly true to say that TO involves de�niteness.
This will be shown in the section 4.
Secondly, if TO appears within a wh-phrase, as in (29a), it is not attached to the adjective,

but rather to the NP with which it is associated. This is possible to see in cases where the
adjectival and the NP do not form an (immediate) constituent. The �rst example involves
left-branch extraction of the wh-word (30a), and the second concerns the presence of an echo-
question marker, which takes the form of the standard Czech complementizer ºe (30b):

(30) a. *Jaké
what-kind-of

TO
TO

si-s
re�-you

v£era
yesterday

koupila
bought

ºvýka£ky?
chewing-gums

b. Jaké
what-kind-of

/*TO/
TO

ºe
that

/TO/
TO

ºvýka£ky
chewing-gums

si-s
re�-you

v£era
yesterday

koupila?
bought
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`What kind of chewing gums did you buy yesterday?'

Veselovská (1995) wrongly predicts both examples in (30) to be grammatical. As we observed
above (cf. (23)), left-branch extraction with TO is ungrammatical even if TO stays in situ
along with the NP, so (30a) does not really show what I claim, that it is attached to the
NP. (The impossibility of the left-branch extraction with TO will be discussed in 5.2.2.) The
NP-attachment hypothesis, however, scores much better in the light of (30b).
Further evidence for the NP-attachment comes from Russian, which also makes use of TO.

The Russian TO arguably involves the same structural properties and semantics as the Czech
one, the only di�erence being its position: it appears right-attached to the NP:5

(31) Kakich
what-kind-of

sobak
dogs

TO
TO

Ma²a
Masha

cho£it
wants

kupi´?
buy

`What kind of dogs does Masha want to buy?'

The following examples con�rm the validity of the test in (31): the Russian TO is also ungram-
matical with a simplex wh-phrase, showing that the presence of a full NP is crucial, see (32a);
left-branch extraction is impossible for wh-phrases which involve TO but is possible otherwise,
see (32b/c).

(32) a. *�to
what

TO
TO

Ma²a
Masha

cho£it
want

kupi´?
buy

`What does Masha want to buy?'

b. *Kakich
what-kind-of

TO
TO

Ma²a
Masha

cho£it
wants

kupi´
buy

sobak?
dogs

c. Kakich
what-kind-of

Ma²a
Masha

cho£it
wants

kupi´
buy

sobak?
dogs

`What kind of dogs does Masha want to buy?'

The analogy between the state of a�airs in Czech and Russian is further supported by the fact
that Russian allows TO also in the verbal domain. In such cases, it seems to be right-attached
to the VP.

(33) a. Kakich
what-kind-of

/sobak/
dogs

Ma²a
Masha

cho£it
wants

kupi´
buy

/sobak/
dogs

TO
TO

`What kind of dogs does Masha want to buy?'

b. �to
what

cho£it
wants

Ma²a
Masha

kupi´
buy

TO?
TO

`What does Masha want to buy?'

The grammaticality of (33b) shows that TO in such cases does not attach to NPs.

4 The semantics of TO

In this section I will try to formalize the intuition about the semantics of TO, which will give
us the necessary background for the syntactic analysis in section 5. Considering the seeming
optionality of TO, we have to ask how sentences with TO are di�erent from those which lack

5I am grateful to �e¬a Markovskaja and Aysa Arylova for the data.
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it. Let us �rst consider a VP-modifying TO, as described in section 2.2. Consider the following
pair of questions and suppose they are asked by a mother who cares about the kindness of her
son.

(34) a. Jaký dobrý skutek jsi dnes ud¥lal?

b. Jaký
what

dobrý
good

skutek
deed

jsi
aux-you

TO
TO

dnes
today

ud¥lal?
did

`What good deed did you do today?'

The question in (34a) is a straightforward one: the mother is inquiring of her son about a good
deed which he did today, not actually knowing whether the son did anything good at all. If
the mother asks (34b), however, we know that she knows more, namely, she knows that there
is an event of her son doing a good deed during the day (even though she does not know what
exactly he did). In more formal speech, the question containing TO involves an existential
presupposition of the event that it relates to, `doing a good deed' in the above case.
What happens when TO attaches to an NP? If TO in the nominal domain is the same element

as in the verbal domain, the e�ect should be very similar. Observe the following example.

(35) a. Jaký dobrý skutek bys cht¥l ud¥lat?

b. Jaký
what

TO
TO

dobrý
good

skutek
deed

bys
aux-you

cht¥l
want

ud¥lat?
do

`What good deed would you like to do?'

Indeed, very much like in the example (34), the question in (35b), as opposed to (35a), involves
an existential presupposition of a certain good deed (such that you would like to do it).
If TO causes its complement to be existentially presupposed, it strongly resembles the de�nite

article. In fact, if nothing more were said about it, it would not di�er from the way the de�nite
article is standardly de�ned (e.g. Heim and Kratzer 1998). Approaching TO as a de�nite
article, however, fails to capture the fact that it is ruled out in standard declaratives as well as
yes/no-questions:

(36) *Dnes
today

jsem
aux-I

/TO/
TO

ud¥lal
did

dobrý
good

/TO/
TO

skutek.
deed

`I did a good deed today'

(37) *Ud¥lal
did

jsi
aux-you

/TO/
TO

dnes
today

dobrý
good

/TO/
TO

skutek?
deed

`Did you do a good deed today?'

The fact that TO cannot appear in these contexts is completely unexpected if we approach it
purely in terms of de�niteness. Thus, there seems to be another factor determining the distri-
bution of TO. I propose that the phrase it operates on (VP/NP for the moment) obligatorily
contains a wh-variable. The de�ning con�guration of TO is thus the following:

(38) wh-operator ... TO [XP wh-variable]

where XP is interpreted as existentially presupposed
The generalization in (38) seems to spell-out our intuition about the semantics of TO cor-

rectly: if a speaker asks a question containing TO, he says that he knows about the existence
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of something (an event, an individual) but there is a gap in the knowledge�expressed by the
wh-word.
Let us now come back to the structures which contain TO but do not involve interrogative

semantics, i.e. exclamations and appositions. Note that these structures seem to conform to the
presupposition (de�niteness) part of the story quite well: both exclamations and appositions
presuppose the existence of the NP they relate to. For appositions this is a de�ning property,
since they attach to an NP of which they give a closer description and as such they presuppose
the existence of the NP which is modi�ed. E.g. in Naples, a beautiful city, talking about
Naples, being a city, entails the existence of a city and this existence is then taken for granted
(is presupposed) in the apposition. The situation with exclamation seems to be very similar.
If we pronounce a structure like What a beautiful city! it seems to involve an existential
presupposition of a (particular) city.6

Note that some Czech exclamations with TO do not involve any wh-element:

(39) �´astná
happy

TO
TO

ºena!
woman

Such exclamations seem to indicate that the relation between exclamation and apposition is one
of great resemblance. Note that these exclamations may easily be transformed into appositions,
by simply adding the NP that we are referring to:

(40) a. Babi£ka,
grandma

²´astná
happy

TO
TO

ºena!
woman

b. Mark Twain, what a great humorist (he was)!

Examples of appositions and exclamations without wh-words thus indicate that the preliminary
generalization made in (38) is not yet su�cient. Furthermore, even the VP-related TO can
survive without a wh-element in a verbal domain, as soon as the structure involves a contrastive
focus:

(41) a. *V£era |jsme se ho| TO snaºili nau£it tu píse¬.

b. V�ERACF

yesterday
|jsme
aux-we

se
re�

ho|
him

TO
TO

snaºili
tried

nau£it
teach

tu
the

píse¬
song

[, ne
not

p°ed
before

týdnem].
week

`It was yesterday that we tried to teach him the song, not a week ago.'

The role of contrastive focus is to create a (�nite and contextually determined) set of alterna-
tives. Thus, in the example above, the contrastive focus (CF) v£era `yesterday' creates a set of
alternative time slots of cardinality 2: `yesterday' and `a week ago'. The speaker then chooses
to assert one of the (two) options and to negate the assertion (possibly implicitly) involving
the other one.
Wh-expressions preceding TO in exclamations and appositive relatives arguably refer to a

set of alternatives as well. In appositive relatives, it is (normally) a set of individuals, which
gets quanti�ed over by the head of the appositive relative. In exclamations it is mostly a set
of degrees such that the degree chosen is the maximal one: when we say What a beautiful
woman! then what refers to a set of measurable properties `beauty' and the maximal degree of
`beauty' is chosen; hence the exclamation can be paraphrased by saying something like It is a

6In her dissertation, Miro (2002) argues that exclamatives do not assert but rather presuppose their proposi-
tional content. This is in accord with my argumentation.
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most beautiful woman.7 I suppose the semantics of exclamations and appositions without any
wh-words may be sketched along similar lines, although perhaps with more di�culties.
This discussion forces us to supplement the generalization in (38) with the one in (42).

(42) Foc-operator TO [XP Foc-variable]

where XP is interpreted as existentially presupposed
Now, are there really two contexts where TO appears? The answer is negative:
It has been argued that (contrastively) focused (CF) phrases and wh-phrases in questions

form a natural semantic class. Indeed, even wh-phrases, as CF, refer to a set of contextually
determined alternatives. The only di�erence is that there is no positive assertion as to which
of the alternatives is valid, and therefore questions denote a set of propositions such that
the propositions vary with the denotation of the wh-phrase. In this, I am following one of
the standard approaches to the semantics of questions, dating back to Hamblin (1958) and
Karttunen (1977).8

There is also some syntactic evidence that the resemblance between (contrastive) focus and
wh-phrases in questions is not accidental. Horvath (1986) for Hungarian and Bo²kovi¢ (1998) for
Serbo-Croatian, among others, argue that if language has a position for focalized phrases, then
wh-phrases move therein, suggesting that wh-phrases (in questions) and focus phrases belong
syntactically to one family of expressions. Rizzi (1997) explicitly proposes that wh-phrases in
questions move to SpecFocP.
With this in mind, let us move to the syntactic analysis, the core of this paper.

5 The syntax of TO

I propose the following syntactic analysis based on the observations in (38) and (42), where
TO heads a Foc projection (in the sense of Rizzi 1997):

(43) [FocP wh/CF i Foc [XP . . . wh/CF i . . . ]

where XP is presupposed and may be either an IP or NP
This analysis is in direct contradiction to previous proposals, which claim that TO is a topic

head or its functional equivalent (see section 3.1). Top and Foc heads stand in a functional
opposition. While Top makes its complement new information (comment) and its speci�er is
assigned a presuppositional interpretation, Foc does the exact opposite: it makes its complement
a presupposition and its speci�er is �lled by a (contrastive) focus; see the following schema (Rizzi
1997: 285�.).

(44) a. [TopP XP/topic - Top = [YP/comment]]

b. [FocP ZP/focus Foc [YP/presupposition]]

I assume that the presence of the Foc head and the presence of a wh-/CF -element within its
complement are two sides of one coin.9 The focalized phrase obligatorily moves to the speci�er

7There are more contexts where wh-words obtain this so-called maximalization semantics, cf. Rullmann (1995)
or Grosu (1998).

8For more references and alternative approaches I refer the reader to Hagstrom (2003).
9The Foc head may thus be seen as the syntactic source of Geurts and van der Sandt's (2004) principle BPR
(Background Presupposition Rule), which says that focusing an XP always gives rise to a presupposition of
the background, which holds of XP.
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of Foc and functions there as an operator binding the variable within XP. The relation between
the Foc head and a focalized element thus resembles the relation between an interrogative C and
a wh-phrase, which, in Rizzi's (1997) framework comes as no surprise, since the interrogative
(wh-marked) C actually is Foc. Thus, SpecFocP is a uni�ed landing position for wh-phrases
(in root/embedded) questions as well as for (contrastively) focused phrases.
I will further assume that some kind Comp-to-Spec �lter is correct (Matushansky 2006, cf.

Abels 2002). Such a �lter prohibits any movement of a complement (XP) into the speci�er of
its own head (H); this restriction is schematized below (throughout my analysis the notation
<xn> will be used for silent copies in a movement chain):

(45) Comp-to-Spec �lter
*[HP XP1 H [XP <XP1>]]

Note that for our purposes the �lter forces the focalized phrase to be a proper subpart of XP
(in (43)). We will see that it is indeed the case that the whole XP cannot be focalized. Within
our discussion, this �lter in (45) has a �functional� explanation. Note that if the whole XP were
focalized, then there would be nothing left in the complement to be existentially presupposed.
It seems that Foc needs to �discharge� all its functions in order to obtain a grammatical result,
a state of a�airs reminding us, �rst, of another empirical phenomenon discussed here (section
2.1), i.e. �nite T has to assign nominative, and more generally, of economy principles of the
last resort kind: operations take place only if they have an e�ect on the outcome.
Last but not least, as suggested in (43), XP can be of verbal as well as nominal character.

The present proposal may thus be seen as an explicit support for the parallelism between verbal
and nominal functional domains (thus following e.g. Szabolcsi 1994, Bennis, Corver, and den
Dikken 1998, and recently Hiraiwa 2005).
In the analysis below I �rst address TO in the verbal domain (section 5.1), then move

to the nominal domain (section 5.2), and �nally I provide an analysis of TO in the copular
constructions (section 5.3). For reasons of space I leave out a detailed analysis of nominal
appositions and exclamative constructions, but I believe their analysis is not much di�erent, as
already suggested in the previous section.

5.1 The verbal domain

In the verbal domain, the Foc head is placed above IP (alternatively TP/AgrP/FinP):

(46) . . . [FocP wh/CF i TO/Foc [IP/TP/AgrP/FinP . . . wh/CF i . . . ]

The following examples show that the choice of the focused constituent is relatively free: it
may be a subject, object, and even an adverbial. However, it cannot be the whole IP, as the
(d) examples below show.

(47) wh-phrases
a. Kdo

who
TO
TO

v£era
yesterday

nemohl
could-not

najít
�nd

boty?
shoes

[subject]

b. Co
what

TO
TO

v£era
yesterday

Petr
Petr

nemohl
could-not

najít?
�nd

[object]

c. Kdy
when

TO
TO

v£era
yesterday

Petr
Petr

nemohl
could-not

najít
�nd

boty?
shoes

[adverbial]

d. whIPs do not exist
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(48) focus-phrases
a. PETR

Petr
TO
TO

v£era
yesterday

nemohl
could-not

najít
�nd

boty.
shoes

[subject]

b. BOTY
shoes

TO
TO

v£era
yesterday

Petr
Petr

nemohl
could-not

najít
�nd

[object]

c. V�ERA
yesterday

TO
TO

Petr
Petr

nemohl
could-not

najít
�nd

boty.
shoes

[adverbial]

d. *(pro)
pro

SPAL
sleept-he

TO
TO

[, ne
not

díval
watched-he

se
re�

na
at

televizi]
TV

[clause/IP]

`He slept [, not watched TV].'

I take (48d) to be a violation of the Comp-to-Spec �lter (45): the IP, being a complement of
Foc, cannot move to Foc's speci�er. The example below spells out both the grammatical and
ungrammatical structures from the above.

(49) a. [FocP [DP shoes]1 Foc [IP Peter could not �nd <[DPshoes]1> yesterday] [≈(48b)]
b. *[FocP [IP pro slept]1 Foc <[IP]1>] [≈(48d)]

Note that in�nitive-VP focalization, which conforms to the Comp-to-Spec �lter, does not lead
to the same problems:10

(50) a. Najít
�nd

boty
shoes

TO
TO

Petr
Petr

v£era
yesterday

nemohl
could-not

b. [FocP [VP �nd shoes]1 Foc [IP Petr could not <[VP]1> yesterday]]

A corresponding TP-topicalization is grammatical as well, which means that there is no general
problem with preposing �nite IPs in Czech. Because Petr is obligatorily read as contrastively
focused in (51a), I assume that it moves to SpecFocP �rst and only after that the �nite IP is
topicalized (moved to SpecTopP).

(51) a. Kníºku
book

v£era
yesterday

£etl
read

Petr.
Petr

b. [TopP [IP <Petr1> read book yesterday]2 Top [FocP Petr1 Foc <[IP]2>]]

Note further that the structures in (47) and (48) are closely related to clefts and this relation
is not accidental. Clefts realize the very same semantics: contrasted focus with a presupposed
background.

(52) a. PETR TO byl, kdo v£era nemohl najít boty.
`It was PETR who could not �nd the shoes yesterday.'

b. BOTY TO byly, co Petr v£era nemohl najít.
`It was SHOES that Peter could not �nd yesterday.'

c. V�ERA TO bylo, co Petr nemohl najít boty.
`It was YESTERDAY that Peter could not �nd the shoes.'

Cleft and pseudocleft structures do not sound very natural in Czech, the more condensed
versions of them being the unmarked option. Therefore, I will not provide an explicit analysis
10The example (50) must be pronounced without comma intonation after najít boty `�nd shoes' in order to get

the desired (contrastive focus) reading. With a break, the VP is interpreted as topicalized (left-dislocated).
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of (pseudo)clefts in Czech. However, see section 5.3 for a brief analysis of English clefts and
pseufoclefts.

5.2 The nominal domain

In the nominal domain Foc is placed above NP (alternatively NumP):

(53) . . . [FocP wh/CF i Foc [NP/NumP . . . wh/CF i . . . ]

As was shown in 2.3, the choice of the focused constituent is much more restricted in the nominal
domain than in the verbal domain. Namely, the only element which can move to SpecFocP in
a nominal domain is one which also can be a prenominal attribute. Even though I am aware
of the signi�cance of this problem, I do not have an account of it at the moment.
In the following subsection I show how the Comp-to-Spec �lter applies in the nominal domain.

In 5.2.2 I provide an explanation for the fact that left-branch extraction cannot be carried out
when TO is involved. Section 5.2.3 brie�y deals with the post�x -º which surfaces attached to
the wh-word in appositive relatives.

5.2.1 Comp-to-Spec �lter in the nominal domain

As was shown in 2.3, TO in wh-questions must be located between a prenominal attribute and
a (full) NP, which means that using TO with simplex wh-phrases leads to ungrammaticality:

(54) a. Kterou
which

TO
TO

píse¬
song

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

ho|
him

v£era
yesterday

snaºili
tried

nau£it?
teach

[=(22)]

`Which song did you try to teach him yesterday?'

b. *Co
what

TO
TO

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

ho|
him

v£era
yesterday

snaºili
tried

nau£it?
teach

`What did you try to teach him yesterday?'

c. *Kdy
when

TO
TO

|jste
aux-you

se
re�

ho|
him

snaºili
tried

nau£it
teach

tu
the

píse¬?
song

`When did you try to teach him the song?'

I argue that this is a consequence of the Comp-to-Spec �lter, as de�ned in (45). The structures
corresponding to the sentences in (54) are given in (55).

(55) a. [FocP [AdjP which] Foc [NP <[AdjPwhich]> song]]
b.�c.*[FocP [whP what/when] Foc <[whPwhat/when]>]

5.2.2 No left-branch extraction

Another observation which we made in 2.3 was that when TO is involved in the structure of
the NP, then the whole NP has to move to the left periphery in WH questions:

(56) a. Kolik
how-many

TO
TO

kníºek
books

|jste|
aux-you

tam
there

nechali
left

leºet?
lie

[=(23)]

b. *Kolik
how-many

TO |jste|
TO

tam
aux-you

nechali
there

leºet
left

kníºek?
lie books
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c. *Kolik
how-many

|jste|
aux-you

tam
there

nechali
left

leºet
lie

TO
TO

kníºek?
books

d. Kolik
how-many

|jste|
aux-you

tam
there

nechali
left

leºet
lie

kníºek?
books

`How many books did you leave there lying?'

There are no doubt competing explanations of this state of a�airs (ranging from prosody to
semantics) and there is not enough space to discuss all of them here. Here, I opt for syntactic
explanation. In the analysis so far, I have been following Rizzi (1997) in claiming that the
landing position of wh-phrases in wh-questions is FocP. Consider the structure of a commonplace
left-branch extraction in Czech, as exempli�ed above in (56d) (below, AmP refers to Amount
Phrase, and FocV/FocN to a Foc in the verbal or nominal domain respectively):

(57) [FocVP [AmP how many]1 FocV [IP you left lying [NP <[AmPhow many]1> books]]]

AmP lands in SpecFocP, receiving a standard interpretation of wh-phrases in questions. Now
consider the hypothetical structure of the ungrammatical example in (56c):

(58) [FocVP [how many]1 FocV [IP you left . . . [FocNP [<[how many]1> TO/FocN [NP <[how
many]1> books]]]]]

In (58) the AmP [how many] �rst moves to SpecFocNP after which it moves to SpecFocVP.
Thus, if we are right at claiming that the verbal and nominal domain are identical as for
their functional structure (FocV and FocN are just notational variants), the phrase [how many]
occupies one functional position twice. I believe this is exactly the reason why (56c)/(58) is
ungrammatical. I suppose there is a general restriction in syntax, which could be de�ned as
follows:

(59) An XP cannot appear in SpecYP and SpecZP in one syntactic tree i� Y = Z.11

Although (56b) could be a potential example of this problem, it is ruled out for constituency
reasons: it involves a movement of a Spec-Head complex, leaving the complement in situ. Thus,
the only possibility for an NP with a Foc-layer is to move as a whole, as exempli�ed in (56a).
The structure is given below:

(60) [FocVP [FocNP [how many]1 Foc [NP <[how many]1> books]2 FocV [IP you left . . .
[<FocNP]2>]]]]

In the grammatical structure above, �rst [how many] moves to SpecFocNP. Then the whole
FocNP (or any other nominal structure that heads it, e.g. a DP) moves to SpecFocVP. Note that
this structure does not yield the violation of (59) because in SpecFocNP and SpecFocVP there
are two di�erent phrases: [AmP how many] and [FocNP/DP how many TO books] respectively.

11An immediate objection to such a �lter could be successive-cyclic movement (standardly taking place through
intermediate SpeCPs). There are some suggestions in the literature that successive-cyclic movement in its
strict form does not exist. For example Boeckx (2003) proposes a theory of chains where intermediate
occurrences of a movement chain are strictly distinguished from the hierarchically top ones. I adopt such a
chain theory as a background, without further discussion.
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5.2.3 Appositive relatives and the post�x -º

As discussed in section 2.3, appositive relatives with an internal head involve a post�x at-
tached to the relative pronoun který `which':12

(61) [je]
[is]

fejetonovým
feuilleton

seriálem,
series

kterýº
which

TO
TO

název
name

na
on

n¥j
it

nyní
now

dodate£n¥
afterwards

p°ipichuji
add

[=(3)]

`It is a feuilleton series, which name I add to it now, afterwards'

The same post�x appears in appositive relatives which relativize a category di�erent from DP,
as in (62a), or on a specialized Czech relative pronoun, which is composed of the (strong version
of the) standard personal pronoun and the agglutinating post�x -º, as in (62b).13,14

(62) a. Pavel
Pavel

pije
drinks

denn¥,
daily

£emu-º
which

my
we

jsme
aux-we

uº
already

odvykli
wean-away

`Pavel drinks daily, which we stopped doing already.'

b. ten
the

muº,
man

jeho-º
him

jsme
aux-we

v£era
yesterday

potkali
met

`the man who we met yesterday'

I suppose that the post�x -º is a realization of a functional head placed very high in the
hierarchy, presumably ForceP, to whose speci�er some relative operators (arguably speci�c
ones) may move. A similar movement of speci�c relative operators is proposed e.g. by Bianchi
(2004). Consider the derivation of the relative clause in (61).15

(63) [ForceP which3 -º [TopP [FocNP <which1/3>TO [NP <which1> name]]2 Top [IP . . . <FocNP2>
. . . ]]]

An additional movement of the adjectival wh-word to a higher functional projection is attested
also in questions, as we already noted in section 3.2. I repeat the relevant example below.

(64) Jaké
what

ºe
that

(TO)
TO

ºvýka£ky
chewing-gums

si-s
re�-you

v£era
yesterday

koupila?
bought

`What (kind of) chewing gums did you buy yesterday?'

In (64) the wh-word jaké `which/what' moves up, supposedly to SpecForceP as in the pre-
vious case, while the associated NP is left in SpecFocP. As the bracketed TO indicates, this
movement is independent of its presence. Note that the Force head is realized by the standard
Czech declarative complementizer ºe `that', morphologically resembling the (relative) post�x
-º. Questions like (64) are interpreted roughly as echo-questions.

12I assume that appositive relatives are syntactically headed relatives (DPREL) which are in appositional relation
to an external head (DPEXT); the appositional relation is then a kind of coordination: DPEXT &: DPREL.
Thus, appositive relatives belong to a broader subclass of appositions. Cf. De Vries (2006).

13The only exception is a nominative relative pronoun. I refer interested readers to �imík (2007) for more
discussion.

14The post�xal -º seems to appear in more contexts, e.g. in the temporal/conditional subordinator aº/kdyº
`when/if', comparative neº `than', or dialectal toº `so'. I am not going to discuss these and do not want to
make any claims about their relation to the post�x discussed in the body of the text.

15I assume that relative operators move to SpecTopP.
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5.3 TO in copular constructions

The analysis above started o� from discussing the clitic-like TO in the verbal and nominal
domains. In this section I would like to accommodate this analysis to copular predicative
constructions, like the ones below, which have been repeatedly discussed in the literature.

(65) a. (Maminka,)
mum

TO
TO

je
is

u£itelka
teacher

[predication]

`(Mum,) she is a teacher.'

b. (tamta
that

ºena,)
woman

TO
TO

je
is

moje
my

u£itelka
teacher

[speci�cation]

`(That woman,) she is my teacher.'

I would like to keep the view that TO is a Foc head and thus argue against the existing proposals
of Geist and Blaszczak (2000) and Markman (2007), which suggest that TO (or its equivalents
in Russian and Polish) is respectively a conjunction-like element and Top respectively.
I propose that in copular constructions of the kind in (65) TO is a Foc which heads a

small clause (perhaps a defective IP?) containing (virtually any kind of) predication. The
predicate moves to SpecFocP, thus obtaining the desired focus interpretation. Note also that
everything contained in the small clause (apart from the predicate) is automatically interpreted
as presupposed.

(66) [FocP teacher1 TO/Foc [SC mum/pro <teacher1>]

This small clause (more precisely FocP) is further selected by a predicative copula, which even-
tually enters into agreement with the predicate in SpecFocP.16 This copula phrase (presumably
an IP) is further selected by a Top head and FocP moves to SpecTopP:

(67) [TopP [FocP teacher TO [SC mum/pro <teacher1>]]2 Top [IP is <FocP2>]]

I suppose that the subject of the small clause, being presupposed, is either pro or gets deleted.
If an overt subject is present (as in Russian and Polish) then I take it to be base-generated
above TopP, in a hanging topic position.17

The structure in (67) corresponds to the sentence in (68) where u£itelka `teacher' is indeed
interpreted as a contrastive focus:18

(68) U£itelka
teacher

TO
TO

je
is

I assume that the unmarked order TO-copula-predicate, as in (65a), corresponds to a structure
where u£itelka `teacher' moves to SpecIP, which is a standard case of raising from an in�nitive

16Copulas seem to select CPs (FocP in our labeling) rather liberally, whether they do or do not contain
something in their speci�er. Consider run-of-the-mill sentences like The reason is that we have no money or
Peter is who we were looking for.

17This assumption matches mainly the Czech data, where a potential overt subject must be divided by an
intonational pause (comma intonation) from the rest, as indicated in (65) above. However, the Polish and
Russian data �ts this structure quite well, too, because the subject cannot enter into ϕ-feature agreement
with the copula and is obligatorily assigned nominative (so it cannot appear in ECM construction, cf.
Markman 2007), which is arguably the default case in Slavic.

18An alternative word order U£itelka je TO `Teacher is it' is also possible. However, the semantics of the two is
identical so I suppose prosody is involved here. What is decisive in the CF interpretation, is the predicate's
position before TO.
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structure (note that the predicate and the copula in I share ϕ-features, in any case).19

(69) [TopP [FocP <teacher1/2> TO [SC mum/pro <teacher1>]]3 Top [IP teacher2 is <FocP3>]]

The copula je `is', being a clitic, is pronounced in the second position for independent reasons
(see also footnote 17). (It can also be argued that it head-moves to Top; see the discussion of
English pseudoclefts below and footnote 20.)
Note that with this analysis we can keep our elegant assumption from section 2.1 that nominal

predicates in the instrumental, APs, and PPs are barred from predicative constructions with
TO only because there is no other DP in the structure which could be assigned case.
Furthermore, the proposed structure can be assigned to a pseudocleft as well as a cleft in a

straightforward way. Consider the following (a) examples with their structures in (b):

(70) a. What she (really) is is a teacher
b. [TopP [FocP [what <teacher2>]1 Foc [IP she is <what teacher1>]]3 Top/is [IP teacher2

I <FocP3>]]

(71) a. It is a teacher what she (really) is
b. [TopP it [Top/is [IP teacher2 I [FocP [what <teacher2>]1 Foc [IP she is <what

teacher1>]]]]

The derivation in (70b) starts out (ignoring the inde�nite article) as she is what teacher ; then
what teacher moves to SpecFocP within the embedded clause and we get what teacher1 she is
t1; then teacher moves to the SpecIP, where I is a copula selecting the embedded FocP (CP),
i.e. teacher is what she is ; then Top selects the whole structure and after I head-moves to
Top,20 the embedded FocP moves up to its speci�er. We end up with what she is is teacher.

The derivation of a cleft sentence as in (71b) proceeds in exactly the same way up to the
point where the embedded FocP should move. At this point, it stays in situ and the position
(SpecTopP) is �lled rather by an expletive it.21

Unfortunately, I have not enough space to fully compare my approach to copular construc-
tions with the competing ones, brie�y discussed earlier (section 3.1). I will just mention a few
points where my analysis scores much better.
Firstly, TO can �gure as a wh-phrase in questions, can be relativized, and even focalized:

(72) a. Co
what

je
is

foxteriér?
fox-terrier

`What is a fox-terrier?'
b. Tento

this
pes,
dog

coº
which

je
is

mimochodem
by-the-way

foxteriér. . .
fox-terrier

`This dog, which is by the way a fox-terrier...'
c. Tady

here
TO
TO

je
is

foxteriér
fox-terrier

[, ne
not

tam
there

TO].
TO

`THIS (one) is fox-terrier [, not THAT (one)]'

19Interestingly, by moving to SpecIP the predicate somehow loses its contrastive interpretation. Currently, I
have no idea why this should be the case.

20Den Dikken, Meinunger, and Wilder (1998) argue that the copula in pseudoclefts is actually a Top head.
21Note that this analysis of English pseudoclefts captures the paradoxical property that the focus (a teacher)

binds the variable (what), and at the same time the subject of the pseudocleft (she) can bind an anaphor in
the predicate, which property is often referred to as connectedness e�ects, cf. Heycock and Kroch (1999).
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The question in (72a) can be asked in a context where the speaker failed to notice the object
of reference in a contextually preceding sentence To je foxteriér `This is a fox-terrier'. Under
my approach, the question formation, focalization, and relativization of the above kind is
no problem: the whole FocP headed by TO is assigned the features of an operator and can
undergo wh-/focus-movement.22 Thus, the small clause will move to SpecFocP in a question or
in focalization, and to SpecTopP in a relative clause. Note that the relative operator bears the
post�x -º, suggesting that it moves further to SpecForceP, as discussed in 5.2.3.
Geist and Blaszczak (2000) and Markman (2007) both fail to capture these data: in the

former approach, TO is a conjunction-like element and as such cannot bear operator features;
in the latter approach, TO is a Top head whose complement is the predicate and the information
structure properties of TO (if any at all) are expected to be those characteristic of a predicate
and not those of a subject, as in my approach.
Secondly, my approach correctly captures the intuition that there is something de�nite about

TO (recall that morphologically it is a de�nite-like demonstrative pronoun). As discussed above,
TO renders its complement existentially presupposed. This comes quite naturally if TO is a Foc
head. This aspect is problematic mainly for Geist and Blaszczak who have to make two unusual
assumptions: a conjunction-like element bears de�niteness features and this conjunction �agrees
in de�niteness� with its speci�er (the �rst conjunct).
Thirdly, in my analysis there is at least one phase of the derivation where the predicate (being

a focus) binds the focus-variable, which appears in the small clause (in fact, they are in move-
ment relation). This seems to be necessary for independent reasons and both the competing
approaches fail to capture this: in Markman the predicate originates in the complement of Top
and is too low to bind the focus-variable, which is located in SpecTopP in his analysis. Geist
and Blaszczak face exactly the same problem.

6 Conclusion

In this paper I have made a proposal about the categorical and semantic status of the invariant
demonstrative-like element TO in Czech in a number of constructions, namely predications
with the copula být `be', wh-questions and structures involving a contrastive focus, appositions
(including appositive relative clauses), and exclamations.
I have argued that TO is a realization of the Foc head, which is a low projection within the

�ne structured CP system, the �left periphery� in Rizzi's (1997) terms. Following the DP-CP
parallelism hypothesis, I argued that TO may appear in the left periphery of verbal as well
as nominal projections. The semantic import of TO is partly identical to that of the de�nite
article: it causes its complement to be interpreted as existentially presupposed. The di�erence,
however, is that TO also requires its complement to contain a variable which gets bound by
a wh- or focus-operator, placed in the SpecFocP. The required operator-variable relation is
created by a movement of a wh-/focus-phrase from the complement of TO to its speci�er and
can thus be captured by standard syntactic tools. I have showed that the choice of this variable
is generally constrained by a version of the Comp-to-Spec �lter (e.g. Abels 2002). Moreover,
in the nominal domain there are more severe restrictions, a problem, which has to remain open
in this paper.
The last part of the analysis deals with copular predicative constructions with TO. Under

the present proposal they can be analyzed as involving a small clause with a standard subject-
predicate structure, which is headed by TO. The analysis, based on movement of the predicate,

22Again, note that CPs/FocPs can be asked about: What did he say? He said that it is true.
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is directly translatable to an account for English cleft and pseudocleft structures. Finally, I
suggest that my analysis of the copular constructions is empirically and theoretically superior
to the previous ones, which treat TO as a conjunction-like element (Geist and Blaszczak 2000)
or a Top head (Markman 2007), the virtual inverse of my proposal.
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Wh-questions with conjoined wh-words

Hana Skrabalova

hanaskrabal@yahoo.fr

1 Two types of questions with conjoined wh-words

This paper examines two types of wh-questions containing two (or more) wh-words and where
the last wh-item is introduced by a conjunction. In type 1 questions, all wh-words, including
the one introduced by the conjunction, appear at the beginning of the interrogative clause, see
(1). In type 2 questions, one or more wh-words appear at the beginning of the clause, and the
wh-item introduced by the conjunction appears at the end of the clause, see (2). Through the
paper, I will focus on questions with only two wh-words, but all what will be said also apply
to questions with more then two wh-words.1

(1) a. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

koho
who-acc

pozval?
invited

(type 1 questions)

�Who invited whom?�

b. Kdo
who-nom

koho
who-acc

a
and

kdy
when

pozval?
invited

"Who invited whom, and when?"

(2) a. Koho
who-acc

vid¥l
(he) saw

a
and

kde
where

? (type 2 questions)

"Whom did he see, and where?"

b. Koho
who-acc

kde
where

vid¥l
(he) saw

a
and

kdy?
when

"Whom did he see, where and when?"

Both question types exist in other Slavic and non-Slavic language, as show the following exam-
ples from Russian, French, and Hungarian:

(3) a. Kto
who-nom

i
and

£to
what-acc

kupil?
bought

(Russian, Kazenin 2001)

"Who bought what?"

1The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: acc = accusative case, adj = adjective, aux = auxiliary
verb ('to be'), cl = clitic, cond = conditional, dat = dative case, fut = future tense, gen = genitive case,
imp = imperative, instr = instrumental case, neg = negation, nom = nominative case, part = particle,
poss = possession, quant = quanti�er, refl = re�exive pronoun, sg = singular.
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b. Kogda
when

zakon£ilas'
ended

Perestrojka
Perestroik

i
and

£em?
what-instr

"When did Perestroik end and how?"

(4) a. Quand et où a lieu cette conférence? (French, Skrabalova 2006b)
"When and where takes place this conference?"

b. Qui as-tu rencontré, et où ?
"Whom did you meet, and where?"

(5) a. Ki
who-nom

és
and

mikor
when

látta
saw-3sg

Marit?
Mary-acc

(Hungarian, Lipták 2001)

"Who saw Mary, and when?"

b. Ki
who-nom

látta
saw-3sg

Marit
Mary-acc

és
and

mikor?
when

"Who saw Mary, and when?"

The aim of this paper is to describe the properties of Czech questions in (1) and (2) and
to analyze their syntactic structure. I especially ask whether these questions involve clausal
coordinations with ellipsis or phrasal coordinations. The paper is organized as follows. In
the section 2, I show the syntactic, prosodic and semantic properties of wh-words in type 1
questions. In the section 3, I show the syntactic, prosodic and semantic properties of wh-words
in type 2 questions. The section 4 summarizes the properties of the two question types. Finally,
the section 5 proposes a syntactic analysis for each type of questions. It is argued that type
1 questions involve phrasal coordination, problematic though it can be from semantic point of
view. Type 2 questions are argued to be clausal coordinations with one elliptical conjunct.

2 Properties of wh-words in type 1 questions

2.1 Syntactic functions of wh-words

Wh-words in type 1 questions can have either the same syntactic function as in (6), where
both wh-words stay for the internal argument of the verb, or di�erent syntactic functions as in
(7)2, where the �rst wh-word stands for the internal argument of the verb and the second one
for a locative adjunct.

(6) Koho
who-gen

a
and

£eho
what-gen

se
refl

bojí²?
fear-2sg

"Who and what do you fear?"

(7) Necht¥l
(he) neg-wanted

°íct,
say

koho
who-acc

a
and

kde
where

vid¥l.
(he) saw

"He didn't want to say whom he had seen, and where."

Coordinations like in (6) can be considered as quite normal, since they obey the Wasow's
generalization according to which conjoined items must have the same syntactic function and
share the syntactic properties associated with this function (Pullum & Zwicky 1986). On
the contrary, coordinations like in (7) are problematic with respect to this generalization (see
section 5.2.2). Such coordinations are however completely natural in Czech (and other Slavic

2Wh-words kdo and co having di�erent functions also bear di�erent cases.
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languages), where the conjoined wh-words can be both arguments and adjuncts. Czech is thus
more permissive than languages like French, English or Dutch, where only adjuncts can be
conjoined. The example (8) below shows a coordination of two arguments, a coordination of
two adjuncts and a coordination of one argument and one adjunct. Note also that there are no
superiority e�ects in type 1 questions, exactly as in multiples questions (Meyer 2004):

(8) a. Komu
who-dat

a
and

co
what-acc

/
/
Co
what-acc

a
and

komu
who-dat

°ekl?
(he) said

"What did he say, and to whom?"

b. Kdy
when

a
and

jak
how

/
/
Jak
how

a
and

kdy
when

skon£ila
�nished

t°icetiletá
30-years

válka?
war

"When and how did the 30-years war �nish?"

c. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

kdy
when

/
/
Kdy
when

a
and

kdo
who-nom

napsal
wrote

tu
this-acc

knihu?
book-acc

"Who evaluated the students, and how?"

However, contrary to multiple questions, wh-words embedded within another phrase (NP, PP)
cannot be conjoined with non-embedded ones, as shown in (9). This suggests that conjoined
wh-words are not syntactically independent, as it will be shown in the following subsections.

(9) a. *Kdo
who-nom

a
and

koho
who-gen

má
likes

rád
well

dceru? (conjoined
daughter-acc

wh-words)

b. Kdo
who-nom

koho
who-gen

má
likes

rád
well

dceru?
daughter-acc

(multiple wh-words)

"Who likes whose daughter?"

2.2 Wh-words as prosodic and syntactic unit

Conjoined wh-words in type 1 questions form undoubtedly a prosodic unit. Indeed, it is
not possible to separate by a pause the wh-word introduced by the conjunction from the �rst
wh-word, as in (11), where the commas indicate the separation. All wh-words can nevertheless
bear a heavy stress.

(10) a. Dej
give

mi
me

v¥d¥t,
know

[kdo
who-nom

a
and

koho]
who-acc

pozval.
(he) invited

"Let me know who invited whom."

b. Dej
give

mi
me

v¥d¥t,
know

[kam
where

a
and

kdy]
when

Petr
Peter

²el.
went

"Let me know where and when Peter went."

(11) a. *Dej mi v¥d¥t [kdo], [a koho], pozval.

b. *Dej mi v¥d¥t [kam], [a kdy], Petr ²el.

But the conjoined wh-words in (10) form not only a prosodic unit, but also a syntactic unit.
We can see indeed that neither second-position clitics nor the complementizer ºe ('that') may
intervene between the conjoined wh-words in (12). In multiple questions, on the contrary, both
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clitics and complementizer wh-words may appear between multiple wh-words, as shown in (13).

(12) a. Kdo
who-nom

(*mu)
cl:he-dat

a
and

co
what-acc

(mu)
cl:he-dat

°ekl? (conjoined wh-words)
said

"Who said which thing to him?"

b. Kdo
who-nom

(*ºe)
that

a
and

co
what-acc

(ºe)
that

°ekl?
said

"Who said which thing?"

(13) a. Kdo
who-nom

(mu)
cl:him

co
what-acc

(*mu)
cl:him

°ekl? (multiple
said

wh-words)

"Who said what to him?"

b. Kdo
who-nom

(ºe)
that

co
what-acc

(*ºe)
that

°ekl?
said

"Who said what? "

The constrast between the conjoined words in (12) and the multiple wh-words in (13) sug-
gests that conjoined wh-words are not independent constituents, but that they form a single
constituent, which includes the conjunction.

2.3 2.4 Reading of type 1 questions

Type 1 questions receive a single-pair reading, contrary to multiple questions which receive
a list-pair reading, compare (14) and (15). This means that type 1 questions do not presup-
pose the existence of a speci�c set of individuals from which the answer would be picked. In
(14), the questions asks for the identi�cation of the person who bought something and for the
identi�cation of the thing which has be bought by this person.

(14) a. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

co
what-acc

koupil?
bought

"Who bought what?"

b. Marie
Mary-nom

koupila
bought

auto.
car-acc

"Mary bought a car."

(15) a. Kdo
who-nom

co
what-acc

koupil?
bought

"Who bought what?"

b. Marie
Mary-nom

koupila
bought

auto,
car-acc,

Petr
Peter-nom

motorku
motorcycle-acc

a
and

Jan
John-nom

kolo.
bike-acc
"Mary bought a car, Peter (bought) a motorcycle, and John (bought) a bike."

Answers to type 1 questions are thus single propositions in which the constituents corresponding
to the wh-words may be focused. The conjunction can also appear in the answer, backed up
by a demonstrative particle to, as shown in (16).
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(16) a. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

komu
who-dat

koupil
bought

auto?
car

"Who bought the car, and to whom?"

b. MARIE
Mary-nom

koupila
bought

kolo,
bike-acc

a
and

to
this

PETROVI.
Peter-dat

"Mary bought the car to Peter."

Finally, all conjoined wh-words in type 1 questions are involved in a single event denoted by
the verb of the interrogative clause. Therefore, it is impossible, in particular when wh-words
are arguments, to use in these questions the conjunction nebo ('or'), as shown in (17a), or to
paraphrase them by a sentential coordination, as shown in (17b). So, the data in (17) con�rm
that conjoined wh-words in type 1 questions form a single constituent.

(17) a. *Kdo
who-nom

nebo
or

koho
who-acc

pozval?
invited

b. *Kdo
who-nom

pozval
invited

a
and

koho
who-acc

pozval?
invited

3 Properties of wh-words in type 2 questions

3.1 Syntactic functions of wh-words

Conjoined wh-words in type 2 questions can also have either the same syntactic function or
di�erent syntactic functions, as shown in (18) and (19) respectively:

(18) Koho
Who-gen

se
refl

bojí²,
fear-2sg

a
and

£eho?
what-gen

"Who do you fear, and what?"

(19) Cht¥l
wanted

jsem
aux-1sg

v¥d¥t,
know

koho
who-acc

potkal
(he) met

a
and

kde.
where

"I wanted to know whom he had met and where."

Wh-words in type 2 questions can also be arguments or adjuncts, as shown in the example (20).
However, argumental wh-words cannot appear in the clause-�nal position, except if they stand
for an optional argument, as the word komu (to-whom) in (20c).

(20) a. Koho
Who-acc

jsi
aux-2sg

vid¥l
saw

a
and

kde?
where

/
/
*Kde
where

jsi
aux-2sg

vid¥l
saw

a
and

koho?
who-acc

"Whom did you see, and where?"

b. Kdy
when

skon£ila
�nished

t°icetiletá
30-years

válka
war

a
and

jak?
how

/
/
Jak
how

skon£ila
�nished

. . .

. . .
válka
war

a
and

kdy?
when

"When did the Thirty years war �nish, and how?"

c. Co
what-acc

°ekl
(he) said

a
and

komu?
who-dat

/
/
*Komu
who-dat

°ekl
(he) said

a
and

co?
what-acc

"What did he say, and to whom?"
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3.2 Prosodic properties of wh-words

The wh-item introduced by the conjunction can either form a prosodic unit with the interrog-
ative clause, or form an independent prosodic unit. In the case the wh-word is not integrated
into the clause (indicated by � in (21)), it will be emphasized:

(21) a. Kdy
when

jsi
aux-2sg

potkal
met

Janova
Jean-poss

bratra,
brother-acc

�
�

a
and

KDE?
where

"When did you meet John's brother, and where?"

b. Cht¥l
wanted

bych
cond-1sg

v¥d¥t
know

kdy
when

skon£ila
�nished

ta
that

hrozná
terrible

válka
war

v
in

Bosn¥,
Bosnia

�
�

a
and

JAK?
how
" I would like to know when that terrible war in Bosnia �nished, and how."

However, the sequence [conjunction wh-word] may not appear inside the interrogative clause,
wheather it is prosodically integrated or not, as shown in (22). Since the sequence [conjunction
wh-word] in Czech cannot move through the clause, it cannot thus function as an adjunct:

(22) a. *Kdy
when

jsi
aux-2sg

potkal,
met

a
and

KDE,
where

Janova
Jean-poss

nejmlad²ího
youngest-acc

bratra?
brother-acc

"When did you meet the John's youngest brother, and where?"

b. *Cht¥l
wanted

bych
cond-1sg

v¥d¥t
know

kdy
when

skon£ila,
�nished

a
and

JAK,
how

ta
that

hrozná
terrible

válka
war

v
in

Bosn¥.
Bosnia

"I would like to know when that terrible war in Bosnia �nished, and how."

3.3 Reading of type 2 questions

Type 2 questions are interpreted as conjoined single questions. They can easily be para-
phrased by sentential coordinations:

(23) a. Kdo
who-nom

p°ijde
come-fut-3sg

a
and

kdy?
when

"Who will come, and when"?

b. Kdo
who-nom

p°ijde
come-fut-3sg

a
and

kdy
when

p°ijde?
(he) come-fut-3sg

"Who will come, and when will he come?"

The wh-words in type 2 questions receive thus a single-pair reading, as in type (1) questions. In
the answer, the constituents corresponding to the wh-words can be focused and the conjunction
can again appear in the answer. The sentences in (24) are possible answers to the questions in
(23).

(24) a. Jan
John

p°ijde
come-fut-3sg

dnes
this

ve£er.
evening

"John is coming this evening."
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b. P°ijde
come-fut-3sg

Jan
John,

a
and

(to)
part

dnes
this

ve£er.
evening

"John is coming, and this evening!"

Finally, in type 2 questions with more than two wh-words, the wh-words at the beginning of the
clause can be either conjoined or adjacent, as we can see in (25a) and (26a). This means that
the questions in (25a) and (26a) combine two di�erent strategies of questioning. The question
(25a) is a type 2 question which contains a type 1 question. The question (26a) is a type 2
question which contains a multiple question. Therefore, these questions do not have the same
reading.

In the question (25a), the conjoined wh-words receive a single-pair reading which combines
with a single reading of the conjoined �nal wh-word. The answer in (25b) identi�es thus the
two persons involved in the inviting and the times when this happened.

(25) a. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

koho
who-acc

pozval,
invited

a
and

kam?
where

"Who invited whom, and where?"

b. Jan
John-nom

pozval
invited

Marii
Mary-acc

do
to

divadla.
theatre-gen

"John invited Mary to the theatre."

In the question (26a), the multiple wh-words receive a list-pair reading, which combines with
a single reading of the conjoined wh-word. The answer in (26b) contains the list of pairs of
inviting and invited persons. The wh-word introduced by the conjunction applies then to each
pair of the list.

(26) a. Kdo
who-nom

koho
who-acc

pozval,
invited

a
and

kam?
where

"Who invited whom, and where?"

b. Jan
John-nom

pozval
invited

Marii
Mary-acc

do
to

divadla,
theatre-gen,

Petr
Peter-nom

Moniku
Monika-acc

do
to

kina
cinema-gen

a
and

Pavel
Paul-nom

Annu
Anna-acc

na
on

ve£e°i.
dinner-acc

"John invited Mary to the theatre, Peter (invited) Monika to the cinema, and Paul
(invited) Anna to have dinner."

4 Summary of properties of conjoined wh-words

This section summarizes the properties of wh-words in type 1 and 2 questions:
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Property Type 1 questions
Wh1 Conj Wh2

Type 2 questions
Wh1...Conj Wh2

Wh1 = argument yes yes

Wh1 = adjunct yes yes

Wh2 = argument yes no*

Wh2 = adjunct yes yes

Adjacency of Wh1 and
[Conj Wh2]

yes no

[Conj Wh2]] prosodically
autonomous

no yes

Single-pair reading yes yes

Sentential reading no** yes

*unless (i) Wh2 is an optional argument and (II) Wh2 has the same function as Wh1.

**unless Wh2 has the same function as Wh1.

5 Syntactic analysis

This section deals with the syntactic analysis of the two question type 1. Two issues in
particular will be raised. The �rst issue is whether these questions involve clausal coordination
with ellipsis or phrasal coordination. If they involve clausal coordination with ellipsis, the
second issue is whether the elliptic conjunct contains deleted material or not.

5.1 Clausal coordination with ellipsis

According to Banréti (1992), both types of questions in Hungarian involve clausal coordina-
tion with deletion in one of the conjoined clauses. In type 1 questions, deletion occurs in the
�rst clause, as shown in (27b). In type 2 questions, deletion occurs in the second clause, as
shown in (28b).

(27) a. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

kdy
when

p°i²el?
came

b. [[Kdo p°i²el] a [kdy p°i²el]]
who-nom came and when (he) came

(28) a. Kdo
who-nom

p°i²el
came

a
and

kdy?
when

b. [[Kdo p°i²el] a [kdy p°i²el]]
who-nom came and when (he) came

The clausal analysis places the two question types on parallel grounds. We have seen, however,
that these questions do not have the same properties. This conception must thus be wrong. It
can be easily shown that type 1 and type 2 questions are di�erent syntactic structures. The
following subsections will show that clausal analysis must be rejected for type 1 questions, but
can be maintained for type 2 questions.
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5.1.1 Against clausal analysis of type 1 questions

The �rst evidence against clausal analysis of type 1 questions comes from their constituency.
It has been shown in the examples (12) and (13) above that neither clitics nor complementizer,
that is the elements that occur in the left periphery of the clause and intervene between multiple
wh-words, may intervene between conjoined wh-words. This behaviour cannot be explained by
the clausal analysis in (27) according to which the conjoined wh-words do not form a constituent.
The second argument comes from the questions where both wh-words are obligatory argu-

ments of the verb. We have seen that type 2 questions where the �nal wh-word is an obligatory
argument are ungrammatical. According to the clausal analysis, however, both question types
have the same underlying structure and are thus semantically equivalent. This means that the
clausal analysis cannot explain the di�erence in acceptability of examples like in (29).

(29) a. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

koho
who-acc

uhodil?
hit

"Who hit whom?"

b. *Kdo
who-nom

uhodil
hit

a
and

koho?
who-acc

Moreover, the underlying structure of the questions in (29) are ungrammatical since the con-
joined clauses miss the obligatory arguments, see (30a). But even if all the arguments were
present, we would have to admit that some are null, as in (30b). However, there are no other
evidence in Czech for a null (referential) object pronoun and the null (referentially de�nite)
subject pronoun cannot be questioned.

(30) a. *[[Kdo uhodil] a [koho uhodil]]?
who-nom hit and who-acc hit

b. [[Kdo uhodil proobj] a [koho prosuj uhodil]]?
who-nom hit (him) and who-acc he hit

I conclude then that the clausal analysis cannot account for type 1 questions where conjoined
wh-words have di�erent syntactic functions3.

5.1.2 Evidence for a clausal analysis of type 2 questions

Contrary to type 1 questions, type 2 questions are easily analyzed as clausal coordinations.
First, the clause containing the �rst wh-item can function as an independent interrogative

clause. Second, the wh-item introduced by the conjunction cannot be an argument of the
verb in the interrogative clause. That means the wh-word in this position is external to the
interrogative clause.
Third, the wh-item introduced by the conjunction is always interpreted as a single question.
Finally, if type 2 questions involve two clauses, we predict that the �rst one can contain

multiple or conjoined wh-words. This is what we have seen in (25) and (26) above. I conclude
thus that type 2 questions involve clausal coordination:

(31) [CoordP [CP1 Wh1 [TP...]] Conj [CP2 Wh2 [TP...]]]

3A clausal analysis would be plausible for type 1 questions with conjoined wh-words bearing the same function.
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The questions arises however what is the syntactic status of the elliptic conjunct in type 2
questions. There are two possibilities. Either the elliptic conjunct is a clause with deleted
material, or the elliptic conjunct is a clausal fragment (Ginzburg & Sag 2001). In the former
case, the syntactic reconstruction with identity should always be possible. In the latter case,
there would be no syntactic reconstruction, but the fragment would be interpreted as a clause.
If we look now on the following examples, we see that the syntactic reconstruction with identity
is possible only when the �rst wh-item is an adjunct, as in (32a). If the �rst wh-item is an
argument, an NP or a pronoun must appear in the second clause, see (32b) and (32c).

(32) a. Kdy
when

jsi
aux-2sg

potkal
met

Jana
John-acc

a
and

kde
where

(jsi
aux-2sg

potkal
met

Jana)?
John-acc

"When did you meet John and where (did you meet John)?"

b. *Koho
who-acc

jsi
aux-2sg

potkal
met

a
and

kde
where

(jsi
aux-2sg

potkal)?
met

(* "Who did you meet John and where did you meet? ")

c. Koho
who-acc

jsi
aux-2sg

potkal
met

a
and

kde
where

(jsi
aux-2sg

ho
cl:him

potkal)?
met

"Where did you meet John and where did you meet him? "

I suggest thus that the elliptic conjunct would be better analyzed as a clausal fragment in the
sense of Ginzburg and Sag (2001).

5.2 Phrasal coordination

5.2.1 Evidence for a phrasal analysis of conjoined wh-words in type 1 questions

There are three pieces of evidence for phrasal analysis of conjoined wh-words in type 1
questions. First, the conjoined wh-words are strictly adjacent and behave as a single constituent.
Second, the conjoined wh-words behave as a single prosodic unit.
Finally, the conjoined wh-words are all involved into a single event denoted by the verb of

the interrogative clause. This strongly suggests that conjoined wh-words form a coordinated
phrase (see Lipták 2001 for Hungarian), as in (33).

(33) [CP [CoordP Wh1 Conj Wh2] [TP...]]

We can however ask whether the morpheme a ('and') in type 1 question is really a conjunction,
that means the head of the coordinate phrase (or Conjunction Phrase), as it has been proposed
by Johannessen (1998). Penn (1999) claims that in type 1 questions in Serbo-Croatian, the
morpheme i is not a conjunction, but a focus particle. Indeed, in Serbo-Croatian, the morpheme
i which appears between the wh-words in (34a) also introduces the focused constituents, as we
can see in (34b) and (34c), where i means 'also'. According to Penn, thus, type 1 questions are
thus multiple questions where the wh-words are focused by the presence of the morpheme i.

(34) a. Ko
who-nom

i
and

kome
who-dat

je
aux-3sg

kupio
bought

auto?
car

(Penn 1999)

"Who bought the car for whom?"

b. Ivan
Ivan

je
aux-3sg

i
also

danas
today

sreo
met

Mariju.
Mary-acc
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"Ivan also met Mary today (not only yesterday)."

c. Knjigu
book-acc

i
and/also

Mariji
Mary-dat

odnesi.
bring-imp

" Bring the book to Mary."

I claim however that Penn's analysis is not a correct analysis, at least for Czech. In Czech, the
morpheme a only appears in coordinate context, see (35a). It can never function as a focus
particle, see (35b).

(35) a. Jan
John

potkal
met

Marii
Mary

v£era
yesterday

a
and

dneska.
today

"John met Mary yesterday and today."

b. Jan
John

potkal
met

Marii
Mary

*a
and

/
/
také
also

dneska.
today

"John met Mary also today (not only yesterday)."

There is actually another morpheme in Czech, the morpheme i, which functions both as a
conjunction (forcing a distributive reading) and as a focus particle (Skrabalova 2004), see (36a)
and (36b). However, i cannot conjoin wh-words, see (36c).

(36) a. Jan
John

potkal
met

Marii
Mary

v£era
yesterday

i
and

dneska.
today

"John met Mary both yesterday and today."

b. Jan
John

potkal
met

Marii
Mary

i
even/also

dneska.
today

"John met Mary even/also today (not only yesterday)."

c. Kdo
who-nom

a
and

/
/
*i
and

komu
who-dat

koupil
bought

auto?
car

"Who bought the car to whom?"

According to the data in (35) and (36), the morpheme a that appears between the wh-words
in type 1 questions is a conjunction, and not a focus particle. Conjoined wh-words cannot be
analyzed as multiple wh-words. This is also con�rmed by the fact that multiple wh-words di�er
from conjoined wh-words by two other properties (see section 2): they do not form a single
constituent, and they receive a list-pair reading.

5.2.2 How are the coordinations of wh-phrases licensed ?

It is generally assumed that conjuncts can neither be of di�erent category nor have di�erent
syntactic functions (Williams 1981, Peterson 2004), as shown in (37a). Therefore, it should not
be possible to conjoin wh-phrases in (37b), which is not correct.

(37) a. *I helped [NP Peter ] and [AdvP quickly].

b. *Jan pozval [CoorP [NP Marii] a [PP do kina]].
John invited Mary-acc and to cinema
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There are however at least two kinds of coordinations where conjuncts may have di�erent
functions. The �rst kind of unlike coordinations involves emphasized constituents. It has been
noted (Lipták (2001) among others) that unlike constituents can be conjoined provided they
are emphasized:

(38) a. John read [NP a book] and [AdvP quickly]!

b. John met [CoorP [NP MARY] and [PP IN HER HOUSE]].

If we consider the coordinations in (39b) and (40b) in Czech, we see indeed that these coordi-
nations are felicitous because the conjuncts are emphasized, or focused. The focusing here is
natural if these sentences are used as answers to the questions in (39a) and (40a) respectively.
The focused conjoined constituents in the answer correspond to the conjoined wh-words in the
question. This is not surprising since wh-words are focus elements.

(39) a. Cht¥l
wanted

bych
cond-1sg

v¥d¥t,
know

koho
who-acc

a
and

kam
where

chce
want-3sg

Jan
John

pozvat.
invite

"I would like to know whom John wants to invite, and where."

b. Myslím,
think-1sg

ºe
that

chce
want-3sg

pozvat
invite

MARII
Mary-acc

a
and

DO
to

KINA.
cinema

"I think that he wants to invite Mary to the movie."

(40) a. Neví²,
neg-know-2sg

kam
where

a
and

pro£
why

Petr
Peter

jel?
went

"Do you know where Peter went and why?"

b. Nejsem
neg-am

si
refl

jistý,
sure

ale
but

myslím,
think-1sg

ºe
that

jel
(he) went

DO
to

LONDÝNA
London

a
and

NA
for

N�JAKÝ
some

KONGRES.
congress

"I'm not sure, but I guess he went to London for a congress."

The coordinations of focused unlike phrases like in the examples (39b) and (40b) suggest thus
that wh-words may be conjoined precisely because they are focus elements.

The second kind of unlike coordinations involves quanti�ers. The data below show that
universal and negative quanti�ers bearing di�erent functions may indeed be conjoined:

(41) a. Kdykoli
when-quant

a
and

kamkoli
where-quant

jdu,
go-1sg,

vºdycky
always

ho
him

potkám.
meet-1sg

"Whenever and wherever I go, I always come across him."

b. Kdykoli
when-quant

a
and

kdekoli
where-quant

ho
him

potkám,
meet-1sg

vºdycky
always

je
is
dob°e
well

nalad¥n.
mood-adj

"Whenever and wherever I meet him, he is always in a good mood."

(42) a. Pavel
Paul

je
is
po°ád
always

zalezlý
hidden

doma.
home

Ten
he

nikdy
never

a
and

nikam
no-where

nechce
neg-wants

jít.
go

"Paul always hides home. He never wants to go anywhere."
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b. Pavel
Paul

má
has

n¥co
something

za
in

lubem,
mind,

ale
but

nechce
neg-want-3sg

nic
nothing-acc

a
and

nikomu
nobody-dat

°íct.
say

"Paul has something in mind, but he does not want to say anything to anybody."

If we assume that wh-words are quanti�ed expressions (see Beghelli & Stowell 1997), the ex-
amples of quanti�er coordinations in (41) and (42) suggest that wh-words may be conjoined
precisely because they are quanti�ed expressions.

5.3 Remaining issues

The analysis proposed in the previous sections leaves at least two remaining issues. The �rst
issue concerns the fact that the coordinate wh-phrases have no equivalent in situ, contrary to
other constructions involving extraction. The same problem arises however with the construc-
tions such as partial VP fronting in German (Haider 1990 among others) or CP topicalization
in English (Bresnan 1972). This issue is thus not speci�c to conjoined wh-word phrases. The
second issue is why wh-coordination is not possible to the same extent in other languages
which allow coordination of focused or quanti�ed unlike constituents. This question suggests
that there are other parameters licensing the wh-coordinations. Unfortunately, the answer to
that question goes beyond the limits of this paper.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I examined two types of questions with conjoined wh-words. In type 1 ques-
tions, all conjoined wh-words appear at the beginning of the interrogative clause. In type 2
questions, one or more wh-words appear at the beginning of the interrogative clause, while the
wh-word introduced by the conjunction is clause-�nal. I showed that type 1 and 2 questions
have di�erent syntactic, semantic, and prosodic properties. In particular, conjoined wh-words
in type 1 questions form a single constituent and type 1 questions cannot be interpreted as
coordinations of two (or more) single questions. Consequently, I argued that these two ques-
tion types involve di�erent syntactic structures. The di�erences between type 1 and type 2
questions can indeed be explained if we analyze type 1 questions as involving clause internal
coordination of wh-phrases, and type 2 questions as involving coordination of clauses, one of
them being elliptic. The coordination of wh-words bearing di�erent syntactic functions seems
problematic, but it is not an isolated phenomenon. Focused constituents and quanti�ers bear-
ing di�erent functions can also be conjoined. Wh-coordination is thus another counter-example
to the generalization that conjuncts must bear the same syntactic function.
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Re�exive verbal forms in Czech from

the Romance perspective

Andrea Volencová

A.Volencova@seznam.cz

Re�exive verbal forms with a clitic se/si and an inde�nite or general meaning are present
in all Romance and Slavic languages. They are part of a wider class of re�exive constructions.
Representative examples of re�exive verbal forms in Czech and Italian are given in (1) and (2)
respectively1.

(1) a. Tady
here

se
SE

£asto
often

jedí
eat.pres.3pl

²pagety.
spaghetti.pl

`Here spaghettis are often eaten.'

b. Pracuje
work.pres.3sg

se
SE

tu
here

p°íli²
too

mnoho.
much

`One works too much here.'

c. Z
from

Francie
France

se
SE

£asto
often

p°ijíºdí
arrive.pres.3sg

pozd¥.
late

`One often arrives late from France.'

(2) a. Qui,
here

gli spaghetti
spaghetti.pl

si
SE

mangiano
eat.pres.3pl

spesso.
often

`Here spaghettis are often eaten.' (Cinque 1988: 554)

a' Qui,
here

si
SE

mangia
eat.pres.3sg

spesso
often

gli spaghetti.
spaghetti.pl

`Here one often eats spaghettis.' (Cinque 1988: 554)

b. Si
SE

lavora
work.pres.3sg

sempre
always

troppo.
too much

`One always works too much.' (Cinque 1988: 522)

c. Spesso
often

si
SE

arriva
arrive.pres.3sg

in ritardo.
late

1The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: acc = accusative case, instr = instrumental case, sg =

singular, pl = plural, msg = masculine singular, nsg = neuter singular, mpl = masculine plural, 3sg = 3rd

person singular, 3pl = 3rd person plural, pres = present tense, past = past tense, fut = future tense, inf =

in�nitive, expl = expletive, SE = re�exive clitic se/si
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`Often one arrives late.' (Cinque 1988: 522)

d. Non
not

si
SE

è
be.pres.3sg

mai
never

contenti.
satis�ed.mpl

`One is never satis�ed.' (Cinque 1988: 522)

e. Si
SE

è
be.pres.3sg

spesso
often

trattati
treated

male.
badly

`One is often ill-treated.' (Cinque 1988: 522)

As can be seen in (1) and (2), the range of re�exive verbal forms varies cross-linguistically and
it is more restricted in Czech than in Italian.
This paper will focus on re�exive verbal forms in French, Italian, Spanish, Romanian and

Czech. I will compare re�exive verbal forms of those languages in order to trace their similarities
and di�erences. Then, I will attempt to show what re�exive verbal forms and their description
in Romance can tell us about re�exive verbal forms in Czech.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 delimits re�exive verbal forms as opposed to

other existent re�exive constructions in given languages. Section 2 summarizes cross-linguistic
variation of re�exive verbal forms in Romance and Czech. Section 3 mentions some generative
analysis proposed for re�exive verbal forms in Romance. Section 4 accounts for Czech re�exive
verbal forms from the Romance perspective. The �ndings are summarized in section 5.

1 What does a re�exive verbal form mean?

Re�exive verbal forms are a subclass of syntactically productive constructions with a re�ex-
ive clitic SE2 which serves various functions in Romance and Slavic. Examples of re�exive
constructions which will be discussed in this paper are given in (3) for Czech and in (4) for
French.

(3) a. Jan
Jan

se
SE

myje.
wash.pres.3sg

`Jan washes (himself).'

b. Váza
vase

se
SE

rozbila.
break.past.3sg

`The vase broke.'

c. Tento
this

oblek
suit

se
SE

pere
wash.pres.3sg

snadno.
easily

`This suit washes easily.'

(4) a. Jean se lave.
`Jean washes (himself).'

b. Le vase s'est cassé.
`The vase broke.'

2 SE in capitals refers uniformly to di�erent instances of a re�exive clitic in Romance and Czech: si in Italian

and se in French, Spanish, Romanian and Czech.
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c. Ce costume se lave facilement.
`This suit washes easily.'

Examples (a) instantiate re�exive verbs expressing coreference between their agent and patient.
Sentences in (b) are based on unaccusative verbs and have an inchoative meaning with nona-
gentive interpretation. Sentences in (c) represent the middle construction which expresses a
characteristic of the syntactic subject.
Furthermore, I will have nothing to say here about idiosyncratic re�exive forms. Unlike the

re�exive constructions mentionned above, these forms are not productive and vary inexplicably
in di�erent languages. Czech and French examples are given in (5) and (6) respectively.

(5) a. Jana
Jana

omdlela.
faint.past.3sg

`Jana fainted.'

b. Jana
Jana

se
SE

usmála.
smile.past.3sg

`Jana smiled.'

(6) a. Jeanne
Jeanne

s'
SE

est
be.pres.3sg

évanouie.
fainted

`Jeanne fainted.'

b. Jeanne
Jeanne

a
have.pres.3sg

souri.
smiled

`Jeanne smiled.'

What are then characteristic properties of re�exive verbal forms given in (1) and (2) as compared
with the other re�exive constructions in (3) and (4)?
First, an agent is syntactically present in re�exive verbal forms (1) and (2). Therefore,

re�exive verbal forms are compatible with agent-oriented adverbs like �deliberately�, as shown
in (7) for Czech and (8) for French.

(7) Tyto
these

byty
apartment.pl

se
SE

zám¥rn¥
deliberately

prodávají
sell.pres.3pl

obydlené.
occupied

`These apartments are deliberately sold occupied.'

(8) Ces
these

appartements
apartment.pl

se
SE

vendent
sell.pres.3pl

délibérément
deliberately

occupés.
occupied

`These apartments are sold deliberately occupied.'

On the contrary, in middles and unaccusative-inchoative constructions, no agent takes part in
the event. Middles predicate a speci�c property of the syntactic subject irrespective of any
agent. Inchoatives express an event with an unspeci�ed cause. In both cases, the agent is not
present syntactically. Hence, agent-oriented adverbs are not permitted. Examples from Czech
are given in (9) and the same is true in French (10) and Romance in general.

(9) a. Tento
this

oblek
suit.sg

se
SE

(*zám¥rn¥)
(*deliberately)

pere
wash.pres.3sg

snadno.
easily

`This suit (deliberately) washes easily.'
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b. Váza
vase

se
SE

(*zám¥rn¥)
(*deliberately)

rozbila.
break.past.3sg

`The vase broke (*deliberately).'

(10) a. Ce costume se lave (*délibérément) facilement.
`This suit washes (*deliberately) easily.'

b. Le vase s'est cassé (*délibérément).
`The vase broke (*deliberately).'

Second, the agent in re�exive verbal forms is either inde�nite or generic and distinct from the
patient, as shown by the Spanish examples in (11) and (12).

(11) a. Se
SE

cantan
sing.pres.3pl

canciones
song.pl

de
of

protesta
protest

en
at

las
the

�estas.
party.pl

`Protest songs are sung at the parties.' (Campos 1989: 2)

(12) a. Se
SE

canta
sing.pres.3sg

canciones
song.pl

de
of

protesta
protest

en
at

las
the

�estas.
party.pl

`One sings protest songs at the parties.' (Campos 1989: 2)

b. Se
SE

habla
speak.pres.3sg

espanol
Spanish

aquí.
here

`One speaks Spanish here.' (Campos 1989: 1)

c. Se
SE

es
be.pres.3sg

feliz
happy

en ocasiones.
sometimes

`One is sometimes happy.'

As can be seen in (11) and (12), re�exive verbal forms consist of two subsets of constructions.
(11) is an example of the re�exive passive and (12) of the impersonal SE-construction. The
re�exive passive form occurs with transitive verbs. It is analogous to the periphrastic passive
in that the verb's internal argument moves to the subject position and the verb agrees with it.
The impersonal SE-construction is possible with all kinds of verbs. The internal argument, if
there is one, stays in its base-position and is assigned accusative case there. The verb has the
default form of the 3rd person singular. In the re�exive passive, the agent is inde�nite; in the
impersonal SE-construction, it has a generic interpretation.

On the contrary, in constructions with re�exive verbs (3a) and (4a) the agent is de�nite and
nondistinct from the patient.

To summarize, the fundamental properties of re�exive verbal forms in Romance and Czech
are their productivity, syntactic presence of an agent and its inde�nite or generic interpretation.
The next section provides comparison of re�exive verbal forms and their syntactic properties
in Romance and Czech.
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2 The range of re�exive verbal forms in Romance and

Czech

2.1 Italian and Spanish

Italian and Spanish manifest the widest range of re�exive verbal forms among Romance
languages. The two languages allow transitive, unergative and unaccusative verbs, copulas and
even passive verbs to occur in a re�exive verbal form. Examples from Italian were given in (2)
above, those from Spanish follow in (13) below.

(13) a. Los
the

apartamentos
apartment.pl

se
SE

alquilan.
rent.pres.3pl

`The apartments are rented.' (Contreras 1973: 86)

a' Se
SE

alquila
rent.pres.3sg

(los)
(the)

apartamentos.
apartment.pl

`One rents the apartments.' (Contreras 1973: 84)

b. Se
SE

trabaja
work.pres.3sg

mucho
a lot

aquí.
here

`One works a lot here.' (Campos 1989: 2)

c. Los
on

domingos
Sundays

se
SE

va
go.pres.3sg

al parque
to the park

a
to

pasear.
stroll

`On sunday one goes to the park for a stroll.' (Campos 1989: 11)

d. Se
SE

es
be.pres.3sg

humano
human.msg

o
or

no
not

se
SE

lo
it.acc.sg

es.
be.pres.3sg

`One is human or one is not.' (Contreras 1973: 83)

e. Se
SE

es
be.pres.3sg

explotado
exploited.msg

por
by

los
the

poderosos.
powerful

`One is exploited by the powerful.' (Campos 1989: 3; cited from Otero 1985)

As can be seen in the example (13 a/a'), Spanish as well as Italian (2 a/a') allows for two
di�erent re�exive verbal forms with transitive verbs. The forms di�er in the agreement of the
verb. In the (a) examples, the verb agrees in number and person with its internal argument
that has moved to the subject position. In the (a') examples, the verb has a default agreement
in the third person singular and the internal argument stays in its base-position where it is
assigned accusative case.
As Campos (1989) extensively argued for, while the (a) sentences are interpreted as passive,

the (a') sentences have an active meaning. His test for determining the passive or active meaning
of the sentences is shown in (14).

(14) ¾Qué hacen en las �estas en tu país?
`What do they (people in general) do at parties in your country?'
(Campos 1989: 2)

a. #Se cantan canciones de protesta en las �estas.
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`Protest songs are sung at the parties.'

a' Se canta canciones de protesta en las �estas.
`One sings protest songs at the parties.'

While (a') can be used as an aswer to an active question, (a) is not acceptable in such a context.
On the other hand, (a) is required as an answer to a passive question.
Furthermore, Campos observes that re�exive verbal forms with unergative verbs are also

ambiguous between impersonal and what he calls "passive impersonal interpretation" in the
present tense. That is, they can be used in an answer to both active and passive questions, as
shown in (15).

(15) ¾Qué hacen los sábados en tu país?
`What do people do on Saturdays in your country?' (Campos 1989: 5)
¾Qué se hace los sábados en tu país?
`What is done on Saturdays in your country?'

a/a' En mi país se trabaja los sábados.
`In my country one works (people work) on Saturdays.'

In the preterite, however, only the passive meaning ("passive impersonal interpretation" in his
terms) survives and a re�exive verbal form is not an acceptable answer to an active question.

(16) ¾Qué hicieron ayer? (Campos 1989: 6 )

a. #Se
SE

trabajó
work.past.3sg

todo
all

el día
day

ayer.
yesterday

`It was worked the whole day yesterday.'

On the contrary, as he further argues, unaccusative verbs seem not to be ambiguous. In Spanish,
they appear only as an active construction in the present tense, but they do not occur in the
preterite where only the passive interpretation is supposed to survive.

(17) a. ?*El a¬o
last

pasado
year

se
SE

fue
go.past.3sg

al parque
to the park

a
for

pasear.
a stroll

`Last year, one (people) went to the park for a stroll.' (= it was gone) (Campos
1989: 11)

a' Los
on

domingos
Sundays

se
SE

va
go.pres.3sg

al parque
to the park

a
for

pasear.
a stroll

`On Sunday, one (people) goes to the park for a stroll.'

2.2 Romanian

Romanian re�exive verbal forms are more restricted than in Italian and Spanish. Romanian
allows them with transitive, unergative and unaccusative verbs but not with copulas and passive
verbs as shown in (18).

(18) a. S-au
SE-have.3pl

recitat
recited

poezii
poem.pl

de
by

Eminescu.
Eminescu
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`Poems by Eminescu were recited.' (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 405)

b. Se
SE

munce³te.
work.pres.3sg

`It is worked.' (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 405)

c. Ieri s-a ajuns tîrziu acasa.

`Yesterday SE arrived home late' (Cinque 1988: 571)

d. *Nu
not

se
SE

este
be.pres.3sg

niciodat 
never

mulµumit.
satis�ed

`One is never satis�ed.' (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 405)

e. *Adesea
frequently

se
SE

este
be.pres.3sg

tr dat
betrayed

de
by

prieteni
friend.pl

fal³i.
false

`One is frequently betrayed by false friends.' (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 405)

As is shown by Dobrovie-Sorin (1998), unlike in Italian and Spanish, only a passive interpre-
tation is available for re�exive verbal forms in Romanian. I will come back to this observation
in more detail in section 4.2.

2.3 French

French demonstrates the narrowest range of re�exive verbal forms among Romance languages.
Only transitive verbs but not others can appear in re�exive verbal forms.

(19) a. Ce
this

roman
novel

se
SE

lira
read.fut.3sg

bientôt
soon

à
in

Moscou.
Moscow

`This novel will be read soon in Moscow.' (Zribi-Hertz 1982: 349)

a' Il
it.expl

s'est
SE be.pres.3sg

déjà
already

lu
read

beaucoup
a lot of

de romans
novel.pl

dans
in

cette
this

bibliothèque.
library

`A lot of books has been already read in this library.'

b. *Il
it.expl

s'est
SE

couru
be.pres.3sg run

sur
at

ce
this

stade
stadium

récemment.
recently

`One has recently run at this stadium.'

c. *Dans
into

cette
this

grotte
cave

il
it.expl

s'entre
SE enter.pres.3sg

une fois
once

par an.
a year

`One enters this cave once a year.'

d. *Il
it.expl

ne
not

s'est
SE be.pres.3sg

jamais
never

heureux.
happy

`One is never happy.'
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e. *Il
it.expl

s'est
SE be.pres.3sg

souvent
often

exploité
exploited

par
by

les
the

puissants
powerful.pl

de
of

ce
this

monde.
world

`One is often exploited by the powerful of this world.'

As shown in (19a) and (19a'), two types of construction are possible for re�exive verbal forms
with a transitive verb in French. In the former, the verb's internal argument moves to the
subject position. In the latter, the internal argument stays in its base-position and the overt
expletive pronoun il occurs as syntactic subject. However, the impersonal construction (19a')
is not available for other kinds of verbs in French.
French is the only non-pro-drop Romance language and it seems that independent reasons

may be involved in constraining impersonal re�exive verbal forms in it. Belletti (1982) and
Cinque (1988) argued that these factors involve Case constraints, while Dobrovie-Sorin (1998)
and Guéron (1996) argued that interpretive constraints account for the di�erences.

2.4 Czech

In comparison to Romance languages, Czech re�exive verbal forms are very similar to those
found in Romanian. That is, Czech accepts re�exive verbal forms with transitive, unergative
and unaccusative verbs, repeated here as (20 a-c). On the contrary, copulas and passive verbs
are not allowed:

(20) a. Tady
here

se
SE

£asto
often

jedí
eat.pres.3pl

²pagety.
spaghetti.pl

`Here spaghettis are often eaten.'

b. Pracuje
work.pres.3sg

se
SE

tu
here

p°íli²
too

mnoho.
much

`One works too much here.'

c. Z
from

Francie
France

se
SE

£asto
often

p°ijíºdí
arrive.pres.3sg

pozd¥.
late

`One often arrives late from France.'

d. *Není
not-be.pres.3sg

se
SE

nikdy
never

²´asten(-o).
happy.msg (nsg)

`One is never happy.'

e. *Je
be.pres.3sg

se
SE

vyuºíván(-o)
exploited.msg (nsg)

mocnými
by the powerful

tohoto
of this

sv¥ta.
world

`One is often exploited by the powerful of this world.'

A more detailed analysis of Czech re�exive verbal forms will be given in section 4.2.

2.5 Summary

The following table summarizes the range of re�exive verbal forms found in Romance and
Czech.
The languages divide into three groups. Italian and Spanish show the widest range of re�exive

verbal forms which are available for all kinds of verbs. Romanian and Czech are more restricted
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Table 1: Table 1

Italian, Spanish Romanian, Czech French

Transitive verbs
√ √ √

Unergative verbs
√ √

*

Unaccusative verbs
√ √

*

Copulas
√

* *

Passive
√

* *

and do not allow for re�exive verbal forms with copulas and passive verbs. Finally, the most
limited range of re�exive verbal forms is attested in French, which allows only transitive verbs
to occur in them.
The question which now arises is how to account for this cross-linguistic variation in a simple

and principled way. To do that, I will �rst review a few generative proposals designed to explain
cross-linguistic di�erences of this kind.

3 Generative analysis of Romance

Re�exive verbal forms in Romance have received a lot of attention in the generative literature:
Cinque 1988, Dobrovie-Sorin 1998, Lyons 1995, Raposo-Uriagereka 1996, Reinhart � Siloni 2005,
Wehrli 1986 and Zribi-Hertz 1982 to mention only some of them.
Cinque's analysis (1988) of SE-constructions in Italian and Romance counts among the most

in�uential ones and it has given rise to a lot of discussion. This section reviews his analysis
brie�y and shows how it works for Romance languages.
Cinque observes that Italian si can appear in all tensed and even in some untensed clauses.

Nonetheless, he shows that its distribution in untensed contexts is restricted only to transitive
and unergative verbs in raising constructions (21). In control clauses (22), it is uniformly
excluded.

(21) a. Sembra non essersi ancora scoperto il vero colpevole.
`It seems one not to have yet discovered the true culprit.' (Cinque 1988: 524)

b. Sembra non essersi lavorato a su�cienza.
`It seems one not to have worked su�ciently.'

(22) *Sarebbe meglio scoprirsi il colpevole.
`It would be better one to discover the culprit.' (Cinque 1988: 522)

On the basis of the data, Cinque concludes that two kinds of SE are available in Italian: an
argument [+arg] SE and a nonargument [-arg] SE. While [+arg] SE is licensed by verbs with
an external argument, [-arg] SE is licensed by a �nite in�ection. Therefore, while a [+arg] clitic
can appear only with transitive and unergative verbs, a [-arg] one is limited to �nite contexts:

"In �nite contexts [-arg] si is possible (with all verb types) because it can `amal-
gamate' with personal Agr. [+arg] si, on the other hand, is possible only with those
verb types that assign an external θ-role." (Cinque 1988: 531)
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Cinque's structure con�gurations for [+arg] and [-arg] SE are given in (23a) and (23b) respec-
tively.

(23) a. IP

NP

pro

[pleon]

[no φ-features]

I'

I

(Agr) SE

[+arg]

VP

V

b. IP

NP

pro

[+arg]

I'

I

Agr

[φ-features]

SE

VP

V

The argument clitic (23a) has to be associated with an external θ-role at every level of repre-
sentation. It is coindexed with a pro in [NP, IP] which is merely a pleonastic pronoun with
no ϕ-features. On the contrary, the nonargument clitic (23b) combines with a �nite Agr as a
syntactic marker for unspeci�ed (generic) Person, while an argument pro discharges the verb's
θ-role.
Since the [+arg] clitic is licensed by verbs assigning an external θ-role and the [-arg] clitic

by �nite in�ection, it follows that the clitic is ambiguous between [+arg] and [-arg] in �nite
clauses with a transitive or an unergative verb. Cinque takes advantage of this ambiguity in
the case of Italian re�exive forms with transitive verbs. As has been shown above, transitive
verbs allow either for an agreeing or a non-agreeing re�exive form, repeated in (24 a) and (24
a') respectively.

(24) a. Qui,
here

gli spaghetti
spaghetti.pl

si
SE

mangiano
eat.pres.3pl

spesso.
often

`Here spaghettis are often eaten.'

a' Qui,
here

si
SE

mangia
eat.pres.3sg

spesso
often

gli spaghetti.
spaghetti.pl

`Here one often eats spaghettis.'

Cinque claims that it is possible to explain the existence of these two constructions by the fact
that Italian possesses both [+arg] and [-arg] SE.
In his view, the re�exive passive construction (24a) contains the [+arg] clitic which is asso-

ciated with the verb's external θ-role. The internal argument is not assigned accusative, so it
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has to move to the position of the syntactic subject to receive Case. The verb then agrees with
the derived syntactic subject.
On the other hand, the impersonal SE-construction (24a') contains the [-arg] clitic and the

verb's external θ-role is assigned to an argument pro. Consequently, according to Burzio's
generalization, the internal argument of the verb can be assigned accusative case. The verb is
in the default form of the 3rd person singular because its subject pro is speci�ed for generic
person by the nonargument [-arg] clitic.
If �nite verbs with an external argument accept both [+arg] and [-arg] clitics, then the

ambiguous interpretation of transitive verbs as well as unergative ones in Italian and Spanish is
exactly what one expects. Hence, the di�erences in the interpretation noted by Campos (1989)
which were summed up in section 2.1. can be accounted for in Cinque's terms.
As Cinque shows, it is tempting to set the given [+arg] / [-arg] distinction as a parameter and

thus to account for cross-linguistic variation. He argues on the example of Romance languages
that Italian, Spanish and Portuguese possess both kinds of SE, while French and Romanian
have only [+arg] SE. Therefore, whereas in the former languages SE occurs in all �nite and
some non�nite contexts, in French and Romanian its use is more restricted.
Cinque's parameter-based analysis of Romance has been further developed by Dobrovie-Sorin

(1998) for Romanian. She con�rms that the nature of Romanian SE can be best captured by
setting the parameter as [+arg]. Then Romanian re�exive forms with transitive and unergative
verbs are then accounted for. What remains to be solved are re�exive verbal forms with
unaccusative verbs (18c) which are also available in Romanian. Dobrovie-Sorin proposes that
these forms are re-analysed as unergatives in Romanian. I will return to her proposal in section
4.2. below.
It has been shown in section 2 that the range of re�exive verbal forms is parallel in Czech

and Romanian. Could then such a parameter proposed by Cinque (1988) and Dobrovie-Sorin
(1998) account in a simple way for re�exive verbal forms in Czech as well?

4 Generative analysis of Czech

There exist a few generative accounts for re�exive verbal forms in Czech as well, for example
Rivero 2002 and R·ºi£ka 1992. The next section summarizes R·ºi£ka's analysis of Slavic,
including Czech.

4.1 [-arg] analysis of Czech

Following Cinque's analysis (1988) of Romance languages, R·ºi£ka (1992) attempts to deal
with re�exive verbal forms in Slavic. First, he observes that Slavic does not allow re�exive verbal
forms to occur in untensed contexts. Therefore, he proposes to set the Cinque's parameter as
[-arg] for Slavic.
Second, he distinguishes two kinds of re�exive verbal forms, namely a re�exive passive with

transitive verbs (25a) and an impersonal SE-construction with other kinds of verbs (25b).

(25) a. Okno / malý chlapec
window / little boy

se
SE

myje
wash.pres.3sg

mýdlem.
soap.instr

`The window / The little boy is (being) washed with soap.' (adapted from R·ºi£ka
1992: 153)
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b. Tancovalo
danse.past.3sg.n

se
SE

aº
until

do
to

rána.
morning

`One danced into the morning.'

For R·ºi£ka, a re�exive passive is merely a contextual interpretation of certain re�exive verbs.
His conclusion is based on the observation that the re�exive passive is formed only with verbs
that exist also as re�exive verbs. Therefore, the re�exive passive is a contextually determined
interpretation allowed by the inherent meaning of these re�exive verbs, and it is not structurally
di�erent from them:

"Indeed, hardly a re�exive form in a passive con�guration is found to occur which
cannot be a lexically re�exive verb `otherwise'. (...) Clearly, the pertinent verbs
are susceptible and accessible to passive interpretation by virtue of their inherent
meaning. (...) I conclude that re�exive passive is a contextual interpretation of
certain classes of lexically re�exive verbs." (R·ºi£ka 1992: 153 � 155)

It means that example (25a) can be interpreted either as passive or as containing a re�exive
verb. If there is an inanimate noun in the subject position, the sentence is usually interpreted
as having a passive meaning. On the contrary, if the subject is animate, the sentence allows
for both interpretations. Hence, it can be either the little boy who washes himself or someone
else who washes him. Because of their ambiguous meaning such sentences should be avoided,
as noted by Czech grammars (cf. Karlík et al. 1995).
On the other hand, R·ºi£ka claims that unlike the re�exive passive, impersonal SE-constructions

are structurally speci�c and have the structure (23b) proposed by Cinque. However, due to
the absence of the [+arg] clitic in Slavic, they are uniformly excluded in all non�nite contexts,
namely in control in�nitives (26a) and raising structures (26b).

(26) a. *Bylo by lépe jít se dom· te¤.
`It would be better (for one) to go home now.' (R·ºi£ka 1992: 143)

b. *Otázky struktury v¥ty se zdají se projednávat na zasedání komise.
`Questions of the structure of the sentence seem to be dealt with on the committee's
meeting.' (R·ºi£ka 1992: 144)

In sum, R·ºi£ka argues that the re�exive passive in Czech is a context-dependent interpretation
of re�exive verbs, whereas the impersonal SE-construction is a speci�c structure based on the
[-arg] value of the re�exive clitic.
However, this conclusion does not explain why the range of re�exive verbal forms in Slavic

varies in di�erent languages nor notably why re�exive verbal forms with copulas and passive
verbs are not available in Czech, as noted above.

4.2 [+arg] analysis of Czech

As has been shown in section 2, Czech re�exive verbal forms are parallel to those found in
Romanian. The two languages allow for re�exive verbal forms with transitive, unergative and
unaccusative verbs, while excluding copulas and passive verbs from them.
I mentioned in the previous section that an analysis of Romanian data based on Cinque's

[±arg] parameter has been proposed by Dobrovie-Sorin (1998). She claims, according to Cinque,
that the parameter is set as [+arg] for Romanian. It follows that Romanian has only the re�exive
passive and no impersonal SE-constructions at all. Given the correspondence of Romanian and
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Czech data, would it be possible to apply this analysis to Czech, as well? To put it di�erently,
does it mean that Czech, which is similar to Romanian, has no impersonal SE-constructions,
as opposed to R·ºi£ka's account?
The assumption that Czech SE is [+arg] would account correctly for Czech re�exive verbal

forms with transitive and unergative verbs, repeated here in (27).

(27) a. Tady
here

se
SE

£asto
often

jedí
eat.pres.3pl

²pagety.
spaghetti.pl

`Here spaghettis are often eaten.'

b. Pracuje
work.pres.3sg

se
SE

tu
here

p°íli²
too

mnoho.
much

`It is worked too much here.'

Moreover, such an analysis explains why only agreeing constructions with transitive verbs are
available in Czech.

(28) a. Ty
the

byty
�at.pl

se
SE

prodávají
sell.pres.3pl

od
since

ledna.
January

`The �ats have been selling since January.'

a' *Ty
the

byty
�at.pl

se
SE

prodává
sell.pres.3sg

od
since

ledna.
January

`One has been selling the �ats since January.'

If Czech is supposed to have a [+arg] clitic, its re�exive verbal forms should be interpreted as
passive. This prediction is borne out as shown in the following examples by Campos' test.

(29) a. #Co (lidi) prodávají od ledna?
`What have they (people) been selling since January?'

b. Co se tu prodává (je tu prodáváno) od ledna?
`What has been selling since January?'

Prodávají
sell.pres.3pl

se
SE

ty
the

byty.
�at.pl

`The �ats have been selling.'

(30) a. #Jak mnoho tady (lidi) pracují?
`How much do they (people) work here?'
Pracuje se tu p°íli² mnoho.
`It is worked too much here.'

Although di�erences are subtle, re�exive forms seem to be more acceptable as an answer to
a passive rather than an active question. The same holds for Romanian, as pointed out by
Dobrovie-Sorin (1998):

(31) a. Se
SE

cînt 
sing.pres.3sg

/
/
doarme
sleep.pres.3sg

/
/
munce³te
work.pres.3sg

/
/
m n��nc .
eat.pres.3sg

`It is sung / slept / worked / eaten.' (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 405)
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b. Si
SE

canta
sing.pres.3sg

/
/
dorme
sleep.pres.3sg

/
/
lavora
work.pres.3sg

/
/
mangia.
eat.pres.3sg

`One sings / sleeps / works / eats.' (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 406)

While the Italian examples in (31b) are interpreted as active and can be potentially ambiguous
between active and passive meaning, as shown by Campos (1989) for the Spanish examples,
Romanian re�exive forms are unambiguously passive, as indicated by the English gloss.
Moroever, the same meaning survives in the past tense, more evidence that re�exive forms

in Czech are passive rather than impersonal.

(32) a. Tady
here

se
SE

£asto
often

jedly
eat.past.3pl

²pagety.
spaghetti.pl

`Here spaghettis were often eaten.'

b. Pracovalo
work.past.3sg.n

se
SE

tu
here

p°íli²
too

mnoho.
much

`It was worked too much here.'

The [+arg] status of SE in Romanian and Czech explains its incapacity to act as a syntactic
controller and binder. As shown in (33) below, [+arg] SE with an expletive pro in the subject
position cannot count as a syntactic controller of the embedded subject PRO in Romanian and
Czech. It thus contrasts with Spanish (34) and Italian as well.

(33) a. *S-a
SE-has

promis
promised

a
to

respecta
obey

dispoziµiile.
the instruction.pl

(Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 427)

b. *P°islíbilo
promise.past.3sg.n

se
SE

poslouchat
obey.inf

pokyny.
instruction.pl

`It was promised to obey the instrutions.'

(34) Se
SE

espera
hopes

llegar
arrive.inf

al
at

�nal
the end

del
of

camino.
the road

`One hopes to arrive at the end of the road.' (Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 426)

Similarly, the ability of SE to function as an anaphor binder in Czech seems to be questionable,
at least for plural anaphors:

(35) a. *Mluvilo
speak.past.3sg.n

se
SE

tam
there

jeden
one

o
about

druhém.
another

`It was talked there about each other.' (R·ºi£ka 1992: 152)

b. ?*Mluvilo
speak.past.3sg.n

se
SE

tam
there

jen
only

o
about

sob¥.
oneself

`It was talked there only about oneself.' (R·ºi£ka 1992: 152)

However, two problems remain under the [+arg] analysis of Czech re�exive verbal forms. First,
the proposed analysis predicts the existence of raising constructions with re�exive verbal forms
of transitive and unergative verbs. But in Czech this expectation is not ful�lled, as has been
shown in (26).
Nevertheless, R·ºi£ka argues that raising constructions with re�exive verbal forms in Czech
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may be ruled out for independent reasons. The Czech raising verb zdát se is itself a re�exive
verb which combines with an in�nitival clause from which an element is raised to the matrix
clause. As already pointed out by �milauer (1947), Czech does not allow structures where one
re�exive verb or form is dependent on another one. This is true not only for re�exive forms
(26b) dependent on the raising verb zdát se but also for re�exive verbs as in (36).

(36) *Lidé
people

se
SE

zdáli
seem.past.3pl

navzájem
each other

se
SE

setkávat.
meet.inf

`People seemed each other to meet.' (R·ºi£ka 1992: 144)

Given the ban on doubled SE in Czech clauses and the non-existence of non-re�exive raising
verbs in Czech, it is di�cult to test the possibility of non�nite re�exive verbal forms with raising
verbs in Czech. Their existence should be in principle allowed by the [+arg] parameter but
they might be ruled out for independent reasons.
Second, the proposed analysis in terms of [+arg] SE does not explain the existence of the re-

�exive verbal forms with unaccusative verbs attested in Romanian as well as in Czech, repeated
here.

(37) a. Ieri s-a ajuns tîrziu acasa. (Cinque 1988: 571)

b. V£era se dom· p°ijelo pozd¥.
`Yesterday SE arrived home late."

Since unaccusative verbs have no external argument, re�exive verbal form with a [+arg] clitic,
which has to be associated with the external θ-role, should not be available for them. Dobrovie-
Sorin (1998) proposes that Romanian re�exive verbal forms with unaccusative verbs re-analyze
as unergatives. This could be supported by R·ºi£ka's (1992) observation that re�exive verbal
forms with unaccusative verbs are not licensed if the form does not already exist with unergative
verbs:

"In other words, if complementless structures containing an external argument are
not available, no structures without an external argument are licensed." (R·ºi£ka
1992: 141)

A more detailed analysis of the nature of refexive verbal structures and behavior of re�exive
clitics in Romanian and Czech will be needed to decide if this account is on the right track. In
any case, re�exive verbal forms with unaccusatives seem to be the only remaining problem for
the proposed [+arg] analysis.

5 Summary

In this paper, I have reviewed a sample of re�exive verbal forms in Romance languages and
Czech. The inspected languages split up into two di�erent groups as shown in Table 2.
The �rst group including Italian and Spanish allows for a wide range of re�exive verbal forms

with all kinds of verbs. In all re�exive verbal forms, an active interpretation with a general
agent (meaning people in general) is available under certain conditions. As for transitive verbs,
the meaning of their re�exive forms depends on the verb's form. If the verb has a default 3rd

person singular agreement and its internal argument stays in its base-position, the construction
has an active meaning. If a verb agrees with its internal argument moved to the position of the
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Table 2: Table 2

Italian, Spanish,
(Portuguese)

Romanian,
Czech, (French)

Re�exive passive
√ √

Impersonal SE-construction
√

*

syntactic subject, the construction is interpreted as passive. As for unergative verbs, they have
an ambiguous interpretation in the present tense and only a passive meaning in the past tense.
Properties of Italian and Spanish can be captured by Cinque's assumption that they have

both [+arg] and [-arg] re�exive clitics. While the [+arg] clitic has to be associated with an
external argument, the [-arg] clitic is limited to �nite contexts. Whereas [+arg] SE accounts
for re�exive passives, [-arg] SE accounts for the impersonal SE-construction. Since both clitics
overlap in �nite constructions with transitive and unergative verbs, exactly these re�exive verbal
forms show structural and interpretive ambiguity.
The second group includes Romanian, Czech and French. Romanian and Czech have a

narrower range of re�exive verbal forms, excluding those with copulas and passive verbs. French
is even more restricted. As the only non-pro-drop language, it appears to be subject to other
language-speci�c constrains. These three languages do not have impersonal SE-constructions,
and all their re�exive verbal forms have a passive meaning.
It seems that what the languages in this group have in common is the lack of a [-arg] clitic

as argued by Cinque (1988) and Dobrovie-Sorin (1998) for French and Romanian. It has been
shown in section 4.2. that this account can be extented to Czech, as well. If these languages are
supposed to have only [+arg] SE, passive interpretation of their re�exive verbal forms as well
as a bundle of other properties they have in common can be accounted for. Minor problems
that remain unsolved, especially the status of re�exive verbal forms with unaccusative verbs in
Czech, will be a focus for future research.
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Why Czech case markers sometimes

get lost
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1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is twofold: (i) to elaborate a plausible explanation of the misbehavior of
a Czech declensional paradigm, (ii) to provide independent morphological evidence for empty
Nuclei and lexically �oating segments, the phonological objects introduced in the standard
Government Phonology and developed in the CVCV model of Scheer (2004).

Among Czech nominal declensional paradigms, the d¥lání paradigm is peculiar - it shows
only consonant-initial markers. I claim that its pecularity follows not from its morphology, this
paradigm has the same morphological structure as other paradigms, but from the phonology.
More speci�cally, from the phonological representations of the case markers and nominal stems
belonging to this paradigm.

I assume that short vowels at the beginning of case su�xes are lexically �oating segments
which, in order to be spelled out, need to associate to the stem-�nal Nucleus. They can do it
only when this Nucleus is empty, otherwise they remain �oating, i.e. phonetically unrealized.
Because only consonant-�nal, but not vowel-�nal stems are followed by empty Nuclei, only the
former, but not the latter display vowel-initial markers. I argue that the vowel í which appears
in the d¥lání paradigm is a stem building su�x instead of part of case markers. I claim that it
is associated with the stem-�nal Nucleus hence prevents initial vowels of the case su�xes from
surfacing.

2 When vowel�initial markers are absent

Czech nominal declensions are traditionally organised into fourteen paradigms, each of which
is conceived of as a set of case markers which combine with gender-speci�ed stems. Among them
the neuter paradigm d¥lání "making" is outstanding because it shows only consonant-initial
markers. Its surface forms are shown in the following table.

(1) Paradigm d¥lání
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Singular Plural

Nom d¥lání d¥lání

Acc d¥lání d¥lání

Gen d¥lání d¥lání

Dat d¥lání d¥lání-m

Loc d¥lání d¥lání-ch

Ins d¥lání-m d¥lání-mi

In all other paradigms, case markers which contain consonants are always compound: the
consonant is preceded by a vowel, either short or long. Furthermore, each of all other paradigms
shows no less than three di�erent markers consisting of single vowels. By way of illustration, in
table (2), I show the structure of two other neuter paradigms: m¥sto "city" and mo°e "sea".

(2) Neuter paradigms

m¥sto "city" mo°e "sea"

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Nom/Acc m¥st-o m¥st-a mo°-e mo°-e

Gen m¥st-a m¥st-∅ mo°-e mo°-í

Dat m¥st-u m¥st-·m mo°-i mo°-ím

Loc m¥st-u/¥ m¥st-ech mo°-i mo°-ích

Ins m¥st-em m¥st-y mo°-em mo°-i

Comparing these two tables this question arises: Why are initial vowels absent from case
markers in the d¥lání paradigm? In the following section, I argue that the vowel í which
appears across all paradigm cells in (1) is not a case marker itself, but a stem-building su�x.

3 Part of the stem? Part of the case marker?

In Czech reference grammars, the í which appears in the d¥lání paradigm is traditionally
assumed to be part of the case markers. In that case, the paradigm has the structure as
described in (3).

(3) Paradigm d¥lání: í is part of the case markers

Singular Plural

Nom d¥lán-í d¥lán-í

Acc d¥lán-í d¥lán-í

Gen d¥lán-í d¥lán-í

Dat d¥lán-í d¥lán-ím

Loc d¥lán-í d¥lán-ích

Ins d¥lán-ím d¥lán-ími
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There exist several arguments against this traditional analysis, two of which are related to
syncretism. I assume that case syncretism (i.e. homophony of case markers) is not accidental,
but arises from the sharing of the morphosyntactic features among the syncretised cases.
A systematic approach to case syncretism was �rst introduced in Jakobson (1936) and then

formalised within many frameworks (for an overview see Matthew Baerman's annotated syn-
cretism bibliography available at http://www.surrey.ac.uk/LIS/MB/Bibliography). In this pa-
per, I adopt a Distributed Morphology view that case syncretism follows from the lexical un-
derspeci�cation of given case markers (for details see Caha & Ziková (2006) where we propose
an analysis of Czech nominal declension couched within the framework of Distributed Morphol-
ogy).
If the -í were a case marker, the d¥lání paradigm would show massive syncretism which is

unprecedented in other paradigms. In this case twelve paradigm slots (i.e. six cases times
two numbers) receive only four phonologically di�erent markers: -í, -ím, -ích, -ími. Also, the
syncretism predicted by (3) is highly suspicious: table (3) assumes that the locative and the
nominative singular are syncretic as well as the genitive and the nominative plural. Table (4)
illustrates why these types of syncretism are suspicious: they are not attested anywhere else in
the declensions, neither nominal nor adjectival.1

(4) Other declensions

"castle"
[Masc]

"machine"
[Masc]

"woman"
[Fem]

"city" [Neu]
"sea"
[Neu]

"young, adj."
[Fem]

NomSg hrad-∅ stroj-∅ ºen-a m¥st-o mo°-e mlad-á

LocSg hrad-u/¥ stroj-i ºen-¥ m¥st-u/¥ mo°-i mlad-é

NomPl hrad-y stroj-e ºen-y m¥st-a mo°-e mlad-é

GenPl hrad-· stroj-· ºen-∅ m¥st-∅ mo°-í mlad-ých

Now if the vowel í is not part of the case markers, it must belong to the stem. Furthermore, I
claim that it is not only part of the stem, but also a stem-building su�x. As shown in (5), it
either serves as a PP- or V-nominalizer, or derives collective nouns.

(5) a. p°í
by

-
-
mo°√
sea

-
-
í
noun

"seaside" (PP-nominalization)

b. d¥l√
make

-
-
á
th

-
-
n
part

-
-
í
noun

"making" (V-nominalization)

c. lan√
rope

-
-
ov
adj

-
-
í
noun

"ropes" (collective)

Examples shown in (5) indicate what is the contribution of this su�x to the structure of the
stem. First, the merger of it always produces stems of the neuter gender (there are no masculine
or feminine stems formed by this su�x); compare e.g. loket "elbow, masc." and p°ed -lokt-í
"forearm, neu.", zem "ground, fem." and pod -zem-í "under-ground, neu.", or kámen "stone,
masc." and kamen-í "stones, neu.".2

1This holds true not only for Czech, but for Slavic languages in general; see e.g. Müller (2004).
2Of course, there exists a handful of feminine and masculine stems ending in a high front long vowel, e.g. rallye
[rE li:] "rally, fem." or muftí "Mufti, masc.". However, all of them are loanwords and the �nal [i:] is not a
su�x, but an inseparable part of the stem. As a consequence of this, none of these stems show case forms
observable in the d¥lání paradigm: masculine animate stems of this type feature an adjectival declension
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Second, neuter stems derived by this su�x are either count (PP-nominalizations), or mass
(V-nominalizations and collectives). If we adopt a Distributed Morphology view that a�xes
are just phonological forms which realize particular portions of the syntactic structure, the
stem-building í would be lexically speci�ed to realize that part of the syntactic structure
which is a projection having its own gender and number features.

Does the fact that the -í is a stem-building su�x mean that the d¥lání paradigm has the
structure in (6)? Certainly not because (6) produces the same strange types of the syncretism
as mentioned under (3) above. In both cases, eight out of twelve paradigm cells are occupied
by the su�xes of the same form. The only di�erence lies in that in (3) they are positive, but
in (6) they are zero markers.

(6) Paradigm d¥lání: zero markers

Singular Plural

Nom d¥lání-∅ d¥lání-∅
Acc d¥lání-∅ d¥lání-∅
Gen d¥lání-∅ d¥lání-∅
Dat d¥lání-∅ d¥lání-m

Loc d¥lání-∅ d¥lání-ch

Ins d¥lání-m d¥lání-mi

4 Underlying structure is regular

What is my proposal how to solve the syncretism problem described above? I claim that the
d¥lání paradigm has the same morphology as all other paradigms. Its underlying structure is
in (7): all paradigm cells are occupied by vowel-initial markers as paradigm cells in all other
nominal paradigms normally are.3

What makes this paradigm special is the fact that its stems are vowel-�nal while all other
paradigms are built on consonant-�nal stems: it is derived by the same phonology as all other
paradigms, but the phonology prevents the initial vowels of the case markers from surfacing.

(7) Paradigm d¥lání: vowel-initial markers are underlyingly present

(compare muftího "Mufti, GenSg" and severního "northern, adj., GenSg", muftímu "Mufti, DatSg" and
severnímu "northern, adj., DatSg", and so on), stems of all other genders, including neuter stems like karí

"curry" or £atný "chutney", do not display case markers at all. Indeclinable loanwords are further discussed
in section 7.

3Also in comparison with the structure of other paradigms, zero markers may be assumed either for the
nominative and accusative singular or for the genitive plural. I leave this possibility open.
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Singular Plural

Nom d¥lání-V d¥lání-V

Acc d¥lání-V d¥lání-V

Gen d¥lání-V d¥lání-V

Dat d¥lání-V d¥lání-m

Loc d¥lání-V d¥lání-ch

Ins d¥lání-m d¥lání-mi

Having no positive (i.e. phonetic) evidence what the vowels in (7) look like, I use the symbol
V for them. Of course, one can object that the structure in (7) raises the same syncretism
problems as structures in (3) or (6). That would be true if the symbol V represents the same
vowel. But provided that we accept a hypothesis that the d¥lání paradigm is not special, at
least the locative and the nominative singular marker and the genitive and the nominative
plural marker as well should be represented by phonologically di�erent vowels.

5 CVCV

In what follows, I argue that the best way to get the surface structures of the case forms
shown in (1) from their hypothetical underlying structures in (7) is by using the theory of
CVCV phonology, abbreviated hereafter as CVCV.

In CVCV (Lowenstamm 1996, Scheer 2004), phonological structure is represented on two sep-
arate levels whose items are connected through association lines. The syllabic level consists of
a strict sequence of non-branching Onsets (i.e. consonantal constituents, C) and non-branching
Nuclei (i.e. vocalic constituents, V), hence CVCV. The segmental level is built from phonolog-
ical expressions which are considered to have a hierarchical structure as well. In this respect,
two things are important: (i) CV units are the minimal building blocks (the existence of C
implies the existence of V, and vice versa), (ii) only segments linked to syllabic constituents
are phonetically realized. Furthermore, CVCV assumes that the syllable structure is recorded
in the lexicon, and then projected into the derivation. This is a phonological version of the
syntactic Projection Principle.4

Two main consequences follow from these assumptions:

1. The parts of all consonant clusters are separated by empty Nuclei.

2. In the lexicon, the syllable structure of all morphemes starts with an Onset (empty or
full) and ends in a Nucleus (empty or full).

To illustrate these consequences, under (8), I give the lexical representation of the root√
trám "beam". It consists of eight constituents, three of which are empty. It contains two

empty Nuclei, a �nal empty Nucleus and an empty Nucleus separating two morpheme-internal
consonants, and one empty Onset which is enclosed within a long vowel, i.e. within two Nuclei
linked simultaneously to one segment.

4The phonological Projection Principle was originally formulated within the Standard Government Phonology;
see e.g. Kaye et al. (1990).
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(8)

Representation of the root √trám

C V C V C V C V
| | |
t r a m

Scheme (8) indicates that mapping between the syllabic structure and the segmental level need
not be one to one: there exist syllabic constituents without segments and segments linked to
multiple constituents. In the following section, I explore an other case of such non-isomorphism,
namely the case where segments that lack any syllabic support.

6 Stem��nal Nuclei

Having outlined the core principles of CVCV, let us turn our attention to the phonological
structure of case markers. From what has been said it follows that there are two types of them:
zero markers and positive markers, all of them beginning with vowels. In this section, I submit
two independent arguments that marker-initial vowels are lexically speci�ed to associate to the
stem-�nal Nucleus. The �rst argument is based on an e ∼ ø alternation; the second argument
is grounded in the fact that in the d¥lání paradigm, no marker-initial vowels surface.

6.1 Vowel�zero alternations

Czech (as other Slavic languages) features vowel-zero alternations. In CVCV, vowels alter-
nating with zero are lexically �oating segments. (It should be noted that in Czech, only a mid
front vowel alternates.) The assumption that Nuclei which host vowel-zero alternations are
already present in the lexical representation follows from the Projection Principle mentioned
above. By way of illustration, I show the lexical representation of the root

√
kotøl "boiler",

which contains an alternation site between t and l. (This alternation site is marked by ø.)

(9)

Representation of the root √kotøl 

C V C V C V
| | | |
k o t e l

Outside CVCV, V ∼ ø alternations are examined in terms of epenthesis (the alternating vowel
is not lexically present) or deletion (the vowel disappears during the derivation). If alternating
vowels are either inserted or deleted by rule; their distribution should be predictable.
However, what is predictable is the distribution of alternants, but not the distribution of the

alternation sites themselves. This can be illustrated by three roots:
√
kotøl "boiler",

√
trotl

"prune", and
√
hotel "hotel". If we adopt an epenthetic scenario, the root

√
trotl should

behave in the same way as the root
√
kotøl because in the underlying structure they both end

in a tl cluster. In fact, they do not behave alike: in the context of a zero marker, the root√
kotøl shows the vowel e, but the root

√
trotl does not; compare kotel-∅ "boiler, NomSg"

and trotl-∅ "prune, NomSg". From this it follows that information about epenthesis must be
somehow encoded in the lexical representation. Adopting the deletion scenario raises the same
problem. Even though the roots

√
kotøl and

√
trotl will di�er lexically, additional information

about the alternating vowel is still needed to capture the di�erence between the root
√
kotøl
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whose e undergoes deletion and the root
√
hotel whose e does not; compare kotel-∅ "boiler,

NomSg" and kotl -e "boiler, NomPl" with hotel-∅ "hotel, NomSg" and hotel-y "hotel, NomPl".
This behaviour pleads in favour of the analysis proposed by CVCV: alternating vowels are
lexically �oating segments whose phonetic realization depends on Government.
Government is a regressive relation that holds between the syllabic constituents: Nuclei

govern either other Nuclei, or their own Onsets. What is important is that only those Nuclei
which are not governed display Government. In case that there are two full Nuclei in a row,
the second one always governs the closest constituent, i.e. its own Onset. From this it follows
that full Nuclei are never governed, hence always govern: whenever a Nucleus with a lexically
�oating vowel is followed by a full Nucleus, it is governed. As for morpheme-�nal empty Nuclei
and their e�ect on vowel-zero alternations, they are governed (due to the morphology), therefore
do not govern. In that case, an association line between the �oating segment and its Nucleus
is created.
In table (10), I show the structure of the case forms derived from the root

√
kotøl whose lexical

structure has been introduced in (9). We can see that the merger of positive markers always
produces a zero alternant within the root, but the merger of zero markers causes vocalisation.
And all other positive and zero markers, not only those merging the root

√
kotøl, behave alike.

(10) Paradigm of the root
√
kotøl

Singular Plural

Nom kotel-∅ kotl-e

Acc kotel-∅ kotl-e

Gen kotl-e kotl-·

Dat kotl-i kotl-·m

Loc kotl-i kotl-ech

Ins kotl-em kotl-y

From what has been said about Government and its e�ect on vowel-zero alternations it in-
evitably follows that no empty Nucleus intervenes between the root and the positive marker.
The assumption that marker-initial vowels must belong to the stem-�nal Nucleus is illustrated
in (11).

(11)

Derivation of e ~ ø alternants: √kotøl "boiler" 

a. kotøle GenSg b. kotølů GenPl

C V C V C V
| | | | |

k o t e l e

C V C V C V C V
| | | |

k o t e l u

c. kotelØ NomSg
C V C V C V
| | | |

k o t e l
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In (11a,b) the Nucleus following the alternation site is occupied by the vowel of the case marker,
hence it servers as a governor. As a consequence the Nucleus with the �oating e is governed
and thereby prevented from being spelled out. In (11c), I show the nominative singular form
derived by the zero marker. In this case, the �oating vowel associates with its Nucleus because
it is not governed.

The picture outlined in (11) raises the question about the lexical representation of mark-
er-initial vowels: If they associate with the empty Nucleus of the preceding morpheme, how
should they be represented lexically?

In case of markers which begin with short vowels, we have no choice but to let these vowels
lexically �oat. Marker-initial short vowels must be lexically �oating segments that lack any
syllabic support. In order to be pronounced, they need to associate with an empty Nucleus.
On the other hand, marker-initial long vowels are lexically associated to a Nucleus. In order
to be pronounced as long, they must spread to their left. The lexical di�erence between long
and short marker-initial vowels is illustrated in (12): in (12a), I show the structure of the
instrumental singular marker -em; in (12b) I outline the structure of the genitive plural marker
-·m. Their merger with the root

√
kotøl "boiler" is illustrated in (13).

(12)

Marker initial short vs. long vowels

a. em [InsSg]  b. ům [DatPl]

C V
|

e m

C V C V
| |
u m

 

(13)

Derivation of the case forms

a. kotlem 
  √kotøl[InsSg] 

C V C V C V - C V
| | | | |
k o t e l e m

b. kotlům 
  √kotøl [DatPl]

C V C V C V - C V C V
| | | | |
k o t e l u m

To sum up, on the one hand, positive case markers di�er in their syllabic structure (their initial
vowels either have their own constituent, or they are without any syllabic support), on the
other hand, they must associate with the preceding empty Nucleus in common.

6.2 When lexically �oating segments are not realized

In the d¥lání paradigm, marker-initial vowels cannot be pronounced because the stem is
vowel-�nal, it ends in the su�x -í. No empty Nucleus it is available that could receive
case-marking segment. Hence a�xes containing only vowels are not pronounced at all. Com-
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pound su�xes with both lexically �oating and associated melody can realize only the latter.
This is illustrated in (14) where the derivation of the surface structure of the instrumental
singular form d¥lání-Vm is shown: the lexically �oating V fails to be pronounced while the
lexically associated m normally surfaces.

(14)

Derivation of the surface forms

C V C V C V C V C V  C V
| | | | |
d ě l a n i V m

From what has been said it follows that those case markers which are underlyingly present in
the d¥lání paradigm should start with short vowels. Why? There is no empty Nucleus after
the stem, so therefore long marker-initial vowels could not branch and should be realized as
short. However, in this paradigm no short vowels surface.
Of course, one can ask whether the proposal that all markers in the d¥lání paradigm begin

with �oating vowels is plausible if in the dative plural, other neuter paradigms show long vowels,
as we have seen in table (2). In fact, in Czech nominal declensions, only a minority of case
markers are gender-bound (see Caha & Ziková (2006) for details). From this perspective a
dative plural allomorph which begins with the short vowel, -em, and which appears in the
feminine paradigm kost "bone" could be assumed to merge with neuter stems derived by the
su�x -í as well. Moreover, the fact that the instrumental plural marker in the d¥lání paradigm
is -mi indicates that this paradigm is indeed a mixture of neuter and feminine markers, since
the -mi appears in all feminine paradigms as well.

7 The rodeo story

The proposed model of the derivation of case forms predicts that vowel-�nal stems should
be unable to realize those case markers which begin with short vowels. However, there exist
neuter loanwords like duo, rodeo, video, or stereo which do display the vowel of vowel-initial
markers even though their stem ends in the vowel o. Table (15) shows that they take on the
same markers which appear in the main neuter paradigm m¥sto, with one exception in the
genitive plural: m¥sto takes ∅, while rodeo takes -í.

(15) Rodeo and m¥sto

m¥sto "city" rodeo "rodeo"

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Nom/Acc m¥st-o m¥st-a rode-o rode-a

Gen m¥st-a m¥st-∅ rode-a rode-í

Dat m¥st-u m¥st-·m rode-u rode-·m

Loc m¥st-u m¥st-ech rode-u rode-ech

Ins m¥st-em m¥st-y rode-em rode-y

Is there any explanation for why just these o-�nal stems behave the same way as those stems
which are consonant-�nal and why in the genitive plural they take a pronounced allomorph
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instead of a zero? I claim that o-�nal neuter stems can display the same case markers as conso-
nant-�nal stems of the m¥sto paradigm because the stem-�nal vowel can be easily re-interpreted
as the nominative singular marker -o. As a consequence, a �nal empty Nucleus is created.
Therefore all �oating vowels of the markers can be normally spelled out.

(16)

Reinterpretation of the stem final vowel

C V C V C V
| | | |
r o d e o

This analysis can also answer the question why do we get m¥st-∅, but not *rode-∅? This is
because unlike the former, the latter bears a �nal empty CV unit and a word may not end in
an empty CV sequence.

(17)

GenPl *rode

C V C V C V
| | | |
r o d e

To sum up, there exists a critical di�erence between neuter stems of the d¥lání type and neuter
stems of the rodeo type. They both end with vowels; however this vowel either is (rodeo) or is
not (d¥lání) re-interpreted as a case marker.
In this connection, the question arises as to what decides whether root vowels are interpreted

as case markers. If we explore vowel-�nal stems which display vowel-initial markers, we can
see that vast majority of them are those whose �nal vowels serve as the nominative singular
markers in the default paradigms for feminine and neuter genders, i.e. those which end either in
a (the default feminine marker) or in o (the default neuter marker). (As for masculines, in the
nominative singular, the default merge is with a zero marker.) The following table illustrates
the fact that in case of o- and a-�nal stems the �nal vowel is re-interpreted as a case marker,
but in case that the stem ends in an other vowel it is not.

(18) Stem��nal vowels

a, o other vowels

duo → du-o emu → *em-u

idea → ide-a brandy → *brand-y

Finally, to avoid deriving wrong case forms like the dative plural form *emu-m, or the locative
plural form *brandy-ch, where lexically associated parts of the case markers realize, we must
conclude that to be indeclinable is a lexical property of particular stems. In other words, those
stems whose �nal vowels are not re-interpreted as case markers and which do not belong to the
d¥lání paradigm must be lexically speci�ed as indeclinable, i.e. unable to combine with any
case markers.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, I have brought together three independent pieces of evidence that initial vowels
of case markers in a Czech nominal declension are either lexically �oating segments (short
vowels), or are lexically associated with Nuclei (long vowels). What they have in common is
that they are lexically speci�ed to search for an empty Nucleus to their left and associate with
it.
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